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1. INTRODUCTION
A program was initiated at tIuRhes Aircraft Company in F6bruary 1965
under contract to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to determine lhe feasibilily
of solar-powered electric propulsion systenls for use in deep space nlissions
of the near future. This document is tile final reporl of tile initial study
under this contract, which is sponsored by the NASA Office of Advanced
Re search and Technology.
A considerable amount of work had been conducted in the past on
nuclear powered electric propulsion. }towever, it became apparenl in the
last g years tilat space oriented nuclear power sources would not be avail-
able for early missions. Almost simultaneously, several independent studies
were concluding that large solar arrays with low specific weights werc
feasible.
Thus, if electric pr<)pulsion, with its many promising features, were
to be useful as a tool in the early exploration of space, it would be necessary
to evaluate the special problen_s associated with the use of a solar power
source. A major contribulor to these problenls is the fact that tile power
level varies with distance fron_ the stln.
This program investigated in depth problems of a solar powered
electrically propelled spacecraft and c<)mpared its mission capability with
ali-chemical systems. The results to dale have been extremely encourag-
ing, so that continuing studies are desirable and progr,,_aing.
In order to establish an accurate basis of comparison with all-chemical
systems, Mars orbiter missions for launch opportunities in the 1969 to 1977
time period were used as basic design missions. Extensive information for
ail-chen/ical systems was available from currenI Mariner and Voyager
studio s.
A basic objective of the propulsion system design and the hardware
verification phases of the program was to establish the feasibility of specific
weights of 50 lb/kw for the solar array and 25 lb/kw for the propulsion
system. These numbers appear to be conservative.
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A requirement of the study was to design complete spacecraft systems
for both the Saturn IB/Centaur and the Atlas-Centaur boosters to accommo-
date maximum solar arrays of 50 kw and 10 kw, respectively. Flexibility
was a central consideration so the spacecralt would be adaptable to varying
power levels, experiments, landers, and missions with a minimum of altera-
tion. Basic considerations were reliability and cost.
Several types of electric engines were available for consideration.
The mission analysis was to be general and apply to any low thrust device.
A specific engine system was to be designed and a verification hardware test
program implemented.
The following sections contain a summary of the conclusions reached
in the design study, and results and present status of the design verification
program.
Hughes Aircraft Company has been extensively occupied in the field of
electric propulsion for more than 5 years. It has developed a great deal of
enthusiasm for the field of solar-powered electric propulsion and, for sys-
tems work in this area, has established an Electric Propulsion Program
Office, reporting directly to the Manager of the Space Systems Division.
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2. SUMMARY
"The primary _objective of this study is to det,,rmin_, the feasibilily of
achieving significant improvcn_ent in mission capability for unmanned plane-
tary exploration spacecraft by the use of advanced solar photovoltaic power
systems in conj_tnction with electric propulsion thrustor systems. The study
is augmented by a hardware verification program which involves the design
and developmeftt of power conditioning, feed and control systems, and cul-
minates with a 500 hour life and performance test of a complete electric pro-
pulsion system utilizing a bombardment ion thrustor.
PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
In order to initiate the propulsion system' d_.sign _.flort prior to com-
pletion of the mission analysis, a 1971 M,_rs Orbiter Mission was chosen as
a model mission. I)etailed ion engine system d_'signs were performed for
both ti_e Saturn 1B/Centaur and Alias/Centaur launch vet_i('lc capabilities.
These complete ion engine syst_'ms, which <:onsist of thrustor arrays, power
conditioning and engine control systems, and storage and feed system's, have
beer, designed to satisfy the various constraints and requiremt_nts of the mis-
sion, reliability, solar panel power source, and spacecraft integration.
Although, in eaci_ case, designs were performed for systems based on both
the oxide cathode and liquid cathode electron-bombardment ion thrustors,
only the former art, reviewed here.
Lhe mission studies provided the following design points for an elec-
trically propelled spacecraft launched by a Saturn 1B/Centaur boost vehicle:
1) ttg bombardment engine
Z) Specific impulse - 4000 seconds
3) Power requirement - 48 kilowatts
4) Propellant weight - 1600 pounds
5) Thrust vector through 50 degrees
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An equivalent mission using an Atlas/Centaur booster leads to a
10 kw power requirement and approximately a 350 pound propellant require-
ment. These design points also correspond to maximum solar panel packag-
ing land, therefore, maximum total power) capabilities for the respective
launch vehicles. Since subsequent mission analyses have shown that the
above design points differ considerably from those which give an optimm-n
mission profile for the 1971 Mars Mission, the "maxinmm capability" inter-
pretation of the designs is most acc,lrate.
Based on reliability considerations, the total number of thrustor
modules to be employed in building up to a high power propulsion systcn_ was
established. It was shown that, for the 48 kw system, eight initially operat-
ing modules and two standbys were desirable while, for the 10 kw system,
the optimum combination was four initially operating with two in standby.
Another important consideration in the choice of optimum module
size was found to be the efficient use of the power available from the solar
panel. In order to follow the decrease in power, individual thrustors must
either be capable of operating with a variable power input or thrustor modules
must be shut off. The former, if large in range, complicates the system
design. The latter is effective only if module size is small enough so that
discrete power steps closely approximate the power curve. A combination
of the two has been shown to be the most desirable solution.
Conceptual drawings of complete ion propulsion systems which satisfy
the above design constraints as well as spacecraft integration requirements
are shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2. Figure 2-2 shows the integrated
48 kw system. As shown it consists of ten thrustor modules. Initially,
eight of these would be operating and two would be in standby to satisfy the
reliability considerations. The thrustor array is based on a 6-kw, 50 cm,
t ig bombardment engine operating at low current density (e. g., g-3 mA/cm 2-)
to ensure long life. Also shown in Figure 2-1 is a conceptual layout of the
feed system and propellant tankage. The tanks each have a Z00-pound liquid
Hg capacity and are 25 cm in diameter. A modular concept is employed in
the tankage system for two reasons: 1) redundancy techniques can again be
employed for increased reliability, a_d 2) each tank contains a positive cx-
pulsion system which, if a single tank were used, would have to support a
ton of tig under launch conditions. The rest of the feed system consists of:
1) on-off valves to stop propellant flow to nonoperating thrustors, 2) phase
separators whict_ convert the liquid ttg to a vapor, 3) high voltage isolators
which electrically decouple the high voltage thrustors from the feed systems
and propellant tanks, and 4} a propellant distriburion system which allows
thrustors to be fed from any or all tanks. The overall thrustor and tankage
array dimensions are 5 by 8-1/2 feet.
The power conditioning system is made up of eight panels of modules,
one panel consisting of the power supplies required for a single thrustor.
Each panel is approximately 28 by 37. 5 inches and is designed in a flat panel
for radiation cooling and for attachment to the spacecraft outer skin. Any
2.2
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panel call be switch{'d to a standby thrustor should an operating unit fail.
Again, extra power conditioning panels could be provided to increase sys-
tem reliability. However, the reliability of each panel can be made arbi-
trarily high by increasing the number of power conditioning modules per
pane ! . This reliability advantage among others accrues from the unique
power conditioning system design employed. Each power supply is made
up of a nmnber of low voltage, low power modules strung in series such that
the required thrustor voltage and power is obtained. By placing a number of
extra modules in series with those required, the reliability of the individual
supplies can be increased to any desired level.
In general the dorian considerations discussed above apply to the
10 kw system in Figur, g. This system, however, consists of six thrustors,
four operating and two standbys, two propellant tanks (based on packaging
considerations) and four power conditioning panels. The thrustor and tank
array is 2-1/3 by 5 feet whereas each power condition panel is 1g-3/4 x 28
inches.
The initial_pecific weight design goal of 25 lb/kw has been reduced
considerably. A weight breakdown of the complete system is shown in
Table Z- 1.
Including such items as cabling, plumbing, and structure, the esti-
mated specific weights for the 48 kw and 10 kw systems are 14.6 lb/kw and
20. 1 lb/kw respectively.
TABLE g-l. SYSTEM WEIGItT BREAKDOWN, POUNDS
Subsystem 48 kilowatts 10 kilowatts
Thrustor
Reservoir
Feed system and plumbing
Power condition and controls
Structure
Cabling
Translation
Total
180
I O4
33
Z40
80
51
10
698
pound s
54
24
17
68
ZO
1Z
6
Z01
pound s
Z-5
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SPACECRAFT DESIGN
The design mission has been limited to tile Mars orbiter mission
assuming the 1969 to 1977 launch opportunities. Detailed spacecraft designs
were derived for both the Atlas/Centaur and the Saturn 1B/Centaur launch
vehicles based on a "maximum power" capability, i.e., sufficient solar
panel area is provided to furnish a nominal 50 kw power capability at 1 AU
for the Saturn IB/Centaur version, and 10 kw at 1 AU for the Atlas/Centaur
version. Design criteria were based on early 1967 state-of-the-art, assum-
ing a 4 year development period would be required to achieve a 1971 mission.
Artist_s rendition
fully deployed during the
are presented in Figures
s depicting the two spacecraft with all components
heliocentric transfer phase of the Mars mission
Z-3a and 2-3b.
Considering first the Saturn 1B/Centaur version (see general arrange-
ment in Figu: ,. Z-4) the base of the spacecraft is a square frame which serves
as the mounting structure for the hinges of the four solar array foldout panel
assemblies {Boeing Company design concept). The 7 by 7 foot planar array
directional antenna and the Mars scanner platform are stowed within the
base structure and are deployed through the base after spacecraft separation.
The solar array deployment mechanism (a motor-driven cable pulley sys-
tem) is also located within the spacecraft base frame.
The central portion of the spacecraft structure consists of longerons
connecting the base with the upper framed closure bulkhead just below the
lander capsule, Structural shear panels interconnect the longeron members
and serve as the mounting surfaces for the power conditioning panels. A
bottom closure bulkhead located above the stowed scanner platform and
planar array antenna totally encloses the central bus.
A lightweight truss supporting the lander capsule extends forward of
the central bus. Placement of the lander capsule at the forward end of the
spacecraft is desirable for ease of lander capsule-spacecraft separation and
has least effect on the spacecraft configuration should a different lander
configuration be selected. The lander capsule depicted in this general arrange-
ment is the 1000 pound "Discoverer" configuration.
Dual liquid propellant retro-rockets are mounted within the lander
support truss and fire after lander capsule separation.
The mercury bombardment ion engine thrustors, engine controls, feed
system, and propellant storage tanks are integrated into one subsystem unit
located externally of the prime spacecraft structure. This unit is attached
to the spacecraft bus by means of a translation mechanism which permits
translation motion of the thrustor-array in perpendicular directions normal
to the thrust vector. Through employment of this mechanism, disturbance
torques on tile spacecraft resulting from thrust vector/spacecraft center-of-
gravity misalignment may be controlled or eliminated.
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Attitude control for initial acquisition, heliocentrictransfer, and
Mars orbit is provided by a reaction jet system using a cold gas (N2). Atti-
tude control jets for all axes are motmted close to the outboard edge of the
innermost panel in each quadrant.
The communication system, in addition to the 7 by 7 foot planar array
directional antenna, includes a forward coverage and an aft coverage omni-
directional antenna to assure , _mtinuous communications during the boost
phase and initial acquisition.
Because of the larg,, ,hange in energy balance on the spacecraft during
the flight to Mars, a portion of the spacecraft outer surface is utilized for
an a, _ive thermal control variable emittance de,4ce. It consists Of several
independent louver panels, each with a sensor actuator control device. Eight
independent louver panels were selected in order to give some degree of
flexibility in providing a thermal environment for the high density electronic
and payload equipment that will be used. Also, the sensor element which
controls each louver will be more centrally located thus allowing rapid
response to localized hot spot areas which might occur.
Upon final approach to Mars, the chemical retro-r'ockets are to be
fired to provide the velocity increment required to place the spacecraft into
the desired orbit about Mars. It therefore becomes extremely desirable to
minimize the size of the retro system required by jettisoning spacecraft
subsystems which are not required for the orbiting phase of the mission.
Accordingly, prior to retro firing, the electric propulsion systems, including
the thrustor array unit (thrustors, controls, feed system, and tankage),
power conditioning panels and all of the solar panel array outboard of the
innermost panel in each quadrant are jettisoned. The resulting configuration
in orbit then appears as illustrated in Figure 2-5.
The general arrangement of the Atlas/Centaur version of the solar
powered electric propulsion spacecraft is shown in Figure Z-6. The space-
craft has been designed to accommodate a 10 kw electric engine system
utilizing a folding modular lO kw solar array design ........ " ...........
cept) and a mercury boPnbardment ion engine system.
The spacecraft structural design is composed of a light alloy semi-
monocoque shell with frame members and bulkheads in the vicinity of the
electric engine array and scanner platform stowage compartments. The
solar array ifinge attachments are located just forward of the separation
plane. Power conditioning panels are mounted to the spacecraft base cylinder
and are composed of curved panels to match the structural cylindrical con-
tour. The structure extends forward as a frustum and is interrupted by the
electric engine array and scanner platform stowage compartments. These
compartments are closed off at the top and bottom by bulkheads with rein-
forced frames. The scanner platform is deployed forward to compensate
for the rearward travel of the spacecraft center-of-gravity, resulting from
the solar array deployment toward the base. The parabolic dish antenna
2-11
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is deployed through the spacecraft base. As in the Saturn 1B/Centaur space-
craft design, the engine array translation mechanism is utilized to support
the entire ion engine subsystem. The nitrogen storage tank, spacecraft
electronics, and retro system have been located at the forward end of the
spacecraft. A single retro-rocket nozzle and combustion chamber is hard
mounted to the top of the spacecraft structure and its thrust is directed along
the vehicle Is longitudinal axis.
Subsystems not required for the orbit phase (such as the engine array,
power conditioning panels, and the majority of the solar panels) are jettisoned
prior to the retro maneuver into the desired Martian orbit. The resulting
configuration appears as illustrated in Figure 2-7. One obvious difference
between the orbit configuration of the Saturn 1B/Centaur and Atlas/Centaur
spacecraft versions is that the solar array contractor elected to maintain,
for the orbital power supply, only two solar panel extensions 180 degrees
apart. This required that one set of attitude control jets be n:ounted to the
spacecraft bus to provide control about the axis parallel to the extended
solar panels.
• PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Since primary emphasis in the spacecraft design study was placed on
the Saturn 1B/Centaur version, all performance and cost comparisons with
all-chemical spacecraft are made with that version.
The mission selected as a basis of comparison between an all-chemical
propulsion spacecraft mission and one in which chemical propulsion is aug-
mented by an appropriate solar-powered electric propulsion system is a
Mars orbiter mission accomplished during the 1971 launch opportLmity. A
2300 pound lander capsule is carried by both spacecraft and is assumed to
be separated from the bus prior to retro into orbit.
The weight breakdown for the all-chemical spacecraft required to
acc_1_F,l'i_h th]¢ rni¢¢inn ie hn¢ort nn fho "Vn_rnc_or l_n_-l_no I)r, cinn lV'linhf
Spacecraft" weight breakdown':" and is presented in Table 2-2. Inasmuch as
this particular spacecraft design is based on a Saturn 1B/Centaur launch
vehicle capability that is somewhat reduced from that stated in the design
criteria for the present study, the solar-powered electric propulsion space-
craft derived is a "scaled-down" version of the previously described
maximum-power design spacecraft such as to be commensurate with the
reduced launch vehicle capability in order to facilitate a direct comparison.
From "Current Voyager Baseline Design Flight Spacecraft Weight Estimate,"
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Interoffice Memo 292-2763, 7 September 1965.
Z-14
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TABLE 2-Z. WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR
ALL-CHEMICAL SPACECRAFT
Item s
Scientific Payload
Command system
CC&S
Data encoder
Autopilot
Data storage
Science
Telecommunications
Guidance and Control
Retro-system
Propellant
Inerts
St ructu re
The rn_al Control
Power Subsysten_
Electrical Harness
Lander
Injected Weights
22
22
54
48
74
250
3000
445
Subtotal
TO TA LS
470
124
404
3445
590
40
382
45
5500
2300
7800*
Items Spent or
Jettisoned
Prior to Retro
I00
105
205
2300
2505
In
Orbit
Weights
470
124
304
445
485
40
382
• 45
2295
2295
Weight at approach -- (7800) - (2505) -- 5295 pounds
Orbit spacecraft fraction - (Weight ap__p__roach) - (Retro-system)
(Weight Approach)
(5295) - (3445) 1850
5295 - 5295
_0.35
Does not include launch vehicle- spacecraft adapter
2-16
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The weight breakdown is presented in Table 2-3. Items assumed to be spent
or jettisoned prior to retro are indicated on both tables.
R_sults of this mission performance comparison are presented in
Figure 2.-8. It is readily apparent that although the weight at approach for
both spacecraft is comparable, the electric propulsion spacecraft places
useful weight in orbit of almost twice that of the ali, chemical spacecraft.
Further, and even more significant, is the fact that the actual scientific pay-
load placed in Mars orbit by the electric propulsion system is nearly four
times that for the all-chemical spacecraft.
{ ;;
COST COMPARISON
A significant factor in the determination of mission capability is the
cost effectiveness of the system, i.e., dollars per pound of payload, t{cnce,
a cost analysis was conducted comparing the solar electric propulsion space-
craft with the all-chemical propulsion spacecraft on the basis of dollars per
pound of payload in the Mars orbit.
The cost analysis activity consists of defining cost calcgories, devel-
oping cost estimating relationships, and estimating total system cost. Cost
estimating relationships were developed from historical data appearing in
the open literature, estimates by technical personnel and the tlughes Cost
Data Bank. The Cost Data Bank represents the accumulation of cost data
and estimating relationships resulting from previous work in the areas of
satellite and space station systems.
The results of this cost analysis activity are shown in Table 2-4. It
is extremely significant that although the solar electric propulsion space-
craft total program cost is about twice that for the all-chemical spacecraft
program, the dollars per pound of scientific payload in Mars orbit for the
electric propulsion spacecraft is less than one-half of that for the all-
chemical system.
RELIABILITY COMPARISON
A reliability comparison of the solar powered electric propulsion
spacecraft with the all-chemical spacecraft was made based on the reliability
values derived only for those components and subsystems not common to
both vehicles. The analysis shows that relative reliability of the two types
of spacecraft, based on the foregoing ground rule is as shown below:
l) All-chemical spacecraft with midcourse correction at 200 hours
and second at 2500 hours.
Lower Limit Mean Upper Limit
0. 876 0. 9357 0. 9857
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TABLE 2-3. WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR
SOLAR POWERED ELECTRIC PROPULSION SPACECRAFT
Items
Scientific Payload
Telecommunications
Guidance and Control
Electric Propulsion System
Solar array 850
Power conditioning 130
Thrustors and
controls 110
Propellant and
tankage 780
Retro- system
Propellant 1310
Inerts 232
Structure p
Thermal Control
Power Subsystem
Solar array 200
Conversion equipment 100
Batteries 60
Electrical Harness
Subtotal
Lander
TOTALS
Injected Weights
1793
2OO
365
1870
1 542
88O
• 70
360
22O
7"300
DUU
9600*
Items Spent or
Jettisoned
Prior to Retro
70
1870
180
4O
2160
Juu
Weight at Approach = (9600) - (4460) -= 5140 pounds
Orbit spacecraft fraction = (Weight approach) - (Retro-system)
(Weigh--[ _[ppr oach)
5140- 1542 3598
= - - 0.70
5140 5140
$.
Does not include launch vehicle- spacecraft adapter
In
Orbit
Weights
1793
200
295
232
7OO
70
36O
180
3830
3830
2-19
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PTABLE 2-4. COST SUMMARY
(Millions of Dollars)
Program management
Design and development
Fabrication, assembly,
and test (ten units)
Field operations
Total program cost --
less
Cost oi scientific payload
(ten units)
Cost effectiveness ratios
I"ab tic ation, assembly,
It, st dollars payload
(pounds) less lander
(ten units) --:-"
Total program cost
payload (pounds) less
lander (ten u_nit._)
Solar Electric
Spacec raft
17.9
93.9
251. 5
12.6
375. 9
Scienti fic
payload
and lander
626. 0
$/LB
14, 000
21,000
All Chemical
Spacec raft
9.2
66.4
113.3
5.6
194. 5
Space science
package and
lander
163.0
$/LB
24, 300
41, 600
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2) Solar electric propulsion spacecraft
Lower Limit Mean Upper Limit
0.?38 0.815 0.861
It is recognized that overall reliability of either vehicle is probably
less than 50 percent.
It is concluded that the electric propulsion spacecraft has somewhat
lower reliability than the all-chemical system, ttowever, the two major
contributors to unreliability of the electric propulsion spacecraft are the
power conditioner and engine translation servos. Power conditioning relia-
bility can be significantly improved by more complete redundancy with little
weight penalty. Reliability of the engine positioner will greatly improve when
the lubrication problem is solved, i.e., when the Ball Brothers method be-
comes space proven.
The midcourse correction motor and guidance package are the main
sources of unreliability of those subsystems unique to the chemically pro-
pelled spacecraft. Devices of this kind have been used successfully for
some time past and have reached a high degree of sophistication. Barring
a major breakthrough their reliability is unlikely to improve significantly
in the f_Lture. Hence, in the future the state-of-the-art of electric propul-
sion systems is likely to move forward more rapidly than that of midcourse
correction systems.
It should be pointed out that the final decisions about the relative
merits of these two types of spacecraft must take into account combined
reliability and cost of the systems, i.e., the relative reliabilities for equal
effectiveness.
Let
R E; = R E (for,equal effectiveness)
se se ac ac
1
wnere
R
se
_t
ac
E
se
E
ac
= reliability of solar electric version
= reliability of all-chemical version
= effectiveness of solar electric version (lb/$)
= effectiveness of all-chemical version {lb/$)
Then using the pounds of scientific payload per dollar derived in the
cost analysis, and for equal effectiveness as defined above; for an assumed
2-21
reliability of 0.90 for the all-chemical spacecraft, reliability for the solar
electric spacecraft would have to be only 0.52.
Summarizing the information previously discussed, it has been con-
cluded that Mars orbiter missions launched by the Saturn IB/Centaur vehicle
augmented by a solar-powered electric propulsion system during the 1969 to
1977 time period are conceptually possible and potentially more attactive
than all-chemical spacecraft missions on a mission performance and cost
effectiveness basis, ttence, further studies of possible means of mechaniz-
ing such missions in an adequately reliable manner is warranted.
P
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3, MISSION ANALYSIS
The main objective of the mission is to deliver a scientific payload
and a reliable telecommunications system into an orbit around Mars. Such
a delivery can be accomplished by either an all chemical system or by use
of a solar electric powered final stage spacecraft. The purpose of this
study is a comparison of the chemical and the solar electric mission within
the constraints stipulated by the contracting agency.
SOLAR ELF]CTRIC SPACECRAFT ,PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The low thrust mission analysis and propulsion system design which
is being performed during this program is somewhat different from that
which has been (tone previously. In the past, many constant power inter-
planetary missions have been studied, but in this case the power availability
decreases monotonically as the spacecraft proceeds towards Mars. This
one single difference has posed many new and unique problems, the analysis
of which shall be presented throughout this report.
Two of the main objectives of the low thrust mission studies which
have been performed are: 1) to determine the payload capability of an elec-
trically propelled spacecraft and subsequently compare it to an all chemical
vehicle, 2) to establish the optimum design points for the propulsion system.
During the initial phases of this program the JPL optimum trajectory pro-
g-,._ .... _e ,,_-;l_-,,_d tr_ aNt=in p,_rfn,',',_an,'o data fr_r law thrl_._l propul.qion
systems. The complete set of trajectory runs performed using this program
are listed in Appendix A.
In order to initiate the system design prior to completion of the mis-
sion studies, a design model mission was chosen. This mission (a 350 day,
1971, zero coast rendezvous) was analyzed as described in Appendix A
and provided the following design points for an electrically propelled space-
craft launched by a Saturn IB/Centaur boost vehicle:
1) Hg bombardment engine
2) Specific impulse - 4000 seconds
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3) Power requirement - 48-kw
4) Propellant weight - 1600 pounds
5) Thrust vector through 50 degrees
An equivalent mission using an Atlas/Centaur booster leads to a 10-kw power
requirement and approximately a 350-pound propellant requirement. These
design points, which also correspond to maximum solar panel packaging(and, therefore, total power) capabilities for the respective launch vehicles,
will be used throughout the subsequent system design sections of this report.
As will be shown, these design points differ considerably from those which
give an optimum mission profile for the 1971 Mars mission.
Low Thrust Performance Analysis (Fixed Thrust Angle)
The JPL trajectory program (see Appendix A) provides performance
estimates which are based on tile assumption that effects of all planetary
masses are negligible and that the terminals of the transfer trajectory coin-
cide with the centers of the l)lanets involved. The optimized thrust angle
variation generated by this trajectory progranq has been found to be signifi-
cantly dependent upon the flight time required for the completion of an
Earti_-Mars mission with zero coast period. Since a constantly varying
thrust direction would be difficttlt to implement, an alternate approach
which makes use of a fixed thrust angle relative to the sun-vehicle line was
investigated. During the course of this investigation, it was revealed that,
while the JPL optimum trajectory program provides the mathematical basis
for an optimization problem, the boundary conditions (i. e., the assumptions
cited above) incorporated in the program are invalid. Local planetary grav-
itational fields and small planetocentric relative velocities result in signifi-
cant changes in the estimated capability of low thrust.
Past discussions "of low thrust, interplanetary trajectories have
usually broken these missions down into flyby and rendezvous classifications
with the latter requiring elimination of w, hicle velocity relative to the target
Uttt tt t _ A,_planet at approach ("parabolic approach"). As was puJ,_tc_ in Re r .......
3-1, missions requiring capture in planetary orbits or similar energy reduc-
tion can be accomplished most effectively with high thrust propulsion systems.
Since elimination of planetary approach velocity with low thrust propulsion
is not desirable, the low thrust rendezvous class of missions does not appear
to have any practical application. It appears that all low thrust trajectories
should be flybys, or perhaps modified flybys, in which planetary approach
velocity may be relatively large (e.g., 1. 8 krn/sec) and is constrained only
by performance considerations for the overall'Mars orbiter mission.
_The trajectories resulting from the best choice of hyperbolic excess
velocity differ very significantly from "parabolic escape" trajectories in
launch times, power level required, and attitude control requirements as
well as performance capability. The discrepancies between these two types
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of trajectories is so great that the work which has been done on "parabolic
escape" trajectories cannot be used to determine characteristics of trajec-
tories having significant hyperbolic excess velocities. While the recognition
of the importance of hyperbolic excess velocity is a significant advance in
the understanding of the nature of low thrust trajectories, there has not been
sufficient time to completely assess all ramifications of this change. Thus,
although trajectories of this type have been shown to be superior, the total
degree of improvement is as yet unknown.
Trajectory studies with hyperbolic escape conditions have been
limited in lhis present program to a 1971 Mars orbiter; the orbit being one
with a periapsis altitude of 4000 km and an apoapsis altitude of 20, 000 kin.
With the sl_ecific weight of the complete propulsion system defined as
75 lbs/kw (the main solar panel is jettisoned at arrival at Mars justprior to
insertion into orbit) the payload capability becomes a function of the following
variables:
1) Initial total power (Po) at 1 au
2.) Sl)ecific impulse (Isp) of the electric propulsion system
3) Del)arture date (To)
4) Flight time (Tlv) to reach a flyby passage corresponding to 4000
km closest aplSroach attitude from Martian surface
5) In-plane component of the thrust angle ('f) to be used for the
flight
6) Out-of-plane component of thrust angle (6) to be used for the
flight
7/ Departure energy parameter (C{} with respect to the earth at
departure time (magnitude and direction)
8) Geoc_'niric posilion of the vehicle al departure time
Perforn_ance analyses have been carried out with the aid of a continuous
thrusting three dimensional trajectory program which includes considera-
tions of perturbations due, to earth, Mars, and ,lupiler, as well as effects of
solar pressure acting on the solar panel (assunled to have a perfect reflec-
tive area of 2500 square feet). A description of this program is included as
Appendix B.
The computation has been simplified by starling the simulalion with
the vehicle placed at 144 earth radii. Thc position of the vehicle and the
orientation of the velocity vector has been chosen to correspond to thal
which would be obtained by boosting from an initial parking orbit of 185 km
altitude above the earth's surface. The problem has been further simplified
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by setting 5 = 0 so that the transfer trajectory is therefore essentially in the
ecliptic plane. Since Mars t orbit is inclined to the ecliptic, the general
"intercept" trajectory will have a substantial out-of-plane displacement.
In an actual flight, the hyperbolic excess velocity will, in general,
have an out-of-plane component which reduces the dihedral angle between
the orbit planes of the vehicle and Mars. The low thrust syslem must then
make the line of nodes of the vehicle and Mars' orbit planes lie at the inter-
cept point. Forcing these two planes to be coincident is unnecessary and(because of the performance penalty) undesirable. Since the angle between
Mars orbit and the ecliptic plane is small the performance loss incurred by
the out-of-plane dynamics is also small (for low thrust trajectories). It
appears that this loss will not exceed 5 percent in payload.
Due to limitations of time available, only results for a specific
impulse (Io) of 4,000 seconds and three values of C3 for 1971 launchings are
summarized in performance charts. Preliminary results for other values
of I ° are presented only in tabular form in Table 3-1.
Performance summaries for 1971 launchings for C3's of 0, 2 and 4
kmZ/sec 2 are presented in Figure 3-1. The initial vehicle weight is taken
to be the maximum payload capability for a Saturn IB/Gentaur booster less
500 pounds for adapter weight.
C3, kmZ/sec 2
Wo, pounds
This leads to the following initial weights:
0 2 4
12,300 11, 860 11,420
Power conversion efficiency has been taken to be O.628 for a specific
impulse of 4, 000 seconds.
The following quantities may be read off directly from these per-
formance charts:
1) Initial power required (Po) at 1 AU, kilowatts
2) In-plane component of thrust angle required (5?)
3) Vehicle weight at arrival at Mars after jettisoning of main pro-
pulsion system (W - 75 Po ) pounds
4) Asymptotic approach speed (Vhp), km/sec
For a Martian orbit of 4, 000 km periapsis altitude and 20, 000 apoapsis
altitude, the weight ratio characteristic for a representative retro system
has been provided by JPL, as shown in Figure 3-2. The final orbiter weight
capability for a Saturn IB/Centaur boosted solar powered electric propulsion
spacecraft, obtained by combining tbn retro-weight ratio and data from the
performance charts, is presented in color in Figure 3-1.
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It may be concluded from a comparison of performance charts, that
h_gh initial power level is not necessarily desirable from an orbiter weight
standpoint. This is essentially a natural consequence of the relatively high
specific weight of the propulsion system. The critical factors to be reckoned
with are the nonpropulsive vehicle weight at arrival and the asymptotic
approach speed. For high C3 launchings, the. asymptotic approach speed
willusually be higher than that for zero C 3 launchings, and hence, the advan-
tages gained by reduction of initial power level are dimininhed by retro-
requirements for orbit insertion. This indicates the need for a comprehen-
sive optimization investigation where all pertinent practical factors are
included, since an oversimplified mathematical model cannot be relied upon
to generate meaningful design requirements.
In addition to the above data, the principles delineated in Reference
3-1 were used to search for a trajectory which would maximize the orbiter
payload capability for the 1971 launch opportunity. Nominal constant thrust
attitude trajectories having flight times of approximately 250 days, can be
obtained with a variety of engine power levels, hyperbolic excess velocities
and launch times. The payload differences between these various alternatives
are very minor (within reasonable limits). For this reason a particular com-
bination of parameters which causes intercept to occur at the intersection of
Mars orbit with the ecliptic plane was used. The values of C 3, power level,
etc. are therefore not "optimum" as the term is customarily used. Velocity
control normal to the ecliptic plane has not been used on any of the trajector-
ies which have been generated, and the selection of the nodal intercept pro-
duces a trajectory which is completely realistic since it does not require
this control. This intercept trajectory has no special advantage apart from
convenience, and in fact, a slight payload improvement could be obtained on
this trajectory by appropriate control of velocity normal to the ecliptic plane.
The conditions resulting in this trajectory are as follows (with a launch
vehicle which can place 12, 300 pounds in an earth escape trajectory):
I)
z)
I = 4000
sp
Propellant weight = 770 pounds
4)
5)
Total power at ! _u = 26 8 kw (power conversion efficiency is
0. 628)
C 3 = 1.924 (km/sec) 2 directed normal to the sun-earth line
Thrust attitude is held perpendicular to the sun-vehicle line
6) Depart from 144 earth radii on 1 May 1971
The resulting trajectory arrives at Mars on 8 January 1972 (flight
time from earth parking orbit is about 255 days) with an approach velocity of
1. 77 km/sec. The resulting payload in a 4, 000 by 20,000-kin orbit is 6490
pound s.
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A launch window may be obtained by a modification of the direction
and (to a lesser extent) the magnitude of the hyperbolic excess velocity.
Trajectory characteristics which are obtained are shown in Figure 3-3. The
relatively small variation in required vehicle characteristics is very grati-
fying. The trajectories having higher escape velocities (C 3) require less
propellant consumption in the low thrust stage, a compensation which is
fortunate, but not unexpected, and the variation in initial weight is largely
due to the variation in required low thrust propellant. Varia!ion in solid
weight of the_vehicle (i. e. , at Mars approach) is extremely small. The pro-
pulsion system size and weight has, of course, been held constant. A single
vehicle which can be launched at any time during a launch window must
accommodate the least desirable aspects of all the trajectories during this
time span. Since the variations in the vehicle solid weight and approach
velocity are small, the performance penalty associated with a launch window
is also small. A vehicle wt_ich could be launched at any time during the
30-day launch window would place over 6400 pounds in the defined Martian
orbit. Performance losses due to guidance (discussed in the following sec-
tion) reduce this payload capability to approximately 6350 pounds. If the
specific weight of the powerplant is less than 75 lbs/kw (as seems likely)
this capability would be somewhat increased.
No investigations of other values of specific impulse or other thrust
attitude orientations have been made. It seems unlikely that selection of
other values for these parameters will produce large performance improve-
ments although there is probably something to be gained.
Although the best power level is almost certainly a function of the
launch opportunity, it appears that the performance sensitivity is sufficiently
small to permit a single vehicle design to be used for different years with
only a modest performance penalty.
During
are a function
1971 a 300 or
flight, while a
more efficient
each launch opportunity there are preferred flight times which
of the existing earth-Mars ephemerides. For example, in
350-day flight time would be less efficient than the 250-day
much longer flight time (e'g. , 500 to 600 days) might be even
. The preferred flight times almost certainly vary consider-
ably for different launch opportunities, but flight times significantly shorter
than 250 days are not anticipated. All other things being equal, the longer
flight times would tend to produce larger payloads and lower power
requirement s.
It must be emphasized that the dynamic problem of low thrust flight
to Mars is quite complex. Although the insight which has been gained during
the course of this contract is a significant advance in the understanding of
the nature of this problem, the subject has by no means been exhausted.
Continued study of this problem might well produce even further performance
improvement.
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The following tentative conclusions affecting the design have been
drawn:
1) Values of I should be about 4000 and overall performance is
.sp
relatively Insensitive to small changes.
2) 'Power level should be of the order of Z0 to 30 kw.
3) Thrust attitude can be held constant with respect to the sun-
vehicle line for rendezvous missions and the performance penalty
associated with this mode of steering is quite small.
4) Flight times as short as 250 days may be obtained with reason-
able efficiency.
5)
6)
Launch windows of at least 30 days can be obtained at very small
performance cost,
A sizable Martian approach velocity (1. 0 to 2. 0 kin/see) will'
exist on all flights.
Low Thrust Guidance and Control
The 250-day flight time reference trajectory which is discussed
previously has been examined to determine the guidance feasibilily and
resulting performance cost. The control modes which have been investi-
gated are:
1) A change in the acceleration of the vehicle. The specific case
simulated was an increase in power utilized at constant specific
impulse; but since the low thrust propellant n_ass is so small
these results differ little from those which would be obtained by
changing specific impulse at constant power level. With the
efficiency curves for the proposed engine a two percent change
in specific ilnpulse at constant power gives a one percent change
in acceleration level.
z)
3)
An "impulsive" velocity added by the low thrust system. This
may be achieved by incorporating a planned coast period in a
nominal trajectory and varying the duration to achieve the im-
pulsive correction. Since 1 day of thrusting corresponds to
approximately 40 fps (the exact value depends upon the location
of the point in the trajectory}, and since corrections larger than
this will almost certainly not be required, the approximation to
an impulsive change is quite good.
A small bias added to the programmed thrust attitude time
history (which is a constant for the trajectory presently under
consideration}.
P
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The use of control modes 15 and 25 incurs a performance penalty. No
significant performance penalty results from the use of control mode 3)
for the small angles which appear sufficient (i. e. , less than three degrees).
These control modes are available without hardware modification. The half
cone angle required for the Canopus tracker is only slightly increased over
that which is required by geometric considerations for the present mission
(a total half angle of 25 degrees is presently proposed).
Figure 3-4 shows the changes in radius and tangential displacement
that are obtained at the nominal intercept time by the use of the three con-
trol modes. The figures illustrate the effect of the controlwhich is imple-
mented (and for the continuous modes subsequently maintained) at four
different times during the 250-day flight. The unit of distance is Mars'
radius. As is indicated in the figures, the relationships are linear to within
about one part in 300 in the region shown. The circled numbers refer to the
control modes given above. For control mode 35 a positive sign indicates
that £, becomes more positive.
It is clear from these figures that any error in radius or tangential
displacement that exists at the nominal intercept time can be corrected by
an appropriate combination of two or more of the three control modes. For
example, if, at 1a0 days following launch, the predicted miss at nominal
intercept is AR = 20 and R&_b = 60 this can be corrected by increasing thrust
attitude (control model,3)) by 1 degree and decreasing acceleration level
(control mode 15) by 3. 3 percent. The performance costs required to make
the correction (or more precisely, the performance degradation in the nom-
inal which is required in order to provide the capability to make the correc-
tion) depends upon the size of the dispersion that must be corrected.
It should be noted that the mission may not require that intercept
occur at a prescribed time. Since, intercept can, in general, be more
efficiently accomplished by allowing time of intercept to change, the per-
formance indicated in the figures is an upper limit. Since the performance
penalty associated with this upper limit is quite small, and since estimation
of the performance cost is much more di[ficult for variable intercept time,
performance estimation for the general case has not been investigated.
By far, the most significant error at the start of the trajectory is
that due to dispersions in energy (velocity magnitude). This error can be
removed by appropriately timing the initiation of the low thrust engine
ignition (since injection error would probably not exceed 50 fps, plus or
minus one day variation to be sufficient). From Equation B-6 of reference
3-1 the performance cost is found to be about 1. 5 percent in propulsion
system size or less than 0.5 percent of actual payload. It would also be
.possible to remove this injection error with a combination of control modes
1) and 3). Since a relatively smai1 acceleration increase would be required
for this trajectory at this time, the performance cost would be much smaller
for this approach.
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The errors that exist inthe trajectory at subsequent times depend on
the accuracy of the orbit determination system, the accuracy with which
attitude and engine parameters can be controlled and the control procedure
used (e. g. how often updated commands are given). It appears that engine
parameters can easily be controlled to a fraction of 1 percent which, from
the figures, is very adequate. The low frequency thrust attitude error is
probably less than 0. 3 degree which also appears quite satisfactory. The
accu.;racy which will be obtained from the orbit determination program is
Dot known at this time; however, the undetected existence of velocity errors
of several feet a second is extremely improbable, particularly near the end
of the flight. This appears that it is unlikely that acceleration level changes
in excess of 3 percent or attitude commands in the ecliptic plane in excess
of Z degrees will be required for any reasonable control procedure.
Attitude control normal to the ecliptic plane has not been investigated
due to the limitations of time and funds. It is, however, extremely unlikely
that attitude commands in excess of 10 degrees normal to the ecliptic plane
will be required on the reference trajectory. Attitude corrections for guid-
ance purposes are determined by the same parameters that determine in-
plane requirements, and will probably be likewise limited to one to two
degrees.
The nature of the hardware which is associated with the low thrust
phase of the fli,;ht appears to be such that operation is either normal with
very small dispersions or complete malfunction. A mission in which the
vehicle is on an inefficient trajectory, or has significant power available
which is not used on trajectories with normal dispersions, is dynamically
equivalent to hardware redundancy in the propulsion system. This is actually
less efficient than propulsion system redundancy since all system components
are in effect made redundaiat and not just those with relatively low reliability.
For this reason it would seem that increases in reliability should be attained
either through increased component reliability or redundancy. The increased
payload capability and reduced engine size resulting from nonzero hyperbolic
excess velocities makes redundancy of engine components somewhat more
attractive.
(with the possib_ exception of the timing of original engine ignition) for the
trajectory under consideration. However, this is not necessarily true in
the general case since the influences of various control modes depend on
the trajectory. It is anticipated that the relative performance costs and
control authority required will not differ significantly as a function of the
trajectory. The following conclusions affecting the design and mission
analysis are therefore drawn:
1) Guidance errors can be removed with the low thrust propulsion
system at a performance cost which corresponds to a loss of
less than 1 percent of payload in the Martian orbit.
i -' _"
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z) The thrust attitude out of the ecliptic plane will not exceed 10 per-
cent for the reference trajectory. The attitude commands
required for guidance will not exceed a cone angle of 3 percent
at any time.
3) Operation wilh specific impulse which is off nominal by more
• than 6 p,.rcenl will not be required.
Orbit Determination
Before consid(,ring the special case of orbit determinalion for
missions involving low thrust vehicles, it is well to review lhe overall orbil
dclermination problem. Stated in its sinal)lest terms, orbit determinalion
is the process of reducing the raw rneasurenlent data pertaining lo a space
vehicle flight to ascertain the vehicle's path in spa('(.; the process is akin to
curve-fitting. Perhaps a better term is orbit cstimalion, since lhe resulting
path is lhe one which best fits the data (where best ll'll.lSt be made mathemat-
ically precise - this 1)oint will be taken up later in the discussion): it is not
necessarily the actual orbit, because the data are usually imperfect. The
techniques used to perform the eslimation are direct'dcscendenls of the
melho(l of least' squares, which was known over 150 years ago.
The estimation problem introduced in the preceding paragraph is
related to the following problem: I_et z 1, , z n be a set of random
variables having r)robability distributions depending on a parameter, p.
Find a function, _ (Zl, , Zn), called an estimate of p that satisfies
certain requirements. The present discussion will be concerned only with
minimal variance unbiased linear estimates: thai is, estimates that satisfy
the following conditions:
n
= _ a.1 z.1 + ao (Linear)
i--:l
E (_- p) 0 (Unbiased}
var (_1 is minil_lun/ (Minin_al Variance),
wherc lhe a i are constanls, E(.) d(.nolcs CXl)Cclcd value, and var (. dr, notes
variancc. The fundan_(,ntal theory ttnderlying the dclerminalion _)f stt('h an
cstin_atc was derived by Gauss in 1821 for the case of equal variances in all
the zi. Later investigations extended these results lo the cast, where the
variances are not all t.qual and th(, z i are not uncorrelated (Reference 3-3).
However, such estimations satisfy a stronger condition with respect to bias
than that given above: namely that E (f3lp) = p (absolutely unbiased), where
E (. I') denotes conditional expectation. It can easily be shown thai an
absolutely unbiased estimate is, afortiori, unbiased, but not vice-versa.
Thus, given a best absolutely unbiased estimate, it may b(, possible to find
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a better unbiased estimate. More recently, the minimal-variance unbiased
linear estimation problem was solved, and both types of estimations were
formulated for sequential computation, i.e., updating the estimate based on
new information without the necessity for directly using past data, Reference
3-4.
All of the estimation schemes mentioned above are essentially linear
in nature, while the orbit determination problem is decidedly nonlinear,
since both the dynamical equations and the relationship between state and
measurement are nonlinear. Direct nonlinear estimation is still an open
research topic; some of the earliest work was published in 1960. Some
results in what might be called quadratic filtering have been derived and
are being prepared for publication (Reference 3-5). Because the theoretical
results have just recently been derived, there has not been sufficient time
to complete any example applications, although such an effort is underway.
By and large, in order to accomplish the orbit determination, the nonlinear
situation must be forced into the linear techniques, or the techniques may be
partially nonlinearized to account for the nonlinear characteristics. In
either case, the estimate may be improved by recursive reestimation(Ref-
erence 3-6).
Orbit Determination-- Status
The present JPL orbit determination program (ODP), which may be
taken as representative of the state-of-the-art in this country, is a nonse-
quential, weighted-least-squares estimator, which places it in the class of
absolutely unbiased estimators. Being nonsequential the ODP uses past
information explicity each time it is used, and, consequently, is inefficient
for continually updating the orbit. In one study performed at JPL, the pro-
gram was used to study a low thrust orbit determination, so the capability
to include thrust terms in the dynamic model exists. Noise and disturbances
can be either uncorrelated from increment to increment (white noise pro-
cesses) or perfectly correlated (random variables); in general, correlated
stochastic processes cannot be handled in the present formulation of the ODP.
The ODP is continually being improved; the present program has
evolved from earlier versions. At present, tltete lb a _t-w vt:,_uJ_ ut=,_Jg;
readied, called ODP II, which is similar to the original ODP in its approach
to the estimation computation but uses double-precision arithmetic and allows
the estimation of a larger number of parameters. The inaccuracies in the
values of certain physical constants are the limiting factors to accurate
orbit determination, but these inaccuracies will be resolved as more vehicles
are orbited. When the constant parameters are known with sufficient preci-
sion, stochastic perturbations will show up as the limiting factors, and these
will have to be treated as correlated processes. Given that there are signi-
ficant, continuously-acting, stochastic disturbances, it seems reasonable to
require relatively frequent measurements and orbit computations. Further-
more, it may well be necessary to supplement DSIF measurements with
infgrmation transmitted from the vehicle. The efficient processing of
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frequent inputs from diverse sources requires a sequential estimation pro-
cedure. Therefore, it is felt that the future refinements which will be neces-
sary or desirable include a sequential estimation alogorithm and the ability
to include correlated random processes.
Special Considerations for Low-Thrust Orbits
In principle, the addition of a low thrust engine" makes no diff(,rence
to the orbit determination problem; nongravitational forces have already been
considered, at least as perturbations to orbits. In practice, the particular
choice of a numerical approach may well be dictated by the expected magni-
tude of disturbances due to uncertainties in thrust magnitude and direction.
If it were possible to prescribe the thrust vector time-history exactly, there
would indeed be no problem introduced by the engine. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to completely specify the thrust vector, and the perturbative
effects of thrust vector deviations must be accounted for.
The mathematical model for a low thrust vehicle may be divided into
two parts, ttae orbital dynamical model and the attitude (rotational) dynamical
model. The orbital dynamics for the low thrust mission are really no differ-
ent from the dynamics now used for the JPL ODP, only the so_trces of some
perturbing effects are new. Since the source of the effects is immaterial, it
is not considered worthwhile to restate the dynamical model herein. The
rotational dynamics are described by the classical Euler eq_tations and the
ancillary kinematic equations relating angular velocity to orientation; their
use is indicated in the flow diagram of Figure 3-5. The orientation affects
the orbital dynamics through the thrust vector orientation. The models for
the control logic and torque generation have to be specified as part of the
vehicle design.
There are a number of factors to be considered in deciding how to
include thrust-vector uncertainities in the orbit determination computation.
Obviously, the size of the deviation is a fundamental consideration, but once
it is ascertained that the effects are not negligible, other characteristics
have more bearing on the problem. Sinc'e it appears that the thrust-
arionlation errors will he nonnegligible, this discussion will be centered
about the aspects of the orbit determination affected by such errors. If the
thrust misalignment can be measured, and the measurement information
transmitted, the misalignment signal can be used as an additional input to
the orbit determination program. If not, the misalignment effects must be
inferred from the other measurements. It should be mentioned that the
ability to perform the measurements does not immediately lead to the neces-
sity for doing so, or even the desirability; there are still other factors in-
volved. From an overall systems point of view, it may be advisable to avoid
the additional mechanization and represent the offset as a stochastic process
of some sort, and include the assumed statistics in the system model used
for the ODP.
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It should not be inferred from the following that, given attitude
measurement information, it is not necessary to include other random
disturbance effects. Ther,' arc translational disturbances from gas leakage
and solar pressure that a,.. not specified by the attitude of the vehicle alone,
and there are contributions to the attitude offset that the attitude sensor can-
not account for. Contained in the latter class of effects are thermal deforma-
tions that result in sensor or thrust axes skewed with respect to their nominal
directions.
There are two limiting cases to the time-history of the thrust offsets
which simplify the problem. On the one hand, the offset may be simply a
constant of unknown magnitude (random variable as opposed to a random
process}, and on the other, it may be an extremely rapidly varying quantity.
In the first case, the offset can be estimated as a parameter by the ODP; in
the second case, the offset can be treated as a white-noise disturbance. In
the present case, neither of these simplifications seems justified. The
major cause of thrust vector offset is the attitude control deadband, which
has not been set, though initial attitude control system design studies (Ref-
erence 3-7) are assuming values from 1 to 2 degrees. During the coast
phase, the control system operates in a low duty-cycle limit cycle with a
period from about 40 minutes for hard limit cycles (no disturbances} down
to 20 minutes for a soft limit cycle with maximum assumed disturbance
torque (10-3 ft/lb). Based on the 2. degree deadband, 0. Z-pound thrust,
12, 000-pound spacecraft weight, and a hard limit cycle, the spacecraft
would oscillate about an average trajectory with an anaplitude of about one
foot. At best, this oscillation would start out symmetrical with respect to
the initial nominal trajectory, crossing the nominal twice per cycle. The
symmetry, however, is spatial only, and each time the true path crosse_
tiae nominal track, it does so l_ter than at the nominal time. The resulting
retardation is cumulative, and may be significant. Furthermore, the oscil-
lation would be symmetric to first order only, and second order effects
could add up to compound the problem. It should be reemphasized that this
is at best. At worst, during the soft limit cycle resulting from the assumed
worst case torque disturbance of 10 -3 lb/ft, the spacecraft could be drifting
away from the nominal path at about 2 feet per cycle (20 minutes} or 72 feet
per day. Furtlaermore, this drift rate of 72. feet per day is only the initial
rate due to the thrust offset. Because the vehicle upei_ates in a nonuniform
gravity-field, a change in position causes a change in acceleration which
could speed up the rate of divergence to many times its initial value. Thus,
the trajectory may very well be quite sensitive to relatively small disturbances.
The existence of an attitude control system implies the availability of
an attitude osensor, so that the sensed thrust vector attitude could be used as
an element of the measurement vector. If the ODP were to use the attitude
information directly, the measurement sampling frequency would have to be
sufficiently high with respect to the limit cycle frequency that a piecewise-
constant thrust model would suffice. With a 20-minute period for the soft
limit cycle, a sampling interval on the order of several minutes would be
required. In such a case, sequential estimation is mandatory; a nonsequential
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estimator would be extremely inefficient, if, indeed, it could even keep pace
with the input information. Moreover, if it is desired to take advantage of
the possibility of continuous control that is afforded by continuous thrusting,
sequentia'[ estimation is the most efficient approach. However, because of
the small magnitude of the per cycle perturbations, such a fine-grained model
would probably be more of a luxury than a requirement.
To reduce the computational and information-transfer load, an aver-
age offset per period (or per several periods) could be used to compute the
orbit deviations. The average might be obtained from integrated attitude
signals or from the on-off periods of the attitude control system. With such
a scheme it would suffice to transmit attitude information with a period of at
least several hours, perhaps even significantly longer. In any case, it seems
likely that sequential estimation is preferable even for the greatly reduced
data rate.
A still greater reduction in the computation and measurement rate is
possible if the attitude offsets are not accounted for at all, and the resulting
perturbations are lumped into an overall disturbance which is represented as
some correlated random process. Based on the previous discussion of the
effects of the attitude control system deadband, a zero-mean, white-noise
representation is inappropriate for the disturbance, as is a constant bias.
_f the estimator is a sequential estimator, the vehicle must be assumed to be
disturbed by a correlated random disturbance for the following reasons: If
the disturbance is assumed to be completely uncorrelated from interval to
interval, the ODP will not be able to account for long-term offsets properly.
If the disturbance is assumed to be constant, the ODP will not be able to fol-
low variations in the average disturbance. The latter problem arises from
the fact that the output of a sequential estimator is equivalent to the output of
a nonsequential estimator that has been given all the past data. There are
two ways to treat correlated random disturbance processes; one is to assume
that the correlated process is derived from a white-noise process by linear
filtering (Reference 3-8) and the other is to assume that the noise covariance
matrix is known, but takes no special form (Reference 3-9). The advantage
of the former approach is that the resulting system fits the white-noise
model; the latter appraoch has the advantage of greater generality. If the
ODP is nonsequential, there are several modifications in use to allow !he
estimator to follow a slowly varying parameter without considering it a
stochastic process (Reference 3-10).
Recommendations for Future Work
On the basis of the foregoing analysis of orbit determination as applied
to a low-thrust mission, two requirements appear to be of paramount impor-
tance; the capability to perform sequential estimation, and the capability to
account for correlated stochastic disturbances. Moreover, these require-
ments would emerge, even in the absence of the perturbative effects attrib-
utable to the presence of the low thrust propulsion system. Gonsequently,
the logical direction for new work in orbit determination is the realization
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of an operational sequential orbit estimation program (SOEP) including cor-
related stochastic disturbances.
There are a number of decisions that must be made in specifying the
structure of the SOEP, e.g. :
1) Should the estimator "dynamics" be linearized or should the non-
linear dynamical equations be integrated ?
2) What quantities should be included as observables?
3) ttow should the vehicle rotational dynamics be included?
4) What model should be used for correlated random process?
Because of the high degree of accuracy desired for future orbit estimates
the dynamics of the orbit should be represenled as completely as possible,
which requires the integration of the equations of motion. For lhe rotational
dynamics, the choic, is not so clear-cut; the disturbances due to attitude
perturbations, as well as the attitude disturbances themselves, are a strong
function of the vehicle configuration and the attitude control system. As for
the model to be used for the correlated random processes, it is felt that the
filtered white noise mode] is the more expedient choice, for at least two
reasons. Firstly, the filtered white-noise process fits the present uncorre-
lated disturbance formulation, requiring only a larger number of state vari-
ables. Secondly, it is quite conjectural whether the more general model
affords any practical benefits. To be sufficiently flexible, the SOEP should
be designed to accept the vehicle dynamical equations as a separate sub-
routine. A similar flexibility should be allowed for the descriplion of the
observables, since it seems likely that on-board instrumentation will play
an increasingly important role in future orbit determinations.
lP
For operational situations, there is some preprocessing of raw data
necessary to transform sensor outputs into the form requir._d by the SOEP;
this aspect is not considered as a task to, be accomplished in tt_e recommended
work. More precisely, the following set of tasks are suggested:
1) Specification of the problem.
a) Specification of the mission to be used as an example,
including noise characteristics.
b) Specification of the observables to be considered, including
noise characteristics.
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2) Specification and programming of the SOEP.
3)
a) Invariant portion-- estimation algorithm and orbital dynamics:
The estimation algorithm will be a modified Kalman filter;
the gains will be based on linearized dynamics, but the state
transition and measurement characteristics will be nonlinear.
The program will be made sufficiently general to allow a
choice of random variables to be estimated, stochastic
disturbance characteristics, and planetary bodies to be
considered.
b) Subroutines for vehicle configuration and observables chosen
in 1.
c) The data presented to the SOEP will be in the form of number
triples, specifying the type of observation (e. g., range rate),
the time of observation, and the corrupted value of the
observable.
Simulation of problem specified in 1. to demonstrate the capabil-
ities of the SOEP. The simulation will consist of computing
trajectories for given _sets of vehicle parameters and disturbances,
corrupting the data with additive noise drawn from an appropriate
population, and processing these data with the SOEP.
ALL- CHEMICAL SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE
Payload capability of a Mars orbiter using all-chemical propulsion is
summarized in the first two bimonthly reports (References 3-12 and 3-13}. Four
major parameters have been considered in maximizing the orbiter mass, as
follows :
!) Geocentric injection energy requirement. (C 3)
2) Hyperbolic excess speed at Mars (Vhp)
3) Near earth geometry- characterized by the declination angle of
the departure asymptote (_s)
4) Near Mars geometry-- characterized by the angle between the
hyperbolic excess approach velocity at Mars and the Mars-Sun
line (_p)
The actual determination of orbiter mass capability is further dependent on
the size of Martian orbit selected, and characteristics of retro-propulsion
system to be used.
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It has been customary to use the minimum value of C3 for a given
firing period to arrive at the maxinmm spacecraft weight leaving the Earth
for flyby missions. For orbiter missions, however, the amount of retro-
propellant required for injection into a planetary orbit must be included in
the overall process of maximizing the remaining orbit weight. Furthermore,
the presence of a landing capsule ,rlust also be included in the analysis.
Therefore, it would be advantageous to use a transfer trajectory with a low
hyperbolic excess speed at Mars. Since the trajectory having low C 3 at
geocentric injection is not the same as that having a low hyperbolic excess
speed at Mars, and since separation of the capsule introduces a staging com-
putation, investigation of maximum payload capability for a Mars orbiter has
to be carried out for specific combination of booster vehicles, retro-
propulsion system performance, and dimensions of the final orbit about the
planet Mar s.
The results presented in References 3-1Z and 3-13 deal with missions
using Saturn IB/Centaur booster combination, and covers the 1969- 1977
period. Some fragmentary results are also given for missions using Atlas/
Centaur booster (only for the year 1971).
The following conditions were adopted to provide the basis of per-
formance comparison:
1) A 1000-pound capsule was assumed to be aboard the orbiter using
the Saturn IB/Centaur booster. This capsule is to be separated
from the orbiter well before retro-application- this allows for a
substantial reduction in retro-propellant requirad to place the
remaining orbiter in the desired orbit.
z) No capsule will be carried aboard the orbiter using the Atlas/
Centaur booster.
3) The nominal Martian orbit will have a periapsis altitude of
4000 kin. and an apoapsis altitude of 50, 000 kin.
4) The retro-propulsion system is assumed to have a specific
-_, __a ^_.a ,1._ ""e; h+ ,-,¢ +hr_ nrnn,,l_innoi unu _u Y "" "g ......... t"-t _ ....impulse of 5 sec s ..... dr ....
system is taken to be 10 percent of the entire propulsion system.
5} Certain allowance for vblocity increment will be provided for
midcourse correction and losses due to finite burning time and
other causes. For the Saturn IB/Centaur booster, this allowance
is taken to be 300 m/sec; for the Atlas/Centaur booster, it is
taken to be 100 m/sec. It is assumed that this allowance will be
completely consumed prior to capsule separation.
The useful orbiter weight will be defined as the final weight of the
orbiter less the dry weight of the retro-propulsion system.
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The injected weight is a function of the geocentric injection energy
parameter (C3). Thus, the useful orbiter weight becomes a function of two
variables, C3 and Vhp. Since values of C3 and Vhp are functions of launch
date and arrival date, curves of constant useful orbiter weight can be con-
structed in a lau_ch date and arrival date plane. A typical example of these
contours is presented in the upper p,'rtion of Figure 3-6 for a 1971 mission
based on the aforementioned conditions. These curves depict tile maximum
useful orbiter weight that may be delivered in accordanco with 1he ass_l_np-
tions previously set forth.
Certain constraints placed upon the trajectories will restrict the full
use of the useful orbiter weight capability as derived from considerations
described in the foregoing paragraphs:
1) Restriction of Geocentric departure asymptote. When the
absolute magnitude of the declination of the geocentric departure
asymptote becomes greater than the latitude of the launch site,
there exists a band of launch azimuths symmetric about 90 ° (due
East) in which it is not possible to launch without performing
dogleg maneuvers. The range of this band depends upon the
declination angle (q_s) of the departure asymptote and is shown
in Figure 3-7 for a launch site (e. g., Cape Kennedy) at 28. 3 °
lat. Curves corresponding to several values of _s are included
in the diagrams of constant orbiter weight contours to illustrate
the limitations imposed on available firing periods.
z) Restriction due to Planet Approach Geometry. For proper
lighting for various experiments while the orbiter is approaching
the planet Mars, the angle between the hyperboIic excess velocity
vector and the Mars centered plane normal to the Mars-sun line
should be greater than 30 degrees. This means that the angle
(_p) between tile approach velocity vector and the Mars-sun line
must be either less than 60 or greater than 120 degrees. These
limiting curves, when applicable, are also included in the dia- "
grams of constant.orbiter weight contours.
established readily from the diagram shown in Figure 3-6. For example,
refer to this figure which gives the results for Type I trajectories in 1971,
a Saturn IB/Centaur booster would be capable of delivering 4780 pounds of
useful orbiter weight in addition to a !000-pound capsule over a 30-day
firing period when all limitations due to departure and approach constraints
are ignored. Consideration of lighting constraint at arrival would reduce the
useful orbiter weight capability to about 4300 pounds. A departure declina-
tion angle greater than -36 degrees has no effect on this capability. However,
if departure declination angle has to be greater than--28 degrees, then a 30-
day firing period cannot be maintained unless the orbiter weight is reduced to
a vaIue less ttran 2500 pounds.
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prcs_tcd ,_ l<_.l_.rcr_c_s 3-i_ _r_d 3-i_, _J_ arc r,_,t repeated _,erc inasmuch
as the, ali-chemica'l system to be used as the basis of comparision has since
been decided to be the Voyager baseline design flight spacecraft of Reference
3-14.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The mission selected for a performance comparison is a Mars
orbiter mission in which the spacecraft is injected into a heliocentric trans-
fer orbit by the Saturn IB/Centaur launch vehicle during the 1971 launch
opportunity.
A weight breakdown for the all-chemical spacecraft is based on the
JI_L "Voyager Baseline Design Flight Spacecraft" weight statement of
Reference 3-14 and appears in Table 3-Z. A similar weight breakdown for
the solar powered electric propulsion spacecraft is given in Table 3-3 and
is a scaled down version of the design spacecraft of Section 6.
It is assm_ed that both spacecraft eject a Z30O-pound lander prior
to the retro-phase and both use chemical propulsion to attain a Mars orbit
having a periapsis of 4000 km and an apoapsis of g0, 000 kin.
The SPEP spacecraft mission assumes that the launch vehicle
places 9600 pounds into an earth escape trajectory at a C3"of 1. 924 and the
ion engines then supply thrust during the entire heliocentric transfer phase
(250 days). The low thrust performance numbers which have been given
previously, assume that the launch vehicle can place 11, 880 pounds into an
earth escape trajectory at C 3 _ 1. 924, however, to facilitate a direct com-
parison with an existing Voyager spacecraft design, the low thrust system
has been scaled down to conform to a launch vehicle capability commensu-
rate with the Voyager design requirements.
The all-chemical spacecraft mis'sion assumes that the launch vehicle
.-1 .... _on,_ ..... ._o ;_ _ h,_l_c,.nlric transfer orbit with the energy required
to accomplish the mission adhering to the present launch azimuth constraints
at Cape Kennedy (DLA - -28 degrees).
The launch azimuth constraints are considerabIy less restrictive for
the low thrust system than for the all chemical system for several reasons.
Variations in launch azimuth are, to a large degree, required by the dihedral
angle between Mars' orbit and the ecliptic plane. The capability to make
out-of-plane corrections during the flight with the low thrust system pro-
duces a distinct advantage over the all chemical system, with respect to
this problem. In addition, the sensitivity of payload capability to launch
time variations has been shown to be considerably less for low thrust
trajectories than for all-chemical trajectories. This advantage is not only
very desirable in a basic sense, but produces a secondary benefit by
3- Z8
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TABLE 3-g. WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR
ALL- CHEMICAL SPACECRAFT
Items
Scientific Payload
Command system
CC&S
Data encoder
Autopilot
Data storage
Science
Telecommunications
Guidance and Control
Retro- system
Propellant
Inerts
Structure
Thermal Control
Power Subsystem
Electrical Harness
Lander
22
22
54
48
74
25O
3000
445
Subtotal
TOTALS
Injected Weights
470
124
404
3445
59O
40
382
45
,5500
2300
7800
Items Spent or
Jettisoned
Prior to Retro
100
I05
205
2300
2505
In
Orbit
Weights
470
124
304
445
485
40
382
45
2295
2295
Weight at approach = (7800) - (2505)= 5295 pounds
Orbit spacecraft fraction = (Weight a p_R_roach) - (Retro-system)(Weight Approach)
(5295) - (3445) _ 1850
--0.35
= 5295 - 5295
Does not include launch vehicle- spacecraft adapter
P
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permitting tradeoffs between Various system parameters for the purpose of
launch constraints relief without incurring significant performance penalties.
In Table 3-4 is presented a comparison of pertinant mission characteris-
tics of the all chemical spacecraft with the SEP spacecraft. Of particular
note is the fact that, although the approach weights are comparable, the
SEPS spacecraft has the capability of placing almost twice the useful weight
into a Mars orbit as the all-chemical spacecraft can. Furthermore, and
more significant, is the fact that the actual scientific payload, in Mars orbit,
for the SEP spacecraft is almost four times the scientific payload placed in
orbit by the all chemical spacecraft.
!
i -'2"
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TABLE 3-3. WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR
SOLAR POWERED ELECTRIC PROPULSION SPACECRAFT
Items
Scientific Payload
Tele c ommunic ation s
Guidance and Control
Electric Propulsion System
Solar array 850
Power conditioning 130
Thrustor s and
controls II0
Propellant and
tankage 780
Retro- system
Propellant 13 I0
Inerts 232
Structure I"
Thermal Control
Power Subsystem
Solar array 200
Conversion equipment 100
Batteries 60
Electrical Harness
Subtotal
TOTALS
Injected Weights
1793
200
365
1870
154Z
88O
70
36O
220
7300
2300
,:¢
96OO
Items Spent or
Jettisoned
Prior to Retro
70
1870
180
40
Z160
2300
4460
Weight at Approach = (9600) - (4460) = 5140 pounds
Orbit spacecraft fraction (Weight approach)- /Retro-system}
= " (Weight Approach)
5140 - 1542 3598
_= 0.70
= 5140 - 5140
*Does not include launch vehicle- spacecraft adapter
In
Orbit
,Weights
1793
200
Z95
Z32
700
70
360
180
383O
3830
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PTABLE 3-4. COMPARISON CHART
Spacecraft Description
Injected Weight
(not including Launch Vehicle
adapter)
Power Level
Approach Velocity
Weight at Approach
Weight in Orbit
(Excluding Retro-inert weight)
Orbit Spacecraft Fraction
Lander Weight
Scientific Payload
Percent Scientific Payload
Weight at Approach
All Chemical Voyager
190 days transit
7800 pounds
All- chemical
4. 3 km/sec
5295
1850
SEP Spacecraft
250 days transit
9600 pounds
23 kw
1. 8 km/sec
0.35
2300
470
8. 9 percent
5140
3598
0. 70
2300
1793
34. 9 percent
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P4. ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
The propulsion system studies, which have been performed during
this program, have as their primary objective an evaluation of the problems
associated with the design and development of ion propulsion systems for
solar powered interplanetary spacecraft. These studies have consisted of:
1} a study of the effect of power level on the design and operating charac-
teristics of the major propulsion system subsystems; Z) a reliability anal-
ysis to determine the optimum thrustor module size for a high power propul-
sion system s and to determine the effect of reliability considerations on
overall system design; 3) a study of thrust vector displacement in redundant
thrustor arrays; 4) an analysis of the problem of voltage and power matching
between solar panel output and the engine system load; 5) a design layout of
each of the major subsystems which would be used to make up a high power
(i. e. , 10 and 48-kw) propulsion system; 6) an analysis of the thermal,
mechanical, and electrical integration problems associated with a modu-
larized ion engine system; 7) conceptual designs of both 10 and 48-kw ion
propulsion systems. These above analyses and designs have, in each case,
been carried out for both the oxide cathode and the liquid mercury cathode,
electron-bombardment thrustor systems.
SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION AND SCALING STUDY
In the initial phase of this program, an evaluation of the state-of-art
of the major propulsion system subsystems (i. e., thrustors, feed systems,
and power conditioning and control systems) was conducted. The thrustors
considered were the oxide cathode and liquid calhode ttg electron bombard-
rnent engines {along with their associated feed systems) and the Cs surface
contact engine. Two types of power conditioning approaches namely, high-
power block and modular, were analyzed. After this evaluation, scaling
studies (or the variation of subsystem characteristics with p<_wer level) on
applicable subsystems were performed to determine the optimum engine
module size for a high-power ion propulsion system. These parametric
studies were also required to define the optimum design parameters for
subsystems at any power level, and guarantee that the interpolation and/or
extrapolation of existing data during the design phase would be done on a
realistic basis.
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Thrustor
Three types of thrustors were evaluated; Hg, oxide-cathode electron
bombardment, Hg, liquid-cathode electron bombardment, and Cs, surface
contact. Since the surface contact engine, in its present design, was not
acceptable for the particular model mission under consideration, scaling
studies were limited to the electron bombardment thrustors. However, pos-
sible design modifications which, if implemented, wo,,ld make the contact
engine competitive, even in the low specific impulse region._ are presented.
Oxide Cathode Engine
In order to establish the relation between power level and engine
design _parameters, the mercury bombardment thrustor was scaled over a
range of power levels. The factors considered in the study were: 1) per-
veance, 2} life, 3) mechanical design. The result of the study was to deter-
mine, as a function of power level, the optimum thrustor configuration for
providing a lifetime of at least one year at an Isp of 4000 seconds.
Perveance. A relationship was derived which gives tile average cur-
rent density of a thrustor (total beam/diameter squared) as a function of
hole size (w) and electrode spacing (d). Reference 1 gives a general equation
for the maximum current per hole. Considering countersunk optics {because
of the increased current capability) the following modified perveance expres-
sion, independent of screen electrode thickness, is obtained.
V T is the total accelerating voltage (V B + VA). The relationship between
beam voltage (V B) and specific impulse is shown in Figure 4-1. At 4000 sec-
onds and 80 percent propellant utilization, V B = 2500 volts. The maximum
allowable total voltage is then determined by assuming an upper limit for the
accel/decel ratio, where accel/decel ratio is defined as
V B + V A V T
accel/decel - - (2)
V B V B
References 2 and 3 indicate that an accel/decel ratio of two is easily
attainable. Thus, a total accelerating potential of 5000 volts is assumed
and the resulting relationship between beam current and engine geometry
determined. Figure 4-1 shows that lower values Qf Isp imply less allowable
total voltage. For example, at 3000 seconds and 80 percent propellant
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utilization, the total accelerating voltage would be only 2800 volts, or approxi-
mately half of that at an Isp of 4000 seconds. With such sharp reduction in
allowable voltage, the resulting engine designs at lower specific impulses
for any power level would incorporate n_uch larger diameters than those for
the 4000 second case.
From Equation 1, the total current of an engine is given by
P
IT = PH N VT 3/z (3)
where N is the number of holes. -PH is the "average" perveance per hole,
so noted because of the nonuniform beam distribution associated with a
bombardment engine. The nonuniform beam distribution is caused by the
variation of ion arrival rate at the screen electrode. Peak current density
will occur at the center hole. The remaining regions of the electrode will
produce less current per hole.
A typical current density distribution exhibits a peak-to-average ratio
of two-to-one (References 4, 5, and 6). Hence
PH
PH 2 (4)
Equation 3 becomes
1 PH N VT3/2iT = y (5)
The number of holes (N) of a thrustor electrode is given by
where
D
W =
N = (6)
ratio of open electrode area to total electrode area (a typical
value for present engines is 0.58)
active engine diameter, cm
hole diameter, cm
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Equation 5 thus becomes
1 -9) (IT = _(4.4x I0
0.
f336+ d \ w2]
W
312
(5000) amps (7}
For convenience in expressing current density (in mA), let I B equal 103 I T .
Solving for (IB/D2)
D--Z = 0.45 0.366w + d mA/cm
(8)
Figure 4-2 is a plot of Equation 8 with the aspect ratio (w/d) cross-plotted.
I£ there were no other considerations, the engine size could be selected
based on these results.* However, an engine design selected at random from
Figure 4-Z could not be guaranteed to operate for 10,000 hours.
Engine Life. Electrode life considerations are based on the analysis
of charge-exchange effects given in Reference 3. In Reference 6 it was
empirically found that the life of a 1. 27 millimeter thick accel electrode of
a 10 cm bombardment engine is given by
3. 28
t - hours (9)
I A
where IA = accel interception current in amperes. It is assumed that Equa-
tion 9 may be extrapolated into a form general enough to predict the Life of
expression is
: (0 ,,o}
I A
*So long as the spacing is greater than 2.5 mm to prevent voltage breakdown
(based on the 2000 volts/millimeter criteria in Reference 7).
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Kerslake (Reference 3) has derived an expression for I A
IA I
-- -- O
IB 4. 75 (I - nix) (_ + _') A--o
(11)
where
"elfi propellant utilization
I° = total mass flow rate, "amps" (i.e., IB/ql _)
2
A = overall electrode area, cm
o
= distance between electrodes, cm
_' = additional charge-exchange length, cm
The term _' accounts for the charge-exchange occurring downstream from the
accel electrode, and is given by
1/z
1 [_v3/Z ai f]
_' - 1.5 [ _ 1°
where
A I =
f =
-9 Z/3
3.86 x 10 volts -amps
electrode open area or 0. 58 _ D z
function of accel/decel ratio (4.5 for a ratio of 2)
Evaluating Equation 12 results in
(iZ)
l/Z
( DZ)lB_' = 0. 5 v--- cm (13)
Equation 13 expresses the fact that the additional charge-exchange length is
only a function of average current density under the conditions specified, it
is common to find _' some'what larger than _, indicating that charge-
exchange occurs over a distance of more than twice the electrode spacing.
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Returning to Equation 9, I A may be eliminated by using Equation 11.
The resulting expression for electrode life, in terms of current density, pro-
pellant utilization, and electrode geometry is
t = _ + 1 . 127 hours (14)
where _' is given by Equation 13.
Using NI_ = 80 percent and defining
j = mA/cm 2 (1 5)
Equation 14 be comes
.e + O. 51j I12 (16)
Setting t = 10,000 hours in Equation 16, the relationship can be obtained
between electrode plate separation and accel electrode thickness (at any
current density} consistent with an engine life greater than one year. The
quantity f, as used above, represents the distance between electrodes (Fig-
ure 4-3_. Hence
= d +x/Z
where d is the actual separation between electrode plates (Figure 4-3).
Using Equation 17, and rearranging, Equation 16 becomes
(17)
1 .3/z
djg+ 2J
x - 1 .2. (18)
16 7j
Figure 4-4 is a plot of Equation 18 for various values of j. The thickness
requirement increases with plate separation because of the increasing charge-
exchange region.
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Engine Design. The results in Figure 4-2 can now be qualified with
respect to engine life. The accel electrode thickness requirements (Figure
4-4) may be superimposed on Figure 4-2, resulting in Figure 4-5. These
thicknesses represent the minimum requirement, such that the electrode will
survive a year of operation at the indicated current densities. Therefore,
certain regions of Figure 4-5 must be eliminated from consideration for poten-
tial designi on the basis that accel thickness cannot be made arbitrarily
large• The criteria used, is that the thickness cannot exceed half the hole
diameter; otherwise, direct beam interception is e×pected. This considera-
tion forms one of the boundaries of the "design region" indicated in Figure
4-5. This boundary is the inclined straight lines, which represent the locus
of points where x = w/2.
The remaining boundaries of the design region are defined by limita-
tions on dspect ratio (ratio of hole size to electrode spacing, w/d). The
allowable range of aspect ratio is chosen as 0.6 (Reference 7) to 2.0 (Ref-
ence 8), Thus, the region of allowable combinations of design parameters
becom, s completely defined (Figure 4-5). Any point within the region repre-
sents a set of parameters (electrode spacing, thickness, hole size) which can
produce the indicated current density, while at the same time guaranteeing a
one year life.
The final step is to determine the engine size (effective diameter, D)
necessary to produce the beam current required for various power level
modules. To do this, plots of total engine power versus engine dfameter are
constructed for various hole sizes and electrode spacings (Figure 4-6).
These curves are obtained from the relationship
10 3 qP kw
(19)
,:-here j is obtained from Figure 4-5 for any combination of hole size and
electrode spacing. The beam voltage (V B) is obtained from Figure 4-i.
rlp is the power efficiency of the engine (rlp = 75 percent at 4000 seconds).
At first glance, Figure 4-6 indicates.that ally size engine from some
minimum diameter to 100-cm diameter may be selected for a given power
level thrustor module. This is indeed the case, since any engine design
selected from Figure 4-6 has already been qualified with respect to optics
and life. Therefore, if the smallest possible engine configuration was derived
(regardless of any other considerations), engine designs from curve "A"
(Figure 4-6) would be selected to deliver the required power level. It is felt,
however, that one additional factor should be considered, namely, mechanical
implementation.
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Mechanical Aspects. A primary aspect of mechanical implementation
is the number of holes which must be drilled in the electrode plates. It will
now be shown that the number of holes may be minimized for any power level
by a proper design selection without unduly increasing engine size.
The number of holes in an electrode is calculated from Equation 6.
The physical dimensions necessary to solve for the number of holes are
obtained from Figure 4-6 once a power level is established. For this dis-
cussion 6 kw is used. The engine defined by curve "A" has the following
specifications:
diameter = 30 cm
hole size = 0.4 cm
Therefore, the number of holes in the electrodes of engine "A" is
/ 30 _Z
N A = (0. 58) \0--_] = 3Z60 holes (z0)
Similarly, the number of electrode holes in engines "B," "C," and "D" can
be calculated. The results are presented in Table 4-I.
TABLE 4-1. I'HKUSTOR PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS
6kw DESIGNS
Engine
A
B
C
D
Diame te r,
cm
30
35
45
I00
N
3Z60
1860
1830
5800
d,
mm
3
3
4
I0
D/d
I00
I16
llg
I00
Although these calculations are detailed for a 6-kw power level, the results
are general.
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From Table 4-I several observations can be made"
i) Increasing the effective diameter from 30 (engine A) to 35 cm
(engine B) reduces the required number of holes by almost
50 percent.
3)
Further increase in effective diameter (to engine C) does not
appreciably reduce the required number of holes.
Continued increase in effective diameter above 45cm actually
increases the required number of holes (engine D).
Therefore, engine B would be selected as opposed to engine A on the basis of
the advantage in mechanical implementation, even though a slight increase in
size is required.
One other mechanical aspect requires attention, that is, thermal dis-
tortion of the el('ctrode plates. Reference 9 indicates that with a center sup-
port, the ratio of electrode diameter to spacing may be 100. Table 4-1 lists
values of this ratio for the different engines. Although it is desirable to
maintain this ratio as low as possible, Table 4-1 indicates that there is no
appreciable difference in this value among engines A through D. This result
is also true at other power levels. Hence, no new criteria arises from con-
sidering thermal distortion. Engine B still remains as the preferred choice
for the 6-kw example cited above.
Carrying out the above calculations for other power levels results in
the same conclusion. The best engine design for any power level lies on
curve "B" in Figure 4-6. Regardless of the power level required, the
electrode spacing will be 3 mm and the hole diameter 6 ram. The power
level will thus explicitly determine the thrustor diameter, D. Figure 4-6
may now be replaced with Figure 4-7 which shows the direct relationship
between power level, and engine size. Also shown in Figure 4-7 are the cor-
responding engine weights associated with the various thrustor sizes. This
power versus weight relationship is used in the reliability study to optimize
the thrustor module power level.
Liquid Mercury. Cathode Engine
In order to establish the relation between power level and engine
design parameters, the liquid mercury cathode thrustor was also scaled o'vel;
a range of power levels in _t manner similar to that presented in the oxide
cathode engine discussion. The chief differences between the a_ide and
liquid mercury cathodes which affect the scaling studies are beam distribution
and heat rejection requirement.
It can be shown that the same engine diameter versus engine power
relationship, derived for the oxide cathode (Figure 4-7),may be used for the
pool cathode. However, the engine weight versus power relation will differ.
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The engine diameter versus engine power relation, derived for the
oxide cathode thrustor, was based on engine designs qualifying both with
respect to perveance and life considerations. These considerations require
a knowledge of beam distribution, represented by a factor called the "peak-
to-average" ratio. This ratio for the late model oxide engines is, at the
most, 2-to-1. Data (Figure 4-8) on the liquid mercury cathode engine (Ref-
erence 10) shows beam distributions on the order of 3-to-1. This increase in
beam distribution, however, may be accommodated by just an increase in
accel electrode thickness. With this one rr_odification, the sanle power ver-
sus engine size relationship, as derived previously, will apply. Further-
more, it is reasonable to expect the pool cathode engine beam distribution to
eventually become as good as that of the oxide cathode engine. The oxide
engine has extensive development which has led to the improved beam distri-
bution which it now exhibits (see, for example, Reference 11). Liquid mer-
cury cathode engines, on the other hand, have not as yet been optimized with
respect to beam distribution. If the liquid mercury cathode distribution were
improved to g-to-l, the engine requirements would be identical with those
of the oxide engine and the accel electrode would not need to be modified.
As shown in Equation 16, lifetime is proportional to the square of
current density, ttenee, if the local current density goes tip by a factor of
3/2, the lifetime decreases by a factor of 2. This factor of 2 can be can-
celed by simply making the accel thickness 3.0 mm instead of the original
1.5 mm specified for the oxide cathode engine. The hole size and electrode
spacing remain the same. Hence, the diameter versus power relationship
in Figure 4-7 can be used in conjunction with the more unique aspect of the
liquid mercury cathode engine, that is, cathode heat rejection.
A liquid mercury cathode can be expected to have a heat rejection
requirement of two percent of the total engine power (the cathode heat load
is clue to ion bombardment plus thermal radiation). A cathode upper tempera-
ture limit of 130 ° C is assumed for the calculations which follow. This has
been found to be a safe operating temperature for cathodes currently being
tested in the laboratory. However, new cathode designs indicate that it may
be possible to develop a liquid mercury cathode which has no restrictive
temperature limit. In that case, the weight penalties which result from the
present requirement for radiator cooling of the cathode would be eliminated.
Even if the temperature requirement cannot be eliminated completely, reduc-
tions in radiator weight can be realized by improvements which allow the
cathode upper temperature limits to be raised. An increase in allowable
temperature would allow a higher radiator temperature and a higher tempera-
ture drop from radiator to cathode, resulting in a lowering of the radiator
area and thickness requirement.
When considering a heat rejection system, it is necessary to have the
complete spacecraft system in mind. In other words, cathode heat rejection
is classified as an interface prot_lem between propulsion system and space-
craft. For example, if a spacecraft is able to tolerate the heating effect of
the rejected power, then control of the cathode temperature is fairly easy.
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On the other hand, if it is assumed the vehicle can accommodate none of the
engine heat, a constraint is imposed on the heat rejection system. This con-
straint causes the heat rejection system to be somewhat heavier_ since a
direct heat path to space must be provided. In either event, satisfactory
cathode temperature control may be maintained with a simple passive heat
rejection system, an aluminum radiator.
There are three possible radiator configurations. Requlren_ents of
the particular spacecraft design determine which radiator system is most
applicable. The three systems are identified as follows: 1) front-type,
2) side-type, 3) rear-type radiator.
Front-Type Radiator. The front-type radiator system finds applica-
tion where the thrustor array is countersunk within the vehicle, with the
constraint that no heat be dumped into the vehicle. Figure 4-9 shows this
configuration schematically. In this configuration, the overall array dimen-
sions must be increased to allow exposure of the radiating area (at the rear
of the engines). The radiating area required for this design is approximately
twice the area of the engine cross section.
The following calculations demonstrate the weight requirement for the
front type of radiator. The results are general for any size engine. The
following nomenclature is first defined (Figure 4-10):
C = cathode diameter, 1.0 cm
d = beam diameter, centimeters
D = overall engine diameter, 1.4d
Q = heat rejection per engine, 125 (d/35) 2, watts
k
t b =
t =
r
,2_'=
thermal conductivity of aluminum, 2 watts/cm-degree
radiator base thickness, centimeters
¢adiator .thicknes s, centimeters
overall diameter of engine plus radiator
Since the area of the radiator is twice the area of the engine
rr 2. Tr D2., 2
_,D" = 3_" cm
,_/D = 1.73
(2.1)
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The first calculation is to determine the mean radiator operating
temperature (Tr). This is accomplished with the following equation
whe r e
A = radiating area,
r
= emissivity, 0.8
4
Q = _A _T
r r
2(Tr D2/4)
(22)
rI = radiator effectiveness, 0. 5
Solving for T
r
(T /iooo)
r
4
(o. 2(5.67)
Q = 125 (d/35) 2 (23)
(0. 5)(0.8) 7(1.4d) 2 (5. 67)
= 0.015
T = 350°K = 80°C
r
It is noticed that this result is independent of engine size.
The temperature drop across the base (AT b) is given as a function of
beam diameter, by the following calculation
D
Q in _ (d/35) 2 (125) (3. 5':")
AT B -
Z_k t B Z_ (.Z) t B
(24)
Z
3 d °C
ATB - tB I0
Next,
by
the temperature drop across the radiator is related to beam diameter
AT Q in _'/D (d/35) 2 (12-5) (0. 55) (Z5)
r = Z_k t = 2-_(Z)t
r r
2
AT - I d °C
r 2-t I0
r
*Average value of In(D/C) for 20< D < 50 cm.
o
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Since the maximum cathode temperature is 130 ° C, the following
relation determines the maximum tolerable temperature drop between
radiator and cathode
AT
T + r AT br --Z-- + = 130 ° C
AT
r
2 + ATb = 50 ° C
(Z6)
Using equations 24, 25, and 26, one relationship between t b and t r arises
7@ + : 5°°c (27)
To solve for the direct relationship between t h and t r, another equa-
tion is required. This other relation arises from the_condition of minimum
radiator system weight. Radiator weight is given by
(4°2 + (28)
where p = density of aluminum : 2.7 gms/cc. The radiator weight relation
may be reduced to the following form
- '7 ({) '454 (1.4 d) (t b + Ztr)
Wt (d)'
= (t b + at r)
(Z9)
To impose the condition of minimum weight, both sides of Equation
29 are differentiated with respect to t b and the result set equal to zero
r
c3 (Wt) : [8t b
L
8t 1
+_: 0
(30)
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Differentiating Equation 27
at
r
Substituting Equation 21 into Equation 30
(31)
t b = 5t (32)
p r
This is the condition for minimum weight. The result is independent of
engine size, and indicates that in all cases the radiator base thickne6s should
be five times the thickness of the radiator itself (Figure 4-10}.
Substituting Equation 32 into Equation 27 yields the direct dependence
of radiator thickness t r (and also tb) on engine size
3 1]_ + _ = 50 ° C (33)
r
(d) 2t = 0 017 cm
r " "]--ff
A plot of Equation 33 is given in Figure 4-11 (lower curve). The left hand
axis is t r and the right hand axis for t b, is established by the relation
t r = 5t r.
Radiator weight is now directly obtainable from Equation 29 since t b
and t r are known. The result is presented in Figure 4-12 (middle curve).
To show that this result makes smaller engines look more desirable, the
radiator weight is divided by engine power using Figure 4-7. This results
in the specific weight addition to the system associated with the radiator
(Figure 4-13, middle curve). For engines less than 20 crn, radiator specific
weight can be held to less than 1 lb/kw.
Side-Type Radiator. The next type of radiator system to be con-
sidered is the side-type configuration. This system is applicable in a space
vehicle which incorporates a surface mounted propulsion system (Figure 4-14).
This radiator system also satisfies the constraint that no engine heat be
accepted by the vehicle. The following calculations indicate that the total
weight requirement for the side radiator arrangement is similar to the front-
type. Less radiating area is required, since the radiators are directly
exposed to space and hence are more efficient (q = 1).
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Similar considerations as spelled out above for the front radiator,
show that the side radiator operating temperature ig also 80 ° G. The base
temperature drop for the side radiator is calculated by
AT b = 3 in (D/G) Q (34)
Znk t b
The factor of 3 appears because only one-third of the base area is utilized for
conduction. Substituting values in Equation 34
AT b _ (3) (3. 5) (d/35) 2 125 ' (35)
2,n (2,) t b
2
_9 (_o)ATb t b
The temperature drop across the radiator of the side-type configuration is
3hQ
AT -
r 2krrDt
r
where h = height of engine (h = d). Evaluating
aT = 3d(125) (d/35) 2 2 (1__) 2
r (2) (2) Tr (1.4d) t - t (36)
r r
Again using Equation 26 to assure that the cathode temperature remains '--_u=,uw....
130 ° C
1--ff + = 50°C
The weight equation in this case is
Wt-- (_ '.,,)t+(_ ) tb --2.7454
(37)
P
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i ,
which reduces to
Wt = t r + 0.84 (38)
Using the minimum weight criteria, as demonstrated above, yields the
same five-to-one ratio between t b and t . Replacing t b with 51 in Equation
37 r r
{39)
2
t = 0.056 [.u^] cm
r \lu/
Using Equation 39 and 32, both t b and t_ are plotted in Figure 4-11 (upper
curve). The resulting weight and speci/ic weight curves are shown in Fig-
ures 4-t2 and 4-13, respectively.
Rear-Type Radiator. Of the three types of radiators considered for
engines of the 4_-kw system, the rear-type radiator is by far the lightest
weight system. -However, it takes a particular spacecraft configuration to
utilize this mode of heat rejection (see Figure 4-15). If heat is not to be
accommodated by the spacecraft, then the rear of the engines must be
exposed to free space. Thus, the rear radiator may be employed only under
one of the following spacecraft conditions:
l) The propulsion system is extended away from the vehicle when
ope rating.
2) A void exists through the spacecraft (Figure 4-15) arch structure.
3) Heat rejected from the cathode may be accommodated by the
vehicle.
Radiator weight for the rear-type cohfiguration is determined by the
following calculations. The radiating area per engine is equal to that of the
engine cross section
A = rr D2
r 4 {40}
As shown above, a radiating area of this amount produces a radiator tempera-
ture of 80* C independent of engine size. For the rear-type system (as shown
in Figure 4-16) the base plate and radiating area are one and the same. In
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other words, there is no additional aluminum required as a path from cathode
to radiator, as in the front and side-type radiator systems. The radiator is
in the immediate vicinity of the cathode, providing a more efficient system.
For this reason, the weight of the rear-type radiator system is much less
than that of the other two alternatives. The temperature drop across the
radiator is calculated by the following equation
AT : Q in (D/C) (41)
2_k t
r
Replacing the parameters with their values, Equation 41 yields
Z_T = 1-- ]-6 ° C (42)
r
Since the cathode maximum temperature is 130" C
AT
80 +_ -
2.
AT
2
130" C
- 50 ° C
(43)
From Equations 42 and 43
Zt
r
= 5O (44)
3 / dX 2 " -- /d\ 2
t - --
r (2) (50) _,_) 0.u_ _) cm
This relation is shown in Figure 4-11.
is then obtained by
Wt - 454 tr)
The weight for a rear-type radiator
,d, (d/Wt - 454 _-(1.4) tr = 0.915 -_ t ,r lbs
(45)
Figure 4-12 shows the weight of the rear-type radiator.
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Although the rear-type system is by far the lightest and most compact
of those considered, it also presents the greatest spacecraft interface prob-
lem. Because of the requirement that heat be rejected from the back of the
engines, the rear radiator type system also presents the most difficult
mounting problem.
Mechanical Aspects. One other consideration in these radiative
cooling systems is the requirement to shield the radiators from the major
engine heat loss_.s. Since the major losses are those associated with the
power generated,in the arc discharge, this problem is minimized. The usual
laminated foil shields may be placed between thrustor body and radiator
within a fairly close space. Each of the previous three schemes has a dif-
ferent requirement for the total heat shielded area required, as seen in Fig-
ures 4-10 and 4-16. The front radiator requires the most shielding and the
rear radiator requires the least.
Certain experimental verification of passive cooling of the liquid
mercury cathode has been demonstrated in a thermal mockup. Various
heaters were used to simulate both the arc and cathode heat generation. The
rear-type configuration was used in this experiment. Figure 4-16 is a photo
of the apparatus, utilizing a 20-cm bombardment engine. It is pointed out
that a space has been reserved between engine and radiator. This was to
allow for feed system components which are now outdated. This space is
no longer required because of the more compact feed system equipment now
being developed.
The heat shielding shown in the photo is illustrative of that required
by any of the three radiator configurations. The results of the thermal simu-
lation experiment are presented in Figure 4-17. The upper curve corres-
ponds to a one ampere beam, while the lower two are for a half ampere beam.
Although, as has been shown, the rear-type radiator arrangement is
both the lightest and most compact, its use imposes the most severe con-
straint on the spacecraft system. It is because of this interface constraint
that the other two alternatives (side and front radiators) must be given
detailed consideration. It has already been demonstrated that the radiator
weight versus engine size relation is ah-nost identical for the front and side
systems. The remaining consideration is the overall dimensions of the
engine array. It turns out that for an array of many small engines, a front-
type radiator is more desirable, whereas for an array of a few large engines,
a side-type is preferable. Figure 4-18 shows the comparative sizes of the
arrays. The small dimension in all cases is held constant at 5 feet, since
this is the maximum available distance consistent with the current spacecraft
configuration. It is desired to keep the large dimension as small as possible
from thrust alignment considerations. For a 6-kw'module array, the side-
type radiator system is seen to be almost twice as compact as the front-type.
On the other hand, for a 1. 5-kw module array the front-type radiator con-
figuration is 1 foot smaller than the side type. In both cases, however, the
optimum arrangement is 5 by 7 feet.
P
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Since the optimum liquid mercury cathode thrustor module size is
based on the weight-reliability criterion as discussed in the reliability analy-
sis section, the functional relationship between thrustor power level and
thrustor weight must be found. This relationship is obtained by simply add-
ing to the results shown in Figure 4-7 the weight due to the increased thick-
ness of the accel electrode and the weight of the radiator. These effects are
illustrated in Figure 4-19, where all three possible radiators have been
considered. It is seen that the percent weight increase is much less for
small engines than for large.
Cesium Contact Engine
During tile early part of this program a careful analysis of the
several candidate engines was made. At that time it was decided that the
cesium contact engine would not be considered during the remainder of this
study. The reasons for this decision were: 1) it was felt that the Hughes
contact engine was, at that point, not as advanced in development as those
chosen for inclusion in the study, i.e., it did not meet the "off the shelf"
criteria; 2) at that point in time the engine life and competitive efficiency
(especially at low IsD ) had not been demonstrated. During the intervening
9 months since this decision, however, the Hughes contact engine technology
has been advanced considerably, as verified by long duration life tests. The
current status, inqmediate, and longer term prospects for the engine will be
described here, together with the steps which could be taken to effect further
improvement. It is felt that the advance in the performance of this engine
warrants reevaluation toward the possibility of including it in future
propulsion system studies.
A Hughes multistrip cesium contact engine is shown in Figure 4-Z0.
The support frame will accommodate two 13-strip ion engines, giving a 50-kw
power level at 5000 seconds. This engine requires about 2. 5 kw.at 5000
seconds. The cesium contact engine power losses are associated principally
with maintaining the temperature of the porous tungsten ionizer at a temper-
ature of 1400°K. This heating power requirement is on the order of 10 watts
per emitting square centimeter, and is essentially constant over a wide range
of current densities (5 to _= ma/c "_z) Therefore for any _iven specific
impulse, engine efficiency is a strong function of current density. Figure
4-21 is a typical plot of engine efficiency versus specific impulse for the
cesium contact engine. The engine efficiency at low specific impulse (e. g.,
4000-5000 seconds) has been of concern since the initial results of this study
were obtained. A sharp dropoff in engine efficiency below 6000 seconds is
noted due to the decrease in current density if the accel-decel ratio is
limited to 5; operation to an accel-decel ratio of 10 allows extension of the
constant current-density portion of the curve to lower values of specific
impulse and therefore higher efficiency at low Isp. '
At low values of specific impulse, the current density limit of the
present cesium contact engine (emitter width = 0. Z20 inch), is determined
by the maximum accel-decel ratio at which the engine can operate. Since
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the total accelerating voltage requirement is set by current density, for a
given current density operation at lower specific impulse requires a higher
accel electrode to ground potential. For a specific impulse of 6000 seconds
in the present enginet, the accel-decel ratio must be at least five in order to
operate at 20 ma/cm". A current density of 20 ma/cm 2 may be maintained
at values of specific impulse below 6000 seconds by operating at a higher
accel-decei ratio or by an engine redesign decreasing the emitter width.
A number of tests on engines in the electrolytic tank trajectory tracer
have been carried out in an effort to determine the highest practical value
for accel-decel ratio for this engine. Engine tests as high as Va/Vf = 7. 2
have been conducted satisfactorily, and trajectory tracer studies indicate
that trajectory problems should not limit the upper level of accel-decel ratio
up to a value of 15. A relatively straightforward design modification in the
present engine can be made so as to decrease the emitter width, and so
increase current density (t.hereby, efficiency) at low values of specific impulse.
By this change, the engine could operate conservatively at 30 ma/cm 2 ionizer
current density (the present engine has operated at 25 ma/cm 2 very satisfac-
torily). The efficiency at 30 ma/cm 2, based on measured heating efficiency
is shown in Figure 4-22, together with actual present-day data (with exten-
sion of this 20 ma/cm2 data to lower I__) A possible upper level of efficiency,
• D_ ° "
assuming improved ionizer heating efficiency, is shown in the level marked
"minimum power loss". By the use of radio isotope heating of the ionizer it
would be possible to achieve very high efficiencies at low Isp with only a
very slight increase in engine weight (but with significant decrease in power
conditioner and solar cell weight). The efficiency curve for the radio isotope
heated ionizer engine is shown by the upper curve of Figure 4-22. This
upper curve is well above that of any compatible thrustor.
A list of the major accomplishments of the HRL contact engine pro-
gram is shown in Table 4-2. It is seen that two major life tests have been
conducted successfully and neutral fraction data from improved ionizers
obtained which showed a level at least 1/100 of the tungsten level. Thus,
the life expectancy of this engine, as limited by charge exchange ion erosion
of the accel electrode, is calculated to be" 30,000 to 100,000 hours.
The higher thrust density, longer lifetime potential, and possibility
of greatly increased efficiency at low specific impulse should allow consid-
eration of the contact engine as a candidate for long term ir_terplanetary
missions.
Feed System
Two types of feed systems must be considered; 1) a Hg vapor feed
system for the oxide cathode thrustor, 2) a liquid Hg feed system for the
liquid cathode thrustor.
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TABLE 4-2. MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF HRL CONTACT
ENGINE PROGRAM
i)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
Accomplishments
8)
9)
io)
II)
20-strip cold focus engine - Current density to 20 ma/cm 2
Evolved and proved a new concept of contact ion engine
construction - Integral focus - Tungsten insert
Three experimental 4-strip i_tegral focus engines -
Current density to 20 ma/cm
One 4-strip integral focus2engine life test - I000 hours
current density 13 ma/cm
Designed and built a 13-{26) strip integral focus engine
Developed stable low neutral fraction ionizer coatings -
Iridium and rhenium
Measured neutral fraction from coatings - Less than
tungsten by factor of I0 to I00
Predict engine life from data at 20 ma/cm 2 - 30,000 to
100,000 hours
Measured stability of iridium coatings - 200 hours at
1500°C equivalent to _>ll,00O hours at 1300°C
Tested a 13-strip engine for 50 hours
Tested a 4-strip engine - Iridium ionizer for 573 hours
at 20 ma/cm 2
Mercury Vapor Feed System
To determine the relation between engine module power level and
feed system design parameters, it is first necessary to establish what feed
system components are affected. Each oxide cathode thrustor module
requires the following feed system elements: 1) vaporizer, 2) isolator,
3) solenoid valve, 4) plumbing. The propellant reservoir is not included in
the above list because the total amount of propellant required is a constant
for a given application, and the way in which the propellant is stored (number
and size of tanks used) is independent of the number of thrustor modules
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chosen. For example, one tank could feed several engines, or several tanks
could feed one engine. The propellant storage system for the oxide cathode
engine is identical to that for the liquid mercury cathode engine. Scaling
studies of the vapor pressurized reservoir are described in the following
section.
The requirement that each thrustor module have a complete duplica-
tion of the four components listed above arises directly from the operating
characteristics of the feed system module. Flow control is produced by a
change in vaporizer temperature. Since each thrustor requires separate
flow control, one vaporizer could not properly supply control for more than
one thrustor, w,
Duplication of high voltage isolators and solenoid valves is required
to allow thrustor modules to be electrically isolated and separately switched
in and out of a central propellant storage system (consisting of one or many
tanks). The only way in which this solenoid valve and high voltage isolator
could be eliminated is if each thrustor module had its own propellant storage
tank. This arrangement would be highly inefficient since standby engines
would require standby fuel.
The basic feed system module is shown in Figure 4-23. The thrustor
module, and a propellant storage tank are included for completeness. The
feed system component maximum weights are given in Table 4-3. These
weights are independent of the power level of the engine module over the
range of interest. Therefore, the feed system weight per engine module
(excluding the storage system) is a constant. The total feed system weight
(again, excluding the storage system) is, of course, a direct function of the
number of engine modules because of the one-to-one relationship between
engine modules and feed system components.
TABLE 4-3. FEED SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS
(FOR OXIDE CATHODE ENGINE)
Component Weight, pound
Vaporizer 1. 0
Isolator 1. 0'
Solenoid Valve 0. 5
Plumbing 0. 5
Total 3.0
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L;_iuid Mercury Feed System
The feed system module for a liquid mercury cathode engine is shown
schematicaIly in Figure 4-24. The feed system consists only of the vapor
pressurized reservoir. As shown, the vapor pressurized reservoir can be
divided into two sections, a pressure source and the mercury reservoir.
Flow regulationlis provided by variation of power on tile pressure
source heater. The pressure source contains a saturated vapor, such that
the pressure change is a strong function of temperature. This portion of the
feed system also contains a bellows (Figure 4-24).
A piston interconnects both the pressure source and reservoir sections
of the feed system. The reservoir unit is fitted with a "rolling diaphragm."
The diaphragm is a flexible organic material which is in the shape of a cup.
The diaphragm acts to keep the mercury upstream from the piston in the
reservoir. The piston acts on the bottom of tile cup and during operation of
the system the cup becomes inverted with respect to its original position.
Relative dimensions are shown in Figure 4-24 for a pressurized
reservoir with a diaphragm having one-to-one aspect ratio (ratio of diam-
eter to depth). The overall length of the reservoir section is 2. 5 times the
diameter (Dr). The piston occupies a distance of one diameter, and the
mercury occupies the remaining 1. 5 diameters. The pressure source
section length is about twice the reservoir diameter.
A support is provided, connecting the two separate sections of the
feed system. The result is an integral unit, not requiring additional mount-
ing accommodations.
Feed system scaling requires estimating the size and weight of the
above described unit for a thrustor module of any power level. The total
amount of propellant for the 48-kw system is 1600 pounds and can be divided
into a number of reservoirs (which for the liquid mercury system is equal
to the number of engines).
From the foregoing geometric considerations, usable reservoir
volume (V) is given by
V = (4 Dr'Z) (1" 5 Dr) 1. 18 D f 3= cc (46)
where Df is the feed system diameter. The density of mercury p is
p : 13. 5 gms/cc : 0.03 lb/cc
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Therefore, the relationship between propellant mass stored Mp and
feed system diameter is
= Vp = (1. 18 Df3)(0. 03) = 0. 035 Df 3 lbs (47)M P
A plot of Mp versus Df appears in Figure 4-25. The thrustor module power
level (P) may be related to propellant mass (for the 48-kw liquid mercury
system only) by
P = 48 kw (48)
This correspondence between Mp and P is shown in the second scale super-
imposed on Figure 4-25. This Kind of relation does not exist for the oxide
system because the thrustor-reservoir correspondence is not one-to-one.
The weight of the feed systeIn;is mainly in the stainless steel walls
of the reservoir and pressure source containers. This weight is given by
whe re
Wt = PsAstf (49)
A = surface area of feed system
s
tf = wall thickness = 0. 060 inch
Ps = density of stainless-steel =
The surface area is given by:
= 0.15 cm
8 gms/cc = 0. 018 lb/cc
A = (2.5 Dfs (_Df)
2
+ 2Df) = 14 Df (50)
Hence, Equation 49 becomes
wt = (0.018)(14Df2)(0. 15) = 4_10/ (51)
Equation 51 is plotted in Figure 4-26. Using Figure 4-25, Figure 4-26 may
be translated into a relation between module power level and feed system
weight (Figure 4-27). Specific weight is also shown in Figure 4-27.
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The above calculated results corre,_pond to a diaphragm aspect ratio
of one-to-one. In general, it is possible to utilize other aspect ratios, in
which case Figure 4-28 may be consulted. It shows the tradeoff between
height and diameter of a pressurized Hg reservoir with propellant mass as
a variable.
In the construction of a system layout, various dimensional constraints
are imposed on the reservoir. For example, the height of till- reservoir may
be limited by the spacecraft package. With the use of Figure 4-28, the
diameter of the reservoir is determined from a specification of height (for a
given Hg capacity).
Power Conditioning
System De sign Approach
An ion engine, power conditioning system for a solar powered, elec-
tric propulsion system must perform several functions. First, the system
must be able to convert solar panel output voltage to usable ion engine vol-
tages. Second, the system must be able to control and regulate the ion
engine operating voltages and currents. Third, the system must provide a
power and impedance match between the solar cell source and the ion engine
loads. Further, this must be accomplished with power conditioning circuitry
and components that have the following system characteristics:
Low specific weight < 15 Ib/kw
High power effieicney > 90 percent
Long operating life > 10, 000 hours
High system reliability >0. 97
In attempting to provide the above characteristics, it is desirable that
overall circuit simplicity (i. e., minimum'electronic part count) be main-
rained anrt i-'hnttho cirr_iI rto_ign 1_o nmon_t_lo to ,-,_¢h,.,_t._,-y _,.c}:niq,.,.e - It
is also desirable that the circuit design be compatible with spacecraft
mounting and heat rejection systems, preferably completely free from the
necessity for supplementary heat radiators and their associated heat
conduction systems.
Using the above design criteria, two possible power conditioning
design approaches were considered and evaluated. The first, or conventional
method, consisted of a single higl_,power level circuit for each of ti_e required
power blocks. In analyzing this approach, the power, voltage, and current
ratings of the various power supplies were established. These requirements
then determined the type of circuitry that would be employed and the elec-
tronic components that would be used to perform the various circuit functions.
A major drawback to this approach was the limit in component selection.
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For example, the high power systems required high current transistors.
These transistors, because of their low switching speeds, placed a design
limit on the upper frequency of the inverter system, thereby forcing the
weight of the magnetic components above a frequency limited minimum.
In the second approach, the design analysis procedure was reversed.
That is, the initial step was to select transistors for ttae inverter circuit
which had high switching speeds and high voltage ratings permittin_ high
efficiency at high frequency. The transistor voltage and current ratings
were used to establish the power handling capability of an individual power
conditioning module. The complete power conditioning system was then
designed using these modules as the basic building block. A more detailed
analysis of the nqodular approach to ion engine power conditioning has indi-
cated numerous advantages over the more conventional methods. For this
reason, the modular approach was chosen for the present program.
Modular System Design Advantages
In a detailed comparison, the low power module approach shows a
substantial improvement in weight and efficiency over the conventional high
power circuit approach. For example, a 6-kw power conditioning system
consisting of a series of low power modules would weigh 36 pounds (i. e. ,
6 lb/ kw) and have a 93 percent power efficiency. An equivalent conventional
system would weigh 200 pounds (i. e., 30 lbs/kw) and have a power efficiency
of 88 percent. The weight figures quoted here include the cooling systems
necessary to dissipate the power tosses. The weight and efficiency advan-
tages shown by the modularized system accrue for several reasons. For
example, substantial reductions in structural (both chassis and heat radiator)
weight are inherent in the modular approach since the low power dissipation
per component permits direct heat radiation to space utilizing only the area
used to mount the components. That is, the power density is so low that no
thermal conduction or liquid coolant radiator heat exchange type of cooling
system is required.
A further reason for weight reduction in the modular system is the
Iow weight density per mounting area, thereby permiLting a very- low- weight
supporting structure (for example, an aluminum-foam s'andwich may be
considered).
The low weight of the modular system, however, derives principally
from the use of a high inverter operating frequency. The high operating fre-
quency has been made possible by recent improvements in power transistors
which are characterized by switching speeds of 1/4 tasec. Such speeds per-
mit square-wave frequencies of the order of 10 to 20 kc with high _fficiency
switching. These silicon devices also permit switching of relatively high dc
supply voltages, permitting a further increase in efficiency by operating at
a low ratio of Vce saturation drop to line voltage. High speed transistors
with 400-volt ratings permitted designing a high efficiency inverter having
voltage safety factors of two, current safety factors of two, and power safety
factors of four, at an output power level of 200 watts.
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The high switching frequency also results in weight and efficiency
benefits in magnetiu components such as transformers, magamplifiers, and
filters. Transformer power efficiencies of 98 percent are easily obtainable,
at low temperature rise (high reliability), with typical weights of 3 ounces
for a 200-watt transformer (i.e., 1 lb/kw). This figure compares with about
4 lb/kw for a 1000-cycle transformer, typical of the high power circuit
approach.
iligh frequency operation also permits substantial reductions in filter
weights due to lower inductance and capacitance required. As a matter of
fact, using modules in series that operate at different frequencies results in
low output ripple, even without an output filter.
On a reliability basis, a modular system with 20 percent module
redundancy is substantially more reliable than a single power block with
100 percent redundancy. It may further be shown, on a stress factor basis,
that the reliability of individual power semiconductors in the modular approach
is substantially greater due to the lower operating temperatures obtainable
with this design. Typical transistor junction temperatures are only 5°C
higher than the chassis mounting, compared to a 40°C difference common
with the high power circuit.
In addition to the weight, efficiency, and reliability advantages the
multimodule approach lends itself to many of the unique requirements placed
on a power conditioning system by a solar-electric propulsion system. For
exdmple, the multimodule power conditioning concept is more versatile than
the conventional system in matching solar cell loads and voltages to the ion
engine. In the modular system, loads and voltages are matched by adding
or subtracting the number of modules operating in series in a given supply.
Module switching is equivalent to changing the primary to secondary turns
ratio of the power output transformer in a conventional circuit. The module
system has the advantage that the switching process required to change the
effective turns ratio _an be performed in the low power portion of the inver-
ter circuit. Switching is performed by turning on or off the inverter feed-
back transformer with the micrologic circuitry. In the switching process,
a step change in the output voltage results without the supply output voltage
interruption which would occur in tap switching the power output transformer
in a conventional system.
Another advantage of the multimodule circuit concept is the possibil-
ity of interrogating the solar cell power source to determine if the system
is operating at the maximum power point. In any interplanetary mission,
the solar cell voltage-current characteristics will continuously change. To
derive the maximum power available from the solar cell system, the load
resistance presented to the solar ceils must also change with timej By
switching in or out an additional power conditioning module and monitoring.
the change in solar cell power output, it would be possible to determine if
the ion engine load should be either increased or decreased. To insure
operating at the maximum power point, the ion engine load could then be
varied by changing the mercury flow rate to the engine system.
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Along with the decrease in power availability on a typical Mars mis-
sion, the solar panel bus voltage will increase.approximately 30 percent
during the'flight. If uncompensated, this increase in solar panel output
voltage would result in a direct increase in the main beam voltage by
30 percent. The multimodule approach makes it easy to compensate for
this voltage rise by switching out inverter modules as the input voltage
increases. By this technique, the main beam voltage is effectively regulated
with zero power loss. This technique has two further advantages. First,
the system would have a built-in redundancy. As a module is switched out,
it can be used as a standby for the remainder of the mission. Switching out
of inverter modules increases the overall system power efficiency. The
increase in efficiency is a direct result of operating fewer modules at higher
individual efficiencies due to higher line voltage.
Secondly, the multimodule system has startup advantages over the
conventional system. The solar cell power source is a soft power system,
that is, the output voltage is very dependent on the electrical load. A high
powered inverter system, if turned on full, Would initially present a very
low impedance to the solar cell system. To avoid this condition, the high
power inverter system employs a slow turn on procedure, which requires
additional circuitry and complexity. The multimodule system has an inher-
ent slow turn on capability simply by programming the switching circuitry
to turn on one module at a time.
General Circuit Considerations. Since the modular approach employs
a number of modules in series, connection techniques have been devised such
that for any type of module failure the total output is not interrupted except
for a voltage drop equal to a single module voltage step. This drop in vol-
tage is then automatically corrected by turning on a standby module.
Furthermore, voltage regulation is obtained in the series module
system with the same control logic used to detect a failed module and
replace it with a standby module. With 20 series modules, the regulation
band is 5 percent or +2-1/2 percent. Similarly, with 10 modules in a series
string the limits of regulat_ion are ±5 peccent from nominal. This degree of
regulation will be adequate for the bulk of power in the ion engine, i.e.,
positive and negative high vultage supplie3.
For the low power functions such as engine heaters, one 100-watt
module suffices for most heaters (an exception in the case of a 6-kw engine
is the 300 watts required for the cathode heater). In such cases, since close
control of heater temperature is important, a continuous (as against incre-
mental) regulator on each module is necessary. Temperature control is
achieved from sensing and control of resistance, since with tungsten heaters,
resistance varies almost linearly with temperature. Resistance control is
readily accomplished by sensing voltage and current and controlling the ratio.
Such a method has decided advantages where the high operating potential of
the heaters make thermocouple sensing impractical, or at least very diffi-
cult. Since the heater environment is not fixed, due to varying thermal
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influence of other engines and power conditioning, regulating heater power
does not insure control of heater temperature, hence the choice of resistance
control.
The optimum circuitry for a high power engine is not necessarily
the same as,that for a low power engine. The approach indicated is to opti-
mize the design for the large engine and then scale down for the smaller
demonstration engine. Based on this reasoning, the approach used in design-
ing the dc_,,nstra!ion low power system (see Propulsion System Design
Verification Hardware Section) was to employ all the circuit techniques
which would be required in the developrnent of a larger power conditioning
system. In a few instances this approach penalized the low power system
circuit design. However, no extrapolation of technology will be required
when scaling to a larger system.
POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM WEIGHT
The previous section compared the convenlional and nmltimodu]e
approach to power conditioning. On the basis of these analyses, the multi-
module concept was chosen for the solar-electric propulsion system being
designed for the Solar Electric Propulsion program. The design philosophy
of the multimodule circuit concept is simply to construct a high power sys-
tern using many low power modules. This circuit concept has many unique
system characteristics and functional advantages that are important in the
design of a solar powered ,.lectric propulsion system. A salient design
advantage of this approaci_ is the inherent ability to increase the power
ratings of the supplies associated with the power conditioning system with-
out requiring a major circuit redesign, such as would be the case with a
conventional circuit approach. Power conditioning systems ranging in
power from 1. 0 to 6.0 kw can be built from basic 100- and 200-watt inverter
building blocks by simply adding the modules in series so lhat the sum of
the inverter power ratings equals the power required by the supply. The
only circuit modification necessary would be to change the turns ratio of the
module output power transformer to obtai, n the designed supply output voltage.
Figure 4-29 shows the effect of scaling on the charact{.ristics ot tile
main beam supply, assuming a Z00-watt inw_'rter module as the basic build-
mg block. The output voltage versus the main beam power curve is shown
to indicate the required turns ratio of the module output power transformer.
Also, the efficiencics of both full wave center tap and full wave bridge rec-
tifier circuits are presented. As shown, there is only about a one-percent
penalty in power efficiency in scaling the power from a 1 kw beam to a 4-kw
beam. The third graph shows the main beam supply weight and number of
modules required for various main beam power levels.
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The effect of power scaling on the module voltage output, power
efficiency, and weight characteristics of the arc disct_arge supply is presented
in Figure 4-30. Again employing the Z00-watt inverter module in the initial
design analysis phase, both ac and dc series adding were considered for the
discharge supply. Figure 4-30 shows that the degradation in power efficiency
is quite severe at the high power levels with tl_e dc adding technique. For
this reason, ac adding becomes tile only practical method of power scaling
the arc-discharge supply, even though circuit operation is somewhat more
complicated.
The low voltage supplies are essentially not affected by scaling in the
powel_ range under consideration. At the higher power levels, however, the
inverter capacity of the magnet supply would have to be increased to
200 watts.
For the accelerator supply, the number of modules required is pri-
marily governed by the overload currenl capability of the system during
startup., It is eslcmated that the acceleralor supply will require a startup
current transient capability of Z0 percent of the normal main beaxn current.
For example, the accelerator supply for the 1. 4-kw engine requires three
100-watt inverter modules (two operating, one in standby). When power
scaling to larger engine systenqs, the increase in overload current transient
capability is obtained partially by using an inverter transistor with higher
current rating, and partially by increasing tile number of inverter modules.
The total efficiency and weigt_t of a 48-kw and 10-kw power condition-
ing system are shown in Figure 4-31. These data assume that the large
system is nqade up of individual ion engines and tlleir associated power con-
ditioning systems of power ratings from 1 to 6 kw. It is seen that, although
tile overall power efficiency decreases, the total system weight is reduced
considerably as tt_e basic engine unit power level increases. It si_ould be
noted, however, that these data are based on the use of 100 and Z00-watt
modules, thereby penalizing somewhat the lower power engine systm-ns.
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RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
An important question to be answered before a system design can
begin is the total number of modules to be employed in building up to a high
power electric propulsion system. There are several important considera-
tions which affect the answer to this question; the foremost of which is sys-
tem reliability.
As is well known, the establishment of component reliability figures
at high confidence levels requires costly and time consuming test programs.
It is possible, however, to build up system reliability through redundancy
techniques even though component reliability is either somewhat low or pos-
sibly not established. Redundancy, whether series, parallel, or standby,
will increase propulsion system weight. It is desirable, therefore, to deter-
mine the method by which the requisite reliability can be obtained with a
minimum addition to system weight.
Basic Concepts in Reliability Theory
The reliability theory for modularized ion engine systems will be an
e×tension of the classical concepts currently used in reliability engineering.
For the sake of completeness, a brief summary of some of these basic ideas
is presented.
Classical reliability theory divides the possible failures of a component
into three modes, each corresponding to a specific cause of failure. The three
types of failures are given as follows:
1) Early failures: Those which occur early in the life of a compo-
nent. In rr}ost cases, they result from poor quality control in the
manufacturing process. This type of failure is eliminated by pre-
running components for some time before they are actually used
and keeping only those which survive.
z) Wearout failures: Are due to.the natural fatigue of a component
toward the end of its life. Wearout failure is dealt with by life
testing. %hat is, many components are run under simulated con-
ditions until they fail; their timo of failure being recorded. It
will turn out that the failure times are normally distributed about
some value called the meantime of failure. Failure due to wear-
out is made arbitrarily small by using components with mean
times of failure far in excess of their required life.
3) Chance failures: Those which occur during the useful life of the
component and are due to random stresses.
4-5Z
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A typical curve of failure rates versus operating time is shown in
Figure 4-32. If it is assumed that the early and wearout failures are elimi-
nated and that the failure rate (k) in the interval [TB, TW] is constant, the
reliability of a device is given by the well known exponential law
-k t
r (t) = e (52)
This exponential law is derived on the assumption that the failures are ran-
dom (i.e., chance failures) and that their statistics are given by the Poisson
process. Mathematically this means that the probability of exactly n failures
occurring in a device during a time interval r is
-k r (k r)n
P(n, r) = e n2 (53)
It is assumed here that P(n, 1-) only depends on T and not on its position in
the interval (TB, TW). Therefore, the probability of exactly n failures
occurring in an interval T does not depend on the past operating history of
the device. The exponential law in Equation 52 follows directly then from the
definition that the reliability of a device is the probability that it does not
fail in time T (i.e., P(O,T) = e-k T).
From the basic exponential law, the reliability of systems employing
series, parallel, and standby redundancy can be determined. For the pur-
poses of this report, the reliability of a system with standby units is
developed.
Standby Redundancy
Consider a system of N + 1, identical units with one of them operating
initiall-> (Figure 4-33). If the operating unit fails, another is switched on
until all the standbys are used. The reliability of this system is the proba-
bility that no more than N failures occur'during time 1-. This is the proba-
bility that exactly o or ! or 2 ... or N failures occur. Thus
RN(T) = P(o, T) + P(1,T) +...+ P(N,T) (54)
Using Equation 53
N
.-KT I (kT)rR N = e -r-Y-- (55)
r=o
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Figure 4-34 shows a plot of R N as a function of N for various values
of unit reliability (i.e., e-kT). It should be noted that three standbys are
sufficient to yield a system reliability greater than 0.98 even though the unit
reliability is as low as 0.4.
In the development of Equation 55, it was assumed that no failure
would occur in either the switching or monitoring elements. Since, however,
some failure rate will be associated with each of these devices, it is impor-
tant to consider their effect on overall system reliability.
The reliability of this system can easily be found by assuming that a
switch and unit are series elements and that the monitor is in series with
the complete standby system. The overall system reliability is then
N
-(x.. +X.s +X.m )r _" [(k X.s) T]J
R N = e _ +j:
j=0
(56)
wht- l'e
k = failure rate of a unit
k = failure rate of a switch
s
k = failure rate of the monitor
m
Inspection of Equation 56 results in two important conclusions:
l) As the number of standbys increases, the reliability of tile sys-
tem approaches the reliability of the monitor.
z) Significant improvement in system reliability is achieved by using
standby redundancy only when the switches and monitor are much
more reliable than the units.
Weight-Reliability Optimization- Constant Power
Standby redundancy is the only applicable technique for increasing
the reliability of the thrustor system. As shown, the reliability of a system
can be increased to any desired level if enough standbys are employed. How-
ever, in order to minimize the weight penalty, a computer program was
developed which determines the combination of operating and standby modules
such that the redundant engine system weight is a minimum for a given desired
system reliability. ,Once the number is found, the optimum module size
(from a weight-reliability standpoint) for an engine system of a given power
level is defined. The development of the computer program is reviewed here.
Assume that the engine system has a failure rate k which can be divided into
the sum of: 1) kp which is, to a first approximation, linearly dependent on
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the size or power level of the engine (e.g. , area dependent effects), 2) k c
which is essentially independent of engine size (e.g., control system). In
general k c covers all items which must be duplicated or added if a large
engine is divided into modules.
Consider now the division of the single large unit into m modules
and the reduction in size of the standby units from that of a complete single
engine system to the smaller thrustor module. If the failure rate of a mod-
ule is k m then, the failure rate of the complete operating engine system is
m kin. Since only the chance failure region is being considered, the probabil-
ity of a component failure occurring in a given At is not a function of the
amount of time the component has already operated. It is obvious then that
the replacement of a single mod'ule (should one operating module fail) is
equivalent to the substitution of a complete system of m modules with failure
rate of mkm. The reliability of a redundant system consisting of m operat-
ing modules and N standby modules is then
-mk m t _ (mk t)R = e r,,m (57)
mtn
r=0
Writing the failure rate of the modularized operating engine in terms of kp
and k c (for later purposes let k K = kc]kp), it is seen'that
Finally, then
mk : k 4-mk (58)
m p c
-{k 4- mk )t @ [(k + mk )t] r
R = e P c .) p c (_,_9)
m, n _ r'
r=O
The reliability of a redundant modularized engine system can now be found.
Since the modules have not been specified they may, if desired, be thought of
as any combination of thrustor, control system, feed system, and power con-
ditioner. Modularizing a redundant engine system does not in itself guarantee
a reduction in overall system weight. However, if the choice of module size
is left open, a weight-reliability optimization can be performed.
The weight of a single large engine can be divided into the sum of that
part which is linearly dependent on the power level and that which is indepen-
dent of engine size (i.e., in a manner similar but not necessarily identical
to the division of k}. The weight of a modularized engine system can then
be written
4-56
1
where
P
W = W +roW
m p c
W
P
W
C
For a system of m operating modules with
weight of those items dependent on engine size
weight of those items independent of engine size
n standbys, the weight is
(60)
W = (W 4- mWc) + nm n p (m W + nW c) (61)
, p
The percentage weight increase of a redundant system over that of a single
large engine can now be shown to be
W -W 1 Cm,n ,0 n o n
= (m + n - -- I) + --
Wl, 0 m ('C O _- 1) m
(6Z)
where C is the ratio of W toW
o c p
It is now possible to determine the combination of m and n such that
the redundant engine system weight is a minimum for a giveu desired system
reliability. The results will vary, depending on the values of k R, C o , and
R1,0 _ Once the value of m is found, the optimum module size (from a weight-
reliability standpoint) for an engine system o£ a given power level is defined.
Typical results of the optimization study as obtained from a 7090 computer
are shown in Figures 4-35 through 4-38. These results which are based on
the constraint that the overall system reliability be at least 0. 97 are given
for ranges of kR, Co, and R1, 0 thought to. cover ion engine systems.
The optimum rmmber of operating modules and standbys are shown
in Figure 4-35 as a function of single large,engine reliability. These data
assume a k R of unity and are given for various values of C o . In general the
optimum number of modules decreases as the single large engine reliability
increases. However, at high values of C o (e.g., 0. 1), m is relatively inde-
pendent of R1,0. In all cases, the required number of standbys decreased as
the single large engine became more reliable. Both m and n decreased mono-
tonically with increasing C .
O
Figure 4-36 shows the weight penalty incurred when increasing the
engine system reliability to 0.97 by standby redundancy techniques. These
data show the sensitivity of system weight to the number of modules for
various values of R 1 0 when C equals 0.3. Two important conclusions
, O
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can be drawn from the curves in Figure 4-36. First the initial division
(i.e., m = 2) of the large engine system provides the greatest single weight
savings. Second, the lower the value of RI,0 the more significant the
optimization. A final conclusion is that only a small penalty is paid if num-
bers of modules greater than optimum are employed. This conclusion is not
general, however, as shown in Figure 4-37. For high values of C o , there
occurs a rather definite minimum with serious weight penalties resulting if
a large number of modules are employed. In the design of high power engine
systems where a large m may be desirable, it is important to minimize
the weight of duplicated items, even though they may already only be 0. 1 of
the total system weight.
The sensitivity of redundant system weight k R is shown in Figure
4-38. While the weight penalty is moderately sensitive to k R, increasing
as failure rate ratio increases, the optimum module size remains essen-
tially constant over a range of k R from I to 100.
Although the reliability analyses presented above did not consider
switches and monitors, the effects of these components can be included by
simply adding the failure rate of the switch to k c and multiplying Rm, n by
the reliability of the monitor.
Standby Redundancy with Shut Downs
It is shown in detail in the Power Matching Studies Section, that due
to the decrease in available power and increase in output voltage of the solar
panel, engine and power conditioning modules wilt be shut down during the
course of the mission. In each case the modules and their respective sub-
systems will be designed such that disconnected modules can be reinstated.
From a reliability point of view the shut down modules can then be considered
as standbys.
The reliability of a system consisting initially of m o operating and
n o standby modules must now be calculated with the added condition that at
certain times t_t, _t = i, 2 .... , k-! one of the oper.zting modules becomes
a standby.
As shown in Figure 4-39, the total mission time, T, has been parti-
tioned by the times t_t where t o = o, t k = T. The points in between
(_t = l, 2 ..... k-l) correspond to times when an operating module becomes
a standby. If j_ failures occur during'(ttt_ l, t t ) and there are m o operating
and n o standbys at t = o, there will be (rfi 0 - _+1) operating and
g-I
no +_t - 1 + _ j_3
_=o
standbys at t = t Let the random variable J ,
p-l"
= 1, 2, ...,k denote the
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exact number of failures during (t I, t_). Also define Pr (Ju = ju) to be the
probability that exactly jM failures occur during (tp-l, !p). The mission reli-
ability which is defined as the probability that the misslon is successful to
time T, equals the product of the probabilities of success in each interval
(tM_l, t_t) where M = l, 2, ... , k. Moreover, the probability of success
during a given interval is defined as the probability that the number of fail-
ures does not exceed the number of standbys. Hence
Pr [success in (o,t,)]
n o
= Pr (Jl -_ no) = _ Pr(J1 =Jl ) (63)
jl =°
and
Pr [success in (t tp)]
_a-l'
=o (64)
= Pr -<n + lx - + ' Jo
O
[3=0
LCi_}
_. Pr(Jg
j =o
=j)
_V h C r e
L{_) : n + _ -
0
,J ' Jo
_:o /
= 0 (65)
therefore
Mission Reliability
l
g=l o
(66)
To determinc Pr{Jv = jlj), tile Statistics of the failures must be
assumed. As in all classical reliability theory the Poisson distribution
with constant failure rate will be used. The failure rate k for the system
depends on the number mo of modules of which it is composed. For sim-
plicity, this function, k (too), is taken to be linear, i.e.
k..(m O} = X. 4-m kp o c
(67)
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This relationship gives the system failure r_te during the first inter-
val (O, tl). H6wever, as modules are shut down, only a fraction of the system
is operating. For example, during (tM-l, t_) only the fraction (too - I_ + l)/m o
is operating. Thus the failure rate during this interval is
m - _+I
X = (k +m k c) o (68)
p. p 0 m °
In terms of the Poisson Law and failure rate k_, the formula for Pr(J_t = jM) is
-k t j
e _t M(k At )M
Pr(J = j ) - _ _ (69)
where
m -_+I
o
X = (x. + m k c) (70)
p o m °
At = t t (7 1)
_ p-I
In summary, the reliability of a system in which,
I) m modules are operating initially
o
Z) n modules are in standby initially
o
3) one operating module becomes a standby at each time t , _ =
1, 2 ..... k-i. "
4) the mission lasts from time t = o to time t k = To
5) failures are Poisson distributed
is given by the formula
Rm o, n (to' tl .... tk) = _7- Pr(J_ = j_)
o _:l[jp p:O
(7Z)
4 -6Z
{where
L(_) = n +
o - l+_j_
{3=0
' Jo = o (73)
pr(a = j )
bL
e -k t )j__* _ (k At
_ Ia
Y
J_"
(74)
), = (k +
P c )mo_
m - bt + I
o
m
o
(7 5)
At = t t
b_ _, _-I
(76)
Weight-Reliability Optimization- Variable Power
The weight reliability, optimization study for the engine system can
now be done for variable power missions.
Before proceeding with the optimization study formulas for the turn
off times, tbL, and the weight penalty function, Gmo,n o, will be developed.
Turn Off Times
It will be shown in the power matching section that for a thrustor array
consisting of m o initial modules operating the turn off times, tbt, are deter-
mined from solar panel maximum current curve, I(t)m. If I o is the available
current at t -- o, then the time, tl, for fi'rst switching is found from the
equation
ITI -' 1
i(tl ) _ o 1o (77)
m
o
Just before the second switching time t 2 there are mo-I engines operating
hence t 2 can be found from
m -2 m -2 m -I m -2
t2 _ o I(tl ) _ o o I - o II( ) m -I m -I ' 7 o m o
0 o o o
(78)
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Thus, it can be seen that t is defined by
m -_
I(t ) - o I ; i_ = 1, 2, ..., k-I (79)
la m o
o
Percent Weight Increases
The weight, W, of a thrustor array consisting of m o modules can be
written
W(mo) = W + m W (80)
p 0 C
whe r e
W = weight of those items dependent on engine size
P
W = weight of those items independent of engine size
c
The weight of a thrustor system with m o operating and n o standby modules
is then
n
W : (W + m W ) 1 +__.._o (81)
m ,n p o c m
o o 0
The weight penalty incurred to increase system reliability to some
desired level by employing a modularized system with redundancy is given
by the quantity G , where
m o ,n o
G ._
m ,n W 10 0 ,0
W " - W
m ,n !,0
o o
With C defined by C = W /W c,P
the weight penalty can be written as
(m °o +°= +n C oGmo, n o o m _+1 m
o o o
which is identical to Equation 62 for the constant power system.
(SZ)
(83)
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Optimum Module Size
The procedure for determining the optimum engine module size based
on a weight-reliability criterion, ma_y be summarized in the following man-
ner. A desired system reliability, R and a range for m o are chosen. For
each value of m o in its range, the set of times t_ are found from Equation
54 and the smallest value of n o is determined such that
R (to, t tk) > "I_ (84)m ,n I' " " " ' -
0 0
From the set of operating and standby module pairs (rn o, n o ) generated,
one is chosen which makes the percent increase in system weight, G_ a
minimum.
the
Tim weight optimization procedure was carried out by computer for
all combinations of the values of Rl,o, kp/kc, and C shown in Table 4-4.
Both the i971 zero coast and 1973 flyby missions were considered. The
maximum current curves, upon which the switching times are based, are
shown for the 1971 mission in Figure 4-70 of the Power Matching Section.
Results of the computer study are summarized in Figures 4-40
through 4-47. The first four correspond to the 1971 mission and the second
four are for the 1973 flyby mission.
TABLE 4-4. VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED IN
RELIABILITY STUDY
R k /k
1,0 p c C
0.5
0.6
0,7
0.8
0.9
O. l,
1
10
O. 07
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.003
The optimum number of operating and standby modules are shown in
Figure 4-40 as a function of the reliability of an unmodularized system.
Ti_ese curves are ior X.p = X.c and various values of C. Notice that the opti-
mum number of operating modules is quite sensitive to the parameter C,
and generally increases with decreasing C. Because modules are counted
as standbys when they are turned off, the optimum number of standbys is
relatively insensitive to tile number operating and to RI, 0"
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The effects of C, R1, O' and kp/k c on the percent increase in weight
are shown in Figures 4-41 through 4-43, respectively. Figure 4-41 shows,
that after an initial drop, the weight penalty remains approximately constant
for small values of C. Therefore, for systems where C is small, little
penalty is paid when large numbers of modules are employed. As C
increases, however, the curvature, at the minimum of the G curves,
increases and a more serious weight penalty is incurred if the optimum
module size is not employed. Figure 4-42 presents the weight penalty for
increasing the system reliability to at least 0. 97 as a function of the initial
number of operating modules for various values of RI,0. A general con-
clusion indicated by these curves is that their minima, i.e. , the optimum
number of modules operating is relat'ively insensitive to R1,0. The sensi-
tivity of Gmo. n o on the ratio kp/k c is shown in Figure 4-43. Although the
weight penalty is dependent on kp/k c, a variation of two orders of magnitude
in this parameter has almost no effect on the location of the optimum m o
point.
In summary, from Figures 4-44 through 4-47 it can be concluded
that for both model missions the optimum number of modules operating has
a significant dependence on the parameter, C, and has almost no dependence
on the parameters kp/k c and R1,0.
In order to determine the optimum module size from a weight-
reliability standpoint_for a given propulsion system (e. g. , 48 and 10 kw), it
is now necessary to define values for the parameters kp/k c, R1,0' and C.
The ratio kp/k c is rather difficult to establish at lhis time since virtually
no information is available on the failure rates of ion thrustors. However,
since failure rate data is available on power conditioning and feed system
components, and since a ratio rather than absolute values are involved, a
reasonable estimate can be made. For the systems presently under consid-
eration, a ratio of one was assumed. (it should be noted that the optim,_m
module size is relatively insensitive to the value of kp/k c.) The parameter
R1 0 is the most difficult to establish since it assumes a knowledge of the
failure rate of the thrust device. Since this information is not available, a
relatively conservative value of 0. 7 was chosen for the reliability of an
unmodularized system. The magnitude of C for prt:sent day !!g bombard-
ment engines can be found by considering the scaling studies presented
previously.
The scaling studies which have resulted in functional relationships
between module size (power level) and module weight are summarized for
the oxide cathode and liquid cathode engine systems in Figure 4-48. Using
these data, along with the assumptions that the overall system reliability
must be greater than or equal to 0.97, that kp/k c = 1, and that R1,0 = 0. 7,
the optimum module size for the four specific systems under consideration
can be found.
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The graphical technique employed in determining the optimum module
size is demonstrated in Figure 4-49 for each of the model systems. In these
graphs the weigilt of the 48- and 10-kw systems are given for various basic
thrustor building blocks. Included also is the weight penalty for various
nunnbers of redundant modules. Since the reliability analysis provides the
number of redundant modules required as a function of the number of initial
operating modules (i.e., rrb), a single curve can be drawn which represents
the total weight of a particular system which meets, in all cases, the overall
system reliability requirement. The optimum module size (from a weight-
reliability standpoint) then determined by that value of mowhich minimizhs
the total system weight. For example, in Figure 4-49a the heavy curve
indicates the various possible system designs for a modularized 48-kw,
oxide cathode engine system whose reliabilities are equal to or greater than
0.97. The number of initial operating modules which provide the lightest
overall system is 5, yielding an optimum module size of 9.6 kw. A similar
inspection of Figures 4-49b to 4-49d gives the results of the weight-reliability
optimization for the three rerr_aining systems as shown in Table 4-5.
It is important to note that, since the reliability of a modularized
power conditioning system can be built up internally, the power conditioning
subsystem is not included in the data presented in Figure 4-49. In addition,
in the case of the oxide cathode engine systems, the reservoir weight is
excluded. However, for the pool cathode engine system the tankage weight
must be included because it is a function of the total number of thrustor
modules. {These design considerations will be discussed in detail in later
sections. )
As shown in Table 4-5, the optimum module size for a given system
power level varies for the different engine types. However, for the sake of
design convenience, the choices of module size for both engine types for the
48- and 10-kw systems will be 6 and 7.. 5 kw, respectively. These somewhat
off-optimum vaiues lead to only minor _ybtem welg_l_ i.,l_Jll¢liLlid_ in I.li.l I..a_co
and can be justified for this study program on the basis of consistency in
system design for the oxide cathode and liquid cathode thrustors.
Engine System
Oxide - C athode
Oxide-Cathode
Liquid -Cathode
Liquid-Cathode
Power
Level
kw
48
P
10
48
10
Optimum Number
of Module s
rr6
5
3
11
4
Optimum
Module Size
kw
9.6
3.3
4.4
2.5
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Evaluation of Power Conditioning Reliability_
Since the modular approach to power conditioning was chosen for the
propulsion system design, the reliability analysis described above (i.e.,
standby redundancy with shutdowns) for the thrustor array is directly appli-
cable. In the case of the main beam power supply, modules shut off as the
spacecraft proceeds towards Mars in order to maintain beam voltage con-
stant. Thus, standby modules becomes available as mission time increases.
As examples, consider the reliabilities of two types of main beam
supplies: a 1-kw supply made up of 100-watt modules and a 4-kw supply
based on 200-watt modules. Again, both the 1971 zero coast rendezvous
and 1973 flyby missions are considered.
The 1-kw supply consists of 10 modules operating initially. Accord-
ing to the maximum voltage curves in Figure 4-74 of the Power Matching
Section, a module is switched off at 175. 5 days for the 1971 mission. The
reliability of the l-kw beam supply is shown for the two missions as a func-
tion of single module reliability in Figures 4-_0 and 4-51. In the lowest
curve of these figures it is assumed that the switched off modules are counted
as standbys. The top curves show that beam supply reliabilities greater than
0. 99 can be achieved at a_weight penalty of only 20 percent
The 4-kw beam supply consists of Z0 200-watt modules. The para-
metric study of its reliability for the two missions is summarized in Figures
4-52 and 4-53 in terms of the same type curves used for the 1-kw supply.
Reliability of greater than 0. 99 can again be achieved by the use of two
initial standbys with aweight penalty of only 10 percent.
It is seen, therefore, that extremely high beam supply reliabilities
can be provided with relatively small weight penalties to the overall system.
Thrust Vector Displacement
In the previous sections the pro'cedure for determining the optimum
number of operating and standby engines on the basis of a weight-reliability
criterion was presented. It was shown that for high power ion propulsion
systems, modularization of the thrustor system was
which accompanies the modularization of a thrustor
the location of the center of thrust should engines be
decrease in available power or should an engine fail
substituted. Since the accommodation of this thrust
a mechanical means for moving the complete array,
must be determined and minimized.
desirable. A problem
system is the shift in
shut down due to a
and a standby unit be
vector shift necessitates
the required motion
Optimum Standby Location- Constant Power
Once a thrustor array consisting of m + n engines (m operating and
n in standby initially) is chosen, a problem still exists in choosing the
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specific engines which should be operating and those which should be standbys
such that the maximum thrust vector displacement necessary during the mis-
sion is minimized. This problem is now studied for a constant power mission.
A procedure for locating standbys in a one-dimensional thrustor array was
developed and then generalized to a two-dimensional array.
Location of One Standby in a Linear Thrustor Array. Consider a
linear thrustor array consisting of m engines each having equal thrust of
one unit and located at the points x 1, x 2, ... , x m. Suppose that there is
one standby located at x s which is to be turned on if a failure in any operat-
ing engine occurs. Asswne also, that the center of thrust is originally at
x = o. This balanced torque condition is expressed by
nl
x I + x 2 + x 3 + ... Xm = o or _, x.1 = o (85)
i=l
m
If the thrustor at xla fails, the resulting torque is Z_,_ (xi) - x . When theJ
i= 1
standby at x s is turned on, the array must be translated by an amount &j
in order to restore torque balance. The thrust vector displacement Aj is
found from the new torque balance equation
Ill
i=l
x i +,xjI - (xj + Aj) +(x s + A3) = o (86)
Solving for A.
J
yields
X. - X
A. = O s (87)
j m
For a given x s let ANj(x s) be the maximunl thrust vector displace-
ment possible when j varies_rom 1 to m
Ixj-x I
A M = j=l,2,... ,m m s (88)
can be written. Physically, A M is equal to 1/m times the distance from
the standby to the most distant operating engine. Since the most distant
engine from x s must be one of the end ones it follows that
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L
L
l
Max x. - x
To minimize this maximum displacement &M(Xs) find the x s that satisfies
Max IxJ - Xs (90)
AM(Xs) = j=l,m m
It can be seen ti_at the desired x
points x 1 and x m, i.e.,
must be the center of a circle through the
s
Xl +xm n3
x = (91)
s 2
Thus, a single standby should be placed half way between tile two
outer most initially operating engines in a linear array.
Location of n Standbys in a Linear Thrustor Array. A placement
formalism for the case of n standbys following the idea above leads to many
possibilities for the optimum location of the standbys. This situation is best
illustrated by the example of finding locations for two standbys which mini-
mize the thrust vector displacement in a linear array. Again take a linear
array of identical thrustors at x 1, x2, .'' x m along with two standbys s 1
and s 2 at xsl and .Xs2 respectively. Using the midpoint criterion developed
in the previous section, two apparent alternatives are to let
or
x 1 +x x Z +xm In- 1
x - x : {92)
s 1 2 ' s 2 2
x 1 +x x Z ÷xm-1 m
x = x (93)
s 1 Z ' s 2 Z
It can be shown that the total thrust vector displacement for the worst cases
(both x 1 and x 2 fail, or both Xm_ 1 and x m f0il) is the same for Equations
9Z and 93. If A1, z and Am_l, m are these displacements, they can be
shown to be given by
Xl + xz - (Xm-1 + Xm)
A1 ' = = A (94)2 - -Am-l,m 2m o
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Two questions which naturally arise are:
l) Are there any more standby locations xsl, Xsz besides those
tiven in Equations (9g)and(93) which result in the sanle displace-
ments as given in Equation (94)?
z) Are there any standby locations which give rise to smaller maxi-
mum displacements than I/Zm IxI + xZ - (Xm_ I + Xm) I *
Both of these questions can be answered by using the following varia-
tional technique.
Let
xl + Xm m-Ixg+x
x - + 5 x -- + 6 (95)
s I 2 I ' s2 2 2
The corresponding displacements are then
A
x I + x 2 - (Xm_ 1 + xm) (61 + 62 )
I, 2(61 ' 62) - 2m n_ (96)
x + x + Xz) (5 +m- 1 m (Xl 1 6Z)
Am-l,m(61 '6Z) :: 2m m (97)
From Equation (96) it can be seen that for (61
IZ_I,Z(51, 62)[ >
and from Equation (97) it follows that for (6 I + 62) < o
These results imply that
IAm_l,m(61 '82) [ > ]Ao[
I) All values of xsl and Xsz such that
x I +x m
a) x - +6, x
s I 2 s 2
x + xgm-I
- 5
(98)
(99}
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b) x Z < x < Xm-I and x 2 < x < Xm_
s I s 2 I
lead to maximum thrust vector displacements of A
o
2) A o is the smallest maximum thrust vector displacement for any
standby locations.
By the same type of argument this result can be generalized to n
standbys in a linear array.
Location of Standbys in-a Two Dinqensional Array• A procedure for
locating standbys in a two dimensional array so that the maximum x and y
components of thrust vector displacement are simultaneously minimized, is
illustrated by the following exan]ple. Starting with eight operating engines,
the problem is to place two standbys s I and s2 so that the maximum x and y
thrust vector displacements are minimized. It is assumed that the x and y
axes arc given. By projecting the locations of the operating engines on each
axis, two linear array problems are set. These problems are solved inde-
pendently by the _nethod in the previous section (See Equation 93) as shown
in Figure 4-54.
Optimum Standby Locations - Variable Power
For a v_eriable power mission, the optimum initial location of the
standbys cannot be calculated as in the constant power case. Instead, the
probability of maximum thrust vector displacement is estimated and shown
to be small for a high reliability thrustor array. In Figure 4-55, the two
proposed engine configurations are shown. For this analysis, assume that
5 of the 8 initially operating engines in Figure 4-55a will remain operating
at the end of the mission. In Figure 4-55a, the largest thrust vector dis-
placement occurs when engines 3, 4, 6, 9, and 10 fail. The center of thrust
translates from (0,0) to (-1. 1,0). In Figure 4-55b the center of thrust trans-
lates from (0, 0) to (i, 0) if engines 3 and 6 are left at the end of the mission.
The motion of the center of thrust of the 10 engine configuration
(Figure 4-55a) will be studied for a complete mission. The mission is divided
into 4 time intervals Atj so that there are N 1 = 8 engines operating at &tl,
N 2 = 7 in At2, .... N 4 = 4 in At4. For a successful mission, the number of
available engines during a given time interval Atj must be greater or equal
to Nj. Table 4-5 shows the maximum thrust vector displacement for the
various possible numbers of available engines in each time interval for which
the mission is successful. For example, there could be six available engines
during At4. Assume that they are the worst possible 6, say l, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8.
Since there is a choice, take engine 7 as the standby and the thrust vector
would move 0.7 of an engine diameter in the -x direction.
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From Table 4-6 it is seen that thrust vector disjalacements as large
as 1. 1 of an engine diameter could arise during a mission. The correspond-
ing unbalanced torque would be_0. 4 ft-lbs which is 300 times the allowable
value with the present attitude control capabilities. It is important to now
determine some upper bounds for the probabilities that these situations of
large thrust vector displacement actually occur.
Referring to Figure 4-55a, it would be useful'to know tile probability
that only engines 1, Z, 5, 7, 8 are left during AI 4. To evaluate this proba-
bility one xvoul_ have to take into account all the ways in which this event
could occur. Moreover, this probability would also depend on the particular
switching sequence assumed for the mission. To actually calculate these
elementary probabilities and study the effect of differenl switching sequences
on the probabil;'ies of large thrust vector displacement situations, dynamic
programing tecm_iques must be used. This analysis has not as yet been done
although preliminary study of the events leading to nlission success has
yielded very useful upper bounds on the elemenlary probabilities.
TABLE 4-6. TItRUST VECTOR DISPLACEMENTS
Number
Ava i lable
5
6
7
8
9
l0
t
1
8 operating
Ax Ay
0. 375 0
0 0
0 0
t 2
7 operating
AX Ay
0 LA'_
• v'_J
0. 643 0
0. 07140. 143
0. 0714 0. 143
t 3
6 operating
AX Ay
0.833 0. 166
0. °_3 0 I _'g"
0 0
0 0
0 0
t 4
5 operating
&x Ay
1.1 0
0.7 0. Z
0.3 0. g
0.1 0. Z
0 0
0.1 0.2
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Figure 4-56 shows all the possible paths (90) to mission success.
With eight operating, and two standbys initially, there can be zero, one or
two failures in the first time interval and corresponding numbers of possible
failures in subsequent intervals which allow mission success. The proba-
bility of a path is equal to the product of the probabilities that the appropri-
ate number of failures occur in each time interval along that path. Sir_ce all
the paths for success are considered only once, the sum of their probabili-
ties must equal the mission reliability which is 0. 983 in this example. It
is interesting to note that paths in which there are a high number of failures
have small probabilities and contribute very little to the mission reliability.
Itwill be shown that the large thrust vector displacement situations also
have small probabilities.
From the flow diagram (Figure 4-56) the probability that a particu-
lar six engines will be available inAt 4 cannot be determined, ttowever, the
probability that exactly six will be available can be found. This is the sum
of the probabilities of all the paths in which a total of four failures occur.
These paths are indicated by an asterisk in Figure 4-56. Based on this
method, the curves in Figure 4-57 have been determined.
From the data in Table 4-5 of number of engines available versus
thrust vector displacement, and the curves of Figure 4-57, which show
upper bounds to the probability of having a certain number available, the
curves in Figure 4-58 have been formulated. Each point in the table has a
probability given by the curves in Figure 4-57. The curve in Figure 4-58 is
a plot of the maximum A x in each row of Table 4-5 versus the probability
associated with this &x requirement. For example, in the first ro_" the
largest A x is 1. 1 which corresponds to having five engines available in
At 4. But this event has probability 0. 004.
The significance of this curve is to indicate that a useful tradeoff
can be made of maximum thrust vector displacement and mission reliability.
For example, the system can be designed for a maximum thrust vector dis-
piacement of only 0. 7 of an engine diameter if the mission reliability is
derated by 0. 10.
P
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POWER MATCHING S_UDIES
A major problem in designing a solar electric propulsion system is
the utilization of the maximum available power from the solar panels. In
order to guarantee this utilization, the thrustor and power conditioning sys-
tems must be designed and programmed to provide the proper load at all
times to the constantly varying power and voltage outputs of the solar array.
Maximum Power Transfer from a Nonlinear Source
For the circuit shown in Figure 4-59, in which
t
lII
] E_-_"
TLtN£AR POWERJ $OURCI[
I
h
7
RS
t
!
_J
/ "L
z
o
0
0
Figure 4-59. Circuit for Linear Power Source
E = (R S + RL)i (i00)
PL = tZRL (101)
battery E and resistance R S represent a typigal voltage supply with linear
internal resistance (Rs), it is well known that when R L is adjusted to equal
RS maximum power PL (= igRL} is transferred to the load (RL}. However,
since a solar panel is a nonlinear source, this more complex problem of
maximum power transfer from a nonlinear supply (i. e., one for which the
above representation as a battery and linear resistance is not possible) has
been studied.
A two terminal source is specified if its terminal characteristic
(V versus I} is given. The following analysis and comparison of linear and
4-85
nonlinear source is made using their terminal characteristic curves. The
V-I characteristic for the linear source is a straight line determined com-
pletely by the two constants E and RS. A nonlinear so,_rce is defined to be
any source whose terminal characteristic is__not a straight line. A circuit
representation similar to that of Figure 4-59 can be used for the nonlinear
source, Provided that the internal resistance, R S, is allowed to depend on
the current, I (Figure 4-60).
-t- V S --
4-
E ,.._. I '''-'-'_
-- v /1
l
R L
VS(I]'_
I
i
qr
o
,0
a_
o
M
Figure 4-60. Representation of Nonlinear Source
The curve VS(I) may be calculated directly from the V-I characteristic and
the equation
E = VS(I) + V(I) (102.)
It must be noted that the voltage VS(I) cannot be measured physically and
that for the linear source VS(I ) = RSI, where R S is a constant. The pro-
blem of obtaining maximum power transfer is now set up mathematically
and solved for a general nonlinear V-I curve. In the special case when__ the
V-I curve is linear, the results reduce to the well known condition RL = R S.
The problem is to find the R L for which PL = I2RL is a maximum
subject to the condition
E - VS(I) - IR L = 0 (lo3)
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The maximum PL can be found by the method of Lagrange multipliers as
follows
12 - k(Eg(I, RL) : R L - VS(I) - RL) (104)
where k is a LaGrange multiplier. The conditions for PI, to be maximum
are that
.Odg: _0g__ : o
O I 8R L
(1o5)
Applying these conditions to Equation 104 tives
8V S
2 I RL+ k-_- + R L : o (106)
I 2 + k (I) : 0 or k = -I (I07)
Therefore
OV S
2 I R L - I R L - I aI - o (1o8)
or
0V S
gL - aI _ : i (io9)
,_,,<rc R L is "_'_,,t: load rcsio_o,ce necessary for max_n'um power '_,_,,,ofer.
This result means that for maximum power transfer the load should be
adjusted to equal the slope of the V S versus I curve at the value (I) of I at
• maximum power transfer. (This value of I is obtained from Equation 103
with R L = OVs/OI.)
Checking this result for the linear source, i.e., V S - R S I, it follows
that R L = OVs/0I = R S.
Since _a V-I curve is usually given for a nonlinear source and not
V S versus I, R L can be found in terms of V(I) by differentiating Equation 102.
BVs OV
--
ai ai (llO)
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Combining Equations 109 and 110,
RL _V
Thus, R L is the negative sloo_e of the V versus I curve at I = I. A second
geometric interpretation of R L can be obtained in terms of the V-I curve
as follows: The maximum power transfer point on the V-I curve can be
found by drawing a family of constant power hyperbolas, VI = constant, on
the V-I plane (Figure 4-61).
MAXIMUM POWER
TRANSFER POINT
V'r = CONSTANT
_r
01
0
el
Figure 4-61. Location of Maximum Power Transfer Point
It is clear that one hyperbola in the family will be tangent to the V-I curve,
and that the point of tangency is the maximum power transfer point. Thus,
the slope of the V-I curve at I must equai the slope of the hyperbola atI-.
rlence
0vs0[ on tantIai ax ( I I z)
But a hyperbola, V = constant/I has the property that the slope of its tangent
at any point equals the negative of the slope of a chord from the origin to the
poin t . That is, if V = constant/I then
aV constant V
al 12 I
(113)
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)Therefore, R L is the slope of the chord from the origin to the maximum
power point on the V-I characteristic of the nonlinear source (Figure 4-62).
v
SLOPE = RL
Figure 4-62. Interpretation of R-L
i
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Power Matching Theory for a Solar Electric Propulsion System
The electrical properties of a 50 kw solar cell array have been given
in terms of a terminal I-V characteristic (Figure 4-63) which is nonlinear
and varies continuously with time. At any fixed time the solar array is a
nonlinear source of the type considered in the preceding section.
From the earlier analysis, it is seen that the operating point for
maximum power transfer is known (ISo, VSo) and the value of the load resist-
ance necessary to operate at this point is RSo(= VSo/ISo). As time increases
during the mission, the I-V curve changes and the point (ISo, VSo) of maxi-
mum power transfer moves. Plots of VSo, RSo, and PSo (= VSoISo ) are
shown as functions of time in Figure 4-64.
From these curves, it is seen that
l) The resistance RSo appearing at the source terminals must be
continuously varied in time to achieve transfer of the maximum
available power from the source to the load.
z) If RSo is adjusted for maximum power transfer, the terminal
voltage VSo is an increasing function of time.
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Figure 4-64. Solar Array Electrical Output Characteristics
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3) The maximum available power PSo from the supply is a decreas-
ing function of time.
Since the load is specified to be an electric thr_tstor array, some of
the power condifioning objectives can be specified. First, the voltage and
current out of the solar array must be transformed Io new values correspond-
ing to the operating points of electric thr,lstors. Second, the load resistance
that the engines present to the source.' must be.. cilher adj_tsted or transformed
continuously into the value Rso(t ) if ma.xinlunltmwer transfer istobe achioved.
The advantages of a power con_titioning system that could keep the engines
at their optimum operating points and simultaneously present the correct
resistance [R S (t)] to the source at each instant of time are obvious. To
see the extent {_o which the power matching problem can be solved by typical
power conditioning designs, it is useful to assume that the power conditioning
system is simply an ideal transformer with turns ratio l:n. The following
analysis of tiae power matching problem for the solar-electric system is
based on the circuit of Figure 4-65.
IDEAL
TRANSFORMER
1
SOLAR RL
ARRAY o
n
Figure 4-65, Propulsion System Model {Electrical)
The applicability of this model to actual power conditioning and engine
system designs is shown after some preliminary results are obtained.
Effect of Time Varying Characteristics
The first situation studied is the effect of the time varying solar cell
characteristics on the voltage, current, and power to the load. Since 90 per-
cent of the power to the load is to the beam supply (70 percent) and arc supply
(20 percent), and both are operated as flow limited devices, it is reasonable
to assume that the I-V characteristics of the load will be lines of constant
current. The load line {as reflected through the transformer) is also a
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constant current line. If the system is initially at the ma×imum power trans-
fer point [VSo(O), ISo(O)] at a later time tI the system will be at the point
(VsI,ISI) which is the intersection of the load line and the tI source charac-
teristic. The result is that the current in the load does not vary but the
voltage and power decrease as shown in Figure 4-66. The reason for the
sharp decrease in power after about 60 days is that the load resistance no
longer matches RSo(t ). The penalty in power paid when R S _/RSo for the
t -- 17"5 day source characteristic is shown in Figure 4-67. Notice that the
penalty for the nonlinear solar cell source is more severe than for a linear
source.
Various things can be cone before the mismatch condition gets too
serious. Still assuming a constant current load, one can adjust n (to nl} so
that the load voltage is correct and vary R L so that the reflected resistance
matches RSo(tl). These adjustments are consistant with the transformer
eq ua tion s
_/_IVL (114)
V S (tI) = nl
o
1
RS (tl) - 2 RL (115)
o n I
adjust n so that the source current is Iso(tl) i.e., use the equation
IS (tl) = nlI L (116)
o o
p
and allow the load voltage to vary to
VL(tl) = nlV S (tl) (117)
o
Notice that in both cases the adjustments given allowed a condition to be
placed on V L or IL and maximum power transfer to be achieved simultaneously.
The case of nonconstant current load characteristics is analyzed next, and the
adjustments required for situations as above are investigated.
Nonconstant Current Load
Assume that the load I-V characteristics are a straight line with slope
g and current intercept I o which depends on an adjustable flow parameter p
(Figure 4-68). (It is shown later that p is physically related to the boiler and
arc heater temperatures.) Equation 118 represents the load characteristic
for any p.
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Figure 4-66.
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. J
pIL{VL) = I {p) + g V L (I18)0
Suppose that the system starts operating at the maximum power
transfer point, [VSo(O), ISo(O)] (Figure 4-69), and that n is adjusted so that
the load is at a desirable operating point (VLo, ILo ). This point (VLo, ILo )
lies on a line of constant p. Throughout this analysis p iS held constant and
equal to Po- The current intercept, Io(Po ) on the load characteristics can be
found in terms of the initial source point [VSo(O ), ISo(O) ] from Equation 118
and the transformer equations
V L = nol S (o) (119)
O o
to be
= in VS (o) (IZ0)
O o O
1 is (o) (o) = (IZl)lo(Po ) = n-- - gnoVs o
0 0 0
With p = Po (constant), it follows that the load line reflected through
the transformer is also straight. Its equation is
IS = nIo + gnZVs (IZZ)
which represents a one parameter family of straight lines whose current
intercept increases like n, and slope increases like n ". This family covers
• I. I
the first quadrant (I S > o, v S > o) in the sense that, given any point (i S , VS)
in the first quadrant the quadratic Equation IZZ has a positive solutionn. This
means that, by adjusting n, maximum power transfer can be obtained at
any time. For t = t 1 n must be adjusted to the value of the positive root of
the quadratic
gnZV S (tl) + nIo - IS (tl) = o (1Z3)
O O
Rewriting Equation 123 with I o put in explicitly because it depends on g, gives
gnZV S (tI) + n(_ 0 IS - gnoV S )- Is (tl) = o (IZ4)
O O O O
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Therefore, for g = o
n
t s (t 1)n o
0
- Is (o)
0
(125)
and the load current IL(t 1) is
zs (o)
1 is (tl) _ o - I L (126)IL(tl) = n n
o o o
As should be expected, with g = o, maximum power transfer and
constant load current occur simultaneously. For the case g + o, p = o maxi-
mum power transfer can be achieved but both IL and V L must be changed.
This may be argued as follows: With g + o, any adjustment that allows
IL(t I) = IL_ also forces VL(tl) = VLo and therefore, PL(tl) = PL(o). But
this is imp_ssible because the power available is a decreasing function of
time.
The difference ,llL(tl) - IL(O)l. is now calculated for "small" g. To
specify what "small" g means more precisely, dimensionless variables are
introduced. Let
Is (tI)
;1" 0
IS - I S (o) (127)
o
v s it 1)
_i-" 0
Vs - v s (o) (IZS)
O
* n
n - 1129)
n
o
Upon substitution, Equation 124 becomes
- IS + n (I - _) +on V S = o (13o)
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where
, = g g (131)
I S noZVs - ILo VL °
O O
The condition g << ILo/VLo or ( << 1 is now what is meant by g small. The
behavior of n* for small ( is found by substituting an expansion
+ n I c + n z c + .. (132)n (() = n O
in Equation 130 and equating coefficients of(n for n = 0, 1, 2, ... substituting
yields
IS = (nO + (n I + , n z (I-,) +' o +
+( )E3+...
o
Setting the coefficient of ( = o gives
I S
Setting the coefficient of i = 0 gives
= n (134)
o
.2
, n I = no - no VS (135)
Setting the coefficient of 2 = 0 gives
d 09n 2 = nl' 1 - 2V (136)
Thus
n (() = Is +, -V +( ) + ... (137)
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Now consider
AIL = [IL(tl)lg_o" IL(°) I l I (o)[ (138)
1 1 1
1 n no noIs
I *° ]I +c(l - V S Is ) +... -I
1
noI S
(139)
Hence
and
I s (o)ISI o
n I n o
II-c(l- VS_IS ) + ...]. (140)
IS (o)
= +
Ai L _(i -V S IS ) n ''"
o
(141)
The corresponding voltage change is
Is (o)
[ [ [ VLol _IL ' * _" oAVL = VL (tl) g_o = _ = g (1 - V S I S ) no
(i4z)
or
AV L = ( 1 - V S I S ) n o V S (143)
O
From Equations 141 and 143, it is seen that the change in the load current
is of order c and the change in voltage is of order 1.
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Specification of V L or I L and maximum power transfer can be attained
simultaneously provided that p is not held constant. Suppose that maximum
power transfer and con.stant I L are required. The the applicable equations .....
are
n 2
I S (tl) = n Io (p) + g Vs(tl) (144)
O
I s (tl): ni L (o)= _nISn (o) (145)
O O O O
which must be solved for n and p.
Power and Voltage Matching Capability
The problems of voltage and power matching analyzed in the previous
section are solved by the use of modularized d-c inverters in the power con-
ditioning system and a modularized thrustor array. Methods for simultaneous
voltage and power matching are developed but first these problems will be
studied individually.
Power Matching
It has been shown that maximum power is transferred from the solar
cell source when the load resistance is equal to the source resistance of the
solar cell supply. Due to the motion of the solar cell array away from the
sunitsV-I ct]aracteristic will vary with time during the mission. Its source
resistance KSo therefore, will be a function of time and, will actually
increase during a Mars mission. If the load is again thought of as a con-
stant current device with control parameter (the propellant flow rate) its
resistance can be increased to follow RSo (t) in two ways, the flow rate
can be decre_ased contin-_ously ,_¢o that the RSo (t) curve is followed identically
and single engines of the thrustor array can be switched off at appropriate
times to maintain the load resistance close to RSo(t).
First the details of the above procedures will be examined separately
and then a suitable combination of the two will be considered. The analysis
is made in terms of extrapolated solar cell source characteristics shown
in Figure 4-70. Notice that the scales have been normalized so that they
can be read in terms of percentage variations, from the initial operating
point [VSo (o), Iso (o}]. The maximum power points are found for each
characteristic. A curve through these points is designated as the maximum
power transfer path in Figure 4-70. The source current ISo (t), voltage
VSo (t), power PSo (t), and resistance RSo (t) [= VSo {t)/ISo (t)] for the maxi-
nlum power transfer path are then plotted in Figure 4-71.
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Contintlous Flow Rate Adjustment. If p is permitted to vary continu-
ously during the mission the load resistance will always be matched to RSo(t)
and maximum power transfer wilt bc maintained. The voltage, power, and
current to the load are shown in Figure 4-71. Notice that the current in each
engine system must be capable of varying 60 percent during the mission. The
engine voltage will have increased about 17 percent at the end of the mission.
Thus, in order to provide power matching° demands of lar/4c current and
significant voltage operating ranges are placed on the engine systems. How-
ever, it will be shown that by switching engines and inverter modules the
required operating ranges can be reduced.
Switching of Engine Modules. Suppose that it is desired to switch
engines off at times t_s so that maximum power transfer is obtained when an
engine is switched. Throughout the mission, O is constant for this case. If
there are m o initial modules operating the load current when m modules are
operating will be m/m o. The switching times are therefore defined by
(mo - M)/m o = ILo(t_t). The load power and voltage curves are given for
m o = 8, 16 in Figure 4-72. The construction of these curves from the solar
cell characteristic (Figure 4-69) explains the dynamics of power matching
by engine switching.
Assume that the system begins (t = 0) with power and w_ltage matched,
that is, at the point IV S (o), ISo{O)] in Figure 4-70. Since the load is assumed
• O , .
a constant current device, the operating point will move horizontally to the
left with time. An engine is switched off at time, t 1, when the intersection
of the t I characteristic and the maximum power transfer path is at a current
of (mo l)/m o. For m o --I"16 this occurs when I L = 15/16 or as shown in
Figure 4-70 when t 1 = 64 days. The operating point now jumps to
[VLo(tl), ILo(tl) ] and maximum power transfer is restored. As t increases
from tl, the operating point again moves horizontally to the left. A second
engine is switched when t2 = 100 days [defined by 14/16 = ILo(t2) ] is reached.
Notice that tho current to each operating" engine module is constant through-
out the n_ission in this mode of operation. For o _ t < t i, therc is a con-
stant current of 1 to 16 modules; hence, each module operates at 1/i6.
During t 1 < t _ t 2, there is a constant current of 15/16 to 15 modules; hence
each module operates at 1/16.
For m o = 8 this mode of operation would allow such large mismatches
that the system could not operate for certain time intervals during the mis-
sion. With 16 initial operating engine modules, however, the load stays
fairly well power matched just by switching engines although, peak to peak
load voltage variations become as large as 30 percent. If power matching
is to be achieved by simply switching engines, it is obvious from Figure 4-7Z
that lower power thrustor modules (i.e., higher values of too) are desirable.
The optimu;,, module size as determined by reliability considerations must,
therefore, always be reevaluated in terms of power matching technique be-
fore a final choice is made.
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Flow Rate Adjustment and Engine Switching. Flow rate adjustment
and engine switching can be combined to yield better power matching than
provided by engine switching alone, and require less engine current variation
than with flow rate adjustment alone. Tile simplest combined procedure
would be to switch engines at the times defined for engine switching alone
and vary p to stay power matched between switching times. In terms of the
m o = 16 system operation is begun at [V S (o), ISo(O)]. The flow rate p is
decreased so that the maximum power is _ransferred continually until t = t 1.
Then an engine is turned off and P is increased to its initial value. The flow
rate is then continuously decreased again to maintain maximum power trans-
fer until t = t 2 when a second engine is turned off. This process continues
throughout the mission.
The voltage and power to the load are VSo(t ), PSo(t) of Figure 4-71
for this combined procedure. The current to an operating module is given
in Figure 4-73. Since the system is alwa'ys power matched the load current
is ILo(t)(Figure 4-71). The current to an operating module is
mo/(m o - &) ILo(t) for t& < t < t_ + 1. From the curve it is seen that the
engine module current must in this case vary only 10 percent.
Vol_ge Matching
In the previous section it was shownthat power matching can be
attained by adjusting the load resistance itself. Throughout that analysis,
however, it was assumed that the amount of voltage transformation provided
by the power conditioning system was determined for correct voltage match-
ing initially, and then kept constant during the remainder of the mission.
l_rom the load voltage curves (Figures 4-71 and 4-72) it is seen that large
variations in the load voltage can occur. For example, in the cases
where n_aximum power transfer is maintained throughout-the mission, the
load voltage is nVSo(t ) where, for the model solar cell characteristics used,
the variation in VSo(t ) is 17 percent. For the case of engine switching, only
"' '---' ---_ .... ab _'''_ _ percent.Lne ,uau vu,t.,=_ varied 3 °
Voltage regulation can be achieved for the load by varying the effective
turns ratio, n, of the power conditioning during the mission. It must be
observed, however, that if n is changed the load resistance will be reflected
to the source with a new value given by
1
R - RL
s fi
n
Therefore, if n is adjusted to provide voltage regulation during the
mission, the values of RLo{t) calculated previously for power matching are
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no longer valid. If no is the initial t_ansformation ratio of the power condi-
tioning and n(t) is a desired ratio for voltage matching, then the load resist-
ance must be programmed so that
1 1
Rs(t) - 2 RL (t) - Z RL(t) (146)
n o n (t)
o
2_
RL(t) = R L (t)(_(----_) (147)
o o
where
R L (t)
o
R L(t)
-- load resistance for power matching without voltage matching
load resistance for power and voltage n_atching.
Methods for simu]taneo,ts power and voltage matching can now be
discusst,d. First, suppose that the flow rate p is varied so that maximum
pow(,r transfer is maintained but engines are not switched. Assuming that
the power SUl)plit, s consist of 10 or Z0 inverter modules, the power condition-
ing transformation ratio can be varied. Figure 4-71 shows the voltage,
power, and current to ti_e load for tiais n_atching scheme. The operating
point follows thc maxim_lm t)ower transfer path throughout the mission.
Inverter modules are switchcd at tiIl_Cs which allow the load voltage after
sw, itching to be, VSo(O). The load is matched to the varying source resistance
by varying flow rate. Step jumps in flow rate must be made when inverters
are switched to account for the step change in reflected load resistance.
The next n_atching procedure covers the cast. of switching engines
yi .......... gi ' '¢.lllti V}J,I" ng llOV¢ raLe, ii ll(J_,' ra[e i5 vdrJ(,(l dIlrJ ell llt'b dr_ swltclledp [lie
opt'rating point moves along the nlaxi_nuz_a power path. When the load cur-
rent drops by an amount equal to onE, engine module rating, an engine module
is switched off and the flow rate is increased to attain power matching. As
the mission proceeds, the load voltage increases along the VSo(t } curve.
When the. load voltage increases by n0/(n o 1) (n z number of initially oper-
ating power conditioning modules} an inverter module is turned off and the
flow rate is adjusted for power matching. The load power is, thus, always
maximized. The load voltage is now regulated as shown in Figure 4-74.
The load current can be calculated graphically using the solar cell
characteristics.
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ied to a choice of 6 and 2_ 5-kw engine _nodules as the building blocks for
the 48 and 10-kw systems, respectively. By means of the scaling study
results, a preliminary layout of each of the major propulsion system sub-
systems can now be established.
Thrustors
Oxide Cathode Thrustor
This discussion summarizes the key design parameters leading to the
design of the 6-kw (and 2. 5-kw) oxide cathode thrustor module. As previously
si_own, an engine size is defined by specification of the thrustor module
power level (Figure 4-7). Since the module power level has been established
at 6 kw, an engine diameter of 35 cm has been chosen.
Design parameters associated with the thrustor optics are electrode
spacing, electrode thickness, hole size, and hole distribution. It has been
shown earlier that (independent of power level) the electrode spacing and
hole size should be 3 and 6 ram, respectively. In addition, Figure 4-5 shows
that the associated minimum accel electrode thickness, to assure one year
operation, is 1. 5 ram. The screen electrode may be somewhat thinner,
and has been chosen to be 1.0 mm. The hole distribution (distance between
centers) is defined by the ratio of open area to total electrode area (y). It
may be shown that for y = 0.58, the above specifications lead to a distance
of 7.5 mm between centers. In a hexagonal array, consider a triangle with
vertices at the centers of three adjacent holes. The open area within this
triangle is equal to one-half the area of one hole. The area of the triangle is
l_Z 2
At - 2 sin 60 ° cm (148)
where I is the distance between centers. The area of half a hole is
l_r 2
Ah - 2 4 (0.6)2cm (149)
Solving Ah/A t = 0. 58 for _ yields 7.5 ram.
Electrolytic tank studies have shown that the diameter of the acceler-
ator hole should be 0.75 that of the screen aperture. This allows the elec-
trode a greater margin on life as limited by charge exchange erosion. The
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Ioptics will not be affected if the accel holes are reduced to 4. 5 ram, since the
ratio of accel thickness to hole size is still trader one-half (1. 5/4. 5 = 0. 33).
The above design specifications for the 6-kw thrustor module are summarized
in Table 4-7.
TABLE 4-7. THRUSTOR DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Thrustor Specification
Active thrustor module diameter (D)
Accel electrode - molybdenum
Hole size
Distance between centers
Thickness
Screen electrode - molybdenum
Hote size - countersunk
Distance between centers
Thicka_ess
Electrode spacing
Oxide Cathode
6 kw 2.5 kw
25 cm
Liquid Hg
Cathode
6 kw
35 cm 35 cm
1.5 mm i. 5 mm 3.0 mm
2.5 kw
25 cm
4.5 mm
7.5ram
3.0 mm
6.0 mm
7.5ram
1.0 mm
3.0 mm
It should be noted that one electrode center support is specified in
the module design. As discussed earlier, this is to reduce thermal distor-
tion problems.
The arc chamber diameter is already defined (equal to the engine
effective diameter). The arc chamber depth is specified as 25 cm. In con-
junction with the reverse feed propellant distribution concept (being developed
by Hughes Research Laboratories) these arc chamber dimensions should mini-
mize the beam profile nonuniformity.
The 35-cm engine uses an oxide coated thermionic cathode of the
Hughes Research Laboratories flower configuration. Based on the rated
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electron output of present flower cathodes, it is expected that the overall
dimensions of a calhode for the 35-cn_ engine will be 8 cm (diameter) and
4 cm (depth).
The magnetic field of the 35-cm engine will be derived from four
permanent magnets (1 inch in diameter), mounted 90 degrees apart, around
the periphery of the engine.
P
A detailed design drawing of the 6-kw thrustor module appears in
Figure 4-75.
The 2. 5-kw thrustor module design can now be specified by consider-
ing Figures 4-7 and 4-75. The thrustor module layout shown in Figure 4-75
is generally applicable for oxide cathode engines. However, in the case of
a 2. 5-kw thrustor, D is equal to 25 cm. All other design parameters (except
for the cathode dimensions which are proportionally smaller) remain constant.
Table 4-7 lists the complete design specifications for the 2. 5-kw oxide
cathode thrustor.
.Liquid Mercury Cathode Thrustors
As previously discussed, the optimum module sizes for the 48 and
I0-kw liquid cathode thrustor systems are again 6 and 2. 5 kw, respectively.
Furthermore, the major design differences between the liquid and oxide
cathode engines are the increased accel electrode thickness and radiator
requirements of the former. The electrode spacings, hole size, anode
diameter, etc., are, as summarized in Table 4-7, the same. A design
layout of a liquid cathode thrustor (D = 35cm) is shown in Figure 4-76. The
value of D must again be reduced to 25 cm (Table 4-7) for the 2. 5-kw version
of the liquid cathode engine.
Feed System
Mercury Vapor Feed System
Figure 4-23 shows the layout for the feed system module of an oxide
cathode thrustor. The component specifications of the feed system module
are independent of thrustor module power level (within the range of 1 to 10 kw).
Hence, lhe feed system module is the same for both the 6 and 2. 5-kw thrust-
ors. Figure 4-23 shows the relationship of the feed system to both of the
thrustors.
The feed system module components are seen to be the solenoid valve.
vaporizer and electrical isolator. The dimensions of these units are indi-
cated on the layout drawing. (The components need not be strung out in a line
as shown in the figure. They may be turned about in any configuration com-
patible with spacecraft constraints.)
The mercury propellant reservoir is discussed separately from the
rest of the feed system, since in an oxide engine system there need not be
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one propellant tank per engine module. It is shown later that the number of
tanks can be independent of the nunlber of thrustors. For the 48-kw system,
the nnmber of tanks specified (based on g-loading limitalions of reservoir)
is eight, whereas the number of engines is 10: eight operating and two in
standby.
Similarly, the lO-kw propulsion system (oxide calhode) ulilizes six
thrustor modules and only lwo propellanl reservoirs. The latter number of
tanks is determined from spacecrafl packaging considerations.
are:
The total mercury propellant requirements for the model missions
10-kw sM/stem- 360 pounds
48-kw system-- 1600 pounds
The propellant tank capacily of an individual reservoir is:
10-kw system-- 180 pounds per reservoir
48-kw system--200 pounds per reservoir
The propellant reservoir layout is shown in Figure 4-77. The
dimensions (diameter and height) and weights for both the 180 and 200-pound
capacity reservoirs are tabulated in Table 4-8.
TABLE 4-8. FEED SYSTEM DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Engine
Type
Oxide
Pool
System,
kilowatts
48
10
48
10
Total
Propellant, Number of
pounrls , _.e_*ervoirs
1600
360
1600
360
10
Reservoir
,Capacity,
200
180
160
6O
Dilxlen s ions,
centimeters
Diameter Height
23 50
20 60
20 50
18 25
Weight,
pounds
13
12
ll
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Associated with each reservoir is a solenoid valve. These valves,
together with one for each thrustor module, are necessary to implement pro-
pellant transfer.
L.jquid Mercury Feed System
The liquid Hg cathode feed systena module consists only of the pres-
ssurized propellant reservoir. This unit not only provides storage for the
mercury, but also provides controlled flow rate to the thrustor. Since vapor-
ization is not required, no other feed system components are needed.
The reservoirs used in the liquid Hg cathode system are of a similar
design to those used in the oxide cathode systems (Figure 4-77}, the only
difference is the sizing. Although the total propellant requirement is the
same (1600 pounds for the 48-kw system, 360 pounds for the 10-kw system),
a difference in sizing occurs because of the different number of reservoirs
employed. Each liquid Hg cathode thrustor module requires its own propel-
lant reservoir. Thus, in the liquid cathode propulsion system, the number
of reservoirs is determined by the total number of engines. The capacities
of the individua[ liquid Hg cathode reservoirs are:
48-kw system - 1600 lbs/10 reservoirs -- 160 lbs/reservoir
10-kw svsten_ - 360 lbs/ 6 reservoirs : 60 lbs/reservoir
Since it is onl,v the volume that is fixed, the particular dimensions of each
reservoir will be determined b'/ spacecraft packaging considerations. The
dimensions (diameter and height} and weights for both the 160 lb and 60 lb
capacity reservoirs are listed in T.tote-_" 4- 8.
Associated with each reservoir in the liquid Hg propulsion system is
an isolation valve. This additional feed system component is necessary to
implement propellant transfer.
Power Conditioning and Controls
IP
I)etailed breal_downs of the power conditioning and control systenls
for the 6 and 2 5-kw oxide cathode engine systems and 6 and Z. 5-kw liquid
cathode engine systems are presented in Tables 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, and 4-12,
respectively. These tables list the number and typos of power conditioning
supplies required for each system along with their power, voltage, and cur-
rent rating. The total number and type of inverter modules, both operating
and standby, for each supply, and an indication of the pertinent control func-
tions are given. Also included is a specification of salient system param-
eters such as overall efficiency, specific weight, and dimensions.
Figures 4-78 to 4-81 show the circuit block diagrams of the four
power conditioning systems. As indicated, dc voltage adding techniques are
used in the main beana and accelerator supply subsystems, whereas ac
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voltage adding techniques are employed in the other supplies. The block
diagrams show the incremental and linear control systems which automati-
cally start up the engine and maintain its operating point. This system also
provides automatic engine restart and shutdown control capability. The
micrologic control system is employed primarily to turn on and turn off the
inverter modules to maintain the power conditioning supplies at their rated
output voltages. The linear control system, on the other hand, controls the
engine heater systems and maintains the ion engine operating current at pro-
grammed or set levels.
Power Supplies
In general, the power conditioning system must convert the solar
bus power into a form suitable for operating the engine system. Tables 4-9
to 4-1Z indicate the power supplies required to perform this task.
Main Beam Supply. The main beam supply must furnish power at
2200 volts dc. Eleven Z00-watt inverter modules are required for the Z. 5-
kw system and twenty-four Z00-watt inverter modules are required for the
6-kw system. Each inverter module will operate in a self-oscillating mode.
Two of the inverter units will operate as standbys. The inverter inputs are
connected in parallel, their outputs in series. At the start of the mission,
the solar cell bus voltage will be 75 volts. At the end of the mission, the
solar cell bus voltage will be 100 watts. To compensate for the solar cell
bus voltage rise, power conditioning modules will be switched out during the
mission. This mode of operation will effectively generate two more
standby modules in the 2. 5-kw system and 6 more standby inverter modules
in tht. 6-kw system. All inverter modules are fused at the power inputs and
employ by-pass diodes in the output circuits. If an inverter module short
circuits, the fuse opens. II me inverter stops osci,,,_ing, or a transistor
malfunctions, the by-pass diode prevents an opening of the inverter output
series circuit. The main beam supply will employ a micrologic incremental
voltage regulator. The regulator system monitors beam output voltage and
automatically adds or substracts invert
output. The voltage regulation is contr
increment which will be approximately
and +2. 5 percent for the 6-kw system.
individual micrologic start-stop circuit
er modules to maintain the 2200 volts
oiled to one module output voltage
+5 percent for the Z. 5-kw system
Each inverter module will have
s to start or stop inverter oscillation.
The start-stop circuit will also be used for short circuit arc protection. In
the event of sustained engine arc, all inverters will be automatically stopped
to prevent inverter transistor damage.
Arc Discharge Supply. The arc discharge supply must furnish 40
volts dc power for the oxide cathode and 30 volts dc power for the mercury
pool cathode. As shown in Figures 4-78 through 4-81 this power must be
supplied at main beam potential. In all four systems Z00 watt inverter
modules will be ac added in series and the output rectified to supply this
power. The ac adding technique is employed to mininaize rectification
power losses. To effect ac ac adding, the inverter frequencies are
4-118
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synchronized together at 7000 cps. The accelerator inverter will be used to
supply the drive power to the arc discharge inverter modules. Micrologic
incremental voltage regulator systems will be employed to maintain the
oxide 40 volts or liquid pool 30 volts discharge supply voltage. Individual
inverter start-stop circuits are also employed. In the event of a sustained
current overload or arc, all inverters will be automatically stopped to pre-
vent inverter transistor damage.
Accelerator Supply. The accelerator supply must furnish 100 to
200 watts of power at -2200 volts dc. In all four power conditioning systems
one operating and one standby inverter module will be connected in series to
supply this power. It is estimated that the accelerator supply, when initially
turned on, will have a current overload transient of 20 percent of the normal
main beam current. A micrologic voltage regulator system will be employed
to maintain the 2200-volt output. Here again, micrologic circuitry will also
be used to provide arc and overload current protection.
Cathode Heater Power. The cathode heater supply will only be
required for the oxide cathode engin_ system. Two 200-watt inverter mod-
ules (one operating and one standby) will be required for the 2. 5-kw system.
Three 200-watt inverter modules (two operating and one standby) will be
required for the 6-kw system. Micrologic circuitry will be employed to
start-stop the inverter modules and to automatically start the standby inver-
ter in the event of an operating module malfunction.
Low Voltage Supplies. Low voltage ac heater supplies for the feed
system and neutralizer are required. As shown in Figures 4-78 to 4-81, each
supply has one operating inverter module with one standby. A two station
incremental voltage regulator is employed to monitor output voltage and to
automatically start up the standby inverter moduie in the event the operating
module malfunctions.
Engine Controls
_,,,,,.cC:-_ ,_.,_.,,_i,,,,._., o_,gin_....... control system, must be considered to be an
integral part of the power conditioning system, its effect on circuit design
will be discussed. The control system must provide the necessary logic for
ion engine startup, restart, and shutdown, as well as establishing and main-
taining the engine design operating point. To accomplish these latter two
functions a combination of both digital and linear control techniques are
employed. The control philosophy consists of operating the ion engine at a
fixed point by employing digital incremental voltage regulator circuits to
hold constant the main beam. accelerator, and arc discharge voltages.
Linear control techniques are then used to control the cathode, arc dis-
charge, vaporizer, and neutralizer supplies.
Startup-Shutdown Programmer. The micrologic startup-shutdown
programmer provides the sequence logic for starting, restarting, and shutting
down an ion engine system. The startup sequence for turning on and off the
4-119
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power conditioning supplies and controllers for the oxide and liquid Hg
cathode engines are shown in Tables 4-13 and 4-14. As shown, a telemetry
signal turn-on pulse is required to initiate an ion engine start-up sequence.
The startup circuit logic would also provide restart in the event of
arc shutdown. The main beam, accelerator, and arc discharge supply out-
put currents are continually monitored. If a current overload or arc occurs
in any one of these three supplies or if a loss of arc discharge current
occurs, an automatic shutdown of all three circuits is initiated. When this
occurs, the arc current is extinguished and ion engine restart is required.
However. in this case. the startup,_rocedure is much simpler and faster.
Incremental Voltage Controllers. A micrologic incremental voltage
controller is associated with each of the power supplies. The main beam
supply micrologic incremental regulator system will automatically switch
inverter modules in or out to maintain an essentially constant output voltage.
The incremental regulator circuit will compensate for any variations in solar
cell input voltage which affects the supply output voltage. In addition, the
incremental regulator circuit will compensate for any changes in supply
output voltage caused by a module failure. In the event of a module failure,
the voltage drop in the output circuit will be detected and a standby inverter
module will automatically be started to compensate for the voltage drop.
In the case of the accelerator, arc discharge, and heater supplies
the micrologic circuitry is used primarily as a malfunction monitor. If a
gross voltage change is detected as a result of a module failure, a standby
inverter module system is automatically substituted.
Linear Controllers. The modular form of the power conditioning
system affords the opportunity of creating an extremely versatile means for
maintaining an engine operating point. The linearly controlled regulators
with their high gain differential amplifiers are ideal summing points to which
the ion engine process parameter can be fed for closed loop control. By
utilization of this concept, undesired interactions among supplies are elim-
inated so that closed loop system resppnse is only that which is inherently
designed into each of the interconnecting loops.
Oxide cathode thrustor control -- Figure 4-82 presents a control
system diagram for the oxide cathode ion engine. The primary engine
process parameters that must be controlled for optimum system performance
are beam current i B and propellant utilization efficiency _u. Since under
fixed operating conditions the beam current is directly related to mercury
flow rate, which in turn is related to evaporator heater temperature, the
regulation of beam current can be achieved by comparing actual I B to a
desired IBo reference and using the difference signal to control evaporator
heater temperature.
To assure that the beam current actually achieved is that correspond-
ing to a desired propellant utilization efficiency, an additional constraining
control loop must be incorporated to hold qu constant. Since the utilization
4-1ZO
TABLE 4-13. OXIDE CATHODE THRUSTOR STARTUP-
RESTART-SHUTDOWN SEQUENCE
ACCEL
MAIN BEAM
ARC DISCHARGE .
*VALVE
VAPORIZER
PRESSURIZER
NEUTRALIZER
CAIHvOE H_ATER.
MAGNET ON
OFF'
STARTUP _ RESTART SHUTDOWN
'SEQUENCE -- r"r--" SEQUENCE "--e" SEQUENCE
II
v
I
.,_. CATH OOE ,..e_ VAPORIZE R,iJ d._ TIMED il_
WARMUP -- WARMUP -- DELAY
(TIMED (TIMED
DELAY) DELAY)
ON MAIN BEAM
OR ACCEL
COMMANO * OVtRLOAD
OFF
COMMAND
OR
FAILURE OF
ANY POWER
SUPPLY
TABLE 4-14. LIQUID CATHODE THRUSTOR STARTUP-
RESTART-SHUTDOWN SEQUENCE
ACCEL
MAIN I[AM
ARC DISCHARGE .
NEUTRALIZER
VALVE
MAGNET
ON
PRESSURIZER
OFF"
STARTUP RESTART _ SHUTDOWN
SEQUENCZ - _"=-_'SE QUE N CE_ SEQUENCE
b L CATHODE _e_ ,
I PROCESSING '
I (n_o OtLAY)
IGNITOR
ON ACTIVATED
COMMAND
I
r 1,
III I
I
MAIN BEAM
OR ACCEL
OVERLOAD
OFF,
COMMAND
OR
FAILURE OF
ANY POWER
SUPPLY
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efficiency is a direct function of the ratio of arc current to beam current,
and since both are monotonic nondecreasing functions (with nonequal slopes)
of cathode temperature, regulation of Tlu can be achieved by comparing Iar c
and Ibear n and controlling cathode heater power to give the desired ratio.
To, discuss the unconditional stability of the process controlled by the
above loops the process state transition diagram in Figure 4-83 will be util-
ized. The plots of I B and I A _ersus cathode heater temperature, showing
that the transfer gain for Ibeam is less than that for. Iarc, are representa-
tive of the experimental data available and it is noted that for any given
neutral flow rate a unique cathode temperature (hence cathode power) exists
for a fixed Iarc/Ibeam ratio. Travel to the right is in the direction of an
increased ratio. It is immediately seen that the process is stable with
either a positive or negative cathode temperature step input, since a ratio
greater than that set by the loop scaling constant causes a decrease in
cathode power while a smaller ratio causes an increase in cathode power.
Because of the relative sizes of the cathode and evaporator, essentially no
disturbance in flow rate would occur. Hence for constant flow rates the
process is stably fixed in State I.
Now consider that a step increase in mercury flow rate, tt_, is
applied to a process initially at State I The sudden increase of propellant
in the arc chamber causes an increase in both Ibeam and Iar c so that the
process is placed at State II. For sake of discussion, it is assumed that at
this flow rate, H_2, the desired Iarc/Ibeam ratio is slightly to the left of
the T o line; however the desired ratio location does not inherently change
the stability considerations. Again, because of the relative thermal time
constants of the cathode and evaporator the cathode power reduction carries
the process to the desired IA/I B ratio at State III, hence, r_u is set at the
new beam current level.
The excess beam current is sensed and the evaporator power is
reduced, hence, the process is returned along the path between State III and
State I, i.e., the beam control loop causes a downward movement due to
decreased flow and the Ia/I b ratio loop causes a movement to the right
because of the need to increase the cathode tcmperature to hold the ratio
constant.
Hence, the process control method chosen to hold the beam current
and the propellant utilization efficiency at the desired design center values
is shown to be unconditionally stable.
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Liquid cathode thrustor control--A control system diagram for the
liquid Hg cathode engine is shown in Figure 4-84. The basic function of the
control circuit is to maintain a constant thrust at a constant specific impulse
for the duration of the mission. This implies that beam current and voltage
must be maintained within narrow limits. This requirement can be satisfied
in a very simple and straightforward manner with a thrustor using a liquid
Hg cathode. If for any reason the beam current or voltage cannot be kept
within the specified limits, the thrustor will be considered to have failed
and will be shut off.
Two separate and independent control loops are used in order to
produce the desired beam current at optimum thrustor efficiency. The
primary loop senses the beam current I B and adjusts the propellant mass
flow rate so as to maintain a constant I B . The second loop is completely
internal to the discharge supply and maintains the desired V-I output
characteristic of this supply.
It has been shown that, for a liquid Hg cathode thrustor with constant
magnetic" field, the mass utilization efficiency riu and the discharge voltage
V D are unique functions of the two variables mass flow rate I a and cathode
current IK, independent of elapsed operating time. Hence, at constant bearrt
voltage the power efficiency qp and the thrustor efficiency riT = qu rid
are also unique functions of I a and I K. The reproducibility of these func-
tions has been demonstrated at 1000-hour intervals in a still continuing life
test. This invariance of the thrustor characteristics makes it possible to
control IB by acting directly on I a alone, and to use a discharge supply
characteristic as shown in Figure 4-85 to restore r I and rip to their
udesired values.
In short, the selected operating point is maintained as follows:
1) VAccel and VScreen are provided by voltage-regulated supplies.
2) I B is kept constant by controlling I a.
3) riu and rip are held constant automatically, as a consequence of
discharge supply and thrustor characteristics resulting in the
appropriate I K and V D.
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PROPULSION SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND DESIGN
The design of a modularized ion propulsion system poses thermal,
mechanical, and electrical integration problems which must be analyzed and
solved prior to any specific definition of the capabilities and limitations of a
high power ion propulsion system. The results of these system integration
studies have a substantial effect on the design of the various major subsystems
as well as the overall spacecraft.
System Integration Studies
In this section the problems associated with the integration of the
major propulsion subsystems are discussed. In general, the thermal, elec-
trical, and mechanical considerations presented are common to all four pro-
pulsion systems under consideration.
Thermal
Thrustor. The operating temperatures of a bombardnlent thrustor
will generally be higher when the engines are clustered than when running
separately. When athrustor is operating along (Figure 4-86a), it is free to
reject heat from the entire surface area of the engine. On the other extreme,
when in a close-packed array (Figure 4-86b), internal heat generation (arc
power) can only be dissipated in the direction of thrust. Because of this
reduction in heat rejection capability, thrustor temperatures in the latter
case could be expected to rise considerably.
Under freely radiating conditions, the thrustor anode runs at approxi-
mately 500°C. This temperature was experimentally obtained during the
thermal simulation described earlier. V_ith the additional increase due to
the close-packed cluster effect, temperatures exceeding 600°C may be
expected. Referring to Figure 4-86b, it is seen that the shells of the interior
thrustors of a close-packed array could approach the anode temperature.
For a permanent naagnet thrustor, high engine shell temperatures are
intolerable. The pernaanent magnets would be located on the engine shell,
and would experience the same increased temperatures discussed above.
The Curie point of pernlanent magnets, above which they lose their pernqa-
nent nlagnetization, is considerably below 600°C. There is, therefore, a
definite limit on the shell temperature of a permanent magnet thrustor. This
problen_ is eliminated if a spread-out cluster is used, as shown in Figure
4-86c. Here, nmch of the thrustor surface is exposed to space, approaching
the freely radiating condition. Moreover, the liquid Hg cathode systems
could not utilize a close-packed array, since the cathode radiators must be
exposed to space.
A close-packed cluster is only compatible with the special case of an
engine with both an oxide cathode and an electromagnet. In this case, the
temperature limit does not exist for the magnets, and there are no radiators
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to consider. The engines may then be clustered as shown in Figure 4-86b
with no degradation in performance. Since, however, the peripheral array
in Figure 4-86c is the only one suitable for all the systems of interest; that
is, oxide or liquid Hg cathode and permanent or electromagnet, it will be
established as the basic configuration for the conceptual designs of the four
propulsion systems to be considered.
The engine temperature, for an interior thrustor in a close-packed
array, was found by assuming that heat could only be rejected in the direc-
tion of the ion beam, that is, through the electrode holes. The holes in the
screen electrode were equated to black-body radiating sources, with tem-
perature equal to that of the engine interior. The accel electrode was con-
sidered to be a 50 percent effective radiation shield, impeding the rejection
of heat from the thrustor to space. The solid surfaces of the electrodes
were assumed perfectly reflective. The total heat being rejected (Q) is the
sum of arc and cathode heater losses. (For example, a 6-kw engine rejects
about 1500 watts}.
The following nomenclature is defined (I = radiation incident on a
surface, D = radiation departing from a surface}:
I 1 = thermal radiation back-scattered on the screen electrode
holes
12 = radiation back-scattered on screen electrode surface
I 3 = radiation incident on accel electrode
14 = radiation incident on accel electrode holes (and rejected
into space)
D 1 = thermal radiation departing from screen electrode holes
D 2 = back-scattered radiation'reflecting from screen electrode
D 3 = radiation reflecting off accel electrode surface
Based on the foregoing assumptions, and using the above nomen-
clature, the following relationships are self-evident:
I 1 : 12 = l/Z D 3 (15o)
13 = 14 = I/Z (D I + DZ) (15l)
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D = _rAT41 (152)
D 2 = 12 (153)
D 3 = 13 (154)
where:
A = open area in screen electrode
T = interior engine temperature
= Stefan - Boltzman constant
Equations 150 through 154 are solved for I4:
2
14 = _ _AT 4 (155)
As noted above, I. represents energy incident on the accel electrode holes,
and hence represents the total engine heat rejection
Q = 14 {156)
Solving 155 and 156 for T:
T 4 3 Q
- 2 erA (157)
P
The result will be first obtained for a 6-kw thrustor,
to be general for any size thrustor.
and.will then be shown
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For a 6-kw engine the thrustor diameter is 35 cm, hence
tr 35)2 2A = y_-( = 500 cm
where y = ratio of holes to total electrode area=0.5.
From Equation 157 then
4
(i--_00) = (3) '(5.(1500)v1_l_uu_,._,_^_, = 0.793
T = 944°K = 670°C
This is the estimated engine temperature for a close-packed array.
It may be noted that this resulting temperature is not dependent on
module size. As seen from Equation 157, temperature is a function only of
Q/A. Since Q is directly proportional to A {thrustor power is proportional
to beam area), O/A is a constant for any size engine.
O/A = cd_st. = 3 watts/cm 2
A two part thermal _imulation of.a 20 cm bombardment thrustor
was carried out in order to establish engine operating temperatures and ver-
ify the preceding calculations. In the first part, the thrustor was allowed to
radiate freely from all of its surface area. This condition produces the
lowest engine temperatures, The surface of the thrustor can was found to
run at 300°C when nonainal conditions of thrustor operation were simulated
(500 watts of heat generation).
In the second part of the thermal simulation, the bombardment engine
was thermally insulated. The engine was completely heat shielded on the
periphery as well as the rear, such that all the heat rejection was forced
through the electrodes. This situation produces the maximum engine tem-
perature, as would occur in close-packing a group of several thrustors.
In normal operation, the bombardment engine generates most of the
heat in the discharge at the anode, The amount of power is a function of
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beam current and source energy (eV/ion). In the thernlal test, engine heat
generation was simulated by a long tube heater wrapped several times around
the anode. The power to the tube heater was varied from zero to 1000 W,
corresponding to a wide range of beam currents and source energies.
The temperatures obtained were those of the anode, screen electrode,
and accel electrode. The results are presenled in Figure 4-87. In this
form the results are general for any propellant, not just mercury. Certain
highlights are summarized below:
1) The entire accel electrode will run over 400°C if the heat gener-
ation is 600 watts or more. This corresponds, for example, to
a mercury beam current of 0.8 amperes.
2) The temperature gradient across the accel electrode is less than
50°C in all cases.
3) The screen electrode exhibits no noticeable temperature gradient.
4) The anode temperature just exceeds 700°C in the hottest case.
Power Conditioning. The power conditioning panels must be integrated
into the spacecraft system such that the power conditioning modules maintain
passive temperatur_ control. Thus, a thermal constraint requires the power
conditioning panels to be mounted external to the spacecraft (in the freely
radiating condition).
The following calculations show the module operating temperatures
for various conditions of 100 watts (lowest) and 200 watts (highest) operating
power conditions. For the 100 watt operating condition, the nominal power
efficiency is 93 percent so that the heat rejection requirement is
= (l - _.,} ,_,v,** = 7 watts
It can be shown that the module is designed to reject this heat, while at the
same time maintaining the module temperature within the operating range
(i.e., -30 to 130°C).
_'rom Figure 4-88, the top surface area is
A = 7.0 x 3.75 = 26.3 in. = 170 cm
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The module temperature may then be calculated by the relationship
O = _0- AT 4 watts (158)
where the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, 0- = 5. 67 x 10-1ZW/cm2 - °K 4. The
emissivity (c) can intentionally be made high in order to enhance radiation.
With a proper emissivity coating, values of 0.8 are easily attainable. Thus,
the module temperature (T) is given by
or,
(7) ] 1/4T = (0.8)(5.67)(170) x I000 = 308°K (159)
T = 35"C
This result shows that the module operating temperature is within the toler-
able operating range when operating at the 100-watt output level and, further-
more, that a considerable margin exists for both the hot and cold excursions.
For example, should the power conditioning efficiency vary with time, as it
is expected to do during the mission, adequate temperature control can still
be expected.
The configuration of Figure 4-88 may also be used to contain a
200-watt power conditioning module. In this case
O = (I - 0.93) Z00W = 14W (160)
The module operating temperature is, in this case
(14) ]I/4T = (0.8)(5.67)(170) I000 = 367°K = 94°C (161)
Therefore, the module will tolerate a Z00-watt operating level (at 93 percent
efficiency).
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Should the efficiency drop to 90 percent, the new equilibrium temper-
atures (for both the 100 and 200-watt levels) are as shown in Table 4-15.
These results indicate that even at the 200-watt operating level and only
90 percent power efficiency, adequate temperature control can still be
maintained.
One other effect which has been considered is exposure of the radiating
surface to solar radiation. This effect can be minimized by the use of an
emissivity coating which provides alow solar absorptivity (while at the same
time providing high thermal emissivity). Typical values for coatings of this
type are
solar absorptivity, a s = 0.2
thermal emissivity, c = 0.8
The solar constant (maxin-_um for the mission near earth) is 0. 15 watt/cm 2
Thus the additional heat rejection requirement of the module for direct
solar incidence would be
Qs = (0.2)(0. 15)(170) = 5. 1 watts (162)
The effect of the solar input on module operating temperature is shown in the
last column of Table 4-15.
TABLE 4-15. POWER CONDITIONING MODULE
EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURES
Module Operating
Level and Efficiency
100-watt:
93 percent
90 percent
200-watt:
93 percent
90 percent
Equilibrium Temperature, °C
No
Sunlight
35
62
94
130
Direct
Solar Incidence
80
100
122
155
4-a qi:
It can be concluded that:
1) Both the 100 and 200-watt module can be operated with 93 percent
or 90 percent efficiency in the absence of solar incidence.
Even in direct sunlight, the 100-watt module may he operated
at 90 percent efficiency.
3) The 200-watt module will operate in direct sunlight at 93 percent
but at 90 percent efficiency it can operate safely only in the
absence of any solar input.
p
Figure 4-89 shows the module operating temperature for any value
of heat dissipation (with and without incident solar radiation).
It is possible to obtain operating temperatures cooler than those cal-
culated above, by providing an increase in radiating area per module. This
increase may be accomplished without altering the size of the module itself.
For example, the structure onwhich the modules are mounted could be
enlarged. Figure 4-90 shows the effect for the special case of a 92 percent
efficient module operating at 200 watts. Actually, certain area increases
are already included in the panel design because of the standby modules.
These standby units inherently provide an additional radiating area. These
effects are shown on Figure 4-90 for both the 6- and 2. 5-kw power condition-
ing panels.
Mechanical
A conceptual arrangement and associated support structure for the
48-kw oxide cathode ion engine array is presented in Figures 4-91 and 4-92.
Since, as indicated in Figures 4-101, 4-102, 4-105, and 4-106 (later in this
section), only a minor difference exists between the structure required for
the oxide cathode and the mercury pool cathode engine systems for both the
48- and 10-kw versions, the following discussion can be considered as
applicable to all systems.
The basic system considered consists of i0 6-kw, 35-cxn diameter,
thrustor modules, eight cylindrical propellant reservoirs, plus associated
valves, vaporizers, isolators, and plumbing. The arrangement presented
herein assumes that each thrustor occupies an envelope 50 cm in diameter
to account for necessary thrustor components extending beyond the 35-cm
basic thrustor diameter. The 10 thrustors are arranged in two rows of
four thrustors separated by two center row thrustors at the top and bottom.
The eight vapor pressurized Hg reservoirs are mounted above and below the
thrustor array in two rows of four. The feed system reservoirs have been
sized to not exceed one thrustor module depth, thereby not increasing the
array envelope in depth. The placement of the ttg reservoirs above and
below the thrustor array, rather than behind the thrustors, resulted from
overall spacecraft design considerations namely, mounting the engine sys-
tem externally of the spacecraft bus to: 1) eliminate the need for a
i
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structural cutout in the spacecraft structure to clear the ion exhaust beam
and improve the spacecraft bus structurally by not requiring the large struc-
tural discontinuity and sul_sequent periphery reinforcement and 2) thermalty
isolate the engine system and spacecraft bus which permits the cathode
radiators (in the case of the liquid Hg cathode e'ngine system) to radiate to
free space rather than to the spacecraft bus.
The mounting structure is basically a tray to which the ten thrsutors
are attached using nonconducting standoff attachments. The thrustor mount-
ing tray may be fabricated of aluminum alloy sheet. The Hg reservoirs are
also mounted to the tray supported by the flange on the mercury side of the
reservoir assembly. All the reservoirs are connected to a common feed
line behind the tray. Each thrustor may be supplied mercury by feed lines
connecting the thrustors to the propellant manifold line. All feed system
plumbing and components are located aft of the support tray.
The entire engine system, mechanically integrated in the manner
described, occupies a 5-foot wide by 8. 5-foot high by 1. 5-foot deep envelope.
Sizing the structure for the boost environment, assuming fabricated
aluminum construction utilizing approximately 10 gage material, indicates
the structure would weigh approximately 80 pounds. In the system proposed
for caging the engine tray during boost, stress levels were found to be
within acceptable subyield limits.
The ion engine system mounting structure, in addition to mechanically
integrating the engine system, must meet three specific mission requirements,
namely:
1) Survive the boost environment.
z) Provide the capability of being able to orient the thrust vector in
2. degrees of freedom (longitudinally and laterally) to correct for
spacecraft c. g. -- thrust vector misalignments during transit to
lvLc_ A _.
3) Permit jettisoning of the entire engine system upon Martian
approach prior to the spacecraft retro maneuver.
Using a single mechanism which could satisfy all three requirements
does not appear attractive since the devices to provide capabilities 2) and
3) would be penalized by having to be structurally adequate to survive the
high loading (6. 5 g's longitudinal and 2. 0 g's lateral) imposed during boost.
The design philosophy adopted, makes the boost loads by-pass the engine
array translation device and jettison device by caging the entire engine array
structure to the spacecraft structure with an independent support system
which is disengaged once the spacecraft is in a zero-g environment.
Descriptions of these mechanisms are presented elsewhere in this report.
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Electrical
As previously shown, the ion propulsion systems for the two design
missions consist of ten thrustors and eight power conditioning panels in one
case and six thrustors and four power conditioning panels in the other.
Therefore, as part of the electrical integration of these systems considera-
lion must be given to the cabling which connects the power conditioning
panels to the thrustors and the switching matrix which allows the transfer
of a power conditioning unit to a standby thrustor.
Transmission Cable. The electric propulsion system requires an
electrical power transmission cable to interconnect the power conditioning
and ion engine systems. For the design mission, the transmission cable
associated with each power conditioning panel must have a power handling
capability of 6 kw for the 48-kw system: and 2. 5 kw for the 10-kw system.
The cable must be able to transmit this power at ion engine potentials and
currents with reasonable cable power efficiencies and specific weights.
In both propulsion system designs, power transmission cables must
be routed from the power conditioning panels to the ion engine modules.
In addition, a switching matrix and a cable harness is required to permit
the operation of two standby ion engines from any one of the power condition-
ing panels. A flexible cable mounting is required to atlow the ion engine
array to be translated in two directions during the course of the mission to
accommodate a shift in the thrust vector. Also squib actuated cable con-
nectors must be provided to permit disconnecting and jettisoning of the
power conditioning panels and ion engine modules at the end for the helio-
centric phase of the trajectory. Figure 4-93 is a detailed drawing of the
proposed flexible ribbon power transmission cable. The cable is fabricated
from strips of copper foil and would be sandwiched between two layers of ,
teflon film. Approximately eight separate conductor_ would be required for
each individual ion engine. Each copper conductor, or strip, would require
a voltage isolation potential of 100 volts between conductors and 3000 volts
between eat_h conductor and ground. Figure 4-94 indicates the layout of the
cable for the 48-kw thrustor array which provides interconnections among
eight operating ion engines, two standby ion engines, and eight power con-
ditioning panels. As shown, the average length of the transmission cable
system is approximately 10 feet.
The detailed cable design is dependent on the ion engine cable con-
duction current requirements. Table 4-16 is a detailed breakdown of power
supply requirements for both the 6-kw oxide cathode and 6-kw liquid Hg
cathode ion engines. Two methods of connecting the power conditioning to
the ion thrustor are considered. In case A (Figure 4-95), ion engine supply
polarities are not considered. In this design, both the high voltage and com-
mon ground conductors would require current carrying capacity equal to the
sum total of all the ion engine supply currents. In case B, engine polarities
are considered and are arranged to minimize the current carrying capacity
requirements of the common conductors. In both cases, it is assumed all
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TABLE 4-16. ION ENGINE POWER REQUIREMENTS
(6 AND 2. 5-kw ENGINE SYSTEMS)
Oxide Catlv._de Engine
Power,
watts
Supply
Arc discharge
6 kw
920
2.5kw
380
Voltage,
volts
6 kw
23.0
t/g feed system
Cathode
Main beam
Neutralizer
Accelerator
50
400
50
170
4400
100
120
1800
50
100
, 40
10.0
80.0
2.0
2.0
~0. 05
5
5
2200
5O
2200
Current,
amperes
2.5kw
9.5
10.0
34
0.82
1.0
0.05
Liquid Hg Cathode Engine
Power, Voltage, Current,
watts volts am )eres
Supply 6 kw 2. 5 kw 6 kw 2. 5 kw
Arc discharge
Hg feed system
Main beam
Neutralizer
Accelerator
1320
50
4400
100
120
5OO
DU
1800
50
lO0
30
5
2200
50
4400
44.0
10.0
2.0
2.0
~0. 05
16.7
10.0
0.82
1.0
0.025
the ion engine supplies would be dc. The transmission cable current con-
duction requirements are seen to vary between 82 and 135 amperes for.
typical 6-kw ion engine systems.
Figure 4-96 shows the resistance and power loss as a function of
cable cross-sectional area for a 10-foot long ribbon cable. The I2R power
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losses are given for cable conduction currents of 82, 94, 97, and 135 amperes.
In general, two weight penalties must be considered for cable optimization.
The first is the cable weight versus total current requirements as shown in
Figure 4-97. The second is the weight penalty associated with the IZR power
loss of the cable system. In this latter case, it is assumed that the solar
cell system must make up the cable power loss at a weight penalty of 50 lbs/
kw. By adding these two curves, the total system weight penalty associated
with the ribbon transmission cable can be determined. The minimum weight
cable systems for each of the required conduction currents for the ion engine
systems are shown in Figure 4-98. The maximum cable specific weight is
seen to be less than 1 lb/kw for a 10-foot long cable, even when designed for
an ion engine system that requires a cable current carrying capacity of 135
amperes.
An additional feature offered by a ribbon cable is the possibility of
building in a cable capacitance with zero cost in system weight. By vapor
depositing a metal film on the outside of the teflon film and connecting this
film to spacecraft ground a relatively large capacitance can be built into the
system. Assuming the teflon film is 0. 015 inch thick, has a dielectric con-
stant of k = 2, and has an area 5 inches wide and 10 feet long, results in a
cable capacitance of 0.04 _f. This capacitance can be used for filtering and
smoothing the ripple associated with dc power supplies. Further, the cable
capacitance will bypass any high frequency voltage transients generated by
ion engine arcs. The cable capacitance will effectively protect the power
conditioning system from over voltage transients during ion engine arcing.
Switching Circuitry. The power conditioning and ion engine reliability
study was undertaken to determine the optimum engine size and the number
of redundant systems necessary to meet mission reliability requirements.
It was concluded that all power conditioning panels, and all but two thrustors,
would be in operation at the start of the mission. As the mission progresses,
solar electrical power output would decreas.e so that both power conditioning
and ion engine systems would be shut down.
With the above constraints, the basic problem is to determine the
optimum switching circuitry required to interconnect the power conditioning
system to the operating and standby ion engine systems should failures
occur. The basic assumptions used in optimizing the switching circuitry
are:
I) The reliability of the power conditioning system using the multi-
module approach can be raised internally through the use of
standby power conditioning modules. {There will be no" require-
ment for a complete standby power conditioning system since
the reliability of the individual power conditioning systems can
be increased to any desired level. )
z) The reliability of the ion engine system can only be increased
through standby redundancy techniques.
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Based on these assumptions, the standby ion engine systems will not
require separate power conditioning systems. When one of the operating ion
engine systems fails, the power conditioning system will automatically be
turned off and the failed ion engine will be switched out of the circuit, sub-
sequently, one of the standby ion engines will be switched in and the power
conditioning will be automatically restarted. Figure 4-99a shows switching
circuits which satisfy this constraint for a 48-kw system. It is the simplest
possible switch circuit that can be employed to permit the two standby ion
engines to be connected to any of the power conditioning systems. The circuit
shows the use of 16 transfer switches. In practice, when an ion engine is
switched, a total of eight electrical circuits will have to be transferred.
Figure 4-99b shows the same type of switching scheme for a 10-kw system.
An ideal switch for transferring power between operating and standby
ion engine systems would be a glass reed switch. The switch is reliable and
has a fast response time. The switch requires zero power to hold the con-
tacts closed if used in a latch reed relay configuration. A pulse to a coil of
one polarity closes one set of contacts, a pulse to the same coil of the oppo-
site polarity closes another set of contacts. A latching magnet holds the
contacts closed requiring zero coil holding power. The basic glass reed
switch consists of overlapping flat cantilevered reeds of ferromagnetic mate-
rial surrounded by an inert gas or vacuum and sealed in a glass envelope.
A small air gap separates the free overlapping ends of the reeds. When a
magnetic field is generated parallel to the reeds, the magnetic induction
causes the reeds to attract and close. The magnetic reeds are plated with
a precious metal which acts as the contact and current path. The arms pro-
duce a snap action caused by the rapid flux increase between the contact sur-
faces as they travel toward each other. After closure, a high contact pres-
sure results from the small nonmagnetic gap and the high flux density between
the contact surfaces,
Figure 4-100 shows the s_witch circuitry required to connect one power
cond;*_,,_,_a,_._..... _, system to one of three ion engine systems. As shown, two
eight-pole double throw switch relays _re required. In this system, the
pulse coil surrounds all eight reed switches. Pulsing the coil causes all
eight reed switches to close simultaneously. When the reed contacts are
closed, the magnetic latching magnet holds the contacts closed until a pulse
of opposite polarity resets the switch contacts. In this system, the contacts
would not be required to switch any current. If an ion engine failed, the
power conditioning would be turned off. The failed ion engine would be
switched out and a new ion engine would be switched in its place. The switch
operation would be performed at zero power. In operation, the switch would
require a voltage isolation between switch contacts equal to the ionizer or
accelerator electrode potentials.
Standard, commercially available magnetic reed switches are meas-
ured and classified in terms of the open and closed electrical rating of the
switch contacts. In the open state, the important parameter is the voltage
isolation rating of the contacts. In the closed state, the important parameter
is the maximum current rating of the contacts. In the dynamic or switching
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state, the important parameter is the volt-ampere or wattage rating of the
circuit power which the switch can interrupt without excessive arcing or
-wear. Table 4-17 compares the state of the art of reed switches with the
ion engine switch requirements.
TABLE 4-17. MAGNETIC REED SWITCH SPECIFICATIONS
AND R EQUIREMENTS
Type
Switch
Vacuum
Inert gas
Circuit
Application
High voltage
High current
Ion engine
switch
requirements
Open State
Volt Rating,
volts
5OO0
300
Closed State
Current Rating,
amperes
1.0
10.0
3O0 30-40
(arc supply)
Dynamic
Rating,
volt=amperes
• 100
300
0
As shown by Table 4-17 the vacuum or inert gas magnetic reed
switch does not meet all the criteria of an ion engine disconnect switch.
However, an important factor to consider in switching ion engine circuits
is that all switching is performed at zero power. Before a switch cycle is
initiated, the power conditioning voltage will automatically be reduced to
zero by the ion engine control micrologic. Only after a failed engine is
switched out and a standby is switched into the circuit would the power con-
ditioning supply voltage be reapplied to the circuit. For ion engine switch
applications, the Form C, single-pole double throw, magnetic tatching
vacuum reed switch would be recommended. Voltage standoff would be
no problem. Current handling capability would be increased by using a
larger cross-sectional area reed and contact to permit higher current
ratings in the closed state. If the 30 to 40 ampere current ratings cannot
be obtained with one reed switch, this rating c__n then be obtained by paral-
leling two or more reeds until the current rating desired is obtained.
A master control programmer would be used to initiate the ion
engine switch action. The programmer micrologic circuitry would control
the switching state of a transistor drive circuit which in turn would control
the polarity of the coil pulse current. The" transistor drive circuit would
operate directly from the solar bus power. An eight pole double pole reed
relay would weigh approximately 0,2 pound and would require 1 watt of
electrical power to initiate switch action. As previously pointed out, zero
power would be required to hold the contacts closed since latching magnets
would be employed. On this basis, the total weight of the switch matrix
system required for interconnecting eight povuer conditioning systems and
10 ion engine systems would be 3.2 pounds for a 48=kw system, and 1. 6
pounds for 10-kw system.
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Conceptual Design of Propulsion Systems
Conceptual designs of four ion propulsion systems have been
completed. These system designs result from integrating the major sub-
systems previously specified, in accordance with the thermal, electrical,
and mechanical constraints imposed by the integration studies. The specific
impulse for all systems is 4000 seconds, and are classified as follows:
I) 48-kw oxide-cathode (Figure 4-I01)
2) 10-kw oxide-cathode (Figure 4-10Z)
3) 48-l.w liquid Hq cathode (Figure 4-t05)
4) 10-kw liquid Hg cathode (Figure 4-I06)
Oxide Cathode Propulsion Systems 148 and I0 kw)
The conceptual designs of the oxide cathode systems are shown in
Figures 4-101 and 4-10Z. These systems employ the modularized subsys-
tems which have been laid out in detail in the Subsystems Layout section.
There are 10 engines and eight mercury reservoirs in the 48-kw system,
while the 10-kw system has six engines and two mercury reservoirs.
Each reservoir has a separate solenoid valve as does each engine.
A basic feature of this design is the capability for crosscoupling between
fuel tank modules and thrustor modules, provided by the one additional
solenoid valve. In this manner, any number of Hg storage tanks may be
used to feed simultaneously any number of thrustors. This feature is
desirable for two reasons; engine switching and reliability of propellant
supply system. The general layout is shown in Figure 4-103.
Engine switching is required because the propulsion system employs
the standby thrustor module concept (in order to raise thrustor system re-
liability). It may be necessary to turn" off an engi1_e at random, switching
in a standby to replace it. The crosscoupling design allows the fuel, which
is at first available to the original operating engine, then to become
available to the standby.
Engine switching is also a requirement of solar cell power match-
ing, which requires the beam current to be reduced as a function of time.
Because of this, at discrete points in the mission, complete thrustor units
are turned off. Therefore, an increasing number of standbys become avail-
able. The complexity in determining beforehand which engines will be
operating at any given time thus becomes enormous. The crosscoupling
design eliminates this requirement.
Although engine switching could be accomplished with only one pro-
pellant tank, the use of multiple tanks is desirable, for it is unlikely that a
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single tank could support, under launch conditions, the large amount of
propellant required for the mission {1600 pounds). Therefore, in sizing
the tankage, operational limitations on the expulsion system must be con-
sidered. Present work in this area has involved tanks of much smaller
capacity so that extrapolation to too great a capacity would be subject to
que stion.
Next, multiple tanks are desirable for reliability of propellant stor-
age. If one tank failed (for example, due to meteoroid puncture), the mul-
tiple tank arrangement allows that tank to be isolated from the propulsion
system in such a way that thrustor performance continues undisturbed. The
punctured tank could be immediately isolated by its own solenoid valve,
limiting the propellant loss to that remaining in the defective reservoir.
To conserve propellant further a slightly more elaborate scheme may be
employed. For example, upon a signal that a particular mercury reservoir
was leaking, all other tanks would be shut off until all fuel in the leaky tank
was utilized. The punctured tank could then be isolated and the other tanks
reopened, thus, maintaining continuous supply to the operating thrustor
modules.
Figure 4-104 shows the power conditioning panel layouts for both the
48-kw and 10-kw oxide propulsion systems. The power conditioning panel
layouts indicate the number of modules and approximate panel area required
for each engine system design. The modules are coded to identify the num-
ber of main beam accel, arc discharge, heaters (high potential), heaters
{ground potential)p and logic modules required. The complete 48-kw system
has eight identical panels of the type shown whereas, the 10-kw system has
four.
The weight itemization of both oxide cathode systems is given in
Table 4-18 and in Figure 4-105. It may be noticed that the specific weight
of both systems is well within the 25-1b/kw design goal.
Liciuid Hg Cathode Propulsion Systems (48 and 10 kw)
The conceptual design of the 48- and 10-kw systems, incorporating
liquid Hg cathode thrustors, is shown in F_gures4-106 and 4-107. Each
thrustor has its own separate propellant source, as shown by the arrange-
ment in Figure 4-106. This arrangement is necessary to satisfy the
requirement for electrical isolation between thrustors. In order to isolate
the electrical effects of one engine.mochde from the others, it must be
assured that no electrical path exists between engines. This design is
directed at the elimination of the electrical path provided via the propellant
feed system.
Liquid cathode thrustor operation is characterized by a continuous
stream of liquid mercury, starting at the propellant reservoir and flowing
directly into the thrustor. In other words, the propellant is not vaporized
prior to entering the engine. Since liquid mercury is an electrical conduc-
tor, a continuous line of mercury connecting the thrustors would provide an
undesirable electrical path.
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Because of power matching and reliability considerations, numerous
combinations of operating and nonoperating engines are possible during the
mission. The propellant distribution scheme shown in Figure 4-106 will
permit selectivity of engine operation while at the same time assuring elec-
trical isolation of each thrustor. The system consists of a separate propel-
lant reservoir for each thrustor, with the capability to exchange mass with
other reservoirs. Without this capability for mass transfer, it was deter-
mined that the total system propellant required would approximately double
With no propellant transfer capability, each engine would require enough
fuel to operate during the entire mission. When an engine would be turned
off because of power matching requirements, its remaining fuel would not
be available to operating engines, but would be wasted. In addition, standby
engines would require standby fuel. The following calculation demonstrates
the excess weight penalty for not providing a propellant transfer capability.
I
A 6-kw module of the 48-kw system is considered for convenience
(although the same is true of the 2. 5-kw module of the 10-kw system). A
6-kw thrustor has a beam current output of 2 amperes, which corresponds
to a total fuel expulsion over 350 day period of 280 pounds. If a separate
propellant suppl'_" ..;,as provided for all 10 engines (8 operating and two in
standby), the total would be 2800 pounds. This figure is 1200 pounds more
than the actual mission propellant requirement. The need for propellant
transfer capability is clear.
The interconnection of the propellant tanks and thrustor modules is
shown schemalically in Figure 4-108. In addition to the pressure controlled
reservoir, the only other attxiliary conaponent required is an isolator/valve.
"I'he pressure controlled reservoir is described in detail in a previ-
ous section. The reservoir is capable of maintaining the propellant at oper-
ating pressure ( 50 psi) froln the initial time when the reservoir is full to
near the end of the mission when it is almost empty. In addition, the
reservoir has the ability to expel and refill propellant to and from other
rcservoirs.
The isolator/valve is a normally closed dielectric valve that per-
forms electrical isolation in the closed position. Thus, when mercury is
not flowing across this valve, the thrustors are electrically isolated.
The propellant distribution process would proceed as follows:
1) A requirement to shutdown an engine and transfer propellant
arises (for example, due to a failure).
21 High w, ltage to that engine is turned off.
3) The isolator/valves of the turned off engine and a standby engine
are opened.
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4) Propellant is transferred from the tank of the turned off engine
to the tank of the standby engine (by raising the pressure of the
former).
5) Both isolator/valves are closed.
6) ttigh voltage, to the standby engine is turned on.
The use of isolator/valves in this manner permits continuous operation of
the other thrustors during propellant transfer.
Figure 4-109 shows the power conditioning panel layouts for both the
48 and 10-kw liquid Hg cathode propulsion systems. The power conditioning
panel layouts indicate the number of modules and approximate panel area
required for each engine system design. The 48-kw system has eight iden-
tical panels of the type shown while the 10-kw system has a total of four.
The weight itemization of both liquid-cathode systems is given in
Table 4-18 and Figure 4-105. Again, the specific weight of both systems
are below the design goal of 25 lb/kw.
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P5. PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN VERIFICATION HARDWARE
The propulsion system designs under consideration for the SPEP
Mars Mission require experimental verification of several critical perform-
ance objectives. Hughes was assigned the responsibility of confirming the
designs of these propulsion systems based on mercury bombardment engines.
The study program covered in the foregoing sections has established the
important system design parameters, such as the number of system modules
required for redundancy and the desired operating specific impulse. The
hardware verification effort is then devoted to comparing the study design
recommendations with state-of-the-art hardware, developing preliminary
designs based on these requirements, and finally developing, integrating
and testing a complete engine system.
The guiding precepts of the hardware verification program are estab-
lished by mission constraints and by the state-of-the-art in Hg ion engines.
The pertinent mission constraints can be briefly summarized as:
1) Propulsion system specific weight including power conditioning,
feed system, controls and ion engine not to exceed 25 lb/kw.
2_ Specific impulse, as determined by trajectory studies, to be
3000 to 4000 seconds.
3) Propulsion system mission r'e!iabi!ity-- 97 percent.
The specific weight and specific impulse constraints have been veri-
fied during the early design and development stages. The third mission
constraint, for a mission reliability of 97 percent, requires extensive life
test data as well as the system mcx:lularization as established by the analyti-
cal studies. Life test data taken with a propulsion system which is scaled to
an operational system will Provide the information required to verify the
overall propulsion system reliability target.
The ultimate objective of the present hardware program is a 500-
hour life test of a 1-kw engine system including thrustor, feed system,
tankage, power conditioning, and controls. The thrustor to be used for this
test is an oxide cathode Hg electron bombardment engine provided for this
program by NASA's Lewis Research Center. The tankage, feed system,
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Figure 5-1. 20-cm Mercury Bombardment Engine
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and power conditioning is Hughes designed and developed. The primary con-
trol system has been defined by LeRC but implemented by Hughes. Integra-
tion of this system is in progress at the present time.
Although the above system employs a LeRC thrustor, the study and
spacecraft propulsion design effort has to date, been based on ttughes
Research Laboratories oxide cathode and liquid calhode thrustors. For this
reason the hardware state-of-the-art for these latter two lhrustors is
included in this section.
THR US TORS
Oxide Cathode Thrustor
At the inception of the program, state-of-the-art performance was
determined as
I) Power and propellant efficieneies attained by Reader (Reference
5-11 with ar cross feed Z0-cm thrustor using a tl_-rmionic cathode.
z) Ion optical performance attained at the Research Laboratories
wilh countersunk screen optics at optimum spacing (References
5-2 and 5-3).
3) LERC brush cathode then under life test.
4) A flash evaporator feed system.
It was calculated that a design based on the abo\'e would produce a
I to 1. 5-kw beam at 4000 to 5000 seconds effective specific impulse, with a
power-to-thrust ratio of approximately 140-kw/lb and meet the requirements
of weight and electrode lifetime.
The basic LeRC 20-cm engine has been substamially redesigned as
part of a company funded project at the R,,search Laboratori_.s. Figure %-1
shows this engine which en_ploys the basic LeRC optics and standoff ins.ulator
design. The interior design however, consists of concentric shells which
guide the propellant to the front of the engine where it is injected into the
arc chamber in a generally rearward direction. The length of the channel
was optimized, leading to a source energy per ion approximately 20 percent
below the cross feed geometry used by Reader (Reference 5-1), as will be
seen below.
Since this was an experimental design, mechanical flexibility was
not compromised at the expense of minimum weight. This thrustor weighs
15 pounds but could be reduced to approximately 50 percent of this weight
if desired in a future design.
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Ion Optics
For expediency, the mechanical design of the ion optical system was
not changed from the LeRC thrustor supplied under contract N/kS 3-6262.
The screen apertures, however, were countersunk from the plasma side to
provide perveance-density matching to the plasma (Reference 5-3), and the
interelectrode spacing was reduced to increase the perveance.
P = 6.05x 10 -6 pe rv,
thus, for
Vtota 1 = 6 kV
I = (6. 05 x 10-6)(6000)3/2A
I_1 ax
= 2.78A
This is the current that could be carried if tho plasma was uniform across
the diameter of the discharge chamber. The maximum measured current
at this voltage (see Table 5-1) was 1.25 amperes, indicating that the average
current density in the optical array is 0.45 times the peak current density,
which presumably occurs at the center.
Extrapolating this ratio to the proposed 35-cm diameter thrustor
operating at 2 amperes beam current, thq maximum current density expected
through the central aperture is 9 mA/cm c. This value is consistent with
projected electrode lifetimes of greater than 104 hours at mass utilizations
of 90 percent.
Oxide Cathode
P
Oxide coated cathodes are low in temperature, efficient in terms of
watts per ampere, and simple in construction. Past achievements show that
neither self-poisoning nor heater failure need be serious problems and that,
given a sufficient supply of BaO, the cathode life can be very long indeed.
Ordinarily, the emissive material is consumed through evaporation. In ion
thrustors, sputtering removes the coating at a much faster rate. Durin_
a 334-hour run, one Kerslake_s (Reference 5-5) cathodes lost 1.7 x 10-Cg/
cm 2 of oxide. With a monolayer density of 4 x 1014 atoms/era2, this con-
stitutes a removal rate of one monolayer every 4 seconds. From the ion
current density at the cathode surface, which is estimated to be 5 mA/cm 2,
the sputtering rate can be determined to be 3 x 10 -3 atoms/ion. This is
quite high in comparison with that of metals (10 -5 to 10-4 atoms/ion). This
high rate is in approximate agreement with the sputtering rate of barium on
tungsten, obtained by Ptushinskii (Reference 5-6). During a lifetime of
10,000 hours, therefore, one may expect sputter losses of the order of
0.5 g/cm 2 (this corresponds to a layer of 0. 5 cm thickness).
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TABLE 5-1. 20-CM THRUSTOR OPERATING POINTS WITH
HUGHES RESEARCH LABORATORIES OXIDE CATHODE
Data Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
VBean _, thousands of volts 2. 5 2. 5 3.2 2. 0 2. 0 1. 6 2. 0 2. 0
VAccc 1, thousands of volts 3.0 3. 0 3. 1 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0
IBean I, milliamperes 520 511 744 930 1000 1000 1000 1250
IAcce 1, milliamperes 3. 3 2. 0 3. 3 4. 9 4. 9 4. 8 6.4 8.2
I I
.Ittg o, milliamperes 630 595 i810 .......
VDisc h, volts 40 40 50 50 50 50 50 50
IAnod e, amperes 5.0 5. 5 7. 6 6. 0 6.2 6. 5 8. 7 10.2
VHeater (calhode), volts 4. Z 3. 5 3. 0 3. 5 3. 5 4. 0 4. 3 4. 3
II{(,aler (cathode), amperes 24 21.5 19.0 22.0 22.0 24.0 25.0 25.0
P'Sc rcen, G 12 I0 12 !3 !3 !3 !7 14
qutilization' percent 82. 5 86 93 ......
Source Energy/Ion,
eV/Ion
a) Discharge only* 385 430 444 322 310 _25 438 410
171 Disch. + Cathode 58_ 578 500 405 _87 421 543 495
ttcatcr]"
Isi), off, seconds 4000 4300 5100 .......
P/T?t, kilowatt s/lb 135 135 145 130 IZl 105 126 12-6
-Ihr,lst (roll)) 12 12 18. 6 18.6 20 20 20 25
Ploiat, kilowalts 1. 6 1.6 Z. 7 2. 4 2. 5 2. 1 2. 6 3. 2
i
IDisch" VI)isch
I
Beam
"flDisc h" Vi)isch
I
Beanl
+ IHealer" VHeater
I"'I'p/T and Plolal do not include 100 W magnet power (which raises value
by =8 kW/lb).
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Figure 6-2. Flower-Shaped Oxide Cathode Design
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Figure 5-3. £"lower Cathode in Discharge Chamber (M4031)
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Unfortunately, oxide layers canr_t be made arbitrarily thick. The
current flow through the oxide heats the layer, arcs occur, arid the surface
begins to flake. It can be shown that the coating thickness for oxide cathodes
in bombardment thrustors should not exceed approximately 10 -2 cm. Figure
5-2 shows an oxide cathode configuration which is called the flower cathode,
and where large BaO storage capability is combined with a sufficiently thin
coating. The basic idea behind this design is that, regardless of how large
the actual cathode surface, the total number of en_.rgetic ions impacting on
the cathode is determined by the front area of the cathode facing the plasma.
This is expected to be true because most of the ion generation is distributed
throughout the whole volume of the discharge chamber. In other words, the
relative number of ions generated in the immediate vicinity of the cathode is
relatively small. In a folded geometry of the type shown in Figure 5-Z, the
density of the plasma inside the folds is expected to adjust itself to the rate
of ion arrival available from the main plasma volume; it will, therefore, be
lower in the immediate vicinity of the cathode surface within the folds than in
the rest of the discharge chamber. As a consequence, the ratio of the ion
current density bombarding the cathode surface to the ion current density
available in the discharge chamber at the frontal area of the cathode is
expected to be of the order of the ratio of frontal cathode area to total cathode
surface, area. With a ratio of l-to-10, _hich is quite practical, the oxide
cathode coating thickness required for 10,000-hour life can therefore be
reduced from the 0.5 cm value calculated above, to a value of 0. 05 crn.
Because of the additional storage available between the individual wires of
the cathode n_esh, the thickness can be reduced by another factor of two, so
that the ultimate thickness becomes g. 5 x 10-I cm. This is quite satisfactory
from a point of view of Joule heating, particularly since the average electron
current density is also low because of the large total surface area. Finally,
in a folded geometry of the type shown in Figure 5-2, a large fraction of the
sputtered active material is not lost but is redeposited on the useful cathode
surface. The above life estinuate of 10,000 hours may therefore be quite
conservative.
The cathode shown in Figure 5-2 has a total emitting area of 100 cm 2
and a frontal area of 6 cm 2. Assuming "operation at 5 amperes, the average
emission current density would be approximately 0. 05 amp/era 2.
All tests reported here use this cathode configuration. Excellent
performance has been obtained and no "hot spot" formation has been observed,
in contrast to observations with thickly coated oxide cathodes. A photograph
of a flower cathode in the thrustor is shown in Figure 5-3.
A cathode life test has been conducted to demonstrate the long tern_
capabilities of this cathode design. The cathode shown here was scaled
down by a factor of four and installed in a 10-cm diameter thrustor. The
test was performed with beam extraction and it lasted 940 hours. It was
terminated by mechanical failure of the supporting nickel wire mesh. The
latest cathodes are now equipped with a mesh, using four times heavier wire
and a nickel alloy of higher tensile strength. A long term life test of such an
improved flower cathode is forthcoming.
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The slow change in heater power required at the onset of tile test is
attributed to thermal emissivity changes on the cathode surface (blackening)
due to pump oil contamination and to variations in discharge current. This
effect has been observed on other cathodes in this test facility before. The
significant fact is that once stabilized, the heater power shows no sharp
upward trends.
Oxide Cathode Thrustor Test Results
Three test runs were conducted. The first lasted 25 hours and was
primarily designed to establish the propellant efficiency, power efficiency,
and stability of the thrustor at the design point of 500-milliampere beam
current. During this test the feed system consisted of a mercury reservoir
and a calibrated orifice. The temperature was maintained c(mstant to I°C
so that the average flow rate could be accurately established by a weight loss
m easu r enlent.
The second run lasted approximately six hours and was designed to
in_'estigate the maximum power handling capabilities of the thrustor and its
stability at up to twice the design beam current. During the course of the
two runs a nun_ber of other parametric studies wore also conducted.
The third run was to determine the feed system performance in con-
junction with the thrustor. For this test the thrustor was _nated with a feed
system consisting of a pressurized reservoir and vaporizer as described
in the Vapor Feed System Section. Figure 5-4 is a photograph of the
assembled feed system. It was established that the beam current could be
controlled by the vaporizer temperature but that the time constant was
longer than desired. The feedback loop between beam current and vaporizer
heater was closed and found to perform adequately. The components were,
however, too delicate to withstand high voltage arcing so no long runs were
performed.
25 Hour Data Point. The operating point held during the g5-hour
test is given as data point one in Table 5"-1. Data point two is a comparable
point acquired during the second run. The important factors are:
l) The design current of 500 milliamperes was easily attainable at
the desired Isp of 4000 seconds.
z) Only 385 eV/ion were expended in the arc. This is 25 percent
lower than that quoted by Reader (Reference 1) for a cross feed
thrustor operating at 2. 5 thousand volts, beam voltage with
qm = 80 percent. This gives a P/T of 135 kw/lb at Isp = 4000
seconds.
3) The thrustor operated stably and reproducibly at this point.
4) The cathode heating power corresponded to <ZOO eV/ion; more
efficient heat shielding could bring it below 150 eV/ion.
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The propellant flow rate was established by first operating the
reservoir at several fixed temperature points in an attxiliary vacuum station
to determine the rate of change of mercury vapor flow with temperature
(---3. 5 percent per degrees centigrade) then obtaining one absolute point for
the complete feed system by weighing the reservoir before and after the
25-hour run. The correction required reduced tile propellant efficiency to
less than the 90 percent calculated from the precalibralion.
IIigh Current Operation. Data points two through eight of Table 5-1
indicate thrustor performance as the beam current was raised. The thrustor
handled 1 ampere of beam current very well at an accel-decel ratio of three
with no neutralizer on. Approximately 2. 5-hours of time were accumulated
at beans currents greater than 900 milliamperes. The test was voluntarily
terminated with a 10-minute run at 1.25 amperes as the power rating of the
surge resistors was being exceeded by a factor of four, the arc current
meter was off scale and the cathode rating was being exceeded by a factor
of two.
Propellant efficiency measurements are not quoted at the higher
ranges because the linearity of the feed system calibration has not been
denlonstrated above 800 milliamperes.
The source energy per ion expended in the arc remains consistently
low up to the highest recorded beam current with values as low as 310 eV/ion
being recorded. Power to thrust ratios of 125 kw/lb at specific impulses
in the 4000 to 5000-second range at input power of 2. 5 kw make this a very
useful lnodule for the missions presently under consideration.
Performance of Ion Optical System. The first test was run with a
screen to accelerator spacing of 0. 125 inch and the second with 0. 100 inch.
The closer spacing gave consistently lower accel current readings (see data
points one and two in Table 5-1). The accel currents for increasing beam
current are given in Table 5-2 (Tank pressure =5 x 10-7 Torr).
TABLE 5-Z ACCEL ,--,,n n ,_**_-'_'r'm',.A_ A ]7'IIIXI(ZTIC_N OP"
BEAM CURRENT
1B ,eam
milliamperes
350
430
500
650
930
1000
1250
IAccel,
milliamperes
0.8
1.8
2.0
2.9
5.9
6.4
8. Z
Accel Interception,
percent
0.2.3
0.42
0.40
0.45
0.63
0. 64
0.66
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The perveance was somewhat difficult to measure exactly because the
interception currents rapidly exceeded the capabilities of the accel supply
as the limiting perveance was approached. Considering the voltage at which
arc-out occurred to represent the practical perveance point, the perveance
line shown in Figure 5-5 was obtained. This is comparable to the best data
obtained with the 10-cm thrustor and countersunk optics.
It was possible to operate the thrustor at accel-decel ratios as high
as 6 to 1. The collector current fails as the ratio is increased and the
interception current remains constant up to a ratio of approximateiy four.
Presumably, direct interception occurs at this point. The maximumtolerable
ratio may be a function of the position of the operating point with respect to
the perveance line since an over-focused beam should withstand the defocus-
ing effect of a high accel-decel ratio better than one which is just on the
perveance limit to begin with.
Discharge Chamber. Very efficient discharge chamber operation
was observed. This is attributed to the unique reverse-feed mechanism of
propellent introduction. It was established that with all other parameters
constant the discharge current (hence the beam current) increased with
increasing cathode temperature or discharge voltage, and that a broad maxi-
mum existed with magnetic field strength. The variation with discharge
voltage may be'attributed to the change in ionization cross section with
voltage and the increasing proportion of Hg ++ above 40 volts.
Control. During the 25-hour run it was established that the thrustor
would operate in a propellant-limited mode. The six operating points shown
in Figure 5-6 indicate a direct relationship of
O
IBeam = 0.81 IHg
IP
The feasibility of the feed system-control loop was demonstrated with
the laboratory feed system by sensing the beam current and feeding this sig-
nal back to a magnetic amplifier in the mercury reservoir heater. Stable
operation was achieved. It was also established that the discharge current
is a direct function of cathode temperature for constant propellant flow rate
(see Figure 5-7).
Li(tuid-Mercury Cathode Thrustor
The life of thermionic cathodes for mercury electron-bombardment
thrustors can be made very long, as explained in a following section, but it
is inevitably limited by sputtering erosion.
The liquid-mercury cathode approach (Reference 5-4}, on the other
hand, completely eliminates this problem by operating the discharge in an
arc mode, using a surface of liquid mercury as the cathode, and by utilizing
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the removal of mercury atoms from this cathode by the discharge as the
expellant feed mechanism. Since the mercury surface is continuously
replaced, the lifetime expected from this cathode is not limited by sputtering
of the electron-emitting material. To provide a gravity-independent equi-
librium position for the liquid surface, the mercury is forced through a
small orifice and held in position in a pool-keeping structure by surface
tension forces and arc pressure. As an additional advantage, no separation
between liquid and vapor phases is required in the propellant feed system.
The bombarding ions cause a heat flux into the cathode which is pro-
portional to the discharge current and which was measured to be of the order
of 2 watts/ampere. Unless efficiently removed, this small quantity of heat
raises the local temperature adjacent to the arc spot sufficiently to cause
excessive mercury evaporation into the discharge chamber. Continued
improvement in the thermal design of the cathode has increased the maximum
heat rejection temperature permissible at a prescribed mass utilization,
as well as the maximum current handling capability of a single cathode.
It has been demonstrated that the cathode can be conduction cooled and the
excess power radiated to space by the addition of no more than 0. 5 kg of
radiator mass per kilowatt of thrustor power.
In addition to the development of optimized liquid-mercury cathodes,
a continuing program is underway to increase the overall efficiej_cy of the
thrustor. It has been established that performance is sensitive to both the
magnitude and shape of th4 magnetic field as well as to the discharge cham-
ber geometry. Improvements in field and chamber geometry have reduced
the power-to-thrust ratio to 174 kw/lb at an effective specific impulse of
5700 seconds (r1 util = 81 percent) during recent months. The state-of-art
tradeoff between mass utilization and source energy per ion in the discharge
for the liquid mercury cathode thrustor is shown in Figure 5-8; further
improvements are anticipated.
A 20 cm diameter thrustor, incorporating a water cooled liquid mer-
cury cathode, is presently undergoing life test. More than 2300 hours have
been accumulated at the time of this writing (14 December 1965). The nomi-
nal data point is given in .... e 5-3. '_"-:" _,,_S tl:ne, ...............
observable change in thrustor performance and no cathode erosion as moni-
tored by visual inspection at approximately the 500, 1150, and 1750 hour
points of the test. The performance stability is particularly important to
the stability of the control circuit during the extended duration of the mission.
Based on the life test data, it can be predicted with confidence that the
important thrustor parameters - namely lBeam, Isp, tlprop, rlpwr .- can be
maintained constant within about 1 percent during the duration ot the mission;
Data taken during the life test which illustrate this are shown in Figure 5-9.
Development work on this thrustor system is continuing at the
Research Laboratories. Automatic arc ignition has been demonstrated as
closed loop operation in conjunction with a flight prototype feed system. A
startup logic sequence has been developed and successfully manually simulated.
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TABLE 5-3. 20-CM THRUSTOR PERFORMANCE WITH"
LIQUID- HG CATHODE
Beam current
Beam voltage
Accelerator current
Accelerator voltage
Discharge current
Discharge voltage
Magnetic field (at screen)
Cathode heating power
Source energy per ion
Mass utilization
Power efficiency""
Total thrustor efficiency
Effective specific impulse
Thrust
Power/thrust :'_
Discharge Power
Beam Current
Elapsed test time
595 milliamperes
6. Z thousand volts
2. 9 milliamperes
Z. 0 kilovolts
13.7 amperes
31. 0 volts
25G
n, ao
7 14 eV/ion
81 percent
90 percent
73 percent
6370 seconds
96 mN2 1. 4 mlb
43 kw/N
192 kw/lb
>2200 hours
Excludes magnet power since electromagnets were used only
as an experimental convenience.
Ip
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In short, the potential lifetime, efficiency, and stability of the various
components have been demonstrated- it remains to assemble and operate a
complete integrated system to verify overall performance.
FEED SYSTEM
Mercury Reservoir
The initial tests with the 20 cm reverse feed thrustor incorporated a
spherical mercury reservoir (supplied by JPL). The mercury was expelled
by gas pressure acting on a flexible metal diaphragm. This system worked
successfully, but in flight form would require a substantial volume of highly
compressed gas and accurate pressure regulator.
During the course of the program a reservoir-expulsion system was
designed at Hughes Research Laboratories which obviated the latter require-
ment. for storage and metering of compressed gas. The system consists of
a piston sealed inside a cylinder by a "rolling diaphragm" (see Figure 5-10}.
The latter is an elastomer formed to the shape of a"top hat." The piston
stroke essentially causes the hat to turn inside ot,t through the brim. Pres-
sure is applied to the piston by the pressurizer unit consisting of a bellows
(or another rolling diaphragm) behind which is trapped a liquid whose vapor
pressure is accurately controlled by regulating the pressurizer temperature.
By thermally isolating the pressurizer from the mercury reservoir it is
possibFe to effect rapid pressure changes at low input power levels since the
pressurizer mass is relatively small.
Liquid Mercury Cathode Feed System
The vapor pressurized liquid mercury reservoir described above is
used two different ways in the feed systems for the oxide cathode system
(which requires a vapor feed) and the liquid mercury cathode system (which
requires a liquid feed). For the liquid'mercury cathode feed system the
-,uuve two units comprise the comMete feed system (see Figure 5-t0). The
heating power to the pressurizer is controlled by a signal which is propor-
tional to (l - IBeam). Assuming time invariant feed line and cathode imped-
ances, the mercury flow rate wilt assume an equilibrium value thus con-
trolling IBeam at any desired level. The stability of this mode of operation
has been demonstrated with prototype hardware.
Vapor Feed System
Reservoir and Pressurizer
Proper operation of a vapor fe_d system (for the oxide cathode thrus-
tor) requires an approximately constant pressure in the liquid mercury feed-
line leading to the vaporizer. This is accomplished by temperature controlling
the pressurizer to a fixed temperature thus fixing the vapor pressure of the
5-16
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driving liquid-- gas, hence the force on the piston in the reservoir. Note
that since there is always some liquid left to evaporate in the pressurizer
the pressure depends only on the temperature {via vapor pressure) and not
on the volume of the pressurizer reservoir.
Vaporizer
After leaving the reservoir, the liquid mercury passes through a valve
and then reaches the vaporizer. In the Hughes feed system this vaporizer
consists of fine wire mesh, mounted across the feed tube with a heater sur-
rounding this section of feed tube (see Figure 5-10). Evaporation takes place
from all the mercury menisci which form in the open spaces between mesh
wires. The rate of evaporation can be regulated by adjustment of the heater
power. The vaporizer acts as a phase separator, holding back the liquid
mercury from the downstream portion of the feed line. In this function, it
has to withstand the hydrostatic pressure, exerted by the reservoir pres-
surizer. The force which opposes the pressure force is the surface tension.
According to the laws governing surface tension, the mesh apertures must
not exceed a certain width dma x for a given feed pressure Pmax" This width
is given by
2o
d
Ill ax Plll aN
where _ is the surface tension of mercury. With 0_ = 435 dynes/era (at 100"C)
and with a maximum feed pressure of Pmax = 1 bar (_ 1 atmosphere), the
maxinmm tolerable width becomes dma x = Z x 10 -3 cm. In view of uncertain
surface roughnesses, it is advisable to use a mesh with a considerably
smaller aperture. In the Hughes feed system a stainless steel mesh with
Z x 10-4 cm openings was utilized. In tests, this mesh has withstood pres-
sures in excess of 2 bars. In initial evaporation tests, irregular fluctuations
in the evaporation rates were noticed. These were attributed to partial
wetting of the stainless steel with mercury. Oxidization of the mesh has
remedied this problem and the vaporizer'now operates smoothly.
The described vaporizer operates at relatively low temperatures.
For a flow rate which corresponds to 1 ampere ion current the mesh tem-
perature is only about Z00°C. Accordingly, the power consumption is less,
too. At 200°C, the power input does not exceed 4 watts. Another advantage
of the mesh vaporizer over comparable devices used elsewhere is the small
size. The vaporizer occupies a section of feedline not longer than one inch.
Isolator
Tile mercury vapor producedpby the vaporizer is made to stream
through an isolator before it enters the thrustor. The purpose of this isolator
is to permit operation of the reservoir at ground potential while the thrustor
is at positive high voltage. Basically, an isolator consists of an insulating
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Figure 5-10. Vapor Feed System and Oxide Cathode Engine 
piece of tube, interspaced into the feed line. This tube has to be dimen-
sioned such that a gas discharge cannot be ignited between the conducting
pieces of feed line on both sides of the insulating tube.
Presence or absence of a discharge can be determined from the so-
called Paschen curve. It prescribes the breakdown potential as a function
of the product of pressure and gap width. For a feed line pressure of 10-1
Torr and a high voltage of 5000 volts, the gap width should be smaller than
3 cm if a mercury discharge is to be prevented. In the present isolator
configuration the gap is approximately 1 cm wide and, for additional safety,
six gaps are arranged in sequence. An isolator of this design has been
tested and has withstood a voltage of 5000 volts at a flow rate, corresponding
to 1 ampere, without difficulty.
POWER CONDITIONING AND CONTROLS
Hardware Fabrication and Checkout
The Phase I hardware effort has produced a total oi ZO modules for
use in the system. These units consist of _'3 main drive modules (Figure
I1_ )h,-o,, accelerator .modules t_,,,,,-,_ _ l_) _,._., A ..... _t,,_,._ lr'_ .... ,-,,
5-13), and 1 master oscillator module. These modules have all been inte-
grated into the test panels.
The control of the individual module is performed by the micrologic
unit. This unit employs three circuit cards (Figure 5-14) for mounting the
flat packs and discrete components. The construction and test of this unit
has been completed.
Tests were performed on the Main Drive series string (Figure 5-15)
in order to verify operation of the incremental regulation principle. During
this test phase, the following important milestones were achieved:
!) p,_..i,- checkout and troub!eshboting
2) Demonstration of incremental line regulation
3) Demonstration of correcting for a failed module
4) Demonstration of ripple smoothing by summing random
frequencies.
After initial testing, the main drive and accel modules were integrated
on the rfiodel frame {Figure 5-16) and the important test phase of arcing and
overload protection was begun. During these tests, arcs were drawn from
the main drive and accel outputs to ground as well as from main drive to
accel. System transients were monitored at several critical points while
arcs were applied. The complete testing program involved the application
5-19
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of approximately 300 arcs. Shutdown was always reliable and no failures
occurred. Measured transients were all within safe operaling limits. The
successful completion of this test phase was considered to be a major mile-
stone in the hardware program.
One of the arc supply modules was modified for continuous regulation.
This module together with the other two arc supply modules, and the master
oscillator module were integrated on a panel to forn_ an arc supply demon-
stration model (Figure 5-17). This module was used to investigate the ac
adding principle and tests showed satisfactory performance.
The modules were employed functionally as shown in Table 5-4. Note
that the thirteenth main drive module was a spare and thus only a total of
19 were used. The two panels containing these modules comprised the equip-
ment necessary for basic ion engine testing.
Power Su_pplv, Tests with Liqu!d Mercury Cathode Thrustor
I,
The high voltage panel was first checked in a test setup with dummy
Ic_ads. This establisl_od the integrity of the interconnecting wiring; the solar
panel simulator, the monitoring console, and the general n_echanization.
The test setup is shown in Figure 5-18.
The main drive and accel outputs were then transferred to an already
operating ion engine and basic operation was established immediately with
the following operating conditions:
Ibeam = 0.25 A
Vbeam = 2200 V
V = " 7.40,0 V
accel
The engine arc chamber was experiencing an erratic flow problem and
as a result numerous high voltage trips occurred. During this portion of
the test, the supply demonstrated its self protective capability in the presence
of engine transients and no failures took place.
So'me adjustments were made to the engine and the flow problem was
corrected. Following these adjustments, smooth operation was achieved
and approximately two hours of running time with the power supply-engine
combination was accumulated. During this run, module failures were simu-
lated and the ability of the system to correct for these failures was demon-
strated. It was shown that the failure could be simulated and the new module
turned on without introducing engine transients large enough to cause tripping.
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Figure 5-1  7. Air  Supply Demonstrat ion Model 
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The incremental regulation of the main drive supply was demonstrated by
varying the input line voltage.
The arc supply was operated without the presence of high voltage and
it was observed that stable operation was obtained at 3Z volts, 5 amperes.
The line voltage was varied from 80 to 100 volts and the output current was
held to within ±Z percent of 5 amperes by the current regulator. Even though
the demonstration arc supply was not designed for operation at high voltage,
a short run warn nl_d_ with th,, main drive and aceel turhed on. Thus, engine
operation with the Phase I main drive, accel, and arc supplies was obtained.
This test was terminated shortly after it was initiated in order not to over-
stress the demonstration arc supply.
As a result of these initial integration tests, the following milestones
have been achieved:
1) Basic operation of modular power supplies with an ion engine.
z) Integrity of high voltage supplies in the presence of engine
transients.
3) Demonstration of correction for module failure.
4) Incremental regulation.
5) Stable arc supply operation with current regulation.
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6. SPACECRAFT SYSTEM DESIGN
SPACECRAFT DESIGN CRITERIA
A statement of spacecraft design criteria that has been used as the
basis for the spacecraft system design is presented in the following paragraphs.
Design Missions
Launch Vehicle
Both the Atlas/Centaur and the Saturn IB/Centaur launch vehicles
will be considered for the design mission.
Spacecraft
Two preliminary solar-powere
are required, one to accomplish a 197
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle, and the
launch vehicle.
d electric propulsion spacecraft designs
1 Mars orbiter mission utilizing the
other utilizing the Saturn IB/Centaur
Boost Phase
Figure 6-1 defines the earth escape trajectory phase of the mission.
_gure 2 ;,-,_,-_t_ the, soacecraft distance from the sun with respect to
time for the first l0 days of the mission.
Heliocentric Transfer
The omnidirectional antennas will be deployed in a sequence such that
communication with earth is continuously available after Centaur separation.
The solar panels will be in operating condition not later than 3 hours after
Centaur separation. The high gain antenna and Mars scanner platform will
be deployed in sequence after confirmation of solar panel operation.
The sequence of operations in the vicinity of Mars will be:
1) Jettison solar panels, power conditioner, and engine array.
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2) Keorien' ,tion of spacecraft to a 1 ,,inch attitude for the lander.
3) Launch I J_e Mars lander.
4) Terminal correction iS necessar','
5) Retro into orbit about Mars.
6) Reorientation of spacecraft for sun acquisition and Mars scanning.
Mar s Orbit
Provision will be made for entry into any one of four Mars orbits:
Circular at 5000 km altitude
Elliptical with periapsis
4000 kin- apoapsis 50,000 km
4000 km- apoapsis 20. 000 km
4000 kin- apoapsis 10,000 km
vco of spacecraft with respect to Mars will be less than Z000 fps.
Spacecraft De sign
. Envelope Requirements
Figdres 6-3 and 6-4 define the gross envelope requirements for the
solar array and the spacecraft for the Atlas/Centaur and Saturn IB/Centaur
launch vehicles, respectively. Dynamic and static envelopes as well as
permissible center-of-gravity locations, are indicated.
Structural Design Criteria
1) Launch Configuration
The spacecraft including the solar array in the stowed configura
tion will be capable of withstanding without structural or mechan-
ical degradation the following structural load environment applied
at the field joint (Spacecraft Station 0).
a) Sinusoidal Sweep at 1. 0 Min/Octave
The variable frequency sinusoidal input will be as shown in
Figures 6-5a and 6-5b respectively.
1
i
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b) Random Gaussian Vibration
The random Gaussian vibration will consist of 50 minutes
vibration at 0.4 gi/cps band limited between 100 and 1500 cps.
Pressure transients arising from atmospheric out-gassing,
shroud ejection, aerodynamic q, and all other pressure in-
duced forces excepting acoustic loads will be less than
0. 015 psia on any portion of the folded array.
c) Static Environment
The static loads will consist of a steady-state acceleration
of 6. 5 g directed along the spacecraft longitudinal axis and
0. 5 g steady-state acceleration directed normal to the space-
craft longitudinal axis.
Deployed Configuration
The spacecraft in the deployed solar array configuration will be
designed so that no structural degradation will occur because of
or during the following conditions:
The thermal gradients that will develop between the sun and
shade sides of the spacecraft due to solar illumination at
140 mw/cm 2 intensity.
Transient thermal stresses due to repeated entry into, dwell
time within, and emergence from planetary shadow with
solar intensity of 50 mw/cm 2, when in a 5000 km circular
orbit about Mars.
A steady-state acceleration of 3 x 10 .5 g directed at 45 de-
grees to the plane of the array. This loading simulates that
imposed by the cruise engines.
A steady-state acceieratior_ of 4 g directed normal to the
plane and 0. 5 g directed in the plane and normal to the span
direction during retro into Mars orbit. (Orbiter configuration-
electric propulsion system and lander already jettisoned. )
Control Reference Acquisition Phase. During acquisition the
solar array will withstand a constant angular acceleration of
2 x 10 -5 rad/sec 2 zero angular accelerations (Figure 6-6).
Characteristic vehicle motions during an acquisition phase
are shown in Figure 6-7.
Cruise Phase. The solar array will withstand a vehicle limit
cycle oscillation of approximately the form shown in Figure 6-8
for a period of 1 year.
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b) Roll Axis
1}
z)
Subsystem Design Criteria
Payload (not within the present scope of this program as per JPL
instructions).
Solar Array
Except for the relevant items noted, the Boeing document entitled
"Preliminary Criteria and Requirement8 Statement" dated
April 25, 1965 applies.
3) Telecommunications
Telecommunications between earth and spacecraft are to be
compatible with DSIF capability as programmed.
RF power source is to be limited to 50 watts (assumed 1967
state of the art).
Fixed parabolic or planar array antennas only are to be
considered.
Maximum communication distance to be considered is 350 x 106
kin. Maximum communication time is 530 days (350 days tran-
sit and 180 days in Mars orbit).
Guidance and Control
On-board guidance and any associated additional instrumentation
thereby required will be provided if necessitated by precision
launching of the landing vehicle.
On-board terminal guidance, if any, will utilize instrumentation
already on the spacecraft for other purposes as far as possible.
Three-axis control of the spi_cecraft will be available at all
times after panel deployment.
Application of control forces will not cause a torque level on the
spacecraft exceeding 1 lb-ft. If control is by means of gas jets,
they will be located at the outer end of the in-board solar panels.
The thrust level from these gas jets will not exceed 0. 05 pound:
Acquisition will be automatic. Initial acquisition will be limited
by ground command, and must be accomplished from a random
spacecraft orientation after solar array deployment. Control
will hold the plane of the solar panels perpendicular to space-
sunline to within ± 5 degrees. Control about the spacecraft sun-
line (roll) will be within ± 5 degrees of a preselected reference.
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Spacecraft center of gravity motion will be sensed by the control
system and the thrust vector adjusted by repositioning the
thrustors to compensate for the center of gravity travel.
The sun will serve as reference for two axes, and a star refer-
ence out of the ecliptic plane will be used for the roll axis. The
star tracker must be so located that its performance is not re-
stricted by any part of the spacecraft during its operation. Stray
light such as reflections from the solar array mu_t not enter the
field of view of the star tracker. Typical attitude control thrust
times for one axis are shown in Figure 6-8.
Thermal Control System
Scope. The vehicle thermal control system will provide thermal
protection to the electric propulsion engines, the electrical
power conditioning equipment, vehicle payload, and other space-
craft subsystem equipment. The internal power dissipation of
the vehicle payload during the transit phase is assumed to be
small compared with that arising from the power conditioner.
The thermal controi system for the vehicle will be designed to
minimize the thermal intersection between the solar panels and
the vehicle.
Prelaunch. The vehicle will suffer no degradation of performance
when exposed to prelaunch temperatures of 40°F to 120 ° F.
Boost Phase. The vehicle will suffer no degradation when
exposed to the following boost environments:
a) Aerodynamic heating- a maximum temperature on the inside
of the nose fairdng of the launch vehicle of 400 ° F for the
severest launch trajectory.
b) Internal thermal radiati, on to the vehicle from the heated
nose f_airing.
c} Heat transfer between the vehicle equipment and its
structure.
d} Thermal radiation to free space and irradiation from the
sun after nose fairing separation.
Heliocentric Phase. The vehicle will suffer no degradation when
exposed to the following thermal environments during fr.ee-flight:
a) Heat transfer between vehicle equipment by conduction
through the structure and by thermal radiation.
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Interfaces
1)
z)
b) Solar irradiation on sunlit surfaces of 442 BtWft2/hr.
c) Thermal radiation to free space.
The thermal control system will be capable of dissipating inter-
nally generated heat at a rate of 5 kilowatts at 1 astronomicalunit
from the sun without overheating, and will keep the temperatures
of all components within their respective tolerance at all times.
The vehicle will suffer no degradation of performance when sub-
jected to alternate sun and shade during the Mars orbiting phase.
Retro Motor Subsystem. The retro motor will be capable of
imparting a velocity increment of 3300 fps to a 7400 pound space-
craft. This corresponds to the Mars orbit entry provisions
given under "Design Missions. _' Maximum spacecraft decelera-
tion during relro into Mars orbit will be 32 ft/sec 2.
Electric Propulsion System. Thrust during the heliocentric
transfer phase of the mission is to be supplied by a mercury
bombardment ion engine system with a maxinaum power require-
ment of 48 kw for the Saturn iB/Centaur launched spacecraft,
and 10 kw maximum power requirement for the Atlas/Centaur
launched spacecraft.
A minimum lifetime of 1 year under continuous operation at an
Isp of 4000 seconds is required.
The thruster's feed system and propellant tanks will be mech-
anically integrated into one subsystem unit which will have the
capability of being translated in two mutually perpendicular
directions in a plane normal to the thrust vector in order to
provide a means for compensating for any thrust misalignment.
This entire subsystem unit will be jettisonable.
The power cu1_u_._.._:_'_;"- ...._n_ control units will be located as close
as possible to both the ion engine system and the solar arrays
to minimize the weight of cabling, and all of these units also
must be jettisonable.
Array deployment mechanism and hinge attachments to space-
craft will be designed so that binding does not interfere with
deployment, and so that overloading does not result from shock
when the array sections arrive at the limit stops.
Once deployed, the solar array must lock permanently in
position.
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3)
4)
S)
The outer sections of the array must be jettisoned without
damage to the remainder of the array before orbiting Mars.
The base hinges of the solar array will be considered part of
the spacecraft structure.
The spacecraft will provide sufficient clearance from exhausts
of electric thrusters, control jets, and the retro motor to avoid
significant damage to the solar panels.
6) The spacecraft will provide satisfactory view angles for com-
munication with earth and/or with a lander vehicle.
7)
8)
9)
io)
II)
The solar array will be designed so that displacements of the
vehicle mass center due to thermal gradients and initial deployed
position are minimized.
The configuration of the deployed solar array will provide adequate
clearance adjacent to the spacecraft to permit deployment of
spacecraft subsystems..
Operation of the spacecraft-Centaur adapter separation mechan-
ism will not cause any damage to the stowed solar array.
For clearance considerations, deploymen.t of the solar array
will precede deployment of any major spacecraft subsystem.
Magnetometers or magnetic sensitive detectors must be placed
at a sufficient distance from the spacecraft to minimize the
stray magnetic fields into the noise level of a quiet solar mag-
netic field.
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
The detailed spacecraft designs presented in this section are based on
a "maximum power" capability, i. e. , a nominal 50 kw capability at 1 astro-
nomical unit (AU) for the Saturn IB/Centaur version, and 10 kw at 1 AU for
the Atlas/Centaur version. It should be noted that performance and cost
comparisons with all chemical boosted spacecraft presented elsewhere in this
report, are based on configurations scaled to the requirements of a particular
mission. Hence, weight breakdowns for such spacecraft do not necessarily
correlate with those for the detailed spacecraft designs presented in this
section.
Saturn 1B/Centaur Solar Electric Propulsion Spacecraft
The final configuration derived from this study is shown on the general
arrangement (Figurt 6-9). In contrast to previous general arrangements pre-
sented in the three Bimonthly Progress Reports, the final arrangement uti-
lizes a 100-inch square cross section for the spacecraft stowed envelope
instead of a 100-inch circular cross section. The decision to increase the
allocated spacecraft envelope was made after the final configuration of the
solar cell array was established by the solar array contractor and JPL. Since
the solar array folding modular concept does not require stowage volume with-
in the 100-inch cross section, it proved advantageous to expand" the spacecraft
incrbus structure, thereby , easing its strength capability while reducing struc-
tural weight. The modification also eliminated the transition section pre-
viously required from a cylindrical envelope to a square base in order to
accommodate the solar panel main hinge attachment. It also provides an in-
crease in available thermally controlled spacecraft volume for additional
instrumentation.
The major subsystems considered in the general arrangement are:
I) Seventy-two-inch-diameter lander capsule (I000 pound
"Discoverer" configuration),
z) Forty-eight-kilowatt ion engine system (thrusters, propellant
reservoirs, feed system, and associated mechanisms)
3) Solar cell array (Boeing Company, 50-kw folding modular
concept with rectangular panels attached to the spacecraft
base frame)
4) Power conditioning system for electric engine system
5) Liquid propellant retro-rocket system for injection of space-
craft into Martian orbit
6) N 2 gas attitude control system for initial acquisition, transfer,
ancl orbit phase control
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7) Communication syst_em comprised of a forward and aft coverage
omni antennas and a 7- by 7-foot planar array antenna with
associated electronics
8) Deployable Mars scanner platform containing scientific instruments
9) Thermal control system (active)
10) Star and planet tracking instruments
In addition to the design integration of the listed s,,bsystems into a
general arrangement that satisfied individual sybsystem req_ire_ents and
constraints, the spacecraft design was based on a "body-fixed" enuxne system
with a constant thrust vector orientation (perpendicular) with resp_ t t_, the
sun-probe line. Other factors strongly influencing the spacecraft coni_g,tration
were the advantages of placing the entire electric engine system external of
prime spacecraft structure, thereby eliminating the need for a large opening
in the structure for the engine array exhaust beam. By locating the engine
array externally of the spacecraft bus structure, a weight savings in structural
reinforcement resulted plus the additional capability to accommodate alternate
engine systems. Increased engine array translation for thrust vector/center
of gravity correction is also obtained with the externally mounted engine sys-
tem. Spacecraft and engine system thermal controlproblems are also simpli-
fied by this design concept.
The spacecraft is attached to the Centaur forward adapter by a square
base frame adapter at Station 0. Station 0 is designated as the field joint be-
tween the spacecraft and launch vehicle. Forward of the base frame (at ap-
proximately Station 5) is located the spacecraft launch vehicle separation
plane. The base of the spacecraft is also a square frame which serves as the
mounting structure for the hinges of the four solar array foldout panel assem-
blies. The planar array antenna and the Mars scanner platform are stowed
within the base structure and may be deployed through the base after space-
craft separation. The solar array deployment mechanism (a motor-driven
cable pulley system) is also located within the spacecraft base frame.
The central portion c_f the spacecraft structure consists of longerons
connecting the base with the upper framed closure bulkhead just below the
lander capsule. Structural shear panels interconnect thelongeron members
and serve as the mounting surfaces for the power conditioning panels. A
bottom closure bulkhead located above the stowed scanner platform and planar
array antenna totally encloses the central bus.
A lightweight truss supporting the lander capsule extends forward of
the central bus. Dual retro-rockets are mounted within the lander support
truss and fire after lander capsule-spacecraft separation. Separation of the
lander capsule from the spacecraft takes place where the lander maximum
diameter is attached to the truss support structure (Station 182). Placement
of the lander capsule at the forward end of the spacecraft is desirable and has
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least effect on the spacecraft configuration should a different lander configura-
tion be selected.
The following weight breakdown (Table 6-1) is based on the foregoing
spacecraft design concept and a 1971 Mars orbiter mission in which the helio-
centric transfer is accomplished in 400 days in a zero coast rendezvous mode.
The Mars orbit attained is an elliptical orbit of 4, 000 km periapsis and
20,000 km apoapsis.
TABLE 6-1. SATURN 1B/CENTAUR VERSION
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
Scientific payload (including
1,000 pound Lander)
Telecommunications
Guidance and control
Electric propulsion system
ou,ar array
Power conditioning
Thrusters (including controls)
Propellant and tankage
Retro- rocket
Structure
Active thermal control system
Auxiliary power
Electric harness
Total
2500
280
235
1685
Weight, Pounds
Injected In-Orbit
4138
200
523
4700
I')AA¢._x-x
1100
85
60
250
12,800
3138
200
407
300
184
900
85
60
200
5474
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Figure 6-I0. Field Joint and Separation Plane
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Spacecraft Mechanisms
The following paragraphs briefly describe the spacecraft mechanisms
required as an integral part of the overall spacecraft system. Preliminary
design studies, leading to conceptual designs are briefly discussed regarding
requirements, associated problems, and proposed methods of solution. The
areas involving mechanisms covered herein are:
I) _petcec_'aft field joi_t and separation Joint
2) Ion engine system caging device
3) Ion engine system thrust vector translation mechanism
4) Ion engine system jettison mechanism
5) Lander capsule separation mechanism
6) Power conditioning panels jcttison mechanism
Spacecraft Field Joint and Stparation Joint
In compliance with the spacecraft design constraints, a field joint be-
tween the spacecraft base and Centaur adapter is provided at Station 0 and a
separation joint is accommodated within 10 inches forward of Station 0. In
order not to create additional launch vehicle/spacecraft interface requirements,
the field joint is to be isolated from the separation plane. The design proposed
(Figure 6-10) considers the base of the spacecraft to be mounted to the cylin-
drical Ctntaur adapter by 12 bolts on a 120-inch-diameter bolt circle. A
square box frame serves as the transition between the square base of the space-
craft and the cylindrical Centaur adapter. The 12 attachment bolts are grouped
in threes at each of the four corners of the base.
Three and three-quarters inches.forward of Station 0, eight V-blocks
are used to engage and preioad ......... *'_'_ flange .... .L_e _cV=_=_ .... = h_tween the soacecraft
base and spacecraft adapter frame. The V-blocks are preloaded radially in-
ward by a tension cable around their perimeter. To effect spacecraft separa-
tion, the tension cable is severed by redundant guillotines and the V-blocks are
free to retract assisted by spring energy. Cable guides prevent the tension
cable from damaging adjacent spacecraft components during separation.
To provide separation distance between the spacecraft and burned-out
Ccntaur motor, springs impart momentum to the separated masses. Since
the spacecraft must later utilize the on-board cold gas system for initial ac-
,-= v,oble,,-aa a .... ;=_o,_ _th nrovidin_ "tio-off free" separation are
not totally present.
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Some of the advantages of the system proposed over other schemes
such as explosive bolts or pyrotechnic (shaped charge) separation techniques
are,
1) No possible damage to adjacent parts resulting from explosion
and shrapnel
2) Minimum shock loading
3) Reduced development testing
4) More reliable than multiple explosive bolt attachment since
failure of one bolt would abort mission
Note: Similar spacecraft separation concept utilizing V-blocks
were er_ployed on JPL's Mariner 4.
Ion Engine System Caging Device
During the heliocentric transfer phase of the mission, the thrust vec-
tor of the thrustor array will continually be positioned by a translation mech-
anism to intersect with the spacecraft center of gravity. During the boost
phase, however, it would be undesirable to support the entire ion engine sys-
tem by the translation mechanism; therefore, a caging device (Figure 6-II)
is proposed to support the engine system during the boost phase. Uncaging
of the system will occur once the spacecraft is in a zero-gravity environment.
A four point support over-center linkage _ystem is proposed. The
caging linkage structure is capable of accepting the launch and boost environ-
ment along all three axes. Pneumatic pressure is used to unlatch the four
over-center support links that engage the engine system support structure.
The linkage is designed to retract to provide clearance for the engine array
tran slation.
Th_ advantage of the proposed caging system over tapered pins and
gas generators or pin pullers is that all four support iinkage_ are caused to
retract by a pneumatic system manifolded to port the gas pressure to all four
uncaging cylinders simultaneously.
Ion Engine System Thrust Vector Translation Mechanism
By employing a simple translation mechanism (Figure 6-11) to position
the thrustor array, disturbance torques on the spacecraft resulting from thrust
vector/spacecraft center of gravity misalignment may be controlled or elimi-
nated. Translation motion of the thrustors (entire engine system) is accom-
plished in perpendicular directions normal to th_ thrust vector hy two ser_arate
motor driven screw units. Each of the motor driven screws engages a com-
mon nut block. One screw assembly is mounted to the spacecraft structure
while the other is mounted to the engine mounting structure. Two additional
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7) Mars scanner platform containing scientific instruments
8) Thermal control system
9) Star and planet tracking instruments
The spacecraft structural design is composed of a light alloy semi-
monocoque shell with frame members and bulkheads in the vicinity of the
electric engine array and scanner platforn_ ltowag_ con_pa_'tinents. The
spacecraft cylindrical base is mounted to the Centaur adapter at spacecraft
Station 0 by field joint attachment bolts. Approximately 2 inches forward of
the field joint a V-band circumferential pyrotechnic activated device effects
spacecraft-launch vehicle separation. The solar array hinge attachments are
located just forward of the separation plane. Power conditioning panels are
mounted to the spacecraft base cylinder and hre composed of curved panels
to match the structural cylindrical contour. The structure extends forward
as a frustum and is interrupted by the electric engine array and scanner plat-
form stowage compartments. These compartments are closed off at the top
and bottom by bulkheads with reinforced frames. The scanner platform is
deployed forward to compensate for the rearward travel of the spacecraft
center of gravity, resulting from the solar array deployment toward the base.
The parabolic dish antenna is deployed through the spacecraft base. As in
the Saturn 1B/Centaur spacecraft design, the entire engine array is caged to
the prime spacecraft structure during the boost environment. The caging
device is disengaged when the spacecraft is in a z_rc', g e_,_virc,.,:,::ent and the
engine array translation mechanism is utilized to support the system. To
complement the effect of sit_atiag tile entire deployed spacecraft center of
gravity as far out of the plane oi the deployed solar array as possible and
thereby minimizing the engine exhaust in_pingement on the extended solar
array, the nitrogen storage tank, spacecraft electronics, and retro system
have been located at the forward end of the spacecraft. A single retro-rocket
nozzle and combustion chamber is hard-mounted to the top of the spacecraft
structure and its thrust is directed along the vehicle's longitudinal axis.
Figure 6-17 shows the various s_acecraft configurations throughout
the mission from the launch to the orbit phase. One obvious difference be-
tween the orbit configuration of the Saturn IB/Centaur and Atlas/Centaur
spacecraft versions is that the solar array contractor elected to maintain,
for the orbital power supply, only two solar panel extensions 180 degrees
apart. This required that one set of attitude control jets be mounted to the
spacecraft bus to provide control about the axis parallel to the extended solar
panels. Subsystems not required for the orbit phase such as the engine array,
power conditioning panels, and the majority of solar panels are jettisoned
prior to the retro maneuver into the desired Martian orbit. The jettison
mechanisms proposed are comparable to those described for the Saturn 1B/
Centaur spacecraft.
During retro firing, the scanner platform is retracted to its stowed
position to prevent damage by the retro-rocket exhaust gases impingement.
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PThe weight breakdown applicable to a spacecraft capable of accom-
plishing the 1971 rendezvous mission is presented in Table 6-2.
TABLE 6-2. ATLAS/CENTAUR VERSION
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
Scientific payload
Telecommunications
Guidance and control
Electric propulsion system
Solar array
Power conditioning
Thrustors, propellant, and
tankage
Retro-rocket
Structure
Thermal control system
Auxiliary power
Electric harness
Spac ec raft / Centaur adapter
Total
Weight, Pounds
Injected
485
165
221
987
500
85
402
277
250
I0
50
25
80
2550
In-Orbit
485
165
170
85
42
2OO
I0
50
20
1227
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SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD
Although it is not the purpose of the present study to select the
sciehtific payload for the mission, it is mandatory that any possible payload
candidates be considered insofar as they do have a significant influence on
the power requirements and spacecraft general arrangements. Payload
selections for deep space probing and planetary probing fall within two dis-
tinct and, in many instances, completely different categories. These are
the selection of experiments and suitable instruments for measurement of
the unknowns of interplanetary space and the unknowns of the space around
and on the surface of a target planet. In the latter case, for this study the
target planet is Mars.
A knowledge and understanding of the scientific payload is necessary
to the adequate design and integration of a complete spacecraft system.
There are special mounting assemblies for different experiments depending
upon orientation and location requirements.
With respect to the Mars mission currently being studied, there are
three subdivisions of the overall payload to consider. First are the space-
craft fixed experiments primarily aimed at interplanetary measurements
and some planetary environment measurements. Second are the planet
oriented experiments that require a servo driven platform to maintain a
direction toward the planet. Third, and not considered in detail, are the
experiments related to a lander capsule for direct measurement of the sur-
face and atmospheric characteristics of the planet. Only the first two are
reflected in this evaluation of the scientific payload.
A summary of a possible scientific payload and its growth potential
for a spacecraft boosted by a Saturn-lB/Centaur is shown as Table 6-3
and Table 6-4. The minimum weight considered is 279 pounds and would
require a power level of 79 watts (Table 6-3). This payload can be increased
to about 469 pounds and a total power requirement of about 155 watts. An
exception to this is the possible inclusion of a radar mapping system that
can conceivably add a weight of 50 pounds and a power requirement of
1000 watts.
Most of the increase in payload capability is placed in the increased
capability of the photographic and telecommunication equipment. From a
scientific point of view the increase should go into the camera system.
However, the better pictures (this includes an increase in the number of
picture elements and gray levels) can only be satisfactorily obtained by use
of a good telecommunication system, i.e., high data transmission rate.
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The only exobiological experiments that could be made from an
orbiter are:
1) Spectral measurement of water vapor lines
2) Infrared measurements of surface properties
3) Differentiation between H20 vapor and D20 vapor
4) High resolution TV or macroscopic life (plant or animal) with
color indexing
5) UV spectroscopy H and O + any UV aurorae
To aid in the spacecraft integration and the communication system
design, Tables 6-3 and 6-4 included size, weight, orientation, and data
requirements. The data obtained from the various experiments can give
use to knowledge about other unknowns than that directly measured.
Tables 6-3 and 6-4 indicate experimentalc=overage and what overall results
can be obtained where P stands for the primary result and closely aligned
parameter and S stands for the secondary result derived for a single pri-
mary measurement or a group of primary measurements.
As a matter of interest, the scientific payload of the lander capsule
is summarized and is shown as Table 6-5. The data rate requirement of
the lander capsule should be known in order to develop the on-board (orbit-
ing spacecraft) data processing system for retransmission to earth. If a
direct link communication from the lander to earth is the only consideration,
then it is not a part of the system design.
One other scientific payload considered is for a spacecraft launched
by an Atlas/Centaur vehicle. In this case, no lander capsule is considered.
The payload described in Table 6-6 is a summary of the payload studies
reported by JPL (EPD-250). Here again two different payloads have been
considered along with the necessary specifications for design implementation
and communication system design.
Probably one of the most critical items in the integration of the
scientific payload is the placement of the magnetometer. For measurement
of the interplanetary magnetic field the ambient stray magnetic field of the
aroma 10 5 auss) at the ma netometerspacecraft must be no more than 1 g ( - g g .
location.
In reality, the magnetic moment must be experimentally measured.
Some influences that cannot be accounted for in estimating a magnetic
moment are: 1) influence of slight magnetism in assembly tools and jigs,
21 incompl_fp rlpr_,_-m_= nf rnr'nnl_,tprl __pac_,r"_nft. _'nrl _,) nr-h_=l _h._lrl.i_g
• - - -- -r- ........ 0 ..... J,- ............ • ........................
capability of some of the more strong magnetic sources.
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'To determine the proper location of the magnetometers and other
magnetically sensitive components in a low field, an estimation of the stray
field must be made based upon the fields of all of the spacecraft subsystems.
The total magnetic moment estimated has been scaled from measured mag-
netic moments of a number of U.S. spacecraft and some of the subsystems.
The estimated values are listed as follows:
Subsystem
Solar panels
Magnetic Moment {pole-cm)
60
Structure 200
Telecommunication (50 watts) 300
Attitude control assembly I0
Servo motors (Z)
Electric engines PM (8)
(assuming 80 percent
reduction due to clustering
30
104
Lander capsule 50
Total =1.06 x.}04
This estimate assumes that permanent magnets are used in the
electric engine system. With magnetic shielding around the permanent
magnets in the electric engines, or if electromagnets are used in the
engines, the contribution of the electric engines can be reduced to 102 or
even 10 pole-cm. For this estimate 102 will be used. This gives a total
of 750 pole-cm as a probable minimum value. The probable maximum is
listed above.
It will be assumed that the sum of all the incremental magnetic
dip ......... '-'- ,_ -,.... _.- _'_fields will produce a oie moment on Lne _u,np_ _p_ ........
the poles are aligned with the roll axis of the spacecraft. There are two
possible directions that a magnetometer can be located in the dipole field:
off the end of the dipole (Gaussian A position) or off to the side of the dipole
(Gaussian B position).
The expression for the field strength is given for each of the positions
as
2M T
_A - d 3
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7
Pand
M T
BB = T
where
B = field strength in Gauss
M T = magnetic moment in pole-era
d = distance in cm.
To keep the field to a minimum it is desirable to place the magneto-
meters in the Gaussian B position. Solving for the distance d and substi-
tuting in the following numbers
B B
M T
I
M T
2
-5
= 10 Gauss
= 1.06 x 104 pole-cm (maximum)
= 750 pole-cm (minimum)
gives the following possible distance required for placing the magnetometers:
d I = 10.2meters
d 2 = 4.2 meters
These numbers are for an ambient field of 1 gamma (10 -5 Gauss).
The variation for the field strength with distance from the spacecraft is
shown as Figure 6-18for the estimated maximum and probable minimum
magnetic moments.
The likely value of field strength in which the magnetometers must
be placed is between 10 -6 and 10-5Gauss for interplanetary magnetic field
measurements. Under the conditions presented the distances required vary
from 4.2 meters to I0.2 meters for a field strength of 10 -5 Gauss, and
9.1 meters to 2Z meters for a field strength of 10 -6 Gauss. To reduce the
distance required it will be necessary to consider the amount of magnetic
shielding required to decrease the total spacecraft magnetic moment.
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RETRO- PROPULSION
All configurations discussed herein utilize liquid retro-rocket sub-
systems to attain a Mars orbit. An NzO4/MMH liquid bipropellant combina-
tion delivering 315 seconds of specific impulse was used for sizing the
liquid systems. All spacecraft general arrangements presented include a
retro system sized to permit attainment of the design mission Mars orbit:
4,000 km periapsis by 20,000 _n apoapsis. However, sufficient weight
and volume capability for all configurations are available to accommodate
the retro system required to attain any of the orbits presently under con-
sideration for any of the Mars orbiter missions considered for 1969 to 1977
launch opportunities.
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Figure 6-18. Variation of Field Strength with
Distance from Dipole
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THERMAL CONTROL
The spacecraft system has been analyzed by separate subsystem, i.e.,
power conditioning panels, spacecraft central body, engine array, and remote
subsystems. The power conditioning panels have been analyzed for all modes
of spacecraft operation during the complete earth-Mars missions. The
spacecraft central body thermal control requirements for maintaining rea-
sonable spacecraft temperature control during expected modes of operation
have been specified. The interface between the spacecraft and the engine
array (which has been analyzed in detail elsewhere) is clearly defined and
the necessary thermal requirements specified. The general thermal control
adequacy of the remote subsystems, designed to respond independent of the
spacecraft to environmental changes, is discussed.
Several general spacecraft thermal control configurations have been
examined to determine the system that will best meet the known spacecraft
temperature specifications. The goals of the total vehicle thermal control
system are generally to
1) Provide a spacecraft internal temperature level during transit
of 70°F with a total excursion of ± 30°F from this level.
z) Isolate the spacecraft central body from the high temperature
of engine array.
3) Maintain operating temperatures of -4 ° to +158°F on power
conditioning panels.
4) Assure that remote subsystems are maintained at reasonable
temperatures during complete mission.
Power Conditioning Panels Analysis
An additional requirement on the power conditioning "panels is that
any panel may be turned on at any time .during the mission and that switching
from one panel to the other be accomplished with ease.
• ,L_ H]eLnoas for controlling the thermal periormance oflthe power
conditioning panels have been examined:
I) Thermal coupling by back surface radiation of the power condi-
tioning panels to each other in an attempt to maintain minimum
temperatures of nonoperating panels at adequate levels at all
times during the complete mission.
z) Thermal isolation of power conditioning panels from the space-
craft with reliance on electrical preheating equipment included
in des n ef ....... _;_:_-'--r ................... S panels.
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3) Thermal isolation by radiation of power conditioning panels with
limited conduction allowed between panels and spacecraft to
maintain nonoperating panels at adequate temperatures by
bleeding off spacecraft energy.
The first method investigated for temperature control of the power
conditioning panels was based on thermal coupling the back surface radiation
of each panel. This method of thermal control requires a relatively empty
and isolated compartment behind the panels so that no interference in cross-
radiation will occur. Much of the usable volume of the spacecraft would be
involved in this cavity thereby making this approach undesirable. In addition
to excess volume required, the calculations indicate that insufficient cross-
radiation would exist to maintain the panels at the desired -4°F for immedi-
ate turn-on operation at all times. The analysis showed that some panels
would drop to -20°F when only four panels were operating and the spacecraft
was near Mars.
The second approach to temperature control of the power conditioning
panels consists of isolating the panels from the spacecraft and utilizing
electrical elements in the individual panels for heat. FigureT-19 shows the
temperature profile during transit of a nonoperating thermally isolated panel
(except for radiation from the back side of the solar array) with and without
auxiliary heat. A 38-watt heater is required to maintain a minimum panel
storage temperature when the spacecraft is near Mars. Additional electri-
cal heat is required to bring the panels from the storage temperature of
-76°F (-60°C) to the operating temperature of -4°F (-20°C). In order to
maintain the minimum operating temperature on a panel when near Mars a
dissipation of II0 watts is required.
The third method of thermally controlling the power conditioning panels
utilized isolation of the panels from the spacecraft by radiation and limited
heat conduction between the power conditioning panel and the spacecraft
structure. This concept allows for heat conduction from the operating panels
(at nominally 160 °F) into the structure and from the structure (at nominally
70°F) into the nonoperating power conditioning panels (at nominally-4°F).
The near earth operation of the system then results in approximately 144
watts conducted into the spacecraft from each operating power conditioning
panel and approximately 108 watts conducted out to each nonoperating panel.
For the maximum operating power condition, the net heat input to the space-
craft from the eight operating panels then is approximately I150 watts.
The spacecraft thermal control system must provide a means for
radiating this energy at 70°F to space and as discussed later, this is pro-
vided by a series of temperature actuated variable louvers included in the
spacecraft thermal control system. As the spacecraft approaches Mars and
possibly four panels are operating, the net heat gain by the spacecraft is
small, approximately 150 watts. In this mode of operating, the spacecraft
louvers are required to radiate far less energy than during near earth opera-
tion and consequently the louver systems automatically compensate by tending
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toward their fully closed position. At all intermediate operational modes,
the louver systems automatically control to a nominal spacecraft temperature
of 70°F at all times. The heat balances for the spacecraft at near earth and
at 1.52 astronomicalunits are shown in Figures 6-Zeaand6-i(_bwher_ a con-
stant internal power dissipation (electronic) of 300 watts is assumed.
The third method of overall system thermal control is recommended
for this mission. The pertinent advantages leading to this design are:
I) The temperature of the power conditioning panels while in a
nonoperation mode is maintained at acceptable "turn on" levels
at all times during the spacecraft mission without the need for
auxiliary heating power and the associated complex circuitry
and command logic. Operating power conditioning panels are
maintained at below maximum allowable temperatures at all
times by radiation to space and conduction into spacecraft.
z) The spacecraft louver system allows for great flexibility in the
internal power dissipation of the spacecraft and in the program-
ruing of engine and power conditioning panel operation.
3) The spacecraft thermal control system is almost completely
independent of sun incidence angle normal to the back or front
side of the solar panel array.
Spacecraft Thermal Control
Temperature control of the spacecraft will be accomplished by
balancing the rates of heat absorption and heat rejection from the spacecraft
central body. In order to maintain the proper balance of energy during tran-
sit an active thermal control system will be incorporated for modulating the
spacecraft heat rejection rate to space.
Figures 6-20a and6-20b show the parameters involved in the thermal
balance and their computed heat gain or, loss when the spacecraft is near
_- _---* -_* !,,_, ,h_,,gh th_ _tructure must beearth and near Mars. ±,_ ,_ _,_ ................
radiated out the active control system louvers which are located as shown
in Figure 6-21 . TI_ design point used in sizing the louvers is based on the
heat energy which must be rejected while the spacecraft is near earth.
The internal portion of the spacecraft that surrounds the electronic
and payload modules is completely insulated with aluminized mylar multi-
layered insulation except for the portion directly behind the active control
system louvers. The insulation blanket consists of approximately 25 sheets
of crinkled aluminized mylar which is installed to minimize heat leakage at
all joints and points of protrusion. To further reduce heat loss from the
spacecraft all external surfaces with exception of the power conditioning
panels will be highly polished aluminum.
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I_,' ll_aiIJI;,illt'_l ,_1 70 ° | 5{J°l;'. q'h_' a_tiw: thcrll_al control system will balance
liJ,. ll_.,_l t;,Lil_ I,, l_J._._i l'ali_ _i_ ItL,tl Ill_' inl_.rl_al l)lllk l_,.n_pevalure remains nomi-
low as 4,t0 °I;' for n_,nop(rating equiprner_ and as high as 100 °F _or so_e oper-
ating equipment. The active control system is sized to handle a maximum of
300 watts internal power dissipation in addition to the 1150 watts maximum
received from the power conditioning panels. Expected internal power dissi-
pation fluxation will be between 200 and 300 watts during the transit phase.
The thermal control system chosen for the spacecraft will operate
equally well for a vehicle orientated toward the sun.
Active Thermal Control System
The active thermal control system proposed for the spacecraft will be
located as shown on Figure 6-21. It consists of eight independent louver panels,
each with a sensor actuator control device.
Eight independent louver panels were selected in order to give some
degree of flexibility in providing a thermal environment for the high density"
electronic and payload equipment that will be used. Also the sensor element
which controls each louver will be more centrally located thus allowing rapid
response to localized hot spot areas which might occur.
The sensor actuator element will consist of a piston-bellow arrange-
ment for opening and closing the louver. The sensor responds to temperature
changes permitting evaporation and expansion of a liquid-vapor mixture. The
phase change results in associated pressure changes causing a shaft move-
ment in a piston-bellows actuator. Response temperature ranges over which
this device operates can be changed by altering the spring constant in the
actuator.
The use of bladed louvers for temperature control on spacecraft has
been well analyzed and documented. On_ of the more complete rigorous
analytical studies to date is Reference 1. None of the idealized analytical
studies account for the problem of reflected energy from nearby hardware
such as solar arrays or leakage due to the departure from theoretical toler-
ances. Information obtained from programs where hardware has been fabri-
cated and tested indicate that these problems can be significant. On the solar
electric propulsion spacecraft it is felt that reflected thermal energy from
the solar arrays into the louver (when open) can be reduced to a negligible
quantity by limiting the louver blade opening to 45 degrees. Figure 6-2Z
shows the louver effective emittance versus blade angle. It can be noted
that the effective emittance is reduced only 22 percent when the blade is
closed from 40 to 45 degrees. Leakage will be inherent in all louvers;
1) Plamondon, Joseph A., "Analysis of Movable Louvers for Temperature
Gontrol," Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Volume I, No. 5, pp 492--497,
September - October 1964.
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however, the spacecraft is designed so that excess energy will always be
available to account for the leakage.
Engine Array - Spacecraft Interface
The spacecraft engine array located semi-remote to the spacecraft
central body operates at in-flight temperatures of approximately 750°F. A
requirement of the engine feed system, however, which is located between
the spacecraft central body and engine array is to operate between ZOO and
400°F. Consequently the array is radiantly shielded from the feed system
to restrict maximum feed system temperatures to the allowable levels. The
spacecraft central body, which runs at nominally 70°F at all times, is re-
quired to be de-coupled from the engine array feed system and the associated
high temperatures.
Isolation of the central body is accomplished by providing a radiation
insulation blanket on the inside of the sheet metal structural panel directly
adjacent to the engine array. The insulation blanket differs slightly from the
insulation blankets comprising the balance of the spacecraft isolation system
in that a higher temperature material than simply aluminized mylar is re-
quired. During engine operation, the spacecraft outer skin, the panel pre-
viously mentioned, achieves temperatures of 100 to 300°F. The insulation
blanket mounted to the panel is made up of several layers of crinkled stain-
less steel or titanium foil backed up by the usual 10 to 20 layers of aluminized
mylar. The high temperature foil then assures the aluminized mylar blanket
is maintained at less than 200°F at all times..
Remote Subsystems
Lander Capsule
The present orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the normal
sun vector yields a completely shaded lander capsule. Temperature of the
capsule can be maintained above -58°F during all portions of the flight by
utilization of a low power (less than 100 "watts) heater. The capsuie should
be insulated with multi-layered insulation and be highly reflective on the
exterior to reduce the heat loss during heater operation.
In the event the spacecraft is orientated toward the normal sun-vector
temperature, control can be effected by selecting the proper external surface
properties. Figure6-23shows'the temperature of the capsule as a function
of the distance from the sun and the surface properties, assuming solar
illumination on the lander capsule end of the vehicle.
Scanner Platform
if the scanner platform is deployed immediately after launch, it will
be required to take the temperature drop associated with the decreasing
solar constant during transit to Mars. Preliminary calculations indicate
J
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the temperature drop to be II0°F during the transient phase. Although this
temperature change during the mission is acceptable, it can be improved
upon if deployment is not required until near Mars. The scanner platform
can be provided with a high surface (polished aluminum for instance) and
retained within the protected confines of the spacecraft until the near Mars
region of the mission at which time the deployment into the solar environment
of Mars is accomplished.
P
Atlas/Centaur Version
The thermal control concepts developed for the Saturn 1B/Centaur
booster spacecraft can in general be applied to the scaled down version that
will be boosted by the Atlas/Centaur. Major differences in the scaled down
version that will effect thermal control are
1) Location of power conditioning panels
2) Location of retro-engine propellant tanks
Spacecraft thermal effects due to these changes are described in the following
paragraphs.
Unlike the Saturn IB/Centaur version the power conditioning panels
will be located on an isolated compartment below the level of the engine
array. The payload equipment will be mounted above in a separate compart-
ment in order to move the center of gravity forward.
The internal portion of the power conditioning panel compartment
will have multilayered insulation at the top and a high emitting surface at
the bottom. Minimum internal obstruction is required to allow good cross
radiation between the panels and the bottom surface. An analysis shows that
cross radiation between the operating and nonoperating panels would not trans-
fer sufficient energy to hold the off panels at -4°F. Additional thermal energy,
therefore, must be transfered from the lower surface which is receiving solar
flux during the transit phase. The temperature of the lower surface can be
adjusted to the proper level by selecting the needed ratio.
Temperature control of the spacecraft will be handled in essentially
the same manner as that covered under the Saturn 1B/Centaur version. An
active thermal control system (ATC) will be utilized to maintain a proper
thermal balance.
The ATC will consist of two separate louvers, each with a sensor
actuator assembly. The louvers will be installed in the forward portion of
the spacecraft and on opposite sides.
I,i this version the retro-engine propellant tanks are located outside
the spacecraft. A limited conduction path will be provided to allow thermal
energy transfer to the tanks. An insulated shroud will be used to minimize
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the heat loss from the tanks to space. Tank temperature will be maintained
at 35 °F.
The computed thermal balance on the spacecraft payload compartment
is shown below.
Source
Vehicle skin heat loss to space
Retro-engine tanks to space
Engine array heating
Internal electronics dissipation
Total
Watts radiated out louvers
1A.U.
Near Earth
1.52 A.U.
Near Mars
Gain, Loss, Gain, Loss,
watts watts watts watts
Z5 28
15 15
8 3
6O 6O
68 40 63 43
28 20
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ATTITUDE CONTROL
A nitrogen cold gas system has been selected as the basic control
system. An engine thrust vector position control can be used in addition for
primary control about two axis, if desired, to save weight of nitrogen.
The primary reason for this choice of control system is space oper-
ational proven reliability of cold gas systems. Considering that the thrust
vector position control mechanism is necessary to vary thrust line because
of initial center-of-gravity position uncertainties, it is logical to use it as a
primary control during the transit phase. Also, the thrustor array positioner
serves as a back-up control to the nitrogen system in certain cases.
_Requirements
The initial function of the attitude control system is to acquire the
sun, then Canopus, from a random orientation. Randomness arises from
the several hours' interim between spacecraft separation and solar panel
deployment.
Once acquisition has been accomplished and electric thrustors are
operating, the thrustor array is translated to cause the thrust vector to pass
through the center of gravity. Thus, misalignment and center-of-gravity
position uncertainties are removed. Disturbance torques remaining are
those caused by solar pressure which have been estimated (Appendix A) at
10 -3 lb-ft on the 5000-square-foot solar array.
Accuracy of control is determined by the high gain antenna. A
requirement of approximately 1 db maximum loss means an antenna pointing
error of approximately 1 degree. Hence vehicle attitude should be held to
± <1 degree.
Attitude reference instrument requirements are nominal except for
the Canopus tracker. This instrument will need an effective field of view of
±15 degrees to encompass the apparent'motion of Canopus as seen from
opposite sides of the sun. At least an additional 10 degrees will be needed
to permit course corrections obtained by vehicle rotation to rotate the thrust
vector, in case terminal correction is required, either a l-rail accuracy
Mars tracker or image orthicon will be required; otherwise instrument
accuracy of 4 mils is adequate.
Retro thrust for Mars orbital entry may generate a 5-1b-ft torque
due to thrust misalignment.
No special control requirements arise during the Mars orbiting phase
except that a horizon scanner may be needed for reference while performing
measurements near the planet.
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Control System Description
Figure6-Z4shows the essentials of a single channel of the cold gas
control system recommended for the ion engine vehicle.
A set of equations has been developed which describe the duty cycle
maximum rate, fuel use,,,etc, resulting from mechanization of Figure 6-Z_I.
T I,T Z = electronic network time constants
h = percent hysteresis
0 d = deadband
Vdl, Td2 = on-time delay, off-time.delay
T c = control torque
T d = disturbance torque
I = moment of inertia
o ..._.t_:>_ J ,,s., _J
]
-t) d
.LJ
Td
I
rdl ' rd2 1
SENSOR ./,
Figure 6-24. Reaction Jet Controller Block Diagram
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J
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Figure6-g5is a phase plane diagram of typical hard and soft limit
cycles.
The behavior of the system in steady state is characterized by a limit
cycle _!most entirely within the built-in deadband, @,. For small or zero
distrubance torques a hard limit cycle occurs as shoawn in Figure 6-25a. If
the disturbance is large enough the system will operate in a soft limit cycle
mode as shown by Figure 6-25b.
The quantity @o is given by Equation 6-1 for a hard or soft limit
cycle.
o
Td22, ( t01'T2)h + k Vd2_ - )k_-" 2 + K_TTT_ 1 - e
2T- (Vdl + Vd2 )
(6-1)
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Terms not previously defined are:
k = T /I, commanded acceleration
C c
k* = (T
c
Td)/I, combined acceleration
r = (T 1 - T2), seconds
t01 = on-time, seconds
Equation 6-I can be used with 6-Z to evaluate the on-time, t01.
z6
O
t01 - k*
(6-Z)
Fuel expenditure is given by Equation 6-3.
AtT d
W - I l
sp
where
! = control moment arm, feet
The interesting conclusion that may be drawn from Equation 6-3 is that the
control fuel weight depends only on the elapsed time, At, the disturbance
torque, the moment arm {torque per unit force), and the fuel figure of merit,
Isp. Hence electronic values (T l, r2, 0 d) can do nothing to modify the
required fuel weight. Further details may be found in Appendix B. Nitrogen
fuel weight as given by Equation 6-3 for the transfer phase is 36 pounds per
axis.
The control system is designed to normally operate in a hard duty
cycle mode, the frequency of which is approximately 2 cycles/hour.
Sixteen control jets, half of which are redundant, will be mounted as
shown in Figure 6-9 on a 16-foot moment arm. Thrust of each jet is
0. 025 pound.
Thruster Array Positioner
Initial vehicle center-of-gravity uncertainties after deployment of the
solar panels, center-of-gravity variations due to effects of solar heat on the
panels as the vehicle moves away from the sun, and individual thrustor
failures cause thrust misalignment torques greatly exceeding solar torques.
Use of cold gas jets to balance these torques would require a prohibitive
amount of gas. Accordingly, the thrustor array is translated in two perpen-
dicular directions normal to the thrust vector to compensate for center-of-
gravity change s.
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The translating device (described under "General Arrangement")
consists of two elementary electric motor servos which position the ion
engine bank to within ±0.01 inch. The tolerance reduces the misalignment
torque to an amount equal to expected solar torque. Total travel is pres-
ently ±5 inches, but likely could be significantly reduced with further detailed
analy si s.
The positioner can operate in either of two modes: continuously as
the primary control to replace the cold gas system about two axes, or inter-
mittently to reduce a torque that has built up to unacceptable values.
The signal to the positioner to operate when in the intermittent mode
is generated in an interesting manner (see Appendix C). Briefly, there are
three measuring techniques that can be applied to the characteristics of the
limit cycle to sense steady state torque buildup on the vehicle (see
Appendix D). A disturbance torque builds up the characteristics of the limit
cycle change until with sufficien.tly large torque, the limit cycle changes
from hard to soft. The three methods are summarized in Table 6-7, where
T d = disturbance torque
T c = control torque
J = vehicle moment of inertia
0
O = error angle at which control torque is aDDlied
e
co
= crossover angle (Figure 6-25}
t01, tl2, tpll0 = time from point 0 to point i, etc. (Figure 6.25t
TABLE 6-7. SUMMARY OF MEASURING TECHNIQUES FOR
DISTURBANCE TORQUE DETERMINATION COMPUTATION
-_Aethod
Number
T d
T d
T d
Equation
Z
J o
- ze +e
o CO
zJ(e o + eco)
t z
lZ
= Tct01
t120
Known
J, ed
J, Od
Measured
0o' eco
tlZ' eco
T d t01' t120
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Method 1 requires a measurement to provide 0 o information,
necessitating an additional sensor on board. Furthermore, rates are so
low for small disturbance levels (10 -3 deg/sec) that the feasibility of such a
measurement is questionable. The on and off times (t01, t12, and t120) can
be measured by using the electrical output of the switching network (Figure
6-24}. The signal would be in the form of a train of pulses of finite width.
The actual control torque contains a transport lag as well as a time constant
when responding to a pulse input; hence the measurement would be approxi-
mate. The transportation delays are relatively small compared to the pulse
width for cold gas; however, the thrust-time characteristics must be known
to calibrate the disturbance torque if thrust buildup and decay times are
significant compared to the total thrust time.
Method 2 requires a time measurement and a means of determining
0co from the angular displacement feedbadk signal. This appears to be
somewhat more complicated than measuring elapsed times only, as in
method 3. Furthermore, times are measured relative to the occurrence of
discrete pulses (ON and OFF commands} which should lead to a simpler
mechanization. Hence method 3 is chosen for disturbance torque estimation.
Acquisition
Behavior of the limit cycle type control system was studied during
the acquisition phase to 1) obtain representative thrust-time profiles in order
that dynamic interactions with the solar panels may be evaluated, Z) estimate
fuel consumption during acquisition, and 3) determine the effect'of lead-lag
network parameters on the acquisition process.
The results indicate that a larger effective lead time constant will
produce less fuel consumption during acquisition. Another result, Figure
6-26shows the relation between lead time constant and steady-state hard
limit cycle maximum rate. Figure s6-27aand27bshow characteristic vehicle
behavior during acquisition for pitch-yaw and for roll, respectively. Differ-
ence in behavior during acquisition between a dead zone of +1 degree and
• 2 degrees is not significant.
Time for convergence to a steady state hard limit cycle is
approximately 2 hours.
Initial tumble rates of 1 deg/sec about all axes before solar panel
deployment was assumed in the study.
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Weight Breakdown
The cold gas control system weights are listed below.
Pitch, yaw,
Pitch, yaw,
roll limit cycling fuel (transfer phase)
roll limit cycling fuel (orbit phase)
108 pounds
Z9
Acquisition and maneuver fuel 15
Margin 25 percent 38
Total fuel 190
Tankage (150 percent of fuel)
Fixed weight
Z85
65
Total system 540 pounds
Mars Orbit Insertion
Little consideration has been given to attitude control during retro
thrust into a Mars orbit because it is assumed the control method will be
similar to that used for the chemical vehicle. Thrust misalignment torques
willbe comparable with those for a chemical vehicle, i.e., far greater than
the disturbance torques obtaining during transit. Therefore, either a sepa-
rate cold gas system utilizing much larger nozzles and faster response time,
or a method of rotating the retro-engine thrust vector must be incorporated.
The latter method is preferable.
Other Attitude Control Systems
The other attitude control systems considered for this vehicle are
1) ion engine bank translation/cold gas combination, 2) water electrolysis
hot gas jets, 3) Resisto jets, and 4) solar vanes.
The ion engine bank translation/cold gas method is definitely an
alternate attitude control candidate. The weight saving is 200 pounds and
partial redundancy is provided at 1_he cost of a very slight increase in
electronic complexity.
In the water electrolysis method, the hydrogen and oxygen generated
by electrolysis would be burned as a hot gas mixture. The attractive features
of this control method are:
1) A high I (300 ib-sec/ib) is realized.
sp
2) Tankage weight is much lower due to liquid,
storage.
rather than gas
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3) A lower working pressure (150 psi) results in lower leakage rates
than with cold gas.
4) The system is self-pressurizing.
5) The simplicity of amonopropellant system is achieved.
The main disadvantage is the probable lack of space flight qualifica-
tion for this device by early 1967, especially in a pulsed mode, for attitude
control.
Assuming storage of 0.5 pound of gas at 150 psi, with safety rein-
forcement for explosive overpressure at launch, for use during acquisition,
the weight of the water electrolysis system is:
Fuel Pounds
Pitch, yaw, roll limit cycling-transit 21.6
Pitch, yaw, roll limit cycling-orbit 5.9
Maneuvers 0. 8
Disturbance reduction 1.0
Margin - Z5 percent 7.4
Total fuel 37
Fixed weight 70
Total weight 107 pounds
Solar vanes were studied as a control method. Four vanes 8 x 25 feet,
differentially operated for roll control, would be adequate to control the
vehicle. Solar vanes as am auxiliary control for this vehicle compare unfavor-
ably on a weight basis with either the engine ...... -'-- :n ..........
uous mode or with the water electrolysis method.
Resisto-jets were also considered as a control basis. The Isp is
somewhat less than H2 + 02 (water electrolysis method), and water e2ectroly-
sis is much simpler in mechanization. Both require an accumulator during
acquisition, and neither has been space operationally proven.
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T ELECOMMUNICA TIONS
This discussion points up differences between telecommunication sys-
tems for electrically and chemically propelled spacecraft, and not to cover
exhaustively a specific system, especially in those areas where configuration
differences versus the Mariner IV vehicle are expected to be slight.
Primary interest is in the telecom aspects of the transfer trajectory.
After encounter, there is essentially a "Mars Orbiter" configuration {refer
to JPL's EDP-139p December 1963), but with increased payload and power.
Description and major features of the telecom system center on the
Saturn-IB/Centaur configuration. Telecom modifications applicable for an
Atlas/Centaur configuration are summarized in Section 7.
Design Mission as a Telecom Task
Outline
Mars rendezvous and then orbit around Mars
Range of launch dates March - April 1971
Range of encounter dates
Transit time
January - March 197Z
290 - 400 days, solar electric powered
Probe in orbit around Mars:
Altitude above planet surface at periapsis 4,000 km
Apoapsis 50,000 km
Period of observation of probe 180 days
DSIF to be available
Orientation of Antenna
The antenna of an interplanetary probe must point to Earth. The
required angular coverage will determine the choice of a suitable antenna,
will control performance of the telecommunication link, and will affect the
vehicle configuration. It is therefore important to have knowledge of the
expected earth track; the definition given in Figure 6-Z8 is in accord with
JPL's usage (EPD-139, Volume III, Figure 4-26). Earth track expressed in
cone/clock coordinates {conic projection) is convenient for an attitude-
stabilized vehicle, and moreover gives directly the earth's angular proximity
to, or occultation by, the sun.
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A typical earth track, computed from spacecraft ephemeris data, is
given in Figure 6-29. For the case shown, it would be convenient to switch
to the high-gain antenna 150 days after leaving the earth's sphere of influence.
From then on, the total pointing variation is only 6 degrees in cone angle and
10 degrees in clock angle, indicating that only a limited pointing coverage is
needed for the high-gain antenna. It is even conceivable that a body-fixed
high-gain antenna could be used, provided the resulting constraints on the
thrust angle turn out to be acceptable (see Section 5).
Telecom Range
A plot of telecom range, computed from spacecraft ephemeris data,
is given in Figure 6-30.
Solar Occultation at Planetary Opposition
Up Link. At Mars, the sun subtends a view angle of about 1/3 degree.
For a spacecraft antenna having a beamwidth of 4 degrees, the corresponding
solid angle ratio is 144, which means that for a noncryogenic receiver at the
spacecraft, the sun's intrusion into the spacecraft antenna beam will not
degrade the up link, unless there is true occultation.
Down Link. For the 210-foot dish (DSIF) having a beamwidth of about
0. 14 degree, and using a cryogenic receiver, the sun's intrusion into the
ground antenna beam will (briefly) disable the down link.
Planetary Occultation. Planetary occultation will occur for a space-
craft orbiting around Mars.
Design Criteria for Telecom -- Saturn/Centaur Configuration
1)
2)
Telecommunications between earth and spacecraft are to be com-
patible with DSIF capability as programmed.
RF power source is to be limited to 50 watts (1967 technology).
3) Spacecraft receiver to be noncryogenic.
4) Maximum communication distance to be considered is 350x10bkm.
5) Only fixed (i. e., no segmented or unfurling) antenna types are to
be considered.
6)
7)
Duty of telecom links -- continuous from launch, except for solar
and planetary occultations.
Data storage capacity 108 bits. Data bursts may be stored and
transmitted when convenient.
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Figure 6-30. Communication Distance
Versus Time
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r8) Video capability (slo-scan) desired after rendezvous.
9) Minimum bit rate at maximum range -- down link 1000 bps
up link 2 bps
10) . Maximum communication time is 530 days (350 days transit and
180 days in Mars orbit).
II) Maximum available power when in orbit around Mars, II00 watts.
12) 1967 technology to be applicable for telecom link.
Summary of Major Telecom Parameters -- Saturn/Centaur Configuration
Antennas IFigure6-_ l )
High-Gain Antenna. A 7 foot array appears to offer the most favorable
tradeoff between available volume, desired gain, and expected off-axis losses.
The antenna may be characterized as follows:
Size and type 7 by 7 foot planar array
Polarization RH circular
Gain 32.7 db
3-db beamwidth 3.8 degrees
Off-axis loss at ± 1.4 degrees 1.6 db
Figure 6-32- shows the 7 by 7 foot planar array as roughly equivalent
to an 8 foot diameter parabolic antenna (even though the latter offers a larger
aperture area). This results from the higher illumination efficiency attain-
able with the array. The array is also _tdvantageous in that, being flat instead
of curvedD and with no feed protruding for illumination, it requires a smaller
stowage .._1,,,_o
Figure 6-3Z also shows that for an antenna larger than this, the nar-
rower beamwidth would require that
Pointing tolerance < Z(vehicle attitude error
+ structural tolerance + boresight error) = ± 1. 4 degrees.
Such "fine-control" pointing would place additional dynamic load and stability
demands onto the vehicle's attitude control system (unless the antenna angular
momentum is fully compensated, or unless a 2 degree of freedom phased array
were used for inertia-less pointing). Furthermore, the higher directivity of
the antenna would make the acquisition task more difficult, and would
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complicate the problem of obtaining sufficient structural rigidity during
launch. Finally, the antenna specified will fit inside the spacecraft bus
without resorting to segmented or unfurling antenna configurations.
For the size range contemplated,
parable to that of a parabolic reflector.
the one used on Surveyor.
the weight of such an array is com-
The proposed array is similar to
Low-Gain Antennas. The major problem of the low-gain antenna sys-
tem is the sheer size of the solar array. No single antenna with practical
support structure can provide adequate coverage (of say, not less than 3Tr
steradians), unless perhaps it were mounted on the tip of a deployed solar
panel, but that would entail long feeders {with big losses); furthermore, the
low-gain antenna system must be usable prior to deployment of the solar
panels; also, it is helpful not to mount antennas on any component that is to
be jettisoned at encounter. It follows that for adequate spatial coverage, and
for acceptable location on the spacecraft, a two-antenna configuration is called
for with switch selection between the antennas (as well as between both low-
gain antennas and the high-gain antenna). The primary low-gain antenna is
located on the sun side of the solar array, and an auxiliary low-gain antenna
fills in the backside of the solar array.
The primary low-gain antenna is stowed next to the high-gain antenna.
When both (high-gain and primary low-gain) antennas are deployed, neither
will intrude into the other's pattern. Both low-gain antennas must have a
well-defined null cone (Figure 6-_-9) to avoid spurious reflections from por-
tions of the spacecraft or solar array. The low gain antennas are circularly
polarized in the directions normal to the solar array, and linearly polarized
in directions parallel to the solar array.
RF Power Source. For a deep space mission departing today, a maxi-
mum of 20 watts would be available, using an Apollo-type TWT. A mission
departing in 1971 (based on 1967 technology), could be provided with at least
50 watts of RF power, either by imprcxved performance of a single tube (TWT
or klystron amplifier), or b_,the use of paralleltubes.
Present beam e_, : , 1,elilc:_ent:y for the _pu_,u TWT is _ percent, mcLuamg
heater power. Power conditioning losses would bring this down to about
30 percent, and other circuitry for frequency control, drive, and modulation
would bring the overall efficiency of the transmitter to about 2.7 percent.
Alternate configurations offering higher power and/or higher efficiency
are possible, but the selection of a fully space qualified RF power source by
1967 limits the choice.
Receiver Front End. Either a parametric amplifier or a tunneldiode
amplifier (TDA) could be used as a noncryogenic front end for the spacecraft
receiver. A paramp would require substantial pump power at K-band, how-
everp and would yield a noise figure only about 2 db better than a TDA. The
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latter is therefore recommended. Incidentally, either type of preamplifier
will fail safely, that is, failure of a preamplifier (if followed by an adequate
and working postamplifier with a-g-c) would increase the noise figure by per-
haps 6 db-a noncatastrc_phic failure.
r edundantly.
Down Link
beyond
The TDA is therefore not provided
Frequency
Transmitter power
Transmitting antenna
Receiving antenna (at 3 DSIF sites)
Effective noise temperature of
receiving system (DSIF)
Bit rate at maximum range (350. 106 kin)
Transmission time for 500-line TV picture
2295 rnc
50 watts
7 by 7 foot planar array
210-foot dish
55 ° ± 10°K
1500 bps
= 8 minutes/picture
Bit rate at shorter ranges can be increased if desired.
Hemispherical coverage antenna cannot be used for down-link telemetry
175. 10bblkm range (at 2 bps).
Data bursts occurring at rates above 1500 bps may be recorded, and
transmitted when convenient.
Up Link
p
Frequency
Transmitter power (at 3 DSIF sites)
Transmitting antenna (at 3 DSIF sites)
Receiving antenna
Effective noise temperature of
receiver (TDA)
Bit rate at maximum range
2115 mc
100 kw
85-foot dish
hemispherical coverage
950°K
2 bps
Bit rate at shorter ranges can be increased if desired.
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"/7
Size and Weight
Weight of vehicle telecom (including
antenna and excluding tape recorder) 200 pounds
Volume of vehicle telecom 3500 cubic inches
Performance of Telecom Links
Detailed telecom design control parameters are given in Tables 6-8
and6-9. Bit rates shown are for a maximum range of 350 x 106ks. Note
that the bit rates shown could be nearly quadrupled at encounter (to equal
roughly half of maximum range), provided the added telecorn mode is deemed
worthwhile, Note also that the video function is needed only for the post-
encounter phase.
For any deep-space vehicle the range of its isotropic-coverage anten-
nas will be substantially less than the maximum range attainable with its
directive antenna. In the case of the vehicle described, the isotropic-coverage
antenna has a maximum range for d_wn-link telemetry of 175 x 10Okra (at
2 bps). This means that any gross maneuvering of the spacecraft beyond
175 x 10 6 km may have to be executed with temporary interruption in down-
link telemetry. This may be an operationally acceptable contingency, espe-
cially since continuity of the command system (up-link) is maintained at all
times. If temporary loss of telemetry is deemed not acceptablet the follow-
ing alternatives are available:
1) Restrict spacecraft attitude changes during maneuvering to some-
thing less than _/2 steradians and provide an additional medium-
gain antenna for this restricted attitude range.
2) Provide a supplementary power amplifier with capability of
boosting transmitted power to 4 times normal for short periods
(on the order of 8 to 15 minutes). There is ample electrical
power for such a mode.
While this represents an increase in complexity of the telecom (and
power} systems, a low-dutyhigh-power capability might handle data bursts,
and as such could complement or back up the on-board tape recorder.
Although the reliability of a 200-w power amplifier (1967 technology}
might be insufficient to be acceptable as a primary telecom component, the
telecom system can be configured so as to be capable of operating without
the PAD with the latter providing only a welcome performance increment.
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TABLE 6-8. TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL--DOWN LINK
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
2i
Parameter Value Tolerance Source
Total transmitter power, 50 watts
Transmitting circuit loss
Transmitting antenna gain, 7 x 7 foot planar array
+ 47.0 dbm
1.5db
+ 32.7 db
Transmitting antenna pointing loss
Space loss
Ellipticity P
2295rnc, R = 350"106km
Receiving antenna gain 210 foot dish
Receiving antenna pointing loss
Receiving circuit loss
1.6db
-270.5 db
0
+ 61.0
Included in
(7) above
Included in
(7) above
Net circuit loss [2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9]
Total received power [I + I0]
Receiver noise spectral density (N/B)
Carrier modulation loss (I. 5R)
T system = 55" ± 10"K
Received carrier power [II + 13]
Carrier APC noise BW (2BLo = 12 cps)
-179.9 db
-132.9 dbm
-181.2 dbm/cps
- 5.8db
-138.7 dbm
10.8 db
Carrier Performance - Tracking (two-way; no dat_
Desired threshold SNR in 2BLo
Required threshold carrier power [12 + 15 + 16]
Perfornmnce margin [ll - 17]
modulation)
6.0db
- 164.4 dbm
31.5 db
Carrier Performance - Tracking (two-way; with data modulation)
Desired threshold SNR in 2BLo
Required threshold carrier power [12 + 15 + 19]
Performance margin [14 - 20]
6.0db
- 164.4 dbm
25.7 db
il.0
+0.5, -0.0
+0.0, -I. 0
_I.0
+3.0, -3.5
+4.0, -4.5
+0.7, -0.9
10.5
+ 4.5, -5.0
+0.7, -0.9
+4.7, -5.4
B
+0.7, -0.9
+5.2, -5.9
Diplexer and
cabling estimate
For _1.4 degree,
pointing error
DSIF
DSIF
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Table 6-8 (continued)
i,
F
7.
t
No.
?-.Z
23;
24,
25
zsl
27
28
Parameter Value Tolerance Source
Carrier Performance - (two-way, with data modulation}
Desired threshold SNR in ZBLo (same as 19) 6.0 db
Required threshold carrier power (same as 20)
Performance margin (sarr_ as 21) 25.7 db
Data Channel PSK/PM
Modulation loss (1.5 R)
Received data subcarrier power [ll + ZS]
- 164.4 dbm +0.7, -0.9
2.1db
- 135.0 dbm
+4.7, -5.4
Bit rate (l/T) 1500bps
Required ST/N/B
29 Required threshold subcarrier power [12-27-28}
30 Performance margin [Z6-Zg]
31.8 db
8,0db
-141.4 dbm
6.4db
+0. O, -0..3
+4. O, -4.8
+0.7, -0.9"
+4.7, -5.7
Manchester
code
PSK threshold
I0 -3 bit error
rate
1) Transmission time for 500-1ins TV picture (Roberts modulation).,8 minutes/picture.
2) Hemispherical-coverage antenna cannot be used for down-link telemetry beyond 175. 106 km
range (at 2 bep).
Special Interfaces
Deep Space Network
Telecommunications between earth and spacecraft are to be compatible
with the capability of the Deep Space Network as programmed {Reier to JPL's
TM 33-83, Revision I, April 1964).
Vehicle Guidance and Attitude Control
It has been pointed out that it might be conceivable to use a body-fixed
high-gain antenna, provided that the resulting constraints on the thrust angle
turn out to be acceptable. The potential simplification resulting from deletion
of the antenna pointing task seems sufficiently important to justify some
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ITABLE 6-9 TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL- UP LINK
Parameter Value Tolerance Source
I .
No,
Total transmitter power, 100 kw
Transmitting circuit loss
Transmitting antsnna gain (85 foot dian_ster
nondlplexed)
Transmitting antenna pointing loss
Space los_
At 2115 mc, R = 350.106 km
Polarization loss
Receiving antenna gain, hemispherical coverage
-4 80, 0 dbm
- O. Sdb
+ 53.0 db
Included in
(3) above
-269.8 db
1.0
+ 3.0db
Receiving antenna pointing loss
Receiving circuit loss
Included in
(7) above
1.0db
Net circuit loss [2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9]
Total received power [I + 1O]
Receiver noise spectral density (N/B)
T system = 905"K
Carrier modulation loss (0.69 R + 0.62 R)
Received carrier power [II + 13]
Carrier APC noise BW (2BLo = 20 cps)
-216.3 db
-136.3 dbm
-168.8 dbrnlcps
1.8 db
-138.1 dbm
+ 13.0 db
Carrier Performance - Trackin_ (two-way; no.data
Desired threshold SNR in 2BLo
Required threshold carrier power (12 + 15 + 16)
Performance margin (II - 17)
J
modulation)
6,0db
- 149.8 dbm
13.5 db
*0. 5
10. I
_0, I
+l.O, -2.0
+I. 0, -4.0
iO. 5
+3.6, -7.6
+4. I, -8. I
:EO. 5
iO. 5
+4.6, -8.6
DSIF
DSIF
DSIF
Diplexer and
cabling estimate
Tunnel diode
amplifier
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Table 6-9 (continued)
No.
19
2O
2l
22
23
24
25
Z6
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Pa ramete r Value Tole ranc • Source
35
36
Carrier Performance - Tracking Itwo-way, with data modulation 1
Desired threshold SNR in 2BLo 6.0 db
Required threshold carrier power (12 + 15 + 19) -149.8 dbm
Performance margin (14 - 20) 11.7 db
Carrier Performance - (two-way, with data modulation)
Desired threshold SNR in2BLO (same as 19) 6.0 db
Required threshold carrier power (same as 20)
Performance margin (same as 21)
Data Channel PSK/PM
Subcarrier modulation loss (0.69 R)
Received data subcarrier power (ll + 25)
Bit rate {I/T) 2bps 3.0 db
Required ST/N/B I0.4 db
Required threshold subcarrier power (12 o 27 - 28)
Performance margin (26 - 29)
Sync Channel - Pilot for Reference Phase*
Subcarrier modulation loss (0.62 R)
Receiver SYNC subcarrier power [II + 31]
SYNC APC noise BW(2BLo = 1.0 cps}
Desired threshold SNR in 2BLo
Required threshold subcarrier power [12+ 33÷ 34]
Performance margin [32 - 35]
-149.8 dbm
11.7 db
- 7.5db
- 143.8 dbm
- 155.4 dbm
ll.6db
- 8.6db
- 144.9 dbm
0. db
I0. db
-158.8 dbm
13.9 db
+0.5
+5. I, -9. I
10.5
+5. I, -9. I
±0.5
+5. I, -9. 1
i0.5
+4.6, -8.6
I0.5
+5. I, -9. I
PSK threshold
10-5 bit error
rate
Threshold for
tracking <15"
"Separate channel for reference phase (items 31-36) shown to demonstrate performance with this
approach. Alternate techniques for establishing reference phase may be implemented.
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exploration of the trajectory constraints that such an approach would impose.
In particular, it would have to be resolved if a thrust angle constant versus
earth (rather than versus sun) would significantly reduce either payload or
flexibility, and if course corrections (by means of thrustor pointing) will have
been brought down to residual levels by the time the high-gain antenna is
switched into service.
P
Possible Telecom Limitations. lSossible degradation of telecom
performance by an electric propulsion system has not been thoroughly studied
(note that any such degradation would be incurred only in the transfer tra-
jectory and not after encounter). Possible interfering mechanisms are:
I) Effects of non-neutralized propellant residue such as:
a) Specular reflection and/or scattering of signal energy
(up and down link)
b) Absorption of signal energy (up and down link)
c) Transmitter power restrictions arising from breakdown and
mismatch at antenna.
z) Effects of noise power emission by electric propulsion system,
appearing as radio frequency interference in the spacecraft
receiver (up link only).
Items la and b are unlikely to be troublesome at maximum range,
since the high-gain antenna is then used (with orientation away from the
thrustor). With a low-gain antenna at intermediate range (say, 30" 106 km),
however, adequate telecom margins are no longer quite so certain. As to
item 2, the available evidence suggests caution and further work.
Electric Propulsion for Heliocentric Transfer Phase
A contracted study conducted at Hughes in 1961 1962::" indicated
little nrnhahilit,r nf d_o_._H]_o th. _qn,t,r_ l]r_k _inr,_ th,_ tv_er_tt,_- _h,_.-,q +h,_
spacecraft would overpower all incidental noise_ there would probably be no
difficulty with the up link if a contact-ionization type thrustor were used;
and there was likely to be some constraint on the up link with an electron-
bombardment type thrustor.
In particular, expected and actual noise power spectra up to 1 kmc
were reported, which indicated high noise generation at VHF (and hence in
the IRIG VHF telemetry band).
*R.D. Wanselow and H.L. Wiser, "Investigation of RF Noise Generation
from Space Vehicles, " final report Contract NAS 8-862.
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The 1965 SERT I spacecraft* which used IRIG VHF telemetry fre-
quencies reported no degradation of the down link, but noted a somewhat
degraded up link which, however, in the context of a near-earth telecom
system, was tolerable. The SERT data as reported are not sufficiently
detailed to permit a quantitative determination of actual noise power (although
this could presumably be reconstructed with access to NASA and RCA/
Astroelectronics notebooks and calibration records); however, such informa-
tion would cover only a single frequency, and one which probably was not an
optimum choice at that. NASA/Lewis had proposed that a wide-band micro-
wave radiometer be flown aboard SERT I to make a sensitive spectrum analy-
sis in situ covering the frequency range to 1 kmc. To this end, an in-house
development was in fact initiated at Lewis. Unfortunately, subsequent weight
and flight schedule problems forced progressive cutbacks in this experiment
until only the VHF command receiver remained, resulting in meager informa-
tion derived from its (telemetered) AGC-bus voltage. On the basis of present
data and in the context of a Mars mission, it appears that further investigation
is warranted to assure that the up link will remain operational to the desired
range.
It is the present consensus of opinion that it is not possible to mean-
ingfully simulate the noise mechanisms in a ground environment(such as a
combination vacuum chamber plus shielded room), since ion thrustors in
general and plasma oscillation frequencies in particular are highly sensitive
to environment factors. Only a microwave radiometer experiment flown
aboard an ion-propelled spacecraft would pr.ovide the needed answers. Thus,
on the basis of known data and in the context of a Mars mission, it seems
dangerous to assume that the up link will remain operational to the desired
range without further experimental verification.
Power System
For reasons of reliability it is proposed that the auxiliary power sys-
tem (solar panel area and power conditioning) be separate and completely
independent from that for the electric propulsion. With the vehicle in orbit
around Mars, available power will be not less than l lO0 watts, which should
k .... I-- .-'---- --II ...... aL_J I_---I_ LIII_ ¢I, UJilAi¢I.£-_ _JUWt_JE d. IIIUUIIL_ 1.0 onlyU_-- - _&ll_i_ ILU/ _elill _._lJ_L_L_q_i_i)U iUC,.U_. A_ _'L. ...... :11 .................... l l 1
2 percent of the total power while in the transfer trajectory, no significant
sacrifice in propulsive power is incurred by maintaining separate power
systems. A battery system is necessary to provide power during launch
and prior to deployment and orientation of the solar panels, and to accommodate
short-term overloads and load transients (such as squibs).
NASA Technical Memorandum, NASA TM X-1077,
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page 10.
Telecom System Functional Description
Radio Subsystem (Figure 6 .33)
The telecom system is required to perform three functions: 1) track
position and velocity of the spacecraft, 2) telemeter engineering and scientific
data from the spacecraft, and 3) transmit commands to the spacecraft.
The radio subsystem is required to receive a modulated RF carrier
from stations of the Deep Space Net, demodulate command and ranging sig-
nals, coherently translate the frequency and phase of the RF carrier by a
fixed ratio, modulate the carrier with telemetry and ranging signals, and
retransmit it back to earth.
When a signal is not being transmitted to the spacecraft, transmitter
frequency control is provided by an auxiliary crystal oscillator. This non-
coherent mode of operation permits one-way doppler tracking, angular
position tracking, and telemetry reception by the ground stations.
The methods and rationale for failure detection and switching are
similar to those of Mariner IV. The control of failure switching between
r_dundant RF elements is provided by either ground command or on-board
failure detection. In the case of ground control, receipt of the appropriate
command causes transfer of dc power from the active to the standby element,
and reversal of the circulator s.witch.
The signal monitor cycles both receivers as well as both low-gain
antennas. Cycling is initiated 1) whenever the received signal falls below
usable level, and 2) periodically, to ensure that the best available signal is
being used. Status of the signal monitor, as well as of the other failure
monitors, is telemetered to earth.
Telemetry Subsystem
The telemetry tasks are summarized in Figure 6-34. Note that the
video, science, and engineering data are all l_-_u_t_p_x_u ,, _,,_ ,,,s,,- _-t=
telemetry mode. Only the engineering data can be accommodated in the
low-rate telemetry mode. The telemetry and data automation techniques
used are adapted from those of the Mariner IV. PCM/PSK/PM modulation-
demodulation, in combination with P-N synchronization codes, is employed.
Since the rate at which video data is gathered exceeds the capability of the
telemetry channel, storage and playback are provided bya tape recorder.
.Tape Recorder
A capacity of 108 bits is desired for the tape recorder. For 500-!ine
TV pictures, on the order of 100 frames could be stored (Roberts' modulation),
which would leave ample space for science and engineering data. On the
basis of a packing density of 1000 bits/inch, it will take a playback speed of
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3 in/sec to accommodate 1500 bits (in Manchester code}. For a record
speed of 30 in/sec0 this would yield a tape speed ratio of 10. Eight tracks
on 2100 feet of tape, with the tracks sequentially scanned, would provide the
desired storage capacity, and would allow some flexibility in access.
Ground Command versus Spacecraft Seciuencin _ and Computing
The command system provides for the transmission of both discrete
and qua_ntitative commands to the spacecraft. At the maximum range of
350"10 U km there is a round-trip propagation time of 33 minutes. It follows
that for each spacecraft control function, the simplicity and reliability of
ground control must be weighed against the resulting and reaction time tele-
corn load. A simple programmer is provided, with ground command backup
of all vital functions.
Other Telecom Functions
It may be desirable to use the spacecraft as a two-way telecom relay
to another spacecraft, to an atmospheric probe, or to a lander vehicle. No
such telecom need has been explicitly spelled out here, but the possibility
of such a requirement should be considered, and appropriate weight and
power allowances must be set aside for such use.
Telecom Modifications for Atlas/Centaur Configuration
Available Power
With the vehicle in orbit around Mars, available power will be limited
to 500 watts. This auxiliary power amounts to 5 percent of the total power
while in the transfer trajectory. For reasons of reliability it would be
preferable if the auxiliary power system {solar panel area and power con-
ditioning} could be separate and completely independent from that for
the electric propulsion, but a 5 percent sacrifice in propulsive power might
be unacceptable. If so, a smaller portion of the solar panel area (say 2 per-
cent} could be set aside for telecommunications (with separate and independent
_^--_:,-^-'_-_ _,A _,_,_+h_. _ percf, nt of the solar panel area could bepower "-'_''*_',_,,-.ts_, ---- ................. .
"shared" between propulsive and instrumentation power demands, with
attendant interconnection (and " 'complication) in power conditioning.
It is noteworthy that the ratio of available instrumentation power to
available instrumentation weight is as good or better for the Atlas/Centaur
configuration as for the Saturn-ID/Centaur configuration.
High-Gain Antenna
A small parabolic reflector is proposed with characteristics as
follows:
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Size and Type
3. 5-feet Diameter
Parabolic Reflector
Polarization RH Circular
Gain 25.5 db
3-db beamwidth 8. 5 degrees
Off-axis loss at
±1.4 degrees
<0.2 db
Because of the ample stowage volume available, use of a parabolic
reflector should present no space problems.
Down Link
The down link is the same (in particular, the same transmitter power},
except:
Bit rate at maximum range
{350. 106 km)
400 bps
Transmission time for 500-line
TV picture
=31 minutes/
picture
Bit rate at shorter ranges can be increased if desired. {Note: Because of
primary power limitations, a "boost" mode as described above would not be
feasible for this spacecraft.)
Data bursts occurring at _ates above 400 bps may be recorded and
transmitted when convenient.
Summary and Conclusions
No special telecom difficulties are expected, except possib!y noise
power emission by the electric propulsion system, appearing as radio
frequency interference in the spacecraft receiver (up link only). The task
of resolving this interface represents a major pacing item.
Another important area controlling telecom design is the final tra-
jectory information, including midcourse thrust vector and attitude changes
of the spacecraft. This will set the antenna look angle requirements.
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STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
Choice of the structural arrangement of the spacecraft was primarily
determined by vehicle dynamics during the boost phase. Three basic arrange-
ments were .studied, utilizing the standard Itughes computer program. The
program calculates from a vibratory input 1) vibration modes and frequencies
of the vehicle structure, 2) acceleration, velocity, and displacement for
25 members of the structure, and 3) loads in these members.
Dynamic and quasi-dynamic environment caused by the Saturn/Centaur
and Atlas/Centaur were estimated and used as inputs to the program. These
conditions are listed in Table 6-10, where Z and X-Y refer respectively to
Saturn/Centaur longitudinal and lateral directions and VFSW = variable
frequency sine wave. Loads due to stage separation, deployment of antenna,
engine, and planet scanner apparatus, ion engine fire and operations, and
jettison of equipment were all assumed negligible.
Figure 6-5 shows the input acceleration as a function of input frequency.
A requirement of the feasibility study of the spacecraft is a prelimi-
nary design of the primary structure having sufficient strength to withstand,
_vithout yielding, the mechanical environment imposed during the mission.
Yield is a criterion for design because it is important that the center of mass
location does not shift for any reason other than the spacecraft's programmed
operations.
Three configurations were considered in this study. The first was
exclusively a framed structure, shown in Figure 6-35. The second structure
was a combination of a framed and shell structure and it is shown in Figure 6-36.
This configuration assumes th_ there is a jettisonable panel in the area
required to be clear for the ion engine exhaust. A third configuration studied
was a structure with bracing around the opening for the ion engine exhaust.
For these configurations it was assumed that
1) The fundamental mode shape of any structure having the same
size and weight distribution as the dynamic model of Figure 6-37
would be identical to the fundamental mode shape of that vehicle.
2) The internal loads will be invariant with fundamental spacecraft
frequency even though the lateral VFSW environment would be
approximately 10 percent lower because of input reduction below
15 cps.
Framed Stru'cture, Configuration I
For the framed structure, configuration I it was assumed that the
joints were rigid, and that the material was aluminum. Problems of inter-
ference of cross members were ignored.
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Figure 6-37. Dynamic Modelof Spacecraft
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tWhen subjected to the environment specified, four mem-
bers of the framed structure shown in Figure6-35 were overstressed (assumed
strength, 50,000 psi). It is expected that minor adjustments could be made to
alleviate this condition.
While the strength of the framed structure considered here appears
to be adequate, there are other considerations pertinent to this feasibility
study. They are:
l) Boeing's solar array may have a fundamental frequency lower
than 10 cps. If so, severe vibration coupling could occur between
the spacecraft and the solar array resulting in possible damage
to each. {The other two configurations studied had fundamental
frequencies of about 15 cps. )
2) The relatively low fundamental frequency of the frame is more
likely to match a booster frequency at Mach 1 or maximum q.
Severe aerodynamic disturbances could excite the boost vehicle
which would in turn drive the spacecraft at its fundamental fre-
quency resulting in larger stresses than have been predicted.
3) A smaller value of the fundamental frequency will result in a
larger displacement in the upper part of the spacecraft.
4) The frame end connections or joints must be machined.
5) The weight of the end connections will be a significant percentage
of the totalprimary structure weight. It was assumed in the
weight summary that the connection weight will be 50 percent
of the weight of the tubes, based on Surveyor experience.
Combination Shell-Framed Structure IWith Jettisonable Panel},
Configuration II
In configuration II, the strength and dynamical behavior of a structure
employing a combination of shell and framp _tr,,r+ .... 1 ol .... * .... _- ......
......... _* _.._Aa,lr_.-iltL, O OiO 12lllk,JW|| ill
Figure 6-36 was considered.
In this analysis it was assumed that the opening required for the ion
engine exhaust was supported during boost environment by a jettisonable
panel. The panel was assumed to have the same stiffness properties as
the shell surrounding it. The result is that the vehicle structure itself has
symmetric stiffness properties. The panel should be designed to that it is
able to take both tension and compression in addition to shear.
A disadvantage of the shell structure is that components and auxiliary
structure should be attached to bulkheads to avoid reduced buckling allowables.
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Combination Shell-Framed Structure IWith Bracing Around Opening),
Configuration III
In configuration III a structure having the same strength and stiffness
propertie s as the structure of Figure 6-36with the exception that the ion engine
exhaust opening remain unobstructed, was considered. To compensate for
stiffness lost by removing the panel, additional bracing around the periphery
of the opening was provided.
The size of the longitudinal members is an important factor in this
configuration. While the size of these members depends on the design,
calculations indicate that a section depth for the reinforcing members of
10 inches is not unreasonable for a moment of inertia of 440 in 4. Table 6-11
shows the corresponding weights and dynamic properties.
TABLE 6-11. PROPERTIES OF COMBINATION
SHELL-FRAMED STRUCTURE
(With bracing around opening)
Components Weight, pounds
Bottom frame
Shell
Tubes
Connections (50 percent of tubes)
Longerons
Panels
Panel stiffeners (estimated)
Special longerons (estimated
Upper frame
Tubes
Connections (50 percent of tubes)
Bulkheads (estimated)
Total weight
150
75
115
120
70
450
I00
50
450
1580
Fundamental frequency = 15 cps
Lateral displacement (lander/bus interface) = 1 inch,
This is not necessarily a lowest weight section.
0 to peak
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For the axial model, the solar panel motion is assumed to be resisted
only at the bottom hinge point. Since the fundamental axial frequency of the
spacecraft is expected to be 50 cps or greater, the hinge point stiffness was
assumed to be such that the fundamental frequency of the solar panels would
be about 30 cps -- low enough to prevent coupling with the spacecraft.
These dynamic studies were performed prior to the agreement with
JPL to mount the engine array external to the vehicle prime structure and to
expand the vehicle envelope. Since the final configuration has greater stiff-
ness in torsion, in bending, and axially, the frequencies in these three modes
should be higher than for those cases studies. Also, because of the larger
sectional area of the vehicle, structural weight saving results from adoption
of this configuration (Figure 6-9 ).
Results
It should be noted that none of the structures studies are optimum
designs. It is estimated that slight modifications in the design of the framed
structure could increase the fundamental frequency to 12 cps with no increase
in weight. Similarly, it is estimated that modification of the combination
structures could decrease the weight of each by 100 pounds without affecting
the stiffness.
Typical results of the study are those for the shell structure shown
in Figure 6-36.
The first two natural frequencies of the axial model were found to be
31 and 60 cps; the solar panels experience relatively large motion in the
fi1n_m_lv.._.. ,_A,,,.._Cand .t._**exa,me'-' r and accompanying structure experience
relatively large motion in the second mode.
The transmissibility (or amplification of motion through the structure)
from the field joint to the lander center of mass and the solar panels is shown
in Figure 6-38.
Figure 6-3_ shows the maximum axial displacement (relative to the
field joint) of the solar panels and the lander center of mass as a function of
the VFSW (variab!e frequency sine wave) frequency.
The peak axial acceleration experienced by the lander center of mass
and solar panels is shown in Figure 6-40 as a function of VFSW frequency.
Figure6.41 shows the maximum axial force in three parts of the
structure as a function of VFSW frequency.
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The lateral model of the spacecraft has a fundamental mode frequency
of 17.6 cps where the vehicle structure experiences relatively large motion,
and a second mode frequency of about 35 cps where the solar panels experi-
ence relatively large motion. The vehicle has a fundamental frequency of
19.6 cps before the solar panels are attached. The solar panels in the folded
configuration have a fundamental frequency of 49 cps (simply supported)
before they are attached to the vehicle.
Since the lateral flexibility is expected to have a significant influence
on the design, and since there is a degree of uncertainty of the fundamental
frequency for the best design, the data from the lateral model was used to
generate data for another lateral model having a fundamental frequency of
I0 cps. The assumptions made were:
I) The mode shape of the 10 cps model is identical to the 17.6 cps
model.
2) The second mode frequencies are identical.
The transmissibility of the lander center of mass is given in
Figure 6-4 _-.
Figure6-43 shows the peak lateral acceleration experienced by the
lander center of mass as a function of VFSW frequency. The discontinuity
in the curves reflects the discontinuity in the VFSW environment.
Shown in Figure 6-44 is the maximum lateral displacement (relative
to the field joint) of the lander center of mass as a function of tile VFSW
frequency. Displacement of the field joint relative to the base of the shroud
should be added to the values shown.
The peak lateral displacements occur at liftoff where the VFSW has
the same frequency as the fundamental natural frequency of the spacecraft.
These peak displacements strongly depend upon the amount of structural
damping in the system. The damping factor may be about 0.01 for a welded
structure and 0.05 for a pinned and riveted structure. Expressing this uncer-
tainty of the amount of structural damping, Figure 6-45 shows the peak dis-
placement that the lander center of mass of both models could experience as
a function of the damping factor.
The maximum moments and shearing force in the spacecraft adapter
as a function of the VFSW frequency is shown in Figure 6.46 _or both 10 and
17.6 cps fundamental mode frequencies. Even though transmissibility at
resonance is the same in both cases the 10 cps vehicle has a smaller peak
value for both shear and moment because the VFSW environment is lower
at 10 cps.
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Systems analysis considerations of the spacecraft have been concerned
with those aspects of the problem not treated elsewhere.
Sequence Of Events
The boost phase will probably be directly to near-earth escape
velocity, rather than using a parking orbit. Direct injection can be employed
with this type of vehicle because injection errors do not require a conventional
midcourse correction.
After separation from the booster, the spacecraft is allowed to coast
until it has passed through the radiation belts before deploying the solar
panels. The expected radiation damage to solar cells with panels deployed
is 2 to 3 percent within the radiation belts. Therefore, it must be assumed,
due to tipoff angular velocities, that the vehicle will be in a random orien-
tation at the end of the 2 hours required to traverse those belts. The random
orientation affects the initial acquisition problem, and requires an extra
omnidirectional antenna on the vehicle.
Once it is verified that solar panels are fully deployed, the reference
acquisition and correct vehicle orientation sequence takes a maximum of
2 hours. The sequence involves first acquiring the sun and permitting
convergence of vehicle attitude to limit cycle operation in the plane perpen-
dicular to the sun-vehicle line. Fina"lly the vehicle is rolled about the sun
line until canopus is acquired.
Next, the high gain antenna and Mars reconnaissance platform are
deployed and the ion engine is started. The subsequent part of the transfer
trajectory presumably is uneventful unless the actual trajectory deviates
from the desired one. In that case the thrust vector may be rotated a few
degrees to make a correction. As distance from the sun increases,
thrustors are shut off to cause power cdnsumed to match power available
from the sun.
Operations in the vicinity of Mars are as follows: I) separation of
the Mars lander, 2) terminal correction of the main vehicle if necessaryt
3) separation of the outer portion of the solar panels, and jettison of the
thrustor array and ion engine power conditioning panels, 4) reorientation of
the vehicle for retro thrust into a Mars orbit, and retro thrust, and 5)
reorientation of the vehicle in Mars orbit so as to acquire the sun and locate
the Mars scanner package in the proper position to acquire data.
Subsystem Selection and Interactions
The main emphasis in subsystem studies has been on selection of
equipment for its reliabilitym and to minimize adverse subsystems
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interactions. The attitude control system and the thrustor array arrange-
ment are the subsystems having the most interaction with the spacecraft.
Although the control system was quite unattractive from a weight
standpoint, cold gas was chosen as the source of energy for attitude control
because it has shown more space operational reliability than other sources
of energy.
The control system can interact dynamically with the very flexible
solar panels. Although a complete analysis of this interaction has not been
made, the following considerations show that trouble from this source is
unlikely. A thrust of 0.025 pounds at a distance of 16 feet from the spa_ce-
craft center of gravity causes a deflection at solar panel tips of 6 x 10--
inch approximately. Limit cycle frequency is 2 cycles per hour, i.e., one
thrust on, one thrust off each 900 seconds. Assuming a solar panel natural
frequency in bending of 1 radian per secaend and a structural damping ratio
of 0.001, attenuation is 0.4 between each thrust. This means that approxi-
mately 400 hours of limit cycle type thrusting would be required for the tip
of a solar panel to deflect 1 degree, assuming perfect phase relationship
between thrust and penal vibration. The latter assumption is unlikely.
Another possible source of trouble would be for the control system to sense
solar panel bending vibrations. Control system response is fast enough to
do this. However, the condition is highly unlikely to obtain because the sun
seekers will be mounted on the vehicle rather than on the panels. Angular
amplitude of the vehicle due to solar panel bending vibration will be much
less than would occur at a penal tip.. This means that the dead zone of the
sensor will greatly exceed the amplitude of panel caused vehicle oscillations.
Limit cycle amplitude of vehicle attitude can be maintained small
without increasing gas consumption. Hence, a limit cycle amplitude less
than =el degree is recommended to minimize communications power loss
from the high gain antenna.
Course corrections during the transit phase will be made by rotating
the vehicle. This can be done by means of a command bias on the reference
instrumpnt _ional_
Effects on ion engine thruster arrangement and switching logic on
the spacecraft system are discussed in Section 4. Engine switching
reliabi.lity and its effect on the trajectory, e.g., course correction by
coasting, effects of thrust magnitude variations on the trajectory, partial
deviations of miss versus thrust vector variations and range are treated in
Section 3.
Guidance and Instrumentation
During the transfer phase, guidance will be by DSIF command. The
actual trajectory as determined by DSIF tracking is compared with a desired
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trajectory. When a significant deviation occurs a command is sent to charge
thrust direction, or possibly to shut off the thrusters. Thrust direction is
changed by rotating the vehicle through small angles (= + 10 degrees).
Terminal guidance may be nec_,ssary if precise entry angle or orbit
altitude is required. Also, in case ]otl _,ngine thrust should be off-nominal
by a few percent during the latter part of the trajectory, and if the resulting
error, in velocity were to occur mainly in a direction perpendicular to the
line of sight to earth, too much DSIF tracking time may be required to
detect the error. The onboard terminal guidance could supplement DSIF
information.
Terminal guidance would be implemented from onboard measurements
of angular rates of vehicle-Mars line of sight to canopus and to the sun.
Corrections can be made with the ion engine because vehicle-Mars relative
velocity is very low compared with that for a chemical vehicle. The low
closing velocity has double advantage: less incremental velocity is needed
to rotate the velocity vector, and more time is available to make the
correction. For example, a 300-mile miss can be corrected in less than
I daytat a range of 100,000 miles from Mars with a 15 degree rotation of the
vehicle.
Reference instruments for attitude control consist of sun seekers and
a canopus tracker.
For acquisition purposes the sun seekers are positioned on the
spacecraft so that at least instrument will be exposed to the sun in any
vehicle orientation. Accuracy of the sun seekers is not critical except for
those employed in steady-state attitude control. These latter should have
an accuracy of approximately 1 mil over a range of +50 mils.
The canopus tracker presents a problem because of the large field of
view required. As currently visualized, the tracker will need a 25 degree
conical field of view; 15 degrees around the sun, plus an assumed 10 degrees
in any direction to retain canopus as the vehicle is rotated to __.ake course
corrections.
As a result of contacting several vendors it has been determined that
such a canopus tracker is feasible. It is principally a matter of trading
tracking accuracy for field of view. Except in case of necessity for a
terminal guidance, a canopus tracker accuracy of ±0.25 degree (4 mils) is
adequate. This accuracy can easily be obtained with a 25 degree conical
field of view. If 1 mil accuracy is desired near the end of the trip, it can
be ob rained over a small field of view by partially paralleling the optics of
the instrument.
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BodY-Fixed Antenna
Considering the amount of mechanism that can be eliminated, the
concept of a body-fixed, high-gain antenna is attractive. The high gain
antenna will not be used until some 35 x l06 km from earth. At this range
the bit rate from the omnidirectional antenna can be 50 bits per second.
This is sufficient for transmission of scientific data until that time in the
transfer phase. The discussion below is intended to show feasibility of a
body-fixed, high gain antenna on this vehicle.
After range to earth exceeds approximately 35 x I06 km the vehicle
would be oriented to point the antenna toward earth. This can be done simply
by biasing the attitude signals from the sun seekers according to a timed
sequence. Thus an earth seeker is not required. That earth can be sub-
stituted for sun (effectively) as a reference for the remainder of the time
can be seen from Figure 6-29. The variation in cone angle is ±3 degrees and
clock angle is _5 degrees during this time. Reduction in vehicle performance
due to solar power reduction and nonoptimum thrust direction is (1-cos 0) 2
0.0075 for less thanhalf of the transfer time. e is the angle between the
plane of the solar panels and the vehicle sun line. In case an accumulated
position - time error of 7 days should occur, the variation of earth pointing
angle from the preprogrammed value would be 0.3 degree. This would
cause negligible effective antenna loss.
Insufficient trajectory data exists as yet to calculate the position
error entailed in variation of thrust direction according to a prelaunch
computer program. A first approximation to expected error can be obtained
• from the trajectory partial deviative curves of Section 3.
In case of necessity for a terminal correction, obtained by rotating
the spacecraft 10 degrees for a maximum period of 1 day, down-link
telemetering would be lost during that interval. Up-link communication
would be retained at all times through the omnidirectional antenna.
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7. COST ANALYSIS
This section presents the results of a cost analysis comparison of the
Solar Electric Propulsion Mars Orbiter Spacecraft with a typical all-chemical
propulsion Mars Orbiter Spacecraft. The cost analysis activity consists of
defining cost categories, developing cost estimating relationships, and esti-
mating total system cost.
Detailed definitions of the major cost categories are given in the cost
analysis portion of this section. Cost estimating relationships were developed
from historical data appearing in the open literature, estimates by technical
personnel and the Hughes Cost Data Bank. The Cost Data Bank represents
the accumulation of cost data and estimating relationships resulting from work
in the areas of satellite and space station systems. The cost estimating
relationships are developed specifically for each category and include adjust-
ments of historical data to account for performance requirements, design
complexity, weight, and schedule information.
The results of this cost analysis activity are shown in Table 7-I.
The
l)
assumptions for the data given in Table 7-1 are:
p
All cost data are 1965 dollars, although delivery of flight
articles would not occur until the 1970's.
a) In cost/effectiveness ratio, p'ayload for SEP refers to the elec-
tronics and instruments in the scientifiC payload (1790 pounds);
and for the all chemical refers to the space science package
(466 pound s).
If effectiveness is defined by the above C/E ratios, the data
illustrates that the SEP is approximately 1.5 to 2. 0 times as
effective as the all chemical version.
Definitions of the major cost categories are as follows:
Program Management includes the cost of overall planning, scheduling,
control functions, PERT, and Documentation.
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PTABLE 7-1. COST SUMMARY
(Millions of Dollars)
Program management
Design and development
Fabrication, as sembIy,
and test (10 units)
Field operations
Total program cost
less
Cost of scientific payload
(ten units)
Cost effectiveness ratios
Fabrication, as sembly,
test dollars payload
(pounds) less lander
(ten units)
Total program cost --
payload (pounds) less
lander (I0 units)
Total program cost
including payload
less lander -- payload
(pounds) less lander
(I0 units)
Solar Electric
Spacecraft
17.9
93. 9
251. 5
12.6
375. 9
Scientific payload
and lander
6Z6.0
$/LB
14, 000
Zl, 000
56,000
All Chemical
Spacecraft
9.2
66.4
113.3
5.6
194. 5
Space science
package and lander
163.0
$/LB
24, 300
41,600
76,500
Design and Development includes the cost of System Analysis, System
Engineering, Reliability and Quality Assurance, Detail Design, and other
functions required to bring the System up to the operational/manufacturing
stage.
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iFabrication, Assembly and Test includes all those costs incurred in
the manufacture and delivery of the flight articles.
site.
Field Operations include the costs of contractor support at the launch
The costs for this program are estimated at three levels. The mini-
mum estimate describes the lower limit. The nominal estimate.describes
the most probable cost. The maximum estimate describes the upper limit.
Data from historical programs indicates that there is a 90 percent probability
the estimated costs for this program will fall within these limits. The costs
were calculated by applying cost estimating relationships (CER's) to the
weight performance and design complexity values.
Table 7-2 gives the cost of the Solar Electric Propulsion version by
major cost category and subsystem.
It can be seen from the table that the total program cost is
$575, 900, 000 for the solar electric version, nominal case. Of tile total
$128,600,000 is attributed to the solar array and power conditioning equip-
ment. This accounts for 34 percent of the total program. Of the $128,600,000
for the solar array and power conditioning 10 percent is for design and
development and 90 percent is for fabrication, assembly and test (ten units).
This is 4 percent and 31 percent, respectively, of the total program. The unit
cost of production for the solar array and power conditioning equipment is
$11, 500, 000. The unit cost of production for the spacecraft is $25,200,000.
Table 7-3 gives the cost of the All Chemical Propulsion version by
major cost category and subsystem. It can be seen from the table that the
total program cost is $194,500,000 for the all-chemical version, nominal
case. The unit cost of production for the spacecraft is 511, 300,000.
Table 7-4 presents a cost-reliability analysis for the solar electric
and all-chemical versions of the Mars Orbiter spacecraft. The purpose of
this analysis is to examine the relative r_liabilities for equal effectiveness.
Nominal cost estimates have been used. The unit production cost is the cost
of fabrication, assembly, and test of one unit. The weight of the payload is
the weight of the scientific package described for the individual systems in
the weight statements of Tables 7-5 and 7-6. The effectiveness is defined as
the pounds per dollar of payload put into Mars orbit. The equation in Table
8-4 assumes both systems have equal effectiveness.
It is important to note in the above analysis that "effectiveness" refers
to a_particular quantitative index. Other quantitative indices could be used
and qualitative factors (schedule implications, advancement in state of the
art, etc.) have not been considered.
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TABLE 7-2. SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION VERSION
(Millions of Dollars)
J
, .
i
I
L
i
t
Program management
Design and
development
System
Subsystem
T elec ommunic ation s
Guidance and
control
Electric propulsion
system
Solar array and
power conditioning
Thrustors
Propellant and
tankage
Retro-rocket
Tankage and
nozzles
Propellant
Structur e
Auxiliary power
Electric harness
Thermal control
Ground equipment
(including hardware)
Fabrication, assembly
and test {ten units)
Telecommunications
Guidance and
control
Minimum
14.3
(75.2)
9.8
(62.3)
II.0
20.1
9.3) (
9.1
0.1
0.1
1.2) (
1.2
18.0
0:I
2.2
0.4
3.1
Nominal
,. ,,,
17.9
(93.9)
lZ.2
(77.8)
Percent
of Total
Nominal
,. ,..,
13.0
23.6
4.8
(25.0)
3.2
(20.7)
(2o2.0)
26.0
47.5
13.8)
13.6
I.6)
1.6
I
22.0
0:1
3.3
0.4
3.9
(251.
30.
34.
3.7)
3.7
0.4)
0.4
5.8
0.8
0. I
I.I
5) (66.8)
0 8.0
8 14.6
Maximum
21,6
(113.9)
14.9
( 94.3
15.0
27.4
(18.4)
18.2
0. I
0. I
' 2 1)
.
2.1
26.4
: !
4.4
0.5
4.7
(3ol.7)
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Table 7-2 (continued)
Electric propulsion
system
Solar array and
power conditioning
Thrustors
Propellant and
tankage
Retro-rocket
Tankage and
nozzles
Propellant
Structure
Auxiliary power
Electric harness
Thermal control
Field operations
Total
Minimum
(96.7)
92.3
Nominal
(l_O. 7)
115.0
Percent
of Total
Nominal
(32.0)
30.6
3.5
0.9
3.5) (
3.4
0.1
17.6
m
10.0
0.7
10.1
301.6
4.7)
4.6
0. i
26.4
13.5
1.4
12.6
375.9
(1.2)
1.2
7.0
3.6
0.4
3.4
I00.0
Maximum
(145. 3)
136.5
( 7.0)
6.9
0.1
35. 2
16.0
2.1
15.1
452. 3
Note: Numbers in parentheses are non-add items.
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TABLE 7-3. ALL-CHEMICAL VERSION
{Millions of Dollars)
Program management
Design and
development
System
Subsystem
Power supply
(solar photovoltaic)
RF system
Guidance and
attitude control
Structure
Cabling
Thermal control
Retro propulsion
system
Fuel
Tanks
Ground equipment(including hardw&re)
Fabrication, assembly
and test (ten units)
Power supply(solar photovoltaic)
RF system
Guidance and
attitude control
Structure
Cabling
Thermal control
Retro propulsion
system
Fuel
Tanks
Field operations
Total
Minimum
7.5
(55.2)
7.2
(45.7)
2.3
6.8
22.2
11.8
0.2
0.2
( 2.2)
m
2.2
2.3
(90.8)
3.8
!6.0
52.5
I0.8
0.5
0.4
(6.8)
0.1
6.7
4.5
158.0
Nominal
9.2
(66.4)
8.6
(55.0)
2.5
8.0
26.2
14.8
0.3
0.2
( 3. O)
3.0
Z.8
(I13. 3)
• 5.7
18.5
60.6
17.7
1.0
0.8
( 9.0)
0. I
8.9
5.6
194.5
Pe rc ent
of Total
Nominal
4.7
(34. 1)
4.4
(28. 3)
1.3
4.1
13.5
7.6
0.2
0.1
(1.5)
1.5
1.4
(58. 3)
2.9
9.6
31.2
9.1
0.5
0.4
(4.6)
4.6
2.9
100.0
Maximum
11.1
(78.2)
10.2
(64.8)
2.7
9.2
30.4
17.7
0.4
0.3
( 4.1)
4.1
3.2
(137.0)
7.6
c.., U . ]
69.7
23.6
1.5
1.2
(13.5)
0. I
13,4
6.8
233. 1
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Let:
Where:
Then:
TABLE 7-4. COST-RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
FOR NOMINAL CASE
, Unit Production Cost ($M)
Weight of Scientific Payload (lb)
Effectiveness (lb/$x 10 6 )
Solar Electric
25.2
1790
71
All- Chemical
11.3
466
41
RseEse = RacEac (for equal effectivenessl
Rse = Reliability of solar electric version
R = Reliability of all-chemical version
ac
E = Effectiveness of solar electric version
se
For an assumed R of ....
ac
and for equal effectiveness,
R must be ...........
sc
0. 90 0.80 0. 70
0.52 0.46 0. 40
0. 50 0. 40 0. 30
0.29 0.23 0. 17
Table 7-7 illustrates the effect of the solar array cost for all estimat-
ing levels. Case 1 was determined by subtracting the solar array cost from
the total spacecraft cost for minimum, nominal, and maximum levels. For
example, the minimum cost level for the unit spacecraft cost less the electric
propulsion system is $10,500,000.. Case 2 gives the cost of the unit space-
craft including the electrical propulsion system cost for each of the three
cost estimates of the electrical propulsion system.
The range of values for the unit spacecraft is ._20, 200,000 to
$30,200, 000. The percent of the electrical propulsion system cost to total
unit spacecraft cost varies from 38 to 58 percent.
A major source of solar array cost data was a Lockheed-California
Company study. This study was performed for NASA under contract number
NAS9-1307 and was titled, "St-udy of On-Board Power Supply for an Orbiting
Space Station," 1964. dudgment was used in applying the factors derived
from the Lockheed study to this program.
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4TABLE 7-5. SOLAR - ELECTRIC PROPELLED
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
Scientific payload
Lander
Scientific package
Telecommunications
Guidance and control
Electric propulsion system
Solar array
Power conditioning
Thrustors
Propellant and tankage
Retro-rocket
Tankage and nozzles
Propellant
Structure
Auxiliary power
Electric harness
Thermal contr ol
Total Launch Weight
2300
1790
1150
130
II0
780
Z30
1310
4090
200
365
2170
1540
880
60
2Z0
70
9595
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TABLE 7-6. ALL CHEMICAL PROPULSION
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
Power supply (solar photovoltaic)
RF system
Guidance and attitude control (nitrogen system)
Structure
Cabling
Thermal control
Retro propulsion system
Fuel
Tanks
Scientific package
Lander
Subtotal
Total launch weight
3000
445
382
123
404
590
50
40
3445
466
5500
2300
78OO
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8. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
The analysis shows that relative reliability of the two types of
spacecraft is as shown below:
1) All chemical spacecraft with midcourse correction at 200 hours
and second midcourse correction at 2-500 hours if needed.
Lower Limit Mean Upper Limit
0. 876 0. 9357 0. 9857
2) Ion propelled spacecraft for 8400 hour mission
0. 738 0.815 0.861
IL :::ust be noted that the above reliability values refer only to those
items not common to both vehicles. Overall reliability of either vehicle is
presumably less than 50 percent.
INTRODUCTION
In the following study a comparisor, is made between the reliability of
two similar vehicles for a Mars mission.
Both vehicles would be injected into the transfer trajectory by a con-
ventional booster. For the chemical version the trajectory would be cor-
rected by a restartable rocket engine.
The other vehicle, after being put into its transfer trajectory, would
be propelled by ion engines throughout the flight. Corrections in trajectory
would be made as necessary. The electrical power for the ion engines
would be provided by four large solar panels. A power conditioning unit
converts the solar power to a form suitable for operation of ion engines.
At first sight it would appear that the ion engine propulsion system
would complicate the spacecraft and so reduce its reliability. However,
since the vehicle with the ion engines requires no midcourse correction,
8-1
considerable simplification of the onboard guidance equipment is possible.
The one or two midcourse corrections are not necessary, and the attitude
controls, including gyros and the restartable engine used to perform these
maneuvers can be omitted. It should be pointed out that final decisions about
the relative merits of these two spacecraft must take into; account other con-
sideration besides reliability. Of particular importance is the cost of launch-
ing. With a given payload, the ion engine propelled spacecraft would need a
smaller and less expensive boost vehicle than the all chemical spacecraft.
The main subsystems required for both vehicles are listed in Table
8-1. In the following analyses it has been assumed that the reliability of
those systems which are common to both spacecraft is identical. For example,
both spacecraft use antennas; the reliability of the antenna on the spacecraft
propelled by ion engines is not likely to differ significantly from the reliability
of the antenna on the chemical spacecraft.
The failure rate of the subsystems in the mission environment is a
matter for conjecture. Although two spacecraft have gone to Mars and Venus,
this is too small a number to give any reliable estimate of the failure rate.
The results of this study must be regarded as tenuous. Failure rates are
used as a basis for comparison, not as an absolute measurement. The
failure rates used were the only ones readily available. They are taken
from reports used to predict the reliability of ballistic missiles (Reference
8-1) and Mariner spacecraft (Reference 8-2).
The reports are old; however, the reliability of conaponents has
steadily in, proved in the past. There is every reason to suppose that com-
ponents will continue to inaprove in reliability in the future. In the report on
the mercury feed systeFn there is such a wlde discrepancy in failure rates,
that the upper and lower bounds are given.
Improvements in technology should contribute to higher component
reliability. Further, as more space missions are undertaken, greater con-
fidence in the predicted failure rates will be possible (Reference 8-3).
It should be pointed out that reliability calculations based on component
failure rates are in themselves somewhat optimistic. Human errors in
asser,-,bly and testing will not always be found by a Quality Control organization.
Some errors will inevitably occur which are undetected prior to launch.
Sufficient redundancy should be built into the spacecraft so that failures of
one kind or another will not cause a mission failure.
8-Z
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TABLE 8-I. SUBSYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR
BOTH VEHICLES
A*
B.
All-Chemical Propelled Vehicle
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6) Autopilot including gyros,
Engine Propelled Vehicle
1) Large solar panels
Ion
Preretro solar panel retraction
Postretro solar panel extension
Preretro antenna retraction
Postretro antenna extension
Midcourse correction motor, servo valves,
electronics
accelerometer,
2) Power conversion (power conditioning)
3) Ion engines
4) Ion engine traverse mechanism
5) Ion engine caging mechanismp
6) Ion engine jettisoning mechanism
7) Solar panel jettisoning mechanism
8) Power conditioning jettisoning mechanism
9) Solar panel deployment mechanism
C. Both Vehicles
1) Attitude control system
2) Transmitters
3) Receivers
4) Decoders
5) Antenna
6) Canopus sensor
7) Payload
8) Thermal control
9) Spacecraft structure
10) Retro-rocket"'
::"Since approach velocity is less for the ion engine vehicle,
and
and electronics
its retro
rocket is smaller and deceleration is less than for the chemical
vehicle.
8-3
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MISSION
The flight time of the all-chemical spacecraft is estimated at 250 days.
Of equipment listed in Table 8-1A, items 1, 2, 3 and 4, must survive until
the end of the mission. Items 5 and 6 must survive until after the midcourse
correction, i.e., 200 hours, if the first correction is successful, or 2500
hours if a second correction is needed.
The flight time of the ion engine spacecraft is estimated at 350 days.
If changes in the trajectory are made during flight, this time may be shorter
or longer. Not all the engines are required to function until the end of the
mission since the available power decreases as the distance from the sun
increases. Likewise, not all the power converters are needed for the entire
mission. The approximate utilization times are shown in Table 8-2. The
switching diagram for the engines is shown in Figure 8-1.
t .
TABLE 8-2. MAIN BEAM AND ION ENGINE
UTILIZATION TIMES
P
Mission Time, Thrustors Required
days Out of 10 Total
0 to 100
i00 to 110
110 to 150
150 to 180
180 to 200
200 to 220
220 to 280
280 to 350
Main Beam Current
Modules Required
• Out of 23 Total
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
2O
19
19
18
18
17
17
16
ION ENGINE PROPELLED SPACECRAFT
Ion Engine Power Supply
Power obtained from the solar panels is fed into the power conditioner.
Briefly, the power conditioner inverts the direct current from the panels.
The alternating current thus produced is fed into transformers; the output
voltage is rectified and is used by the ion engines. A block diagram of the
electrical power system is shown in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-1. Ion Engine Power Conditioning Switching
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Figure 8-2. Electrical Power System
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PSolar Panels
The solar panels consist of four large arrays. Each array is folded
"accordion fashion" during taunch. After launch, each panel in the array
opens on a series of hinges. When the spacecraft reaches Mars, all but
the extreme inboard panels are jettisoned. Boeing estimates of the reliability
of this arrangement were used in this analysis (see Table 8-3).
TABLE 8-3. RELIABILITY SUMMARY OF SUBSYSTEMS
UNIQUE TO ELECTRICALLY PROPELLED SPACECRAFT
Flight Time = 8400 Hours
Subsystem
Ion engine
Ion engine caging
mcc hani s m
Pow e r
conditioning
• ,,,, ,=,qg ine
jettisoning
mechanism
Ion engine
translational
mec hani s m
Switching and
logic circuitry
Mercury feed
system- five
Solar panels
Solar panel
deployment
mec hani s m
Jettisoning
mechanism
Structure
mechanism
Maximum
power
regulator
Total
Description
Thrustors, isolator,
vaporizer seals
Cylinders, linkage,
etc.
Low e r
Limit
0. 983
0. 990
Mean
O. 983
O. 995
Upper
Limit
O. 983
O. 999
t'.tt'-'Xl)'O_'ve ' "0 0 L t _
Gea rs, nut sc rew,
electric motors,
electronic s
O. 9012
0. 999
0. 895
O. 9012
0.9995
0.950
O. 9012
^ QQQu .... 9
O. 980
Ion engine switching
Tanks, valves, one
redundant com_non
p.tp_ttlt_
0.990
0.974
O. 999
0.997
0.999
0.999
0.980
0.738
0.995
O. 993
0.9995
O. 997
0.999
0.999
0.990
0.815
0. 999
0.9999
0.9999
0.997
O. 999
O. 999
O. 998
0.861
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Power Conditionin_ Panels
Each of the eight power conditioners consists of several different
power supplies necessary to operate the ion engines. All of them have
redundant modules in case of failure during the mission. A list of these
power supplies, a summary of their predicted reliability, and the basis
for the reliability calculations are given further in this section under "POWER'\
CONDITIONING SYSTEM. "
Mercury Feed System
The fuel for the ion engines is contained in a number of tanks all
connected to a common engine feed system. Mercury is forced out by the
water vapor pressure in an opposing cylinder. All of the ion engines are
connected to the common feed line through valves. The mercury is vapor-
ized by means of a heater and fed into the thrustors. The feed system is
discussed in detail further in this section under "MERCURY FEED SYSTEM."
Jettisoning Devices
A number of jettisoning devices are listed in Table 8-lB. Presum-
ably these would consist of some pyrotechnic device such as an explosive
bolt or cable cutter. These have been highly developed and exhibit a high
degree of reliability.
Mechanisms
There are a number of linear motion devices driven by electric
motors. E_xtension and retroaction mechanisms are used on both space-
craft. The reliability of such devices is questionable. However, as there
are nearly the same number of mechanisms on both _ystems, the actual
failure rate is not too important. The reliability of a single mechanism
using the failure rates given in Reference 8-2 is shown further in this section
under "ENGINE TRANSLATIONAL MECHANISM. "
x
CHEMICALLY PROPELLED SPACECIIAI:'T
During the analysis free use has been made of Reference 8-2. An
initial correction in the trajectory is assumed to occur 200 hours after
launching. If the first correction does not satisfactorily reduce trajectory
errors, a second attempt will be made later in the flight. A more complete
discussion is given under "CHEMICAL ENGINE SYSTEM" further in this
section.
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SYSTEM RELIABILITY SUMMARIES
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reLiabiLity for those components of between 0.738 and 0.86[.
The reliabilities of the subsystems unique to the chemically propelled
spacecraft are shown in Table 8-4. These combine to give a collective
reliability for these components of between 0. 876 and 0. 9857.
The midcourse correction motor and guidance package are the main
sources of unreliability of those subsystems unique to the chemically
propelled spacecraft. Devices of this kind have been used successfully for
some time past and have reached a high degree o¢ sophistication. Barring
a major breakthrough, their reliability is unlikely to improve significantly
in the near future.
The ion engine, however, is at the beginning of its reliability cycle
and considerable improvement would appear possible. Another advantage
is that there are very few moving parts. The comparison is then between
highly developed midcourse correction equipment and a new method of pro-
pulsion. Most of the hardware has yet to be designed, so that a range of
probabilities is given. As the system is designed the failure rates will have
a narrower range and a better comparison can be made.
TABLE 8-4. RELIABILITY SUMMARY OF SUBSYSTEMS
UNIQUE TO CHEMICALLY PROPELLED SPACECRAFT
Flight Time = 6000 tIours
t
Subsystem
Midcourse correction,
flight control unit,
midcourse motor, turn
co_nmand generater
Preretro solar panel
and antenna retraction
Postretro solar panel
and antenna extension
Tota[
Lower
Limit
O. 9_2Z
0.98
0.98
0.876
Mean
0. 9547
0.99
0.99
O. 9357
Upper
Limit
O. 9897
O. 998
O. 998
0. 9857
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It is concluded that the electric propulsion spacecraft has somewhat
lower reliability than the all-chemical system. However, the two major
contributors to unreliability of the ion engine spacecraft are the power con-
ditioner and engine translation servos. Power conditioning reliability can be
significantly improved by more complete redundancy with negligible weight
penalty. Reliability of the engine positioner will greatly improve if the lub-
rication problem is solved, i.e., if the Ball Brothers method becomes space
proven. Also, in the future the state of the art of ion engines is likely to
move forward more rapidly than that of midcourse correction systems. The
ion engine, from a reliability standpoint, has considerable promise for
spacecraft having long journey times.
POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM
_Power Conditioning Panels
Each power conditioning panel is composed of varying quantities of
nine different module types. A specified number of each module type is
required for successful power conditioning panel operation; the remainder
serve as spares. Each module type has at least one spare.
The spare modules are in s_tandby from an operational viewpoint.
However, power is applied to the parts, so from a reliability viewpoint the
configuration must be viewed as an active redundancy situation. Except for
the main beam, modules, which are analyzed separately, the number of
modules of each type required is constant throughout the mission.
The reliability {in aggregate) of a particular module type is given by
where
N.
1
M. -_
I
Ri(t ) =
_.. =
I
_" Ni-Mi Ni Ni-k Ri(t)]k (l)
k=0
t
l
R.lt) = e
1
(z)
total number of the ith type module in a power conditioning
panel.
number of the ith type module required for successful power
conditioning panel operation.
reliability of one of the ith type modules.
failure rate of one of the ith type modules.
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The reliability of one power conditioning panel is given by
8
-_-Ri*(t )= "(t)R(t)p C x RMB
i=l
(3)
where RMB*{t) is the aggregate reliability of the 2_3 main beam xnodules,
discussed in the following section.
In order to use the" previous analysis of thrustor reliability, it was
assumed that all eight power conditioning panels must operate for the 350-day
mission. Power conditioning system reliability is thus given by
Rpcs(t) = IRpc(t)] 8
Table 8-5 lists the power conditioning panel modules and their pre-
dicted reliabilities. The reliability of one power conditioning panel is
estimated as 0.9872. The reliability of the power conditioning system
{eight panels) is estimated as 0. 9019.
Main Beam Modules
There are 23 main beam modules in each power conditioning panel.
The number of main beam modules required for each mission phase is sum-
marized in Table 8-6.
Since all 23 modules are power stressed, the probability of failure of
a spare unit was assumed equal to the probability of failure of an operating
unit.
The analysis of the main beam hnodules was performed by considering
each mission phase in sequence, as described in the following paragraph.
• Denote by Pk(j[i) the probability that exactly j failures have occurred
by the end of mission phase k given that exactly i failures had occurred by
the end of mission phase (k-l). Denote by Pk(J) the probability that exactly
j failures have occurred by the end of the mission phase k. Then
Mk-I
pk(j ) = _ pk(Jli)Pk_l(i ) (4)
i=O
i<_j
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TABLE 8-6. REQUIRED MAIN BEAM MODULES
Mission Phase (k)
l
Z
3
4
5
Time, days
(tk_ I to t k)
0 to 100
100 to 140
150 to 200
ZOO to 2.80
280 to 350
Number of Main Beam
Modules Required (Mk)
ZO
19
18
17 "
16
where Mk_ 1 is the number of main beam modules required during mission
phase (k-l). Since all Z3 modules are power stressed, the probability
F*k(j [i) is given by the binomial term
I [ "(z3-i [R., ltk . t, : -pk(J[i ) = \ J ,, ..._ K.i) Z]-i-j n " -tk_l)] J (5)
-kMB(t k - tk_ 1)
where RMB(t k - tk_l) : e
The initial state (t = 0) probabilities are given by
Po(j) = I j = 0
Po(j) = 0 otherwise (6)
and the overall reliability for the mission is found from
7
RMB = E P5 (j) "
j=O
(7)
The aggregate reliability of the main beam modules was calculated
from Equations 4, 5, 6, and 7 using a module failure rate (kMB) of 0.409
per 105 hours and the mission requirements and times summarized in
Table 8-5.
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MERCURY FEED SYSTEM
For the purpose of this analysis the ion engine feed system consists
of the mercury tanks and associated valves and seals which are connected to
a common feed line as shown in Figure 8-3. The internal configuration of a
mercury tank is shown in Figure 8-4.
The other components of the feed system, the engines, valves, isola-
tors and vaporizers are considered part of the engine subsystem and are
included in the ion engine reliability analysis in Reference 8-4.
It is a requirement that all mercury be available for use during the
mission. Therefore failure of any tank, valve, diaphragm bellows, seal, or
water vapor heater would result in mission failure. The reliability analysis
of a single tank system for a 350-day mission is shown in Table 8-7.
The failure rates for all components are taken from Reference 8-1.
4!
TABLE 8-7. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF
SINGLE MERCURY FEED SYSTEM
Component
Pressure tank
Redundant diaphragms
Lower Bound Average
Bellows
Heater
Squib valve
Squib driver
Seals ,t_ ,
_ x uLtr I
Total
• 77 I -._
O. 995
O. 955
O. 9996
O. 9996
O. 9998
O. 9997
0. 9985
0. 9975
0. 977
0. 9998
0. 9998
0. 9998
0. 9998
0. 946 0. 9723
Upper Bound
0.9992
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
O.9999
0.998
ENGINE TI_ANSLATIONAL MECHANISM
The mechanism consists of two actuators at 90 degrees to one
another. Each screw is driven by an electric motor, which in turn is driven
by an amplifier. It is estimated that the number of electronic parts in the
8 -13"
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amplifiers is 200. Using a number of 0.01 percent per I000 hours as the
average failure rate for all components, the reliability of the amplifiers is
0. 983.
Upper Limit Mean Lower
Failure rate of electric motors
x 10 -6 hour = 0.58 0.3 0.11
Failure rate of actuators
x 10 -6 hour
= 9.6 3.6 0.17
Reliability of transverse
mechanism for 8400 hours = 0.91 0. 967 0. 997
Reliability of electronics,
actuator and motor
= O. 8945 O. 950 O. 98
CHEMICAL ENGINE SYSTEM
The greatest disadvantage of the chemical engine system, from a
reliability standpoint, is the elaborate flight control package required for
the midcourse maneuver. Table 8-8 gives the failure rates of such equip-
ment. As stated previously, only the equipment peculiar to this spacecraft
(not needed for the ion engine spacecraft) is considered. The flight control
package is assumed to be similar to that of the Mariner spacecraft. Aver-
age failure rates for electronic components were from Reference 8-2, which
derived its part failure rates from MIL Handbook 217. The upper bound was
then obtained by multiplying this average failure rate by 2 while the lower
bound was obtained by multiplying the average by 0. 2. The failure rates for
electromechanical devices (gyros, etc.) were those of Reference 8-1.
It is assumed that the _'--"
......... t correction wtil take place d00 hours after
liftoff while a second correction, if neeaed, would occur ?-500 hours after
liftoff.
A successful correction may occur in two mutually exclusive ways:
l) All necessary equipment funcNons for 200 hours and a successful
correction is performed.
2) The first correction was not successful but all necessary equip-
ment has functioned for 2500 hours, and the second correction is
successful.
8-15
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TABLE 8-8. FAILURE RATES OF ADDED EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED FOR MIDCOURSE CORRECTION
Failure Rate = 10 "6 Failure per Hour
Subsystem
Gyro T/R
Gyro control
P and Y amplifier
and switches
P and Y gyros
Electronics
Gyros
Roll amplifier and
switch
Turn command
generator
Roll gyro
Gyro
Electronics
Autopilot and vane
actuators
Total
Upper Bound
14.64
17.32
65.62
26.48
50.0
20. 44
10.24
25.0
12.3
Average
7.32
8. 66
32.81
13.74
20.0
10. 22
5.12
I0.0
6.65
74.97150.0
392.04
Lower Bound
1.46
1.73
6.56
2. 64
5.0
2.04
1.02
2.5
1.23
189.49
15.0
39.2
I
where
The probability of event I is:
-200x)(0.(e 9998)(0. 9782) (8)
k is the total failure rate in Table 8-8.
0.9998 is the reliability for one cycle of operation of the midcourse
correction motor.
0. 9782 is the operational probability of a successful correction.
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Using the range of failure rates in Table 8-8, Equation 8 yields
Lower Bound Average Upper Bound
0. 9043 0. 9416 0. 9704
for the probability of a successful correction at t = 200 hours.
The probability of event 2-is
-2500(1 - 0.9782} e (0.9998}2(0.- - 9782)
Using the range in Table 8-8, Equation 9 yields
Lower Bound Average Upper Bound
0. 0020 0. 0068 0. 0168
0. 0785 0. 0129 0. 0192
for the probability of a successful second correction and an unsuccessful
first correction, i.e., event 2.
Thu.¢, the p_-_h_h_liey ,_¢ = =,,cce==¢,,1 _orre ......, r
+ Pr (Event 2), has the range:
Lower Bound Average Upper Bound
0.964 0.977 0.993
0.9122 0.9547 0.9897
(9)
I
P
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APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF LOW THRUST TRAJECTORIES
GENERATED WITH JPL "OPTIMUM THRUST
PROGRAM FOR POWER LIMITED SYSTEMS"
• I
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
Uni_____t
.i.
r meg m-"
{" meg m/meg see
h meg m2/meg sec
9 degrees
F degrees
Q{T) none
F 1 none
F 2 none
R{T) none
':"One "meg" unit = 10 6 x unit
spacecraft- sun radius
radial velocity
specific angular momentum
true heliocentric longitude
thrust attitude from spacecraft-sun
line
Q(T) = 0: transversality condition for
maximum payload
LaGrange multiplier
LaGrange multiplier
R(T) = 0: transversality condition for
minimum
DESCRIPTION OF TRAJECTORIES
The trajectory optimization is performed by use of a calculus of
variations formulation, where the resuiting two-point boundary value problem
is solved by starting with arbitrary choices for the unknown initial conditions,
A-I
perturbing the choice, and then systematically correcting these initial condi-
tions until the two-point boundary value problem is solved. Needless to say,
the convergence to a solution depends strongly on the choice of the starting
values. The trajectories optimized in this study are earth to Mars trajec-
tories for low thrust spacecraft. A two-body inverse square central force
field model is considered in this program. Earth and Mars gravitational
effects are ignored. Initial position and velocity of the spacecraft are taken
equal to earth's position and velocity on the given launch date. Final position
and velocity are matched with Mar'8 coordinates for the arrival date d_finod
by specification of launch date and fligh_ time. Spacecraft power is assumed
to vary with spacecraft-sun distance by the formula
0= G r°
where N = 1.7 for this study.
In the program trajectories are computed with the following definition
of payload
1
m
pay m
1 - _ refuel
m I"t3 m
o o o
Powerplant mass, mpp/m o, is computed by
m
n_
o
Specific mass of powerplant a is an input quantity, and considered dependent
on exhaust velocity c. For thi_ study *_-.._,,.foil ........ i,,g values of specific, mass
were used where
A-2
p Kg x 10 -6
c kin/see P/T _ watt
-930 140.0 70.0 10
-935 14Z.8 61.2 10
-940 148.0 55.5 l0
45 155.2 51.7 10 -9
-950 165.0 49.5 10
-955 173.8 47.3 l0
-960 181.0 45.2 l0
Thus maximum payload depends on the choice of _.
Three types of trajectories were studied: zero coast rendezvous,
optimum coast rendezvous, and flyby. Rendezvous trajectories have the
spacecraft position and velocity {r, 9, 2, h) matched with the position and
velocity of Mars at end of flight time. Zero coast means the spacecraft
engine is thrusting continually from Earth to Mars. Optimum coast means
_,,e_,,,_,o_is zero over some one o. more .._4_A_ ,.r time ,-_]led _,_e_ =,.,-_
The program determines these coast arcs for maximum ratio of final mass
to initial mass, i.e., for minimum fuel consumption. Flyby trajectories
have only spacecraft position (r, #) matched with the position of Mars at the
end of flight. Flyby trajectories may have coast arcs.
The program must be supplied with numerical tolerances within which
a dependent variable, e.g., final position or velocity, will be considered
acceptable orY'matched". The convergence criteria used in this study are:
Rendezvous
Trajectories
Acceptable
Dependent Representative Tolcrance _.1
Variable Yi Value of Y. IYi- Ydesired l< ,.l I
r Zl0,000 meg m 5.0
_" 1,000 meg m/meg sec 1.0
h 5 x 109 meg rag/meg sec 5 x 106
9 0 - 360" 0.01
Q(T) 0 0.01
A-3
iFlyby
Trajectories
Acceptable
Tolerance c.
Dependent R epr es entative 1
Variable Yi Value of Y. [Yi - Ydesired I < _"1 1
F 1 0 0.0001
F 2 0 0.0001
0-360 ° 0.01
r 210,000 meg m 1.0
Q(T) 0 0.01
RANGE OF PARAMETERS
The above three trajectory types were run for a wide range of para-
meters. The ranges and increments are:
Minimum ....... Ma×i m''mIlLLL _1 I l _Z_ILL, • • ......
T = flight time (days) 150 50 500
c = exhaust velocity
(km/sec) 30 5 60
Launch year 1969, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977
Launch date 60 days before optimum date to 30 days after in 4-day
increments
For a given flight time, exhaust velocity, and launch year there is
some launch date which gives a maximum mass ratio mf/m o. This is termed
the optimum launch date. Trajectories were computed for launch dates
covering the range 60 days before optimum to 30 days after optimum in 4-day
intervals. Thus for every combination of 1) type of trajectory, 2) launch
year, 3) flight time, and 4) exhaust velocity there are about 23 trajectories
covering a 90-day launch period.
FORMAT
The output format from the JPL program is fixed by the program.
The printout block includes _umerical values of time, position, velocity,
power, acceleration, mass, LaGrange multipliers of the problem, etc., for
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a gi_'en time. -fhe JPL program manual describes this outpt_t with one excep-
tion: Spacecraft-Mars relative velocity (nlagnitude) is added to the printout
described in the manual. The relative velocity symbol is "VAP."
The majority of the trajectories run in this study have printouts at
l) start of trajectory, 2) time of thrust cutoff (beginning at coast), 3) time
of thrust on, and 4) end of trajectory. A few trajectories with more detailed
printouts are available.
Since the trajectory printouts are too detailed for purposes of design
analysis, the pertinent quantities have been tabulated manually. The tabulated
data consists of:
Quantity
Launch date
final mass
initial mass
*payload mass
initial mass
*powe_rplant mass
initial mass
Initial acceleration
Thrust attitude- initial
motor off
motor on
final
Spacecraft-Mars approach
velocity at end ok trajectory
Flight time
Exhaust velocity
Specific mass ok powerplant
*NOTE: mpay/m ° = mf/m ° - m PP
Units Symbol
None
None
None
meg m
meg sec2
meg m Z
meg sec 3
degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees
me_l m
meg sec
Days
km/sec
K_gt_ 10-
watt
/m
0
6 _ meg sec 3
- meg mZ
(month) - (day)
mf
m
o
Ill
m
o
m
____UP
m
O
a
o
f
rl
r2
r3
VAP
T
c
op
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Spacecraft power is not tabulated but may be computed as follows
from a and c.
O
/watts _ a co -3
- xl0
= Specific Power_ Kg ] _l
where
= engine efficiency = I for this study
meg m
ao 2
meg sec
Km
c
sec
{ watts_
Power (watts) = _\--K-_g ] x total spacecraft mass (Kg.)
DETAILED PRINTOUT
A selection of representative cascs was run with a printout interval
of 16 days. These cases may be used for plotting thrust attitude, position,
velocity, etc. as functions of time over the trajectory. A list of the detaiied
printout cases is included in Table A-1.
SPECIAL CASES
Two other trajectory types were run in small quantity for comparison:
constant attitude, and zero coast flyby.
Constant attitude cases have the thrust attitude 1" fixed throughout
the trajectory. The program searches on the power _ and the thrust attitude
Fto maximize the final spacecraft mass.
Zero coast flyby cases match spacecraft position (r,
position at end of trajectory but do not allow a coast period.
have the same constraints as the flyby cases.
9) with Mars
These cases
A list of the constant attitude and zero coast flyby cases is in
Table A-2.
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TABLE A-I. DETAILED PRINTOUTS
ZERO COAST RENDEZVOUS
1971 T:400 C:40
50
1977 350 40
50
1971 300 40
50
350 40
50
1977 400 40
50
1969 4O0 35
45
55
1975 350 30
5O
55
60
400 30
450 50
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCII DATE
ALL LAUNCH DATES
ALL LAUNCH DATES
ALL LAUNCH DATES
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
i
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Table A-1 (continued)
OPTIMUM COAST RENDEZVOUS
40
45
40
4O
3O
35
4O
45
1975 150
200
250
300
350
50
55
60
400 40
450 40
500 40
1973 300 40
50
35O 40
5O
400 40
5O
1971 300 35
40
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCtt DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH 1)ATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCtt DATE
OPTiMU'ivl LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCtt DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCtt DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
ALL LAUNCtt DATES OVER 90 DAY STUDY
15 TRAJECTORIES PRECEEDING OPTIMUM
LAUNCH
A-8
¢ a
T_hle A-I (continued)
FLYBY
1969 T:300 C:40
50
1973 '300 40
50
350 40
50
1977 200 30
1969
1975
35
4O
45
5O
350 40
5O
1 50 40
200 40
250 40
300 40
350 30
5O
55
60
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
ALL LAUNCII DATES OVER 90 DAY STUDY
PERIOD
ALL LAUNCH DATES OVER 90 DAY STUDY
PERIOD
ALL LAUNCH DATES OVER 90 DAY STUDY
PERIOD
ALL LAUNCH DATES OVER 90 DAY STUDY
PERIOD
ALL LAUNCH DATE.q OVER 90 DAY STUDY
PERIOD
OPTIMIIM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPT!MIIM LAUNCII DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
OPTIMUM LAUNCH DATE
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TABLE A-g, SPECIAL CASES
CONSTANT ATTITUDE
YEAR TYPE TRAJECTORY T
1975 OPTIMUM RENDEZVOUS 3'_0
1975 OPTIMUM RENDEZVOUS 350
1975 OPTIMUM RENDEZVOUS *350
1975 OPTIMUM RENDEZVOUS *350
1975 OPTIMUM RENDEZVOUS 350
|975 OPTIMUM RENDEZVOUS 350
FLYBY
1973 (COAST) 350
FLYBY
1973 (COAST) 350
FLYBY
1973 (COAST) *350
FLYBY
197] (COAST) *350
FLYBY
1973 (COAST) 350
FLYBY
1973 (COAST) 350 .
ZERO COAST FLYBY
YEAR T C
1969 350 40
1971 350 40
1973 350 40
1975 350 50
1977 350 40
1969 300 30
1975 300 30
1977 300 30
1973 350 *40
1973 350 *40
1973 *350 40
1973 *350 40
1973 350 40
ONE OR TWO
LAUNCH THRUST
C DATE ANGLES
40 7S.8-7 2
40 *75-8-7 Z
40 75-8-7 2
40 75-8-7 2
*40 75-8-7 2
*40 75-8-7 2
40 73-5-26 I
40 *73-5-26 I
40 73-5-Z6 I
40 73-5-Z6 I
*40 73-5-26 I
*40 73-5-26 1
LAUNCH DATE
68-11-13 to 68-11-21
f L-_-_u to ,a'_-Ll
73-4-24
75-5-27 to 75-7-10
77-6-30 to 77-8-13
68-10-1 to 69-1-29
75-4-Z0 to 75-8-18
77-6-10 to 77-10-8
73-1-11
73-1-1]P
73-I-II
73-1-11
73-1-11 to 73-4-Z1
OTIiER DESCRIPTION
R(T) CRITERIA. DETAIl, PRINT
Q(T), *ALL DATES 75-7-]0
to 75-8-27, & = Z days
Q(T). ALL *T = 350, 355 .... ,400
Q(T), ALL *T = 350, 345 .... , 300
Q(T), ALL C = 40, 41,42 ..... 60
Q(T), ALL C : 40, 39, 38 ..... 30
DETAILED PRINT Q(T)
*ALL DATES 73-5-10 to 73-6-15
A: 4, Q(T)
*ALL T : 350, 355 .... ,400 Q(T)
gALL T = 350, 345 .... , 300 Q(T)
*ALL C - 40, 41, 4Z ..... (_0 Q(T)
*ALL C = 40, 39, 38, .... 30 Q(T)
OTHER DESCRIPTION
4 day intervals
4 day interval--
4 day intervals
4 day intervals
4 day intervals
4 day intervals
4 day intervals
C : 40, 42.5, 45 .... , 60
C _ 40, _9.5 .... ,30
T : _50, 375, 400 ..... 500
T : 350, 325, 300 .... , 150
4 day intervals
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Performance analyses of several missions based on the data obtained
with the JPL computer program were performed and have been reported in
the three Bimonthly Progress Reports. The results of these analyses will
not be repeated here. ttowever, in order to indicate the technique which has
been used in optimizing propulsion system design parameters and to provide
a bridge between the Mission Analysis Section and Propulsion System Design
Section, the 350-day, 1971 zero coast rendezvous lllission results will be
presented.
Since there are several thrust devices under consideration, and since
the exact characteristics of flight type electric propulsion systems are still
somewhat uncertain, a general approach to the performance analyses was
chosen. That is, the trajectory analysis was separated from all propulsion
system constraints. The results of the trajectory analysis are shown in
FigureA-I which is a performance map for low acceleration, high specific
impulse propulsion systems. This figure shows the final-to-initial mass
ratios as a function of total flight time for a zero coast rendezw)us mission
for the 1971 launch year. These data which were obtained as a direct output
of the JPL low thrust variable power trajectory program are plotted for
v'arious values of initial acceleration and specific impulse. The results
indicate that to a first order the final-to-initial mass ratio depends on speci-
fic impulse and is independent of initial acceleration and that total flight time
is determined by the initial acceleration and is only slightly affected by speci-
fic impulse. As stated above, these data ar_; co_.p!_,tely independent of pro-
pulsion system constraints and can be used to evah_ate the effectiveness of
any low thrust device.
Since for the propulsion system and spacecraft design a 1971, 150-day
mission was chosen, the propulsion system performance was evaluated for
operating points from 3000 to 6000 seconds spccific impulse (Isp) and initial
acceleration levels of approximately 2.5 x 10 -4 m/sect(e.g.," see Figure A-I).
By moving up the vertical 350-day line on Figure A-I to higher values of speci-
fic impulse the final-to-initial mass ratio'is increased, that is, the required
propel_at_ is decreased. However, since the power in the exhaust beam of
an electric thrustor is proportional to specific impulse, the power source
mass increases with Isp. Obviously there is a tradeoff then between power
and propellant and, therefore, an optimum Isp. Optimum ISD is defined
here as that specific impulse at which the sum of the propulsl_on syste.m and
propellant masses are minimized. The total power required by the propul-
sion system is proportional to the specific impulse divided by the engine
efficiency; thus one more effect that must be considered in determ£ning
(Isp)opt is the variation of engine efficienc_ with specific imp,lse.
The total engine efficiency as a function of specific impulse for both
the cesium and mercury bombardn]ent thrustors is shown _n Figure A-2.
These curves are meant to represent state-of-the-art devices and not ulti-
mate performance capability. In addition, these performance figures are
felt to be consistent with I0,000 hours engine life.
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With the data in Figure A-2 and the performance maps shown in
Figure A-I, the optimum specific impulse, payload capability, and the power
requirement for a given initial spacecraft weight can be determined for each
type of thrustor system.
Figure A-3 presents the payload capability and the optimum Isp for
both the contact and bombardment engines for the 1971, 350-day, zero coast
rendezvous mission. The specific weight of the propulsion system is assumed
to bc 75 lb/kw. In each case the power requirement for a 11,700-pound
spacecraft is given. The term payload mass is defined as that mass placed
in some elliptical orbit about Mars less the mass of the electric propulsion
system. For the bombardment engine, the maximum payload capability is
about 57 percent at an Isp of 4000 seconds. The payload falls off slightly at
Isp > 4000 seconds. The-power requirement at 4000 seconds Isp is about
46 kw increasing to 60 kw at 6000 seconds Isp. Therefore, even though only
a small payload penalty is paid for operating at a specific impulse greater
than the optimum, a relatively large increase in power is required. However,
operation at 3000 seconds Isp provides little or no payload loss while lower-
ing the power requirement to 40 kw.
In the specific impulse region shown, the effect of increasing Isp
for the contact engine is an increase in payload capability and a decrease in
power requirement. The optimum Isp for the contact engine will occur at
about 6200 seconds providing a payload ratio of about 52 percent and a power
requirement of 60 kw.
The penalty paid as a function of launch window is shown in Figure A-4.
As shown, about a 4 percent loss in payload is sustained if a g0-day launch
window is required. For the 30-day launch window, the power requirelnent
increases from 46 to 48 kw.
Figure A-5 shows the total heliocentric angle through which the space-
craft must travel. As measured from the initial sun-probe line, the total
angle is about 270 degrees. "
An important consideration in the spacccraft design is the required
thrust vector direction. The variation of thrust angle is also shown in Fig-
ure A-5. Measuring from the sun-probe line, the thrust angle varies con-
tinuously from 75, -60, -110, and -95 degrees.
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APPENDIX B. DESCRIPTION Or CONTINUOUS THRUST
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRAJECTORY PROGRAM .
The trajectory program described in this appendix has been developed
to facilitate mission analysis tasks associated with the selection of design
parameters for a solar powered electric propulsion spacecraft. In its
present form, this program possesses no optimization capability, since the
original purpose in its development has been to provide verification of
results generated by the JPL optimization trajectory program from a flight-
mechanics viewpoint. It has since gone through several major modifica-
tions and additions to include as many as five parametric incrementing loops
as well as a number of built-in routines to generate representative inter-
phase quantities for the heliocentric portion of an interplanetary flight.
Because of these late modifications, the present form of the program could
be improved in many ways, although this improvement was not made due to
lack of time.
Assumptions usually introduced to facilitate the use of formal math-
ematical models have been kept at a minimum so that results from this pro-
gram will not be bu,"'_,cn."A ..... u, lth possible lack of realism in the working
model. This program has been found to be very useful in _stabiishing
tradeoff relationships between a variety of parameters affecling the per-
formance of a low thrust mission between Earth and Mars. It certainly will
provide a convenient starting point for a more sophisticated optimization
program in which pertinent realistic operating factors and conditions are
included.
The appendix will be divided into three sections: basic assumptions,
program description and information flow, and anticipated requirements for
future mission analyses and optimization program.
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
Only the heliocentric phase of an interplanetary flight is treated in
the present program. However, the interphase problem between the initial
geocentric launching phase and the heliocentric phase is taken into consider-
ation by the following artifice:
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1} The vehicle is assumed to be initially placed at a short distance
outside the earthms sphere of influence, with the departure time
corresponding to this position assigned as the time when the low
thrust propulsion system is activated. In short, the position of
the vehicle at power-on time is specified instead of the actual
launch time from an earthbound station,
z)
3)
The orientation of the geocentric vehicle velocity at departure
may be specified at will. This angle is determined from the
sun-earth line at departure time in the plane of an initial parking
orbit.
I,
Orientation of the initial parking orbit is consistent with the
initial inclination angle required for the heliocentric phase and a
specified value of the departure energy parameter C 3. The alti-
tude of the initial parking orbit may be arbitrarily assigned.
4) Position of the vehicle at departure time in the heliocentric
ecliptical reference frame of 1950. 0 is adjusted to correspond
to requirements set forth in 2 and 3 above.
The interphase problem between the heliocentric phase and the
arrival phase is preliminarily treated by considering the amount of velocity
decrement required for insertion into an orbit around the destination planet
with specified pericenter and apocenter altitudes. Since the effect of plan-
etary mass will be included in the computation as a matter of course, an
eq,_,Svalont asymptotic approach velocity for zero planetary mass is derived
from the actual appraach velocity by deducting the escape energy appropriate
for the vehicle's position relative to the planet.
Planetary positions are obtained by direct interpolation of coordinate
information published by the H.M.S. Stationery Office, using a five-point
interpolation routine and a lO-day interval.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND INFORMATION FLOW
The program is divided into 11 routines, each of these sharing cer-
tain common input and output quantities. These routines are identified in
Table B-I, each with a brief remark regarding its functional characteristics.
A flow diagram is presented in Figure I3-l.
Five incrementing loops are included in the present program, to
allow systematic investigation of a class of two-dimensional trajectories,
as follows:
1) Departure time (to), JD number less 2,400,000.0
2) In-plane component of the thrust angle (5?), degrees
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Figure B-l. General Interplanetary Program Flow Diagram
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TABLE B-1. PROGRAM INFORMATION
Routine Deck Name Purpose of Routine
MAIN MAIN
DATAIN
BV
CINCON
DPERT
ETHRUS
FDIFEQ
DERIV
GR ESET
T ER 1-'
INPUT
B
Controls flow of program, computes
output quantities, control output
Data input
C
D
E
ANGIE IE
F
FAUX
G
11_ .L "'- J._ J.
Computes position and velocity for
elliptical motion
Computes initial conditions
@omputes perturbation for all planets
Computes thrust, solar pressure, and
force summation
Computes differential equation set
Auxiliary subroutine for "F"
Resets variables
Computes planetary positions and
generates interpolated quanL[Li_s at
closest approach points
Computes the angle i E.
3) Power levei at i _u _-o' ..........
4) Specific impulse (Io) , seconds
5) Initial inclination angle (ilg) of the transfer plane, degrees
These loops are used only for flights using a preset fixed-thrust
angle. When the program is used in this manner, the out-of-plane compon-
ent (5) of the thrust angle is usually set to zero, and trajectories so gener-
ated wilt all lie essentially in a plane which is inclined at an angle ilZ to the
ecliptic plane. However, non-zero values for 6, either a fixed value or a
time-varying quantity specified as a table, may be used with this program
with no difficulty, although this type of trajectory has not yet been investi-
gated. Increments for the first four parameters are all input constants
which may be selected arbitrarily.
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The quantity i12 is a dummy input. Within the program, the first
value used for computation is fixed at zero, corresponding to departure
from the ecliptic plane. For positive values of the departure energy param-
eter (C3) there exists a maximum value for this angle given by
= arc tan IVcH/ [i12, max (Vcl + Vlc)
where
VCH geocentric circumferential component of the departure earth-
relative velocity at the particular geocentric distance speci-
fied for the departure time, a function of departure enexgy
parameter C3, and altitude of the initial parking orbit
Vlc = circumferential component of the departure geocentric
velocity in the ecliptic plane
V
cl = circumferential component of earth's velocity in the ecliptic
plane, earth being assumed to lie always in the ecliptic plane
The magnitude of increment in i12 is defined as
ofi
1 2, max,
where
N(i,.) = total number of i
It.
com putation
.... _,_,_rod in onevalues to be c,, ......... series of12
N(il2) -- always an odd number.
The actual values of i12 covered by this Drocedure are
/[._, ]il 2 = 4-i12, max / _.,_(i12)- !
Description of other quantities may be found in the list of input data
immediately following the format of input data card deck as shown in Figure
13-2. All quantities must be filled in before execution of the program.
The program may be used for either launchings with C 3 specified or
launchings with arbitrary initial conditions. This selection is controlled by
the quantity All2. When this control parameter is zero, any arbitrary set
of initial conditions in terms of vehiclc geocentric altitude and velocity com-
ponents will be accepted by the program. Otherwise, the program will only
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Figure B-2. Input Data Card Format for General Interplanetary Program
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accept the following set of data: geocentric distance of vehicle in ERU at
departure time, value of C 3, altitude of parking orbit and i12 (a dummy
number).
Eight output formats have b_en developed to suit specific needs for
output quantities. These formats, with the exception of Option 3, are pre-
sented in Table B-2. Option 3 is used only for detailed program checking
operation during program development and it is not of any general interest.
Output options 1, 4, and 5 are used for arbitrary initial conditions.
Output Options 6 and 7 are used for launchings with C 3 specified. Options 4
and 6 provide summary listings of only values of pertinent quantities at the
closest approach point from the destination planet. Options 5 and 7 provide
listings of cone angle and clock angle related to earth and Canopus as viewed
from the vehicle. Option 2 provides detailed printout of position and
velocity information as well as oscillating elements at specified time inter-
vals. Option 8 is a special format used for detailed investigation of the
trajectory and planetary approach conditions.
In Options 4 and 6, the parameters being incremented (I_, P , ¥o,
u O
to) are listed in the first four columns of the table. These are followed by
flight time to reach the closest approach point in the fifth column, weight of
vehicle at arrival at the closest approach point in the sixth column, non-
propulsive vehicle weight, and weight in orbit in the seventh and the eighth
columns. Velocity relative to the destination planet at the closest approach
point is listed in the ninth column.
TABLE B-2. GENERAL INTERPLANETAI_¥ PROGRAIvl
i
INPUTS
General Information
1} Definition: Table refers to any subscripted variable.
2) Input flow:
a)
b)
c)
Data cards in Section I are fixed for a given run.
Data cards in Section II are fixed for NCASES (see card 6,
field 5) of data cards in Section III.
Input of Section II with accompanying cases of input from
Section III may be stacked infinitely (however, input from
Section I must be sufficient to cover all cases).
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TableB-2. (continued)
,.
Inputs p
I) Basic Tables
A) Notes on cards 2, 3, and 4:
1) Values of the quantities in field 1 must be nondecreasing.
Z} A maximum of 100 entries are permitted in each table.
3} A maximum of two entries are required, plu an end of
table marker (the last entry must be followed by one addi-
tional card where the value in field I is less than the last
entry}.
B) Notes on card 5:
1) Julian date table, JD(j) of each planet must be nondecreasing
and have equally spaced intervals.
2) Importance of order of input:
a) First set of tables must be the starting planet.
b) Second set of tables must be the destination planet.
c) Order of additional planetary.tablcs (maximum number
of planets including the starting and the destination
planets is 4) is unimp_,rtant.
3) The range of JD{j) must include at least two entries before
the minimum JD and at least two entries beyond the maxi-
mum JD of interest.
Card No. I Format (5 i 4)"
Field 1: N_iETA =
Field Z: N_C3WO =
Field 3: N¢SIG =
Field 4: NJD =
Field 5: N@P =
number of entries in (Isp, r_) tables
number of entries in (C3, W o)
tables
number of entries in (AV, Y.) tables
number of entries in Julian date
Tables (max. 500)
number of planets (maximum 4;
minimum 2)
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Table B-2. (continued)
II)
Card Nos. Z, 3, and 4 Format {Z E
Card No. Z, Field 1: Isp(j) =
Field Z: _ (j) =
Card No. 3, Field 1: C3(j) =
Card No.
Field Z: W o(j) =
4, Field I: AV (j) =
Field Z: _.(j) =
Card No. 5 Format (F8. 1,
Field 1: JD(j) =
Field Z: 1 (j) =
Field 3: b(j) =
Field 4: r(j) =
Field 5: CD(j) =
Field 6: rn(j)
Field 7: p (j)
Flight Control Specifications
A) Notes on cards 7, 8, 9,
l)
z)
3)
Card No. 6
Field 1 :
F10. 3,
lz. 8)
specific impulse, in seconds
power conversion efficiency
injection energy parameter,
in km2/sec. 2
injected weight, in pounds
tetra-velocity increment,
in km/sec.
weight ratio for orbit
insertion
F8. 4, F9. 6, F9. i, Z El4. 7)
Julian Date (the first two digits
"24" deleted)
celestial longitude, in degrees
celestial latitude, in degrees
heliocentric distance, in au.
calendar date, in year-month-day,
total 6 digits
mass of sun to mass of planet ratio
planetary radius, in km
and 10
Values of the quantities in these cards must be non-
decreasing in field 2.
A maximum of 300 entries are permitted in each table.
Comment I-A-3 applies with "field l" reading "field Z. "
Format.{5 i 4)
N_A = number of entries in
A s tables T-T is the
o
Field 2: N_M3AM = number of entries in argument
y tables
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1TableB-2. (continued)
Field 3:
Field 4:
Field 5:
NqDELT =
NgKT =
NCASES =
number of entries in
6 tables T-T o is the
number of entries in argument
K T tables
control number: with a set of
group II cards, and n (__1) cases of
group III cards will be run.
Card Nos. 7, 8,
Card No. 7,
Card No. 8,
Card No. 9,
9, and I0
Field I: As(j)
Field 2: (T-To)As
Field I: ¥(j)
Field 2: (T-To) _(j)
Field I: 6 (j)
Field 2: (T-To) 6 (j)
Format (2 FI2. 8)
= effective solar panel
area, in square feet
(j) = elapsed time, in days
= thrust angle, in-plane,
in degrees
= elapsed time, in days
= thrust angle, out-of-
plane, in degrees
= elapsed time, in days
Ca rd No. I0, Field I: KT(j) ---
Field 2: (T-To)KT(j) --
power coefficient
(1. 0-on; 0. 0-off)
elapsed time, in days
Card No. I1 Format (2 E12. 8)
Field !: H ,- norlr'ont_r altitudo "in l_m
p p .................. • ........ o
Field 2: H a = apocenter altitude, in kin.
Card No. IZ Format (5 FI2. 8, 5 i 4)
Field 1: &7, in degrees /
Field 2: AT o, in days I incremental quantities
Field 3: APo, in kws. for parametric loops
Field 4: Z_ I o, in seconds
Field 5: control @ : 0.0 = omission of card No.
inclusion of card No.
x.x = omission of card No.
inclusion of card No.
14a and
14b;
14b and
14a.
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Table B-Z. (continued)
III)
Field 6: LqPGAM =
Field 7: L#PTO =
Field 8: L#PPO =
Field 9: LqPVI =
Field 10: L#PVI12 =
number of times y-loop is used
number of time To-lOO p is used
number of time Po-iOop is used
number of time 1o-lOO p is used
number of i12 values to be com-
puted, odd nos. only
Run Specifications
A) Notes on card No. 16
When card No. 16 is omitted (see card No. 15, field 6) computa-
tion will be made with
1) a z = 10.0;
2) re(j) = values as provided in Julian tables (see card No. 5)
Card Nos. 13, 14a, 14b, 15, and 16 Format {6 El2. 8)
Card No. 13,
Ca rd No.
Field 1 : P
o
Field 2: i
o
Field 3: n_
1-'
Field 4: W O
Field 5: a
Field 6: YH
14a, Field 1:
Field 2:
Field 3:
Field 4:
n H
C 3
i12
PP¢
= total power, in kws.
= specific impulse, in seconds
= exponent for power degrada-
tion {=1. 7 for solar powered
vehicle)
= injected weight, in pounds
= specific weight of propulsive
system, in pounds per
kilowatt
= angle n]easured from sun-
earth line to the geocentric
velocity vector in the plane
of the parking orbit
= initial geocentric distance,
in eru.
= injection energy parameter,
in kmZ/sec. 2
= inclination angle of trajec-
tory plane (replaced by O. 0
in the program)
= radius of geocentric parking
orbit, in kin.
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Table B-2. (continued}
' Card No. 14b,
Card No. 15,
Card No. 16,
Field 5:
Field 6:
Field 1:
Field 2:
Field 3:
Field 4:
Field 5:
Field 6:
Field 1:
Field 2:
Field 3:
Field 4:
Field 5:
Field 6:
Field 1:
Field 2:
Field 3:
Field 4:
Field 5:
W o
T F
H 1
Vlr
Vlc
Vlz
T O
T F
k :
s
kp:
Atin t
CPTP¢
control:
a 2
m 1
m 2
m 3
m 4
= power-on Julian date
= flight time, in days
= initial geocentric altitude,
in kin.
= initial components of geo-
centric velocity, in km/sec.
= power-on Julian date
= flight time, in days
solar pressure option
(1.0 = in, 0.0 = out}
perturbation option
(1.0 = in, 0. 0 = out)
= interval of integration, in
days
= print-out interval, integer
multiples of Atin t, in days
= printout format option (see
display uf printout format)
if equal to 9PTPp, card
No. 16 included otherwise,
card No. 16 omitted
= stopping control (when
* stop)aEr2v __ a2P2'
these mass ratios replace
those on c'ard No. 5, for
massless planets, use 1025 ,
say.
B-IZ
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INPUTS
General Information
l_ Definition: Table refers to a_y subscripted variable.
2) Input flow:
s) Data cards in Section I are fixed for a given run.
b) Data cards in S<_ction II are fixed for i_CAS_ (see card 6,
field 5) of data cards in Section I£I.
c_ input of Section II with accompanying cases of input from
Section I£I may be stacked infinite_l_ (however, input from
Section I must be sufficient to cover al__!lcases(,)
I; Basic Tables
A_ Notes on cards 2, 3 and 4
i_ Values of the quntities in field i must be non.i!Jecr_asi_g.
,% ..-
2# A maximum of I00 entries are permit_ed in each table.
3._ A minimum4 of two entries ar_ requireu, pl_s an end of table
marker (the last entry must _ ±ollowed by one additior_al card
•, where the val_e in field 1 is less than tne last <:ntry).
B) Notes on card 5"
•- %
i_ Ju!±an Oate taole, JD(j) of each plat,at must be no_.oecreasing
and have eq11311y spaced in5cl'vais.
2_ Importnncc of order of inputl
a) First set of tables must be the sta tin_ planet.
b_ 5eco,_d set of tables must be bh-_ destinat, io,, planet.
c_ Order of additional pianetalTf tables (miximum num0er of
planets including the starting and the de_tinatitn plan,:ts
is 4) is unimportant.
3) The range of JD()) must incluue at least two entries before the
minimum JD and at least two entries beyond tile maximum JO of
interest.
Card No. i
_%eld I: i;@IETA
Field 2: N_C3_O
_&eld 3: t_SIG
Field 4: NJu
Field 5: NJ_P
Format ( 5 i h)
= number of entries in (Isp,q) tables
= number of entries in (C3, "_'o)tables
= number of, entries in (AV, Z) tables
= number of entries in Julian date Tables (max. 500)
- number of plane_s (maximum 4; mini_,um 2)
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i Card NO. IO, l'_eJd ":: ?:
nl
• (3 U _;_ 0 off)
=-" j j= d.L_p_e_: ;_inxe,, _1 4uya..
FLeLa i: L _. -aJi,2
Card No. 1.1. Format ( 2 El2.8)
Fiel'd I: H - pericenter altitude, in _.
P
Field 2: H - apocenter altitude, in km.
a
C rd 12  o=at < 5 n2. ,5 i 4)
Field 1:z_7 , in de_,rees
i,&eld 2: ATo, in days
F%eld 3: APo' in _s.
Field 4: d lo, in seconds
Field 5: control@ : 0.0
increrental quantities for
psrnmetcric loops
_leld 6: L@PG:_M
Field 7: L@?TO
Field 8: L_PO
Field 9: L@PVI
-omission of card No. 14a and
inclusion of card _Io. lhb;
x.x - omission of card I;o. 14b and
inclusion of card No. lha.
= numbe_ of times y-loop is used
= number of time T -loop is used
o
- number of time P -loop is used
o
- number of time I -loop is used
o
_&eld i0:L_VI12 - number of i12 values to be corf_puted, odd has. only
Run sDecificatious
A_ Notes on card No. 16
When card No. 16 is omitted (see card No. 15, field 6) computation
will be made with
i_ _ " iO.O;
2, re(j) - values as provided in 4ulian tables (see card No. 5)
Cards Nos. 13, lha, lhb, i5 and 16 Format (6 El2.8)
Card No. 13, Field l: Po - total power, in k_s.
_ield 2:
Field 3 :
I = snecific impulse, in s_conds
o
n - ex,_onent for p_wer ,Je_ma_mtlon (-1.7
P for solac powered veilicle)
WU - injected weL_;ht, i_ i)ounds
- s_ee_fic weight of propulsive system,
in pounds per kilowatt
%,]| - ao_]l_ measured from Sun-Earth line to
the _<eocentric velocity vector in the
plane of the !_arkin_ orbit
_o._ieid 6"
!
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Card No. lhs, 2_eld i: n}i
Field 2: C3
_eld 3: i12
Field 4' pp_
Field 51 To
_eld 6: TF
Card No. lhb, 9_eld i: H1
Field 2: Vlr ]
_eld 3: Vlc _
Field h: VlzJ
Field 5: T
o
_keld 6: TF
Card No. 15, Field l:
Field 2:
Field 3:
Field 4:
_ield 5:
field 6:
Card No. 16, Field I:
Field 2:
Field 3:
Field 4:
Field 5:
- initial geocentric distance, in eru.
2 2
= injection energy parameter, i,,k_2/sec.
.f
= inclination _,gle of trajectory plane
(r_placed by 0.0 in the program)
- radius of geocentric parking orbit, in kin.
- pewer-on Julian date
- flight time, in days
- initial geocentric altitude, in km.
= initial components of geocentric velocity,
in _p/sec.
= p_er-on Julian date
flight ti:_, il d_zs
ks: solar oressure option (i.0 = in, 0.0 = out)
k : perturbation option (1.O - in, 0.0 = out)
P
Atin t = interval of integration, i.n days
Atp_ = print-out interval, integer multiples of
Atint, in days
_PTP@ - print_out format option (see display of
control : if equal to _PTP_, card No. 16 included
otherwise, card No. 16 omitted.
O
=2 = stopping control (when _r2v_a_p2, sto_r)
m_
m_ No. 5, for massless planets, use i0 _, say.
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iANTICIPATED REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE MISSION ANALYSIS AND
OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM (Table B-3)
Results of performance estimates for solar powered propulsion
spacecraft obtained with the present modest trajectory program have
revealed a number of features which are not established by previous optimi-
zation studies. By means of the present trajectory program, it has been
clearly demonstrated that both time of flight and power level requirements
for a low thrust systen_ are significantly affected by boundary conditions
associated with power-on time at the beginning of the heliocentric phase. It
is therefore essential that these boundary conditions at power-on time rep-
resent physically realizable conditions for investigations of performance
tradeoff characteristics. Previous optimization studies have been concerned
only with heliocentric transfers between massless planets supplemented by
various ways of matching position and velocity at planetary centers, and are
therefore not capable of indicating the true sensitivity to initial conditions.
{_d I t:lt_ t CThe choice of optimization criteria merits ..... n., onsideration. It
has been common practice to minimize the fuel consumption of low thrust
systems in the heliocentric transfer phase. This particular payoff function
is inadequate and incorrect for use in orbiter missions, since the useful
load after orbit insertion strongly depends on the vehicle's approach velocity
towards the destination planet. Even for flyby missions, consideration
should be given to the magnitude of approach velocity which is bound to affect
the performance of some on-board experiments. Furthermore, a minimum
......... :.,eightfuel criterion does not include consideratton oi propulsive _y ......
which has a direct bearing on useful load at the completion of a mission.
When these factors are coupled with the knowledge that departure from plan-
etary fields and capture into planetary orbits can be accon_plished most
effectively with high thrust propulsion systems, the need for minimizing
fuel consumption only in the low thrust heliocentric phase becomes less
critical.
A practical remark may be made regarding the methodology employed
to achieve optimization. Calculus of va1:iation approach to optimization
problems provides a formal procedure, but its accuracy and applicability
depend to a large extent upon the completeness of the mathematical model.
Since numerical methods must be used for solutions of this type or problem,
numerical difficulties due to ill-behaved characteristics of functions defined
by virtue of this approach have been known to lead to contradictory results.
For example, in the course of the present study, optimum weight ratio based
on a fixed thrust attitude program is found to be greater than that based on a
variable thrust attitude program. In order to avoid such difficulties, it
appears desirable to apply other optimization procedures which are less
subjected to effects of ill-behaved functions engendered through formal math-
ematical manipulations.
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Table B-3. Printout Format
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
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Guidance and control aspects should'be incorporated into the future
program. It is not sufficient for the design of a vehicle to compare only
gross performance data. For low thrust vehicles in particular, the specific
manner in which flight operations are to be carried out has much to do with
the type of compromises to be made and the type of configuration to be
selected for intensive design studies. Missions with a single thrust angle
setting are far preferable to those requiring a continuously varying attitude
angle program. Flights utilizing periodical power on-off switching may well
be easier to control than those requiring precise monitoring of thrust
magnitude.
It may be concluded from considerations enulnerated above that the
core of the future program has to be a highly efficient trajectory routine
with a number of control parameters which include operational factors perti-
nent to the execution of a flight mission. These parameters are to be
selected by the use of an appropriate optimization logic routine. The method
of steepest descent appears to be a natural candidate for this purpose.
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APPENDIX C. ESTIMATED EXTERNAL TORQUES ON
SOLAR CELL ARRAYS FOR SOLAR ELECTRIC
SPACECRAFT ON MARS MISSION
In interplanetary space there are four major sources of natural force
acting on man-made or natural objects. These sources are electromagnetic
radiation, low energy particle solar wind, high energy particles from flares,
and low mass micrometeorites.
There are specific characteristics associated with each of the types
,_¢ _o,,rces of interplanetary forces. The electromagnetic force is a steady
value perhaps changing slightly with possible gross dynamic pLwpe'-"_- _r
the sun. The solar wind force is relatively steady but does possess temporal
changes as a function of localized disturbances (not large solar flares} in the
outer solar atmosphere (photosphere and chromosphere). The impulse forces
due to solar flares are of relatively short duration-- varying from 2 to 96
hours depending on the energy level considered. These are summarized in
Table C- 1.
These forces act in the direcGo,-_s _,,,_,_,,-_"....... _.. +_,,,_.._.....f_lln,.ing sketch for
a distance of i astronomical unit.
Near the planet Mars, the solar particle directions may change from
50 to -55 degrees unless the solar magnetic lines ai'e in a condition of "hose
instability." Then the direction can whip through a range of 180 degrees
(±90 degrees about the undisturbed solar magnetic field lines).
C-!
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TABLE C-I. CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL
EXTERNAL FORCES*
General Solar Wind
-I
Minimum V 300 km sec
-I
Maximum V 750 km sec
Duration: continuous and steady
Impulse Solar Wind
1500-2000 km sec -1
Duration: I day to several days
Solar Flare Bursts
Normal flare
-1
Z000-3500 km sec
.... t.vn. _ 96 1.',n'u _",_
Very large flares to relativistic flares
2 x 104 to 5 x 104 km sec "l
Duration: 1 to 4 hours
Micrometeorites
-130 to "/5 km sec
s
Duration: continuous
Electromagnetic Radiation
-5
4. 5 x 10 dynes cm
-Z
Duration: continuous and steady
-3
1 to 20 protons cm
I0 Z protons cm -3
loZ=lo 3 protons cm =3
103=104 protons cm -3
-8 -3
3 x 10 particle cm
-16
at mass of 10 gms
i*All numbers are divided for the spatial conditions at a distance of I
astronomical unit {1.5 x 108 ks) from the sun.
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EXTERNAL PRESSURES
The pressure developed by the impingement ofthe particles on the sur-
face material is shown in a parametric sense as Figure C-l. Here the
pressure is plotted against the particle velocity for various values of the
number density assuming an average reflection coefficient of 0. 20 for the
electromagnetic radiation. The average reflection (oefficient for the ener-
getic particles and the micrometeorites is assumed to be about 0.05. This
is primarily due to nearly complete absorption and the ejection of secondary
particles resulting from the atomic and molecular impacts.
Typical values of particle number density and velocity- those listed
in Table C-I - are plotted on Figure C-I. From this the range of pressure
can be obtained for use in determining the torques.
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Figure C-I. Particle Radiation Pressure velsus Velocity
Because the absorption-reflection properties of a large solar cell
array vary greatly from point to point, the torques developed by the solar
radiation and other particles can conceivably be greater than those due to an
offset center of gravity location error. Statistically the differences in
absorption and reflections over the panel would probably average themselves
out. However, for the purposes of design, statistical results will not be
considered. The design criteria are based upon complete absorption on one
side and perfect reflection on the other side as the worst possible condition.
Assuming the solar array as an equivalent circular shape with its
center of gravity located at the geometric center, the center of pressure can
be determined for the difference in reflectivity. If F is the total force acting
C-4
t
on the panel, then F/2 is the force acting on each half of the panel (in this
case two semicircles) acting at the centroid of each semicircle. For a
semicircle the centroid is 0.424 D]2 from the diameter. Therefore, the
force F/2 produces a torque about the diameter of F/2(0.424 D/2). Account-
ing for the difference in reflectivity between the two halves (zero on one half
and one on the other), the total torque about the center of the circular panel
is
Torque 2F (0. 424)_ F D= -_- - _ (0.424) _-
F
= -_ (0. 424)D
= F(0. 106)D
From this an equivalent circular area.
of the diameter.
the lever arm, is nearly 10 nercpnt
Some of the proposed solar arrays are not circular; some are nearly
circular. For the determination of the external torques all arrays will be
converted into an equivalent circular shape. This produces some error if
the area distribution is other than symmetrical about an axis perpendicular
to the area. This is ignored for the preliminary torque calculations.
Yhe external torque about the center of the solar array expressed as
T = P 0. 114 A 3/2
where
T = torque
P = pressure
A = solar cell array area
is shown in Figure C-2 as a function of area for various values of the pres-
sure. The pressure is obtained from Figure G-1.
The specific areas considered for the solar-electric missions based
on the Boeing Aircraft Company designs cover a range of 6 x 105 to 5.2
x 106 cm2 (640 to 5500 square feet). Using Figures G-1 and C-2, the result-
ing torques for each r,f the types of radiation forces were determined and
are shown as Figure G-3 as a function of the area. These torques will act
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as a function of time as listed in Table C-1. Further, the determined torques
include the incidence angle imposed by the solar magnetic field.
The estimated torques shown in the figures are for a flat surface
located at 1 astronomical unit from the SLm, For any other location in the
solar system, the torques will vary as 1/R 2, As the spacecraft approaches
the planet Mars, the torques will decrease (the durations will remain about
the same) until at the planet Mars they are reduced by 2, 25 times, The rate
of decrease will depend on the type of heliocentric trajectory followed.
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PAPPENDIX D. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR SOLAR-ELECTRIC PROPULSION
VEHICLE DURING EARTH-MARS TRANSIT
Attitude control of the solar electric vehicle consists of two basic
requirements:
1) Maneuvers for initial acquisition and subsequent reorientations.
z) Maintenance of sun-referenced attitude in presence of disturbance
torques over l-year transit time.
For control system sizing, sun referenced attitude control is the
more demanding of the requirements because of the fuel weight required over
the long time period. The attitude behavior can be characterized during this
time by a limit cycle with long coasting periods and short control pulses.
Ideally the ratio of on time to off time, i.e., duty cycle, should be mininlized
for minimum fuel consumption and minimum fuel weight. Reduction of con-
trol fuel usage is limited by the angular momentum introduced by disturbance
torques whi_h,xiusL be canceiied by opposing control torque momentum.
Disturbance torques acting on the vehicle fall into two major
categories:
1) Main thrust vector misalignment from the vehicle center of
gravity.
Z) Low level torques due to external sources such as solar radiation,
solar wind, microrneteorites, etc.
Control of thrust vector misalignment is covered in Appendix F. The
external torques can be evaluated with the aid of a few simplifications. Pre-
liminary sizing is accomplished here by evaluating and considering only the
external torques.
CONTROL ALTERNATIVES
A large number of system concepts can be considered in designing an
attitude control system. Critical evaluation of the system requirements
narrows the choice to a few. A tradeoff study can then be made to determine
the most attractive choice.
Various systems which deserve at least a cursory evaluation are
described below.
Inert Cold Gas
A reaction jet system using an inert gas for mass expulsion has been
proven towork reliably and effectively in space. This current state-of-the-
art device is simple to mechanize and gives favorable confidence levels in its
abilfty to operate over a 1-year period. Handling and storing of the fuel is
also relatively simple. The specific impulse is low and the tankage penalty
high duc to the high storage pressure used; hence a heavy system results.
Idaaddition, very small thrust levels are not available.
Hot Gas
With hot gas systems a better specific impulse can be realized com-
pared to cold gas; therefore, a lower net weight penalty is obtained. Reli-
ability may be questionable for a 1-year period. Also very low thrust levels
and small pulse widths may degrade the realizable specific impulse.
Solar Vanes
For small disturbance torques control forces can be derived from
rotatable solar vanes, Very lightweight, large area vanes require extengive
mechanical design in view of the unfolding requirements of the solar array
itself, Large disturbances require large vanes, The systems would, however,
be reliable (few moving parts) and there would be very little fuel expenditure,
!on Engines
Ion engines are available on the vehicle from the main thrustor. Cona-
bining the attitude control function with translational control is a possibility.
In general, ion engines require a large amount of nonfuel weight for power
(solar panels, batteries, etc.). The t)ower drain during thrusting is very
large per '.'nit "_¢ r .... N_ .... vor f,,,.l "weight per unit force is low which
suggests advantages for long mission times.
Water Electrolysis
Water electrolysis rockets combine some advantages of hot and cold
gas systems. Fuel tankage is lightweight due to the liquid nature of the
fuel. Water is easily handled and stored, ttigh specific impulse is obtained
for hot gas type operation. Low thrust levels require cold gas type operation
(nonfiring) with a compromised specified impulse which is still somewhat
higher than conventional cold gas. This type of system is not flight tested
but'will be by 1967.
Since this mission has a transit time of almost a year, reliability
and proven performance must be heavily weighed in tradeoff studies. The
D-2
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cold gas reaction system stands out in this respect. A cold gas systeln will
be sized and its limit cycle behavior under disturbance torques evaluated.
VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
For control system preliminary sizing two vehicle configurations are
utilized. Vehic]e A contains a 50 kilowatt array while vehicle B is a 10 kilo =
watt configuration. The numbers used represent initial estimates and may
not agree with those used in other design areas. Table D-l shows the param-
eters pertinent to control system design.
TABLE D-I. VEHICLE CONFIGURATION NUMBERS
Vehicle A B
50 I0Array power, k.i!owatts
Moment of inertia, slug-ft g
Pitch-yaw
Roll
Area, square feet
Maximum array span, feet
DISTURBANCE LEVELS
88,000
160,000
5000
130 I
l
4OO0
8000
1000
75
Torques applied to the spacecraft fall into two major categories:
1) External torques
2.) Thrust misalignment torques
The thrust misalignment is covered in Appendix F. External torques
due to various effects in space are caused by:
1) Electromagnetic radiation pressure
2) Solar wind pressure
3) Micrometeorites
4) Solar flares
D-3
1), 2) and 3) are relatively constant while 4) varies from day to clay.::" For a
5000 square feet array the total torque due to electromagnetic radiation is
3.74 x 10 -4 ft-lb at the earth. At Mars the solar pressure is reduced by a
factor of 2.25. If the average disturbance is assumed to be the average of the
end points th, u a constant of i. 3 x 10 -4 ft-lb can be used for control fuel
sizing. Fron_ Appendix C the solar wind and average solar flare torque
appear to be about the same magnitude as the solar pressure torque. Assum-
ing these various torques add algebraically and that a slight additional margin
is required to handle miscellaneous smaller torques (micrometeorites, etc.),
a worst case constant disturbance value of 10 -3 ft-lb is assumed. This value
is used for design purposes for vehicle A. Vehicle B torque is reduced by
the ratio of areas (5:1) leading to a design value of 0.2 x 10 -3 ft-lb.
PRELIMINARY SIZING
Solar Vanes
The area of solar vanes require_to cancel the maximum disturbance
can be computed. The following assumptions and definitions are made based
on the edgewise view shown in Figure D-I.
I) Nominal travel of the vanes (Figure D-I) is 20 + 20 degrees.
2) Area of one vane = A .
v
3) Vanes have negligible mass.
4) Vane reflectance, q equals I.
5) Control law used requires (01 - 20 °) = -(0 2 - 20°).
6) Po " solar pressure at 1 astronomical unit = 9. 37 x 10 -8 ft-lb/ft 3.
7) R o is defined as i as tronomi_-al --:" ,L_ _ _,u A;_,_,_ .
Hence Ro/R = I is a worst case for this mission.
The control force and maximum moment are given by Equations D-1
and D-2 for {)I = 0 degrees, 0 i = 40 degrees.
F = (1 + _) Po Av cos 0 (D-l)
_'These disturbances are discussed in detail in Appendix C.
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M = I(F 1 - FZ) = I(I + _])Po Av (cos 0 ° - cos 40 °) (D-Z)
Setting M equal to the maximum average disturbance (10 -3 ft-lb) and solving
Equation D-Z for A v yields 142.7 square feet. Hence four panels of approxi-
mately 8 by 18 feet would be required for pitch and yaw control.
If worst case disturbance torques rather than average torques were
used 200 square feet or approximately 8 by 25 feet would be required. Roll
control could be accomplished by differential vane rotation or by a separate
reaction system. An inherent capability to provide attitude maneuvers as
well as steady state control is not included in this mechanization but could be
in a reaction jet system.
Limit Cycle Operation
The system configurations discussed in Section 1 are of the bang-bang
variety except the solar vanes. Bang-bang operation in steady-state can be
• °--_'^_ 6. W _'*_'_" _ 1_'r_tcharacterized by a limit cycle as discussed in or,- ......................
cycle is hard or soft depends on the level of the applied disturbance torque.
For a fixed set of system parameters the duty cycle (proportional to the rate
of control fuel usage) can be plotted versus disturbance torque as shown in
FigureD-2. That portion of the curve representing the soft limit cycle is
independent of the system parameters (h, T 1, T2, VC, as defined in Section 6
In this mode the control torque is operating only to periodically cancel _e
momentum introduced by the disturbance torque.
The system parameters can be adjusted to control the hard/soft limit
cycle breakpoint and its associated duty cycle. The graph illustrates that a
reduction of four times occurs in duty cycle at the transition point. Param-
eters should be adjusted in the design such that for a maximum average
disturbance, soft rather than hard, limit cycle operation is achieved. Fur-
thermore, it is apparent that minimum fuel usage is obtained in soft duty
cyc!e_ das, since a control system must at the very least cancel angular
momentum introduced by a disturbance. A hard limit cycle would use a
minimum of four times as much fuel for a given disturbance torque. The
system should also be designed so that the_ duty cycle (dah) for zero
disturbance is less than or equal to the soft duty cycle (das) for maximum
disturbance. This guarantees that if the disturbance is less than the maxi-
mum average level, fuel usage will be equal to or less than that for the
maximum. The problem that may arise with this design approach is that if
dah is reduced by adjustment of design values, an unpractical system may
result. That is, capacitor sizes, lead-lag ratios, etc., may be so large
that a compromise (larger) value of hard duty cycle is the only alternative.
Cold Gas System
The amount of cold gas required for a soft duty cycle can be computed
by Equation &-8, Section 6, under "Attitude Control." An Isp of 50 lb-sec/lb
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is considered a realistic value for nitrogen. A tankage and plumbing penalty
of 150 percent is added for the high pressure system required to handle the
fuel. T_n mi]lipounds is considered a lower limit on the thrust level for cold
gas valving. Table D-2 hsts the weights and design values. In choosing the
values T 1 and F c the hard duty cycle under zero disturbance was equated to
the soft duty cycle under maximum disturbance using Equations 6-1 and 6-3.
w2 and h were chosen based on realizability constraints. O d was chosen as
1 degree since this type of accuracy will probably satisfy the system
r equir em ents.
TABLE D-2. COLD GAS SYSTEM
Design Parameters
h/@ d, percent
1I' seconds
rZ' seconds
Fc, pounds
%, degrees (deadband)
A
2.0
7. Z5
0.6
0.0Z5
+I.0
Vehicle
B
_o 0
3.18
0. 265
0.010
:_1.0
Woights, pounds
Fuel
Tankage and plumbing
Electronics and sensors
Total
95
14Z
iZ
Z49
84
125
iZ
g21
Water Rocket System
Sizing the water electrolysis jet configuration is tile same type of
procedure used for cold gas. tIowever, the lowest limit of force, K c, that
can be used while obtaining an Isp of 350 lb-sec/lb is 0. 1 pound. This thrust
leads to unfavorable design values (h, r 1, T2). Hence a comprolnised hard
duty cycle using more fuel is necessary if the system is to operate as a hot
gas valve system. Another alternative is to lower the specific impulse by
operating in a cold gas (nonigniting) mode. Lower thrust levels are
D-7
obtainable at an Isp of 150. The system parameters can be chosen to match
the nitrogen system of TableD-2. TableD-3 shows the water rocket system
weights.
TABLE D-3. WATER ROCKET SIZING
Thrust jets (6 each)
Reservoir and plumbing
Electrolysis
Cell
Power supply (6 watts)
Electronics
Pressure transducer
Accumulator
Fuel (water)
Miscellaneous
Total
Pounds
15
I
2.
6
i
4
40
2
73
Ion Engine
The ion engine has somewhat different characteristics from those of
a gas thrustor. Long delay times[Tdl_t_ cause different terms to be significant
\rd2/
in Equation6-1 of Section 6 under "Attitude Control." However, duty cycle
is of less importance because of the high fixed system weight compared to
the low fuel weight (high Isp ). Sizing of an ion engine is dependent upon a
more detailed analysis than is warranted here. However, values can be
extrapolated by careful evaluation of a previous Hughes Study.:;" Three sizing
figures are given based on redundancy to achieve reliability. Table D-4
illustrates the weight required to mechanize the above described systems.
*Hughes Aircraft Company IDC "Summary of Ion Engine Systems Performance
Tradeoff Analyses," R.J. McElvain, 21 November 1962.
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TABLE D-4. ION ENGINE SIZING-- VEHICLE A
a)
b)
• c)
• Single thrustor
Thrustors (8.9 lbs/sta) x 6
Electronics
Fuel (4.2 ib/axis) x 3
Tankage (7.8 Ib/axis) x 3
Power conditioning unit (PCU)
Array weight (average power
+ 50 percent)
Thrustors/station
Set of additional thrustors
50 percent weight redundancy in PCU
Single thrustor weight from a)
Thrustors/station
Two sets of added thrustors ,
100 percent weight redundancy in PCU
Single thrustor weight from (a)
Pounds
53.4
6
12.6
23.4
22
15
53.4
11
132.4
196.8
106.8
C,<
132.4
261.2
CONCLUSIONS
in view of the life requirement of 1 year a reliable, proven system is
chosen from the preliminary design cycle. Cold gas is reliable although
heavy. It is chosen on the basis of confidence that the control task will be
accomplished using off-the-shelf hardware. Of the other systems studied the
D-9
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water electrolysis rocket looks promising due to its light weight and apparently
favorable operating characteristics. Although presently unproven in a space
(zero-g) environment, by 1967, the water rocket will have been operating in
space over an extended period. The ion engine also looks promising based on
weight. However, more must be known of its ability to be turned on and off
many times over an extended period.
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APPENDIX E. FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THRUST MISALIGNMENT
DISTURBANCE TORQUE R_EDUCTION FOR SOLAR
ELECTRIC PROPULSION VEHICLE
INT RODU CT ION
A preliminary sizing study for attitude control of the solar electric
prol)ulsion vehicle was given in Appendix F_, A cold gas lnechanization was
sized based on a disturbance torque resulting from various solar phenomena.
Ion engine thrust misatignment can yield a maximum torque of over 100 times
gr_.ater than the maximum solar disturbance torque used for design. Over
a l-year period this would require that a proportionately greater control
impulse be available; hence an unreasonable control systen_ weight (g50 pounds
x 100) would be required. To eliminate this intolerable weight requirement,
the bank of ion engines will be commanded to point its thrust vector at or
near the overall vehicle center of gravity. The purpose of this study is to
detcrminc the commands based on measurements of limit cycle frequency,
period, etc., and to determine the sensitivity of the commands to parameter
I 1 | ca 8 kli" cl'll e nt ,.,r r_r s.
TECHNIQUES OF MEASURING AND COMPUTING DISTURBANCE TORQUE
A single control channel is shown in Figure E-1. Under a significantly
large disturbance torque, a soft duty cycle occurs as discussed in Appendix B
and i!],Jstrated by the phase plane of Figure E-2. The limit cycle behavior
is determined by the control loop characteristics and the disturbance torque
magnitude.
The equation for a constant torque trajectory in the phase plane is
given by:
1 .a z)(0 + Od)(T/J) : 2(0 - (1o (E-l)
where
0 = 01_ .o 0 d
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Td - L d Fd , DISTURBANCE TORQUE *'1 ' r2 - LEAD-LAG NETWORK TIME CONSTANTS
T© " _/c Fc ' CONTROL TORQUE h • HYSTEI_$|$ (PERCENT Dd)
L¢ - CONTROL MOMENT _ tdl , rd2 m 'ON'. 'OFF' TIME DELAY_, RESPECTIVELY
L d - DISTURBANCE MOMENT ARM J - INERTIA
O© COIvV_ANOED ANGLE (ASSUMED ZERO FOR
F¢ - CONTROL FORCE TORQUE ADJUSTMENT)
Fd = DISTURBANCE FORCE 6 d - DEAD ZONE
Figure E-I. Single Channel Control Mechanization
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The magnitude and sign of T determines the trajectory shape. From 0 to 1,
T = T c + Td; and from 1 to 2 to 0, T = Td. The time along the phase tra-
jectory is related to @ and (} by:
o
t - r/J
Solution of Equation E-l, E-2, and E-3 in terms of measurable parameters
leads to Equations E-4, E-5, and E-6.
t01 T c
T d - (E-4)
t120
t01 - time from point 0 to point 1, etc.
_o 2-
J o
= :- (_-5)_Td ,_ O +O
o co
0
co
- crossover angle (see Figure E-g).
gJ (0 d + Oco)
Td _ L,uI= 2 (
t12
Each of these equations relates the disturbance torque to known (J, Tc, Od)
and measurable {t01, t120, 0co, _}o) parameters and consequently can be
used to compute T d. Table E-1 summarizes the three alternatives.
Method 1 requires a measurement to provide 0o inlormation, neces-
sitating an additional sensor on board. Furthermore, rates are so low for
small disturbance levels (10 -3 deg/sec) that the feasibility of such a measure-
ment is questionable. The on and off times (t01, t12, and t120) can be
measured by using the electrical output of the switching network (Figure E-1).
,1 F
f , ;.,:"
_J J
TABLE E-I. SUMMARY OF MEASURING TECHNIQUES FOR
DISTURBANCE TORQUE DETERMINATION COMPUTATION
Method Equation Known M ea s u r ed
T d
T d
• 20J o
- 20 +0
o co
2.1 (0 +o 0co)
2
t12
T c t01
T d =
t120
J, 0 d
J, 0 d
_T
c
00' 0co
tlg' Oco
t01, tlZ o
The signal would be in the form of a train of pulses of finite width. The
actual control torque contains a transport lag as well as a time constant
when responding to a pulse input; hence the measurement would be approxi-
mate. The transportation delays are relatively small compared to the pulse
width for cold gas; however, the thrust-time cl_aracteristics n_ust be known
to calibrate the disturbance torque if thrust buildup and decay times are
significant cutnparcd to the total thrust time.
Method Z requires a time measurement and a means of determining
0co from the angular displacement feedback signal. This appears to be
somewhat more complicated than measuring elapsed times only, as in method
3. Furthermore, times are measured relative to the occurrence of discrete
pulses (ON and OFF commands) which should lead to a simpler mechanization.
Hence method 3 is chosen for disturbance torque estimation.
DISTURBANCE TORQUE REDUCTION PROCEDURE
Once the disturbance torque has been computed the disturbance
moment arm can be found using Equation F_,-11.
T d
ld -
F d
(E-7)
The accuracy of this computation depends on accurate knowledge of F d. The
quantity F d varies with the distance from the sun, number of ion engines at
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maximum output, statistical uncertainties in the thrust level, and the angle
# between sun line and thrust direction. From Equation -4 there are three
relationships which can be written for the two unknown quantities Jdz and _dy:
T
_dz =
" Tdx Tdy
_dy -
+F d sin _ +F d cos#
(E-8)
Hence a redundant measurement of idy can be made to achieve greater accu-
racy. If # becomes small, the Tdx measurenlent would also be small and
the computation would be neglected.
The net disturbance torque nmst be reduced to 0.00! ft-lb or lower
to stay within the same sizing requirements as used in Appendix The
alternative is additional control fuel for a larger steady state disturbance.
For ._hr present 0. 001 ft-lb is assumed to be a suitable number. The prob-
lem then is to rotate the ion engine such that the maximum disturbance of
0. 146 ft-lb is reduced to 0.001 ft-lb by reducing the disturbance moment
arm.
if the first adjustment made were performed widz a 0.69 percent
accuracy, the function could be accomplished in one step. This type oi accu-
racy is very likely unobtainable, however, so more than one iteration is
necessary. If each iteration has an identical expected accuracy the number
of iterations required can be found from Equation E-9.
n
T d _ -< Tdf (E-9)
o
where
n = number of iterations
Tdo = initial disturbance torque
Tdf = final disturbance torque
¢ = uncertainty in moment arm determination
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The physical situation requires that n be an integer. For the specified values
of Tdo and Tdf, the number of iterations versus measurement accuracy is
shown in Figure E-3.
It is expected that the disturbance force will not be known accurately
and henc,, will contribute a large error to the moment arm estimate. How-
ever, by assuming the force (and the center-of-force) remains constant during
the alignment procedure, it can be more accurately computed after the sec-
ond measurement. To illustrate this improvement technique in one channel
assume the first measurement yields a value given by Equation E-10:
Td T to1
c (E-10)
Aid = Fd (ref) - Fd (ref) t120
Fd (ref) is an estimate of the actual force from Equation E-8 andAld is con-
seq.ently accurate only to the extent that Fd (ref) and the time measurements
are accurate.
A command is given to move the thrust vector an amount Ai d in the yz
plane. This correction may be implemented by either a rotation or trans-
lation of the ion engine bank. The command must be computed with the angle
9 accounted for.
After the correction, a new disturbance torque
T I t I
c O1
"T' = (E-11)d t'
120
given by Equation E-II can be combined with Equations E,-10, E-12, and
E-13 to yield Equation E-18.
i'd = ld - Aid (E-IZ)
wher e
I d
l'
d
Ai d
= actual initial moment arm
= moment arm on second measurement
= first estimate
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T d ' T d
F d (E- 13)
- _d' - _d
(assuming.F d is constant)
i T ' t' t120]
c 01
F d = F d (ref) -T x--x
c t'I20 -_Oll
(E- 14)
where
T '/T = ±I
C C
The quantities t01, ti20, t'01, t'lZ 0 are _vasurcd before and after the first
correction while F d (ref) is the quantity being updated or refined. The
expression T' /T c is present because the control torque may or may not beC
of the same polarity before and after the iteration. The Fd given by Equation
E-14 is used to compute the moment arm for the second iteration.
A typical numerical case can be consider_l to illustrate the procedure.
From Equation E-10, Aid is computed. The total measurement error is
assumed to be 16.5 percent o _ Wh,_h,..._.. only _.i 5 percen_ i_ d_,_,_:' ...... _.l_ +_'_ ......_..
dora errors. The other part is a systematic, repeatable error such as incor-
rect estimation of the disturbance force and control torque. Random errors
can occur due to several causes and are dependent on the method of imple-
mentation of the measurements. Long sampling intervals if direct telemetry
is used can yield such errors. Random variations in ion engine thrust and
center-of-gravity location could also affect the accuracy. Measurement and
,.,.,_,,,,,.,_..._._.._.+_+_,,_=1e-,-_r_..... ... would occur if on-board control were implemented.
If a reference force of 0.35 pound is used then the systematic (15
percent) error is assumed to occur because the actual force is only 0.298
pound. The system would measure a duty cycle (t01/tlZ0) of Td/T c as given
by Equation E-15. The factor 0.985 results from the random error.
t01 Td _ 10. Z98)i5/1Z){0.985)
tlz 0 T (0.0zs)(z0)C
= O. 2445 (E-15)
L
Using the reference force (0, 35 pound) in Equation E-9 yields a Inoment arm
estimateAl d of 4. 19 inches. Hence the angle 6 is changed until the moment
arm is reduced to 0.81 inch as shown in Figure E-4b . At this point the
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disturbance has been reduced to 0.0201 ft-lb and the system undergoes a
transient response until steady state duty cycle is approached. A second
duty cycle measurement is made with a 1.5 percent error, yielding a t01/tl20
of 0.0408. This time the 1.5 percent error is taken in the opposite direction
to yield a worst case.
Equation E-13 can be used to upd_,_e the reference force. This yields:
F d = (0.35) [1 - (1)(0.0408)/{0.2445)] = 0.292 pound (E-16)
The newAf d again is computed using Equations E-14 and E-20 for the new
reference force to yield: A_ d = 0.839 inch. The next rotation 6 to yield a
Afd of 0.839 inch results in the error shown by Figure E-4c. The disturbance
torque is now reduced to approximately 1 x 10 .3 ft-lb. Slight accuracy
improvement would yield a margin of safety since I x 10 -3 ft-lb is the maxi-
mum desired level for fuel sizing. However, if the above assumed accuracies
(15 percent systematic and 1.5 percent random) are not realizable an addi-
tional iteration may be required.
FURTHER COMMENTS
The use of these equations implicitly assumed that the distance from
the point of force application to the center of gravity is large compared to
the center-of-gravity offset if ion e_iginc rutatioP., rDther than translation,
is used. Implementation of the torque reducing schen_e places definlt¢
limitations on the position of the ion engine. If the ion engine is too close to
the vehicle center of gravity a large angular rotation is required for a given
center,of-gravity misalignment. Hence the thrust direction is appreciably
changed and orbital control errors may be incurred. On the other hand if
the ion engines are too far removed from the vehicle center of gravity a
very small angle is required for a given moment arm. Tighter angular
resolution specifications must then be imposed on the ion ¢ngine corrections
equipment.
Angular resolution is actually the limitation on how low the disturbance
torque can be reduced by this technique. From the standpoint of fuel usage
it is desirable to reduce the disturbance as much as possible. If the steady
state torque can be reduced to a lower level than 0.001 ft-lb, the total control
fuel weight may be reduced. However, more fuel per torque reduction cycle
would be required and a tradeoff is indicated.
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APPENDIX F. OPERATION OF ION ENGINE POSITIONING
MECHANISM FOR SOLAR ELECTRIC
PROPULSION SPACECRAFT
INTRODUCTION
Uncertainty in alignment of th_ ion engine bank thrust vector with the
spacecraft cg and subsequent drift of each during the mission results in an
applied torque on the vehicle. If attitude control fuel is expended to cancel
this disturbance torque, an inordinately large amount of control fuel would
be required for the mission. To alleviate this requirement, the ongine bank
mounted through a motor drive mechanism is proposed which provides trans-
lational control in two degrees of freedom. The thrust vector to spacecraft
cg misalignment can be computed from measurement of the steady-state
limit cycle characteristics. This technique for generating translational
commands is described in detail in Appendix F_ The mechanism proposed
for this function is briefly described in the Control section.
The engine alignment mechanisti_ can be utilized in either nf two
modes. First, a separate attitude control channel can be used to mamtain
attitude while the thrust misalignment is treated as a disturbance torque.
The correction procedure of Appendix E would then be utilized. Second, the
applied torque capability of the engine could be used to directly control two
of the three attitude channels. Using this option, the motor-driven engine
bank would replace the gas jets during the transit (coast) phase of the
mission.
MOMENT ARM REDUCTION
Requirements
The procedure for reducing the undesired moment arm as described
in Appendix E can be implemented as shown by the single axis block diagram
of Figure F-1. By periodically measuring the steady-state limit cycling
characteristics, a command would be generated only when the computed dis-
turbance torque is greater than a maximum permissible level. The specified
level for this mission is 10 -3 ft-tb. This level is the maxin_um expected
disturbance from sources other than misalignment. The maximum expected
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moment arm due to misalignment is +5 inches. .4 nominal engine force
level of 0. 35 pound yields a disturbance of 0. 146 ft-lb. Hence, a moment
arm reduction to less than 0.0343 inch is required of the translation
mechanism.
Iteration Time
One area of data missing from the analysis of Appendix E is the
amount of time required for the attitude channel to return to steady state
after a change in disturbance torque. This information determines how often
successive moment arm corrections can be made. Since this is a rather
painful analysis for pencil and paper, an analog simulation was used. The
simulation consisted of the single attitude channel of Figure F-1 with a
function generator to vary the disturbandPe moment arm.
The behavior was observed when changing the disturbance from a
maximum expected value to some percentage of maximum. This represented
a computation of moment arm with an error; hence, a second iteration would
be required in normal operation. The elapsed time for settling to steady
state would represent the time required before another _cc,_rate measure-
ment could be taken. The settling time is shown as a function of percentage
error in Figure F-g. As the adjustment becomes more accurate the dis-
turbance torque is being reduced from a maximum to a lower value. The
soft duty cycle period consequently becomes longer and the settling time
increases. In addition, as the disturbance is made smaller, the number of
limit cycle osciltations bt:fore steady state is re_ached becomes larger and
increases the settlin_ time.
It can be concluded from Figure F-2 that a time between computa-
tions and corrections of about one day (86, 400 seconds) is required as small
disturbance levels are approached. Since there is no way to predict the dis-
turbance after corrections until accurate measurements are made, air
reduction cycles should allow one day for settling time. Since at least two
corrections must be provided, two days to reach an acceptable disturbance
are required.
CONTINUOUS CONTROL
Axis Configuration
The ion engine translation mechanism can be utilized to provide pri-
mary attitude control in two axes. The other axis would require a reaction
jet system for control. Translation occurs in the coordinates of the engine
bank while control is exercised in the spacecraft axes. The angle qb relates
the two systems as shown by Figure F-3. For an Earth-Mars trajectory,
the nominal range of ¢b centers closely about 90 degrees such that control
about the body x(roll) and z (yaw) axes is suggested.
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Loop .Design Alternatives
The discussion here is limited to roll and yaw since the pitch channel
is cold gas. The means of moving the ion engine bank can be accomplished
using a very low torque level motor. It appears that from the analytical
standpoint either a stepper motor, DC torque motor or AC servo motor
would be suitable for use in a continuously operating servo loop. A stepper
motor was chosen as being well qualified for long duration spacecraft applica-
tion. A potentiometer to measure the engine bank position provides a signal
for closed-loop servo controller operation.
Two possible mechanizations for the stepper motor position controller
are shown in Figure F-4. The only significant difference is an on-off switch
in Figure F-4a, while Figure F-4b operates linearly.
Since the stepper motor, unlike a torque or servo motor, does not
operate in an energy-storing mode, it is easier to stabilize and the shaping
network is not required. In the case of the on-off controller, a pulse train
of either polarity, bat a constant frequency, is generated. For linear opera-
tion, the pulse converter can be mechanized using a voltage control oscillator
(VCO), such that the motor is driven by pulses whose frequency is propor-
tional to the input voltage. To make a choice of position loop mechanization
the overall attitude channeI must be considered. Figure F-5 shows the
commanded distance, fc, to be the output of a compensation network.
To achieve adeq,late loop operation the shaping network (discussed in
.._ " ' .-,-d_rn,,_n_*,l_,, a lead network, i. e. , higher fre-the foiiowi,ig scct_ut_) i_ p ............ : _ _
-_'";*,= a inrge a||lount ofquencies are amplified. Hence, the signal f c ............
inherent noise from the networks, sensors, etc. The on-off positioner is
very sensitive to noise due to its poor filtering qualities, i.e. , the first-
order plant is the only filter in the loop. This conclusion was verified by an
analog computer simulation of the Figare F-5 channel. Unintentional noise
frocn the computer electronics made on-off operation difficult due to relay
chatter. This had the effect of causing the system to respond slowly with
poor stability characteristics. Consequently, the linear system (Figure F-4b}
is chosen for the positioner mechanization.
Linear Design
To linearize the controller of Figure F-4b two assumptions are
made:
1) Each increment of the stepper motor is small compared to the
total motion of interest.
z} The pulsing rate for significant motions is fast compared to the
response times of interest.
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Hence, the motion resulting from the series of many small steps is assumed
to be a smooth curve. If the network is assumed 1:obe unity, the resulting
simplified loop and its equivalent transfer function are given by Figure F-6.
The basic limitation on the position response time constant is fixed
bg the pulse frequency limit of the motor. To avoid trouble here the time
constant 1"m = 1/K1K 2 is taken as 40 seconds. A double lead-lag network of
(30s + 1)2_3s + 1)2 is chosen for compensation of the attitude channel given
by Figure F-5b. For this network a root locus diagram is shown in Figure
F-7. A damping ratio of 0.4 is used as a criteria for adequate operation.
Hence, a range between points I and Z is suitable. The upper limit for
which the root locus gain is 0.015/ is chosen since faster time response is
thus obtained. The time response is also affected by the two real roots at
approximately 0. 03 and 0. 17. The 0. 03 root is of lo0v residue and does not
contribute significantly to principal time constant. Lead zeros at 1/30 rad/
sec were chosen because this represents a realizable network. Better
cancellation of the pole at 1/40 can be obtained but favorable characteristics
are realized with this network.
System Operation
A single attitude channel was simulated on the analog computer. The
primar'_ purpose was to investigate the positioning motor in an on-off mode of
operation. This mechanization was shown to be extremely noise susceptible
as discussed previously. Therefore, the linear mechanization was chosen.
The simulation was then used to verify ti_e straightforward linear a,'n, alysis
=nd e\:a!:_nte _,,_ ln,_n norfnrn_ance under various conditions.
Using the engine bank for primary control during coast can only be
accomplished alter deployment and acquisition are completed. !Ionce, an
auxiliary reaction jet system is required. Analog results showed that
vehicle rates should be less than 0. 02 deg/sec when engine bank control is
initiated and acquisition control terminated. The attitude error is reduced
to zero by the linear system ar_t a steady-state limit cycling mode is no
longer used.
The response to a simultaneous application of disturbance torque
(10 -3 ft-lb maximum) and engine bank misalignment (5 inches maximum) was
favorable under worst case conditions. The resulting transient was well
damped and settled out within 50 seconds. Under these conditions, the maxi-
mum pulse repetition rate into the stepper motor was well within its
capabilities.
Referring to Figure F-3, if # is 90 degrees, the z-axis translation
provides control in roll (x-axis). If _b is some small angle (+10 degrees
maximum) away from 90 degrees, then roll control signals present a dis-
turbance torque into pitch (y-axis). Since large roll control signals only
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exist for a short time, they will not cause an undue expenditure of fuel in
the pitch channel. During the steady-state cruise phase this disturbance is
negligible.
CONC LUSIONS
The positioning capability of the ion engine bank is suitable for use
in reducing the unwanted disturbance torque. Due to the slow convergence
to steady state after the disturbance torque is reduced, a total time of about
1 day must be at[owed before the resulting steady-state behavior can be
measured.
The prospect of using the mechanism to provide primary control of
two axes during coast is feasible. However, acquisition must be performed
by an auxiliary system to reduce the angular rate to 0. 02 deg/sec or less
before convergence by the ion engine system is assured. Some fuel weight
savings may be gained by taking this approach.
I
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